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INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Study 

 

The International Criminal Court (ICC) came into being after concerted efforts to establish a 

permanent international court for the trial of perpetrators of the most serious crimes of the 20
th
 

Century. The Court seemed to provide a solution which had been sought in the long, uncertain and 

winding road of International Criminal Law and procedure, itself a nascent, although rapidly 

developing body of law. It was the answer to the fight against impunity and a means to ensure the 

gravest international crimes did not go unpunished, no matter who committed them. The Statute 

establishing the Court however recognized that the Court would not supplant the national systems; it 

would be a last resort, intervening only when the national systems were unable or unwilling to 

investigate and prosecute core international crimes.
1
 Complementarity, a novel concept in 

International Criminal law, was thereby introduced in the Rome Statute. 

 

Complementarity is underpinned by the recognition of the competence and jurisdiction of national 

courts to investigate and prosecute international crimes, and only where such jurisdiction is not 

exercised does the international community intervene. The creation of a permanent international 

criminal court, when analyzed from a complementarity perspective, presents one message to the 

national systems; investigate and prosecute individuals responsible for international crimes, or the 

international community, through the Court, will step in and prosecute them. Through the 

complementarity principle, the ICC transcends the hitherto jealously guarded principle of state 

sovereignty, permeating the national systems and subjecting individuals to international trials.  Since 

its establishment, the ICC has intervened in eight countries; Democratic Republic of Congo (‗DRC‘), 

Uganda, Sudan, Central African Republic (‗CAR‘), Kenya, Libya, Côte d'Ivoire and Mali. Of the 

eight situations, four were as a result of self-referrals in accordance with Article 14 of the Rome 

Statute (Uganda, the DRC, CAR and Mali). The situation in Sudan and Libya were referred to the 

Court by the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) pursuant to Article 13 (b) of the Rome Statute 

and the situation in Kenya and Côte d‘Ivoire got to the Court through the Prosecutor‘s proprio motu 

investigations pursuant to Article 15 of the Rome Statute.  

 

While each situation is unique, the underlying rationale for intervention is the same; these are 

situations where international crimes have been committed, leaving in their wake several victims. 

                                                 
1
 Preamble of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, 2187 UNTS 90 (entered into force on July 1, 2002) 
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The death, injury and destruction are often in startling proportions. In DRC, it is estimated that some 

3.9 million people died between 1998 and 2004 as a result of the civil war.
2
 The displacement rate 

stood at 1.8 million in 2004, and by 2007, it was estimated that at least 45,000 people were dying 

every month.
3
 In Sudan, by 2005, 1.65 million people had been internally displaced.

4
 The Report of 

the International Commission of Inquiry on Violations of International Humanitarian Law and 

Human Rights Law in Darfur established that ―indiscriminate attacks, including killing of civilians, 

torture, enforced disappearances, destruction of villages, rape and other forms of sexual violence, 

pillaging and forced displacement, continued unabated throughout Darfur.‖
5
 In Central African 

Republic, an estimated 200,000 had fled the country by 2011, with another 200,000 being displaced 

within the country. Thousands had been killed and hundreds abducted by armed groups.
6
 War crimes 

and crimes against humanity continued to be committed daily, affecting the lives of thousands of 

men, women and children. A similar situation prevailed in Uganda, where the conflict with the LRA 

had gone on for years. By 2005, there was an estimated 1.3 million internally displaced persons in 

camps in Northern Uganda, living under appalling conditions.
7
 Tens of thousands had been killed in 

the course of the conflict and an estimated 20,000 children abducted by the LRA.
8
 In Kenya and 

Côte d'Ivoire, international crimes were committed in the context of violence after disputed elections. 

In Kenya, 1,133 people were killed and over 350,000 displaced.
9
 In Côte d'Ivoire, some 3,000 people 

were killed and over 500,000 displaced.
10

 

 

The atrocities committed in these countries are often widespread, with several perpetrators 

involved.
11

 The intervention of the International Criminal Court in any situation does not mean it will 

address all the atrocities committed or prosecute all the perpetrators involved. Given the Court‘s 

structure, resources and capacity, it can only prosecute a few individuals in situations where it 

                                                 
2
 International Rescue Committee(2007), Mortality in the Republic of Congo, An Ongoing Crisis, New York 

3
 Ibid 

4
 See Report of the International Commission of Inquiry on Violations of International Humanitarian Law and Human 

Rights Law in Darfur (2005) UN Doc. S/2005/60. 
5
 Ibid 

6
Amnesty International (2011) Central African Republic - Action Needed to End Decades of Abuse, London. 

7
 Bøås M. and Hatløy A. (2005) ‗Northern Uganda Internally Displaced Persons Profiling Study‘ Office of the Prime 

Minister, Department of Disaster Preparedness and Refugees, Kampala. 
8
 Amnesty International, op.cit 

9
 Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Post-election Violence in Kenya (CIPEV), 2008, available at 

http://www.kenyalaw.org/Downloads/Reports/Commission_of_Inquiry_into_Post_Election_Violence.pdf, last accessed 

on 20
th
 June 2013,  pp.345-346 

10
 Report of National Commission of Inquiry into the Post-Election Violence in Côte d‘Ivoire,2012,available at  

http://www.fidh.org/IMG/pdf/cne_resume_rapport_d_enquete.pdf, last accessed on 20
th
 June 2013 

11
 In Uganda for instance, some 12,971 members of the LRA had sought and been granted amnesty as of May 2002, with 

many others still fighting in the bush. In Kenya, over 6,000 persons were suspected to have committed crimes in the 

context of the 2007-2008 post-election violence. See Cline L.E. (2013) The Lord‟s Resistance Army, Praeger, Carlifornia 

at p.95 

http://www.kenyalaw.org/Downloads/Reports/Commission_of_Inquiry_into_Post_Election_Violence.pdf
http://www.fidh.org/IMG/pdf/cne_resume_rapport_d_enquete.pdf
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intervenes, leaving the majority of the perpetrators to be dealt with at the domestic level.
12

 Similarly, 

not all victims from every situation can get redress at the ICC. The Court admits only a small number 

of victims from each situation, leaving the bulk of the victims to depend on the national authorities 

for any form of redress. The minimal prosecutions at the ICC and its limited reach to the victims 

means that any meaningful impact can only be realized through mechanisms pursued at the domestic 

level.  

 

The reality then, which perhaps is yet to be fully appreciated, is that the success of international 

criminal justice depends more on what happens at the domestic level than at the ICC. This is not in 

any way a poor appraisal of international criminal prosecutions in general, or the ICC in particular. 

In fact, it is prosecutions at the international level and establishment of the ICC that have given 

international criminal law the much needed impetus in the last half of the 20
th

 Century. The ICC‘s 

substantive impact in terms of deterrence of future crimes, providing a measure of justice and giving 

some victims a chance at redress cannot be underrated. The advantages of prosecution of 

international crimes at the international level are also numerous. Cassese, arguing for prosecution of 

war crimes and crimes against humanity by international tribunals rather than national courts, 

observed that such tribunals can easily apply international instruments such as the Geneva 

conventions, and are able to pursue criminal adjudication as a principled demand for justice rather 

than a political tactic.
13

 Further, international judges often have no national, ethnic or political axe to 

grind, and may therefore be in a better position to be impartial and unbiased than judges who have 

been caught up in the milieu which is the subject of the trials.
14

 That said, conducting prosecutions at 

the international tribunals has distinct challenges. Key amongst this is the lack of an enforcement 

agency that would allow prosecuting authorities to carry out investigations on the territory of a state 

                                                 
12

In Central African Republic, it was only Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo against whom charges were initially brought. 

Charges have since been brought against 4 other individuals, Aimé Kilolo Musamba, Jean-Jacques Mangenda Kabongo, 

Fidèle Babala Wandu and Narcisse Arido.  In Libya, warrants were issued against three individuals: Muammar Gaddafi 

(now deceased), Saif Gaddafi and Abdullah Al-Senussi. In DRC, charges were brought against 5 people: Thomas 

Lubanga Dyilo, Germain Katanga, Mathieu Ngudjolo Chui,Bosco Ntaganda and Callixte Mbarushimana. In Uganda, the 

Court also issued warrants of arrest against five individuals; Joseph Kony, Vincent Otti, Okot Odhiambo, Dominic 

Ongwen and Raska Lukwiya (deceased). In Kenya, six individuals were initially summoned by the Court:William 

Samoei Ruto, Henry Kiprono Kosgey, Joshua Arap Sang, Francis Kirimi Muthaura, Uhuru Muigai Kenyatta and 

Mohammed Hussein Ali. Of these six, charges were sustained only against William Samoei Ruto and Joshua Arap Sang. 

Sudan also had six suspects, with charges being proffered against Omar Al Bashir, Ahmad Muhammad Harun, Ali 

Muhammad Abd-Al-Rahman, Idriss Abu Garda (against whom the Pre-Trial Chamber subsequently refused to confirm 

charges), Abdallah Nourain and Saleh Jerbo Jamus. In Côte d‘Ivoire, charges were brought against three individuals; 

Laurent Gbagbo, Simone Gbagbo and Charles Blé Goudé.  
13

 Cassese A. ‗Reflections on International Criminal Justice‘, The Modern Law Review  61 (1998). See also Sliedregt E. 

‗The Curious Case of International Criminal Liability‘ 10 Journal of International Criminal Justice  (2012), 1171-1188 
14

 Cassese, Ibid. 

http://www.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/icc/situations%20and%20cases/situations/situation%20icc%200105/related%20cases/ICC-0105-0113/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/icc/situations%20and%20cases/situations/situation%20icc%200105/related%20cases/ICC-0105-0113/Pages/default.aspx
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without the assistance of the concerned state.
15

 So serious is this challenge that it has recently formed 

one of the reasons for the ICC Prosecutor‘s withdrawal of one of the cases in the Kenyan Situation.
16

 

Further, tribunals such as the ICC lack powers of arrest, rendering state cooperation of prime 

importance.
17

 The slow nature of investigations and prosecutions at the international tribunals in 

general has led to some pessimism about prosecutions in these forums. The ICC for instance has 

concluded only three cases since its establishment.
18

 This slow pace of justice has had significant 

negative impact, especially where circumstances drastically change in situation countries. In the 

Kenyan situation for instance, the cases were still not ready for trial some five years after the crimes 

were committed. By then, two of the accused persons, Uhuru Kenyatta and William Ruto, had 

become President and Deputy President respectively. Cooperation from the state dwindled and 

finally came to a halt, making it impossible for the ICC to conduct further investigations or obtain 

further evidence in the country.  

 

Some of the mentioned problems can be overcome by conducting trials for international crimes at the 

domestic level. For instance, where political will and commitment exist, trials may take place at a 

faster pace at the domestic level than at an international forum.  Further, since the domestic place is 

where the scenes of crimes are, conducting investigations and gathering the necessary evidence 

presents fewer difficulties. The biggest leverage in the domestic system however is that it is where 

the majority of the suspects and victims are; hence large-scale prosecutions and effective reparations 

can happen if there are legal and institutional mechanisms in place as well as political will. The 

                                                 
15

 Del Ponte C. ‗Investigation and Prosecution of Large-scale Crimes at the International Level : The Experience of the 

ICTY‘, 4 Journal of International Criminal Justice  (2006),539-558 
16

 The Prosecutor v. Uhuru Muigai Kenyatta, ICC-01/09-02/11 was withdrawn in December 2014 after it became 

difficult for the Prosecutor to carry out further investigations in the country or secure any tangible cooperation from the 

Kenyan Government. See ‗Decision on Prosecutor‘s Application for a Further Adjournment‘ available at http://www.icc-

cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1878156.pdf, last accessed on 21
st
 December 2014 

17
 Del Ponte, op.cit 

18
 The first case concluded was that of Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, who was found guilty of war crimes of enlisting and 

conscripting of children under the age of 15 years and using them to participate actively in hostilities. Lubanga was 

sentenced to 14 years of imprisonment and the verdict and sentence confirmed by the Appeals Chamber on 1
st
  December 

2014. See Situation In The Democratic Republic Of The Congo In The Case Of The Prosecutor V Thomas Lubanga Dyilo 

ICC-01/04-01/06, Judgement Pursuant To Article 74 Of The Statute, 14 March 2012, available at  http://www.icc-

cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1379838.pdf, last accessed on 15
th
 August 2014. The Court has also concluded the case of The 

Prosecutor v. Germain Katanga, still from the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Katanga was found guilty of one 

count of crimes against humanity (murder) and four counts of war crimes (murder, attacking a civilian population, 

destruction of property and pillaging). He was sentenced to 12 years imprisonment. See Judgement Pursuant To Article 

74 of the Statute, 8
th
 March 2014, available at http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1744366.pdf, last accessed on 15

th
 

August 2014. Also concluded was the case against Mathew Ngudjolo Chui who was acquitted of the charges of war 

crimes and crimes against humanity which had been levelled against him. See The Prosecutor vs. Mathieu Ngudjolo 

Chui,  ICC-01/04-02/12, Judgement Pursuant To Article 74 Of The Statute,18
th
 December 2012, available at  

http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1579080.pdf, last accessed on 11
th

 May 2015. See Also Appeal‘s Chamber 

Judgement on Prosecutor‘s Appeal against the Decision of Trial Chamber II entitled ―Judgement Pursuant to Article 74 

of the Rome Statute‖, 7
th
 April 2015, available at http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1957802.pdf, last accessed on 

15
th
 June 2015  

http://www.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/icc/situations%20and%20cases/situations/situation%20icc%200109/related%20cases/icc01090211/Pages/icc01090111.aspx
http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1878156.pdf
http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1878156.pdf
http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1379838.pdf
http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1379838.pdf
http://www.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/icc/situations%20and%20cases/situations/situation%20icc%200104/related%20cases/icc%200104%200107/Pages/democratic%20republic%20of%20the%20congo.aspx
http://www.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/icc/situations%20and%20cases/situations/situation%20icc%200104/related%20cases/icc%200104%200107/Pages/democratic%20republic%20of%20the%20congo.aspx
http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1744366.pdf
http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1579080.pdf
http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc1957802.pdf
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impact of prosecutions and reparations at the domestic system cannot also be understated. Victims in 

these systems are closer to the legal proceedings.
19

 Further, it is in these territories that punishment 

imposed can most naturally serve as example to others.
20

 For these reasons, while prosecutions at the 

international level are important, the national systems hold the key to the success of international 

criminal law. The argument here is that it would be counter-productive to place all emphasis on the 

international system without paying attention to the domestic systems. As it is, most domestic 

systems, particularly where the ICC has intervened are lagging behind in terms of their ability to 

investigate and prosecute international crimes. It is therefore necessary to pursue domestication of 

international criminal justice in a manner that goes beyond adoption of implementing legislation for 

the Rome Statute, to actual prosecutions of international crimes at the domestic level. Presently, 

there isn‘t much focus on the prosecutions taking place in the domestic systems, particularly in the 

situation countries where the ICC has intervened. Sara Nouwen has studied the impact of the ICC in 

Sudan and Uganda, where she draws the conclusion that domestic proceedings for crimes under the 

jurisdiction of the ICC are rarely conducted.
21

 Some institutions have also engaged with the overall 

complementarity analysis in some situation countries.
22

 There isn‘t however much literature in terms 

of comprehensive analysis of the approach taken by each situation country in acting in line with 

complementarity. Domestic systems have in this sense been largely ignored. Roht-Arriaza captures 

the prevailing situation accurately when she observes that national prosecutions for international 

crimes have been seen as peripheral to the international justice project, but they are integral to both 

its origins and its future.
23

 

 

The seeming lack of interest and dearth of research in this area are perhaps due to the novelty of 

several concepts in the Rome Statute and lack of guidelines and clarity for the national actors. In 

most situations, once the ICC intervenes, the domestic systems are side-stepped and the national 

authorities are for the large part unsure of what to do. They are expected to cooperate with the ICC 

but beyond that the field is left open as to when, how and what nature of prosecutions they should 

pursue at the national level.  The Court‘s intervention can happen through three distinct methods. 

                                                 
19

 Bergsmo M.‗Between Territoriality and Universality: Room for Further Reflection‘ in Bergsmo M.(ed),2010 

Complementarity and the Exercise of Universal Jurisdiction for Core International Crimes Torkel Opsahl, Oslo. 
20

 Morrison D. and Weiner J. (2010) Curbing the Manipulation of Universal Jurisdiction, Jerusalem Centre for Public 

Affairs. 
21

 Nouwen S. (2014) ‗Complementarity in the Line of Fire: The catalyzing Effect of the International Criminal Court in 

Uganda and Sudan‘ Cambridge University Press 
22

 See for instance Open Society Foundations (2011) Putting Complementarity into Practice: Domestic Justice for 

International Crimes in DRC, Uganda, and Kenya,New York. See also Open Society Foundations (2010), „Promoting 

Complementarity in Practice-Lessons from Three Situation ICC Countries‟ New York 
23

 Roht-Arriaza N. ‗Just a ‗Bubble‘? Perspectives on the Enforcement of International Criminal Law by National Courts‘ 

Journal of International Criminal Justice 11 (2013), 537-543 
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The first is through a state referral.
24

 The requirement for lodging a state referral is the suspicion that 

a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court may have been committed. The state making the referral 

is required to, as far as possible, specify the relevant circumstances, and include supporting 

documentation in its possession. A situation may also be referred to the Prosecutor by the UN 

Security Council, acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations.
25

 In the third 

scenario, the Court‘s intervention can be triggered through the Prosecutor initiating his own proprio 

motu investigations on the basis of information on crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court.
26

 None 

of these trigger mechanisms specifies any role for the domestic systems once the ICC has intervened 

in a situation. States in which the Court has intervened are often at a loss as to whether to initiate 

investigations and prosecutions or to let the Court‘s process run its course. At the practical level, 

most countries are still in the stage of adopting implementing legislation to the Rome Statute, several 

years after it came into force. The result is that several concepts in the Rome Statute are yet to be 

internalized in many domestic systems. Further, many countries are yet to invest in capacity-building 

of their judicial systems to be able to investigate and prosecute international crimes. These problems 

aside, the argument made here is that the role of the national systems in advancing international 

criminal justice should not be ignored. As much focus as is placed on the ICC should be placed in 

each state in which it intervenes in order to see how it handles the perpetrators who have not been 

indicted by the ICC. 

 

1.2 The Problem 

 

The Rome Statute establishes the ICC as a court of last resort, intervening only when a state was 

unable or unwilling to investigate and prosecute crimes under the Court‘s jurisdiction. The Statute 

strikes a balance between state sovereignty and the duty to prosecute international crimes. As such it 

expressly recalls the duty of every state to exercise its criminal jurisdiction over those responsible for 

international crimes.
27

 If the state does not undertake this duty, the ICC can intervene. That is the 

essence of complementarity. The question of concern to this study is however what happens after the 

ICC intervenes in a state; does the intervention bring to a halt the state‘s duty to seek accountability 

for international crimes at the domestic level or does such duty continue? In the best case scenario, 

complementarity should encompass a burden-sharing formula between states and the ICC, working 

jointly to seek accountability when international crimes have been committed. Legally, this burden-

sharing formula is not immediately obvious as it is not spelt out in the Rome Statute, leaving it 

                                                 
24

 Article 13(a) and 14 of the Rome Statute 
25

 Article 13 (b) of the Rome Statute 
26

 Article 13 ( c) and 15 of the Rome Statute 
27

 Preamble to the Rome Statute, para.6 
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largely to states to determine the extent of their duty to investigate and prosecute international crimes 

where the ICC has already intervened. Some scholars have doubted that the preamble of the Rome 

Statute can create a general duty to prosecute. Nouwen has pointed out that if these states are under a 

duty to prosecute all crimes within the court‘s jurisdiction, such a rule would have been included in 

the operative text of the statute and not in the preamble, where it remains as no more than an 

aspiration.
28

Akhavan also argues that while the obligation to prosecute may be partially extracted 

from existing conventions and customary law, it requires further law-making to become coherent and 

complete, perhaps in the form of an Optional Protocol to the Rome Statute clearly spelling out the 

states‘ obligations once the ICC intervenes.
29

A further complication arises by the imputation of the 

ICC‘s intervention; cases are admissible before the ICC only where the situation country has been 

found to be ‗unable‘ or ‗unwilling‘ to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes.
30

 

One might then ask how a state which has been so disqualified, is expected to launch investigations 

and prosecutions of international crimes. Yet, for international criminal justice to succeed, the state‘s 

duty to investigate and prosecute international crimes must continue beyond ICC‘s intervention.  

 

This study analyzes the performance of national courts in light of the expected division of labour 

between international and domestic jurisdictions. The primary focus of the study is the vertical 

relationship between the ICC and the states in whose territories it has intervened. The study proceeds 

from the normative assumption that states have a residual obligation to continue investigating and 

prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes, even after the ICC has intervened.  Based on this 

premise, the study examines the domestic systems of three selected ICC- situation countries in order 

to assess the response at the domestic level in terms of securing domestic accountability for 

international crimes.  

 

The study will also look into the response by national actors to the victims‘ right to effective remedy, 

particularly to truth, justice and reparations. ―Victims‖ for purposes of the Rome Statute are defined 

as ‗natural persons who have suffered harm as a result of the commission of any crime within the 

jurisdiction of the Court and includes organizations or institutions that have sustained direct harm to 

certain property.‘
31

 A state‘s duty to protect and fulfill victims‘ right to effective remedy is well 

                                                 
28

 Nouwen S. supra, note 21 at 38-39 
29

 See Akhavan P. ‗Whither National Courts? The Rome Statute‘s Missing Half: Towards an Express and Enforceable 

Obligation for the National Repression of International Crimes‘, 8 Journal of International Criminal Justice (2010), 

1245-1266.  
30

 Article 17 of the Rome Statute 
31

 See Rule 85 Rules of Procedure and Evidence, ICC (2013). Property protected includes property dedicated to religion, 

education, art or science or charitable purposes and to their historic monuments, hospitals and other places and objects 

for humanitarian purposes. 
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established in various international instruments.
32

 The UN Basic Principles recognizes the victims‘ 

right of equal and effective access to justice; adequate, effective and prompt reparations for harm 

suffered and access to information concerning violations as well as available reparation 

mechanisms.
33

 Criminal justice actors are routinely confronted with the question of the extent to 

which these rights can be realized within the criminal justice system and thus, the role of victims 

within this system. Some have argued that the criminal justice system is not the place to address 

victims‘ rights and alternatives such as the restorative justice mechanisms are better suited for this. 

Others however argue that the restorative justice principles should be infused into the criminal justice 

system through practices such as victim-offender mediation.
34

 The model adopted by the Rome 

Statute integrates victim participation in the criminal justice system by allowing them to participate 

in proceedings with the possibility of receiving reparation from a convicted person or through the 

Trust Fund established under Article 79 of the Statute.
35

  

 

This study does not go into a critique of the role of victims within the criminal justice framework but 

focuses instead on whether the states under study addressed the plight of victims at all, and if so, the 

approach they adopted. The premise of this assessment is that the international system recognizes the 

rights of victims who have suffered harm as a result of international crimes. The ICC accords such 

victims the possibility of eventually getting reparations. However, the Court is not in a position to 

meet all the obligations towards victims. Further, as is the case with suspects, the Court will 

normally admit a very limited number of victims, leaving the bulk of the victims to the national level 

mechanisms. A State‘s ability and willingness to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of 

international crimes should therefore go hand in hand with seeking solutions for victims of atrocities, 

who in most cases number hundreds of thousands. In other words, while this duty is not expressly 

stated in the Rome Statute, it is difficult to fathom a situation where a state can be said to have acted 

                                                 
32

 Including The Universal Declaration on Human Rights ( Article 8); Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for 

Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power (A/RES/40/34); The UN Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and 

Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International 

Humanitarian Law; The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ( Article 3); The Convention against Torture 

and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment( Article 14); The Rome Statute of the International 

Criminal Court (Articles 68 and 75)  
33

 Paragraph 11, UN Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations 

of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law. Adopted and Proclaimed 

by UN General Assembly Resolution 60/147 of 16
th
 December 2005 

34
 For comprehensive writings on the victims‘ place within the criminal justice system, see Fattah E. and Peters T. (eds) 

Support for Crime Victims in a Comparative Perspective; A collection of Essays Dedicated to the Memory of  Prof. 

Frederick McClintock (1998) Leuven University Press; Lucken K ‗Victims and the Criminal Justice System: The 

Vagaries of Integration‘, International Review of Victimology January 1999 vol. 6 no. 2 137-157;  Wright M and 

Galaway B (1988) „Mediation and Criminal Justice: Victims, Offenders and Community‟ Sage, London.  
35

 Article 68(3) of the Rome Statute makes provision for victim‘s participation in proceedings before the Court, 

particularly where their personal interests are affected. Article 75 of the Statute requires the Court to establish principles 

relating to reparations in respect of victims, including restitution, compensation and rehabilitation. 
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in line with complementarity without addressing the situation of victims. This is more so since the 

driving force behind the Court‘s intervention is not just to punish perpetrators, but also to ensure that 

the victims‘ rights are protected.  In this regard, how the plight of victims is addressed at the national 

level in ICC situation countries becomes of interest in assessing whether the countries have carried 

their fair share of the burden. 

 

Kenya, Uganda and Côte d‘Ivoire are selected for this study since these countries had functional 

legal and judicial systems at the time of ICCs intervention. Their political systems were also stable 

and their governments, from the onset, seemed ready to co-operate with the Court; Uganda was 

actually the first country to make a self-referral to the Court.
36

 Kenya also initially pledged to 

conduct prosecutions at the domestic level and to cooperate with the ICC in the event the Court 

intervened.
37

 Côte d‘Ivoire also made a declaration accepting the Court‘s jurisdiction and offering to 

co-operate with the court.
38

 Given this environment, the hypothesis is that the shared responsibility 

of obtaining accountability for international crimes ought to have functioned, leading to a burden-

sharing formula where the ICC and the three countries all carried out investigations and prosecutions 

of international crimes. This study seeks to establish whether that was the case and whether these 

three countries carried their fair share of the burden in seeking accountability for international crimes 

within their domestic systems and fulfilling their obligations towards victims of international crimes. 

 

1.3 Overview of the Chapters 

 

Chapter One is introductory and traces the development of international criminal justice through 

history, culminating with the establishment of the ICC. It discusses the concept of international 

crimes and the justification of international criminal prosecutions. 

Chapter Two discusses the principle of complementarity under the Rome Statute and analyzes the 

duty to prosecute international crimes at the domestic level.  The link between complementarity and 

other principles such as universal jurisdiction and the Responsibility to Protect is also discussed. The 

                                                 
36

 ICC, Referral of the Situation Concerning the Lord‘s Resistance Army, submitted by the Republic of Uganda, 16 the 

December 2003, unofficial copy, Para.30, available at 

  http://www-rohan.sdsu.edu/~abranch/Current%20Projects/Uganda%20ICC%20Referral%202003.pdf,  last accessed on 

10
th
 November 2012  

37
 Agreed minutes of the meeting between Prosecutor Louis Moreno-Ocampo and the delegation of the Kenyan 

Government,  The Hague, 3
rd

 July 2009, available at http://www.icc-cpi.int/NR/rdonlyres/AA9AC1FD-112F-4582-

84D8-AA6C58445D98/280560/20090703AgreedMinutesofMeetingProsecutorKenyanDele.pdf, last accessed on 6
th

 

November 2012 
38

 Déclaration de reconnaissance de la Compétence de la Cour Pénale Internationale,  18 Avril 2003, available at 

http://www.icc-cpi.int/NR/rdonlyres/CBE1F16B-5712-4452-87E7-4FDDE5DD70D9/279779/ICDE.pdf, last accessed on 

6th November 2002 

http://www-rohan.sdsu.edu/~abranch/Current%20Projects/Uganda%20ICC%20Referral%202003.pdf
http://www.icc-cpi.int/NR/rdonlyres/AA9AC1FD-112F-4582-84D8-AA6C58445D98/280560/20090703AgreedMinutesofMeetingProsecutorKenyanDele.pdf
http://www.icc-cpi.int/NR/rdonlyres/AA9AC1FD-112F-4582-84D8-AA6C58445D98/280560/20090703AgreedMinutesofMeetingProsecutorKenyanDele.pdf
http://www.icc-cpi.int/NR/rdonlyres/CBE1F16B-5712-4452-87E7-4FDDE5DD70D9/279779/ICDE.pdf
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Chapter analyzes the practical application of complementarity and concludes with a discussion on 

positive complementarity.  

Chapter Three gives a background to the ICC‘s intervention in Kenya. It discusses Kenya‘s criminal 

justice system at the time of the Court‘s intervention and the reasons for the Court‘s intervention, 

drawing from the ‗inability‘ or ‗unwillingness‘ criteria. It proceeds with an assessment of the 

subsequent steps taken by the country to seek accountability for international crimes, through an 

analysis of the legal and judicial framework for prosecution of international crimes as well as 

prosecutions taking place at the domestic level. The measures put in place to address the victims‘ 

rights are also discussed. The Chapter concludes with an assessment of whether the country has 

carried its fair share of the burden in seeking accountability for international crimes.  

Chapter Four discusses the situation in Uganda along the same criteria of analysis used in Kenya. It 

analyzes Uganda‘s criminal justice system and the nature, character and scale of prosecutions taking 

place at the national level. The Juba Peace Agreements
39

 and Uganda‘s Amnesty Law
40

 are discussed 

in this Chapter, with a particular focus to their bearing on complementarity. The attempts to have the 

warrants of arrest issued by the ICC withdrawn as well as proceedings before Uganda‘s International 

Crimes Division are also discussed. Against this background, an assessment is made as to whether 

the country has shouldered its fair share of the burden in seeking accountability for international 

crimes. 

Chapter Five discusses the situation in Côte d‘Ivoire, examining the proceedings at the national level, 

especially the Special Investigative Cell. Similar to the study of Kenya and Uganda, an assessment is 

made on the level and nature of prosecutions at the national level. The Chapter also analyzes 

interventions put in place for the victims and concludes by making an assessment on whether the 

country has carried its fair share of the burden in investigating and prosecuting international crimes. 

Chapter Six outlines lessons which can be learnt from the three countries on complementarity and 

makes specific recommendations to the national actors in the three countries, while general 

recommendations are made to regional and international actors. Since the Court‘s intervention in 

most countries is still in the nascent stages, the lessons drawn are valuable, not only for the situation 

countries but also for many other countries which may wish to comply with their complementarity 

obligations under the Rome Statute. 

                                                 
39

 Agreements negotiated between Uganda and the LRA between  2006 – 2008, available at  

http://www.beyondjuba.org/BJP1/peace_agreements.php, last accessed on 6
th
 November 2002 

40
 Uganda‘s Amnesty Act, 21

st
 January 2000, Chapter 294 Laws of Uganda. 

http://www.beyondjuba.org/BJP1/peace_agreements.php
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I must point out that while this study set out to assess, as accurately as possible, the domestic 

prosecutions in each of the three countries as well as the situation of victims, one of the difficulties I 

faced when conducting research was lack of accurate and centralized data. In Kenya and Côte 

d‘Ivoire, where several prosecutions had occurred, there were no data-bases on domestic prosecution 

of international crimes. One had to pore over several court files to discern whether particular 

prosecutions were as a result of, or had been linked to the violence which led to the ICC‘s 

intervention. The three countries did not also maintain databases on victims of international crimes. 

These difficulties are discussed in detail in each of the focus Chapters. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

2.1 Background to International Criminal Prosecutions and early conceptualization of 

complementarity 

 

The establishment of the ICC was not the first attempt to internationalize the prosecution of 

perpetrators of international crimes. Several efforts were pursued as explained in this Chapter. Of 

interest to this research is the idea, present through historical discussions, that any international 

mechanism established would not be exclusive to and neither would it oust national jurisdiction. The 

competence of the territorial state in carrying out prosecutions where international crimes have been 

committed has indeed always been recognized in international law. The idea of an international 

criminal jurisdiction, and indeed the search for a permanent tribunal, dates back to 1872 when 

Gustave Moynier, a founder of the International Committee of the Red Cross, made the first serious 

proposal for such a body.
41

It was not however until the world witnessed the horrors of the  First 

World War, that serious discussions began on the need for repression and punishment for the crimes 

committed during the war. The Post-World War I era brought in its wake renewed interest in 

international criminal law and the focus on the individual as a subject and an addressee of 

international law. The Treaty of Versailles laid the first foundations for establishment of a special 

tribunal for the trial of a German national.
42

 Several discussions were held on the matter of 

establishing an international criminal court, but over the years, save for the general agreement on the 

need to punish perpetrators of the worst atrocities, there were divergent views on the expediency of 

setting up an international criminal court.
43

The question was invariably considered by the Advisory 

Committee (1920)
44

, the International Law Association (1922-1926)
45

, The Inter-parliamentary 

                                                 
41

 For an elaborate discussion on earlier attempts see Maogoto J, ‗ Early Efforts to Establish the ICC‘, in Jose D et al 

(eds), 2009, The Legal Regime of the International Criminal Court: Essays in Honour of Igor Blishchenko,  Martinus 

Nijhoff Publishers, 3-25 
42

 Treaty of Peace signed in 1919 between the Allied and Associated Powers and Germany. A treaty of Peace  (Treaty of 

Sèvres)was also signed between the Allied and Associated Powers and Turkey, which did not create a special tribunal but 

rather the Turkish government recognized the right of the Allied powers to bring before military tribunals persons 

accused of having committed acts in violation of the laws and customs of war. The Tribunal would be specifically 

constituted for the trial of William II Hohenzollern, former German Emperor, for the supreme offence against 

international morality and the sanctity of treaties.  
43

 For a chronology of the events leading to establishment of the International Criminal Court, See Schabas W. (2009) 

Cases and Materials in International Criminal Law, Irish Centre for Human Rights. 
44

 Ibid, p. 8, This Committee, appointed by the Council of the League of Nations in 1920 to draw up plans for the 

establishment of an International Court of Justice recommended to the League establishment of a High Court of Justice 

with the competence to try crimes constituting a breach of international public order. However, the Third Committee of 

the Assembly declared thus: “The Committee is of the Opinion that it would be useless to establish side by side with the 

Court of International Justice another Criminal Court, and that it is best to entrust criminal cases to the ordinary 

tribunals as is at present the custom in international procedure. If crimes of this kind should in future be brought within 

the scope of international penal law, a criminal department must be set up in the Court of International Justice. In any 

Case, consideration of this problem is, at the moment, premature.” 
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Union (1925)
46

 and The International Association on Penal Law (1926-1928).
47

 The difficulty in 

establishing an international tribunal stemmed from the fact that it was unclear what structure this 

tribunal would take, which body of law it would apply or what sanctions it could give.
48

 

 

The efforts to create an international criminal court continued for the following two decades.
49

  In 

1943, the Moscow declaration declared that the German officers and members of the Nazi party who 

had been responsible for the atrocities, massacres and executions would be punished.
50

 The 

declaration did not however create any international tribunal. Instead, it envisaged the primary 

competence of the territorial State, such territorial jurisdiction being complemented by jurisdiction 

established by joint decision of the governments of the Allies with respect to crimes committed by 

perpetrators whose offences had no particular geographical localization.
51

 

 

The idea of an international body complementing the jurisdiction of national systems would again be 

seen in the work of the United Nations War Crimes Commission (UNWCC)
52

, which was the first 

international institutional framework established to deal with the issue of war crimes and war 

criminals. The Commission's prime task was to investigate allegations of war crimes, record 

evidence of the crimes and identify the perpetrators. In 1944, the Commission approved a draft of a 

                                                                                                                                                                    
45

 Ibid, At a conference in 1922, the International Law Association passed a resolution stating that “In the opinion of this 

Conference, the creation of an International Criminal Court is essential in the interest of Justice, and the Conference is 

of the Opinion that the matter is one of urgency.” 
46

 Ibid,The Union resolved at a conference in Washington to draw up a preliminary draft of an International Legal Code. 
47

 Schabas, ibid, p. 9, The Association in 1926 passed a resolution that ‗A Permanent Court of International Justice 

should have criminal jurisdiction; it should have competence to try States for an unjust aggression and for all violations 

of international law; it should also be competent to try individuals for international criminal responsibilities.‘ 
48

 Ibid, p 11, In a memorandum of reservations submitted by the USA to the Commission on Responsibilities on 4
th

 April 

1919, the US explained that two reasons prevented it from consenting to the Tribunal recommended by the Commission: 

The first was the uncertainty of the law to be administered and the Second was seeking to commit heads of states to trial 

and punishment by a tribunal to whose jurisdiction they were not subject when the Alleged offences were committed. 
49

 Of note is the Geneva Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of Terrorism and for the Creation of an 

International Criminal Court (1937) and  the London International Assembly (1941) which provided as follows: 

―That an international Criminal Court shall be instituted, and that it shall have jurisdiction over the following categories 

of war crimes; 

(a) Crimes in respect of which no national court of any of the United Nation has jurisdiction 

(b) Crimes in respect of which a national court of any of the United Nations has jurisdiction , but which the State 

concerned elects not to try in its own courts; 

(c) Crimes which have been committed or which have taken effect in several countries or against nationals of 

different countries; and  

(d) Crimes committed by Heads of State” 
50

 Declaration on German Atrocities, 30 October 1943, Documents on American Foreign Relations (1945) vol. 6, 231-

232 
51

 The London Agreement of 1945 would thereafter provide for the Establishment of an International Military Tribunal 

for the Trial of War criminals whose offences had no particular geographical location. 
52

 Established in 1943, the UNWCC completed its first list of German and Italian war criminals in December 1944. The 

Commission was of the opinion that the proper course for bringing these high-ranking war criminals to justice was to try 

them in a court of law. The structure of the Court was however a point of contest for while some preferred an 

international court, others preferred a military tribunal. See  Schabas, supra,note 43, at pp. 11-12 
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Convention for the Establishment of a United Nations War Crimes Court, which was to prosecute 

and punish persons charged with the commission of an offence against the laws and customs of war. 

Although this court was never established, an interesting aspect to this research is the request, in 

1943, to each of the member governments of the UNWCC to establish their own National War 

Crimes Office. The national office established within each state would have the purpose of 

investigating war crimes that had caused detriment to it or its nationals, preparing charges against the 

alleged war criminals, and transmitting the charges, along with the relevant information and material, 

to the Commission for examination.
53

 In essence, the responsibility for field investigations and the 

preparation and transmission of charges fell to the individual national offices. In this scenario, while 

the notion of an international legal framework for punishing perpetrators of atrocities was largely 

acceptable, there was deference to national systems when it came to investigations and preparation of 

charges. Throughout historical discussions on the establishment for an International Criminal Court, 

the nascent notions of complementarity were present, albeit fluid. These notions would be later 

concretized at the point of establishment of the ICC. 

 

The first practical international criminal trials did not take place until the Nuremberg and Tokyo 

International Military Tribunals were formed.  Pursuant to Article 6 of the Charter of the Nuremberg 

Military Tribunal (NMT), it was expected to prosecute and punish the major war criminals for crimes 

against peace, violations of the law and customs of war and crimes against humanity committed 

during the Second World War.
54

 The conviction at this point was that the horrors of war must be 

spared to men and that crimes of war committed against humankind must be prevented and 

punished.
55

Although the NMT and later the Tokyo military tribunals
56

 have been criticized, mostly 

for exercising ‗victors‘ justice‘ and applying ex-post facto law, the trials provided the platform and 

impetus for development of international criminal law. They represented fundamental change for 

international criminal justice by addressing violations committed by State organs and made the 

individual a subject of international law. Of importance to this research is the provision in the 

Agreement establishing the NMT, which acknowledged the competence of the national courts to 

                                                 
53

 Schabas, ibid 
54

The Tribunal was established pursuant to an agreement by the Governments of the United States of America, France, 

the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union (The London Agreement, 8th August 1945). 
55

Alfaro R.J, ‗The Question of  International Criminal Jurisdiction‘ Yearbook of the International Law  Commission, Vol. 

II, 1950, pp.2-9 
56

 International Military Tribunal of the Far East, established through a Declaration signed at Potsdam on 26
th
 July 1945 

by the United States, China and Great Britain, later joined by the Soviet Union). 
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prosecute the war criminals.
57

 As such, while the NMT was exclusive of the national systems, there 

was express recognition that this exclusivity was without prejudice to the jurisdiction of national 

courts in prosecuting international crimes. The NMT functioned between 20
th

 November 1945 and 1
st
 

October 1946 and gave international criminal trials a major impetus, particularly through recognition 

of the principle that crimes against the peace and war crimes should be punished, and that 

international tribunals should be set up for the punishment of such crimes.
58

 In 1946, the UN General 

Assembly affirmed the principles of international law recognized by the Charter of the Nuremberg 

Tribunal as well as the Tribunal‘s judgment.
59

 

 

In 1947, the UN General Assembly passed a resolution charging the International Law Commission 

(ILC) with the formulation of the principles recognized in the Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal, as 

well as the preparation of a draft code of offences against peace and security.
60

 Upon the drafting of 

the Genocide Convention, the GA also asked the ILC to study the desirability and possibility of 

establishing an international judicial organ for the trial of persons charged with genocide or other 

crimes over which jurisdiction will be conferred upon that organ by international conventions.
61

  The 

ILC discussed the issue exhaustively and by a large majority, came to the conclusion that a 

permanent international court was desirable.
62

 Subsequently, the UN General Assembly established a 

special committee to develop a draft convention for establishment of an international criminal 

jurisdiction.
63

 The draft developed by this committee was discussed but rejected on the ground that it 

was politically unacceptable. The committee‘s term was extended to enable it revise the draft. In 

1953, it presented the new draft to the UN General Assembly; the draft was however not considered 

as the GA opted to wait for the submission of the Special Committee on aggression. The special 

Committee on aggression finished its work in 1974, but even then, the question of the draft Statute of 

an international criminal jurisdiction was not considered.
64

 

 

                                                 
57

 Article 6, of the NMT Agreement (8
th
 August 1945) provided „Nothing in this Agreement shall prejudice the 

jurisdiction or the powers of any national or occupation court established or to be established in any allied territory or 

in Germany for the trial of war criminals.‟ 
58

 Alfaro R.J, op.cit 
59

 UNGA Resolution 95 (1), 11 December 1946 
60

 UNGA Resolution 177 (II), 21
  
November 1947 

61
 UNGA Resolution 260 B (III) 9 December 1948. See Emmanuel J. ‗The International Criminal Court and Sovereignty, 

What does Kenyatta Mean for the future of the ICC? 24 Transnational  Law & Contemporary Problems (2014)  
62

 Graefrath B ‗Universal Criminal Jurisdiction and an International Criminal Court‘  1 EJIL (1990) 67-88, at 69 
63

Olasolo H. (2005) The Triggering Procedure of the International Criminal Court Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, p.3 
64
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Discussions around the need for an international court continued for years, with the ILC being 

requested at various intervals to look deeper into the question.
65

 By 1993, despite the official and 

unofficial discussions, there were no tangible results. The genocide committed in Rwanda and the 

atrocities committed in the former Republic of Yugoslavia in the 1990s would again call the 

attention of the world community for the need for punishment of perpetrators of these egregious 

crimes. Faced with the lack of a permanent tribunal, the UN Security Council established ad hoc 

tribunals to deal with the specific conflicts in Eastern Europe and Rwanda. The International 

Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)
66

 was established to prosecute persons 

responsible for serious violations of international humanitarian law committed in the territory of the 

former Yugoslavia since 1991 and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR)
67

 

established for the purpose of prosecuting persons responsible for genocide and other serious 

violations of international humanitarian law committed in the territory of Rwanda in 1994. In 

establishing these tribunals, the UN Security Council acted under Chapter VII of the United Nations 

Charter which allows the Security Council to take measures when a situation threatens international 

Peace and Security, although the question of whether the Security Council, a political organ, could 

by itself create a judicial tribunal was subsequently challenged.
68

 The relationship between the 

national courts and the ad hoc tribunals was based on the principle of primacy rather than 

complementarity.
69

 The concern at the time of establishing the ad hoc tribunals was that the 

Rwandan judiciary, having suffered the effects of the conflict, would not be able to conduct 

prosecutions while the states of the former Yugoslavia, suffering heavy ethnic animosity, would for 

the most part be unwilling to conduct impartial and effective prosecutions. The ad hoc tribunals were 

therefore allowed, through primacy, to take over proceedings from the national courts at any stage.  

 

The creation of the ad hoc tribunals served as a pointer to the great vacuum that existed in the arena 

of international justice in the absence of a permanent international criminal court.  The International 

Law Commission continued considering this question and in 1994, submitted a draft statute for such 
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a court to the UN General Assembly.
70

 An Ad Hoc Committee on the Establishment of an 

International Criminal Court was constituted by the UN General Assembly and mandated to review 

the major issues arising out of the draft statute and make arrangements for the convening of an 

international conference.
71

 The UN General Assembly also established a Preparatory Committee on 

the Establishment of an International Criminal Court, to discuss further the major substantive and 

administrative issues arising out of the draft statute and to consolidate a widely acceptable text of a 

convention for an International Criminal Court for consideration by the conference of 

plenipotentiaries. The Preparatory Committee thus had a more specific mandate than that of the Ad 

Hoc Committee.  

 

In 1997, the UN General Assembly asked the UN Secretary-General to invite all States Members of 

the United Nations and members of specialized agencies to participate in an international conference 

and requested the Preparatory Committee to transmit to the conference the text of a draft Convention 

on the establishment of an international criminal court. The invitation to the conference was also 

extended to organizations and other entities that had been accorded observer status by the UN 

General Assembly, on the understanding that such representatives would participate as observers. 

Representatives of interested regional intergovernmental organizations and other interested 

international bodies, including the ICTR and ICTY were also invited to the conference which was 

held in Rome, Italy from 15 June to 17 July 1998. On the basis of the deliberations, the Conference 

drew up the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, which was adopted by the Conference 

on 17 July 1998 and opened for signature on the same day. Eventually, after around one century of 

discussions, a permanent court, the International Criminal Court, had been established. The Court 

was mandated to have jurisdiction over the most serious crimes of international concern, often 

categorized as international crimes. In the Rome Statute, these crimes are listed as war crimes, 

crimes against humanity, genocide and aggression.
72

 

 

2.2 Justifying International Justice  

 

This thesis is predicated on the assumption that international courts are called upon, in certain 

instances, to exercise jurisdiction in matters that are ordinarily within the jurisdiction of national 

courts. This assumption is however not without controversy, the central question being what 
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justification allows for nationals of a state to be prosecuted at the international level. When an 

offence occurs in a state, the public order disturbed is of a particular territory, and the laws offended 

are the laws of a particular state, hence the appropriate body with jurisdiction should be the State in 

which the offence occurs. International Criminal Justice presents a situation where the offender can 

be punished by states or bodies outside his own state; the justification for this remains an intricate 

matter that continues to spur debate, especially as it is often seen as a direct affront to state 

sovereignty. This is more so where the prosecuting state or tribunal has no link whatsoever with the 

offence committed, the perpetrator or the victim. The misgivings surrounding blanket universal 

jurisdiction, which has over the years attracted opponents and proponents in almost equal measure, 

are now directed towards the ICC, with African states being particularly vocal in their dissent and 

disenchantment with the ICC.
73

  

 

One of the objections often made is that the ICC interferes with state sovereignty.The principle of 

state sovereignty is the cornerstone of international relations; respect of which is considered the 

universal standard of international conduct.
74

 State sovereignty dictates the fundamental rules of 

international society, under which no state might legitimately interfere in the domestic affairs of 

another and  is anchored on the legal principle „par in parem non habet imperium‟ (an equal has no 

power over an equal).
75

 The UN Charter reaffirms this sovereign equality and guarantees territorial 

sovereignty of all member states.
76

 The Constitutive Act of the African Union also contains the 

undertaking to adhere to the principle of the sovereign equality of all member states.
77

 State 

sovereignty in this sense denotes the competence, independence and legal equality of states.
78

 

Sovereignty is a sacrosanct principle amongst states, so jealously guarded that any action perceived 
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to interfere with a state‘s sovereignty is seen as an assault to the very reason for existence of that 

state.  

 

One of the principles underpinning state sovereignty is non-interference in the matters within the 

domestic jurisdiction of states, aptly expressed in Article 2(7) of the UN Charter.
79

 This means that 

judicial interventionism, whether by an international tribunal or the ICC or other states would require 

a solid legal foundation.
80

 States may however, consensually, undertake certain treaty obligations 

which have the effect or potential of interfering with their jurisdiction in matters within their 

domestic domain. In the case of the ICC for instance, states in ratifying the Rome treaty have 

consented to limits to their sovereignty. Thus for states parties to the Rome Statute, due to this 

consent, individuals from these states can be subjected to jurisdiction of the ICC. Consent is however 

not the only way through which a state‘s sovereignty can be interfered with. Certain principles in 

international law allow for interference with a state‘s sovereign powers, regardless of its consent. 

This arises especially when the international community is grappling with situations where 

horrendous crimes have been committed within a state. States have resorted to the doctrine of 

Universal jurisdiction for instance, to adjudge matters which are essentially within the domestic 

jurisdiction of other states.
81

 An argument is also made for using the doctrine of the Responsibility to 

Protect to limit State sovereignty where mass atrocities have or are taking place.
82

 Jus cogens norms 

are also universally binding and violation of these norms can justify incursion into a state‘s sovereign 

space without tacit consent. Further, international bodies such as the UN Security Council may also 

interfere with a state‘s sovereignty, especially where it considers the situation in a State to be a threat 

to international peace and security.
83

  Even a state which has not ratified the Rome Statute can find 

its situation before the ICC through a UN Security Council referral.
84

 As such, there are certain 

instances when state sovereignty in its classic sense will give way to more pressing demands of the 

international community. 
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Limits to state sovereignty have developed over time, through trial and error at first and fleeting 

steps later, but it is now widely accepted, both in theory and practice, that state sovereignty is not 

absolute. In the field of criminal justice, it is increasingly clear that where a certain category of 

crimes have been committed, state sovereignty will rarely triumph over demands by the international 

community that accountability be sought, even if this means that the individuals responsible are 

prosecuted by other states or an international tribunal. International criminal law therefore presents a 

situation where a state‘s subjects are prosecuted by a legal entity which seemingly infringes on the 

sovereignty of states, by taking away the exclusive jurisdiction which those states have over the 

criminal conduct of their subjects.
85

 Larry May analyzes this from a philosophical foundation, 

relying on the writings of Thomas Hobbes, Hugo Grotius and Samwel Pufendorf.
86

 May observes 

that in the Hobbesian state, the will of the people can substantively create a sovereign in the sense of 

an enforcement mechanism of the law.
87

 He argues that a sovereign derives its authority from the 

governed, and where a sovereign cannot protect its subjects, that sovereign no longer has the right to 

exclusively control the affairs of those subjects, nor a claim for the tolerance of other states.
88

 Two 

principles are advanced by May to justify international prosecutions: the Security principle and the 

international harm principle. May‘s security principle dictates that the limit to sovereignty is reached 

when a state fails to protect and preserve the physical security or subsistence of its subjects. 

Sovereignty in this sense is premised on the ability and willingness of a state to protect its subjects, 

either by not attacking them or failing to protect them against attack.
89

 A state which fails in this 

loses its sovereignty and by extension its jurisdiction over certain crimes as international tribunals 

step in to undertake the role of domestic tribunals which cannot be maintained by the weakened 

state.
90

 The Security principle strips a state of its exclusive jurisdiction, and paves the way for the 

international community to intervene. May‘s security principle seemingly shares the same rationale 

with the Responsibility to Protect; the thrust of which is that state sovereignty will be respected by 

all states; however, if a state is no longer able to guarantee protection of its citizens from genocide, 

war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity, the international community can step in 

and take collective measures to protect such populations.
91

 A state loses respect for its sovereignty 

and cannot claim the principle of non- interference if it fails to protect its population from atrocities. 

Van der Wilt weighs in that ‗by either actively oppressing or persecuting its own citizens, or by 
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blatantly failing to protect them against such systematic violence of other groups, the state forsakes 

its primary duty and forfeits (part of) its sovereign claims. This offers the prime justification for the 

international community to pierce the sovereign veil and take over powers of criminal law 

enforcement, either by the International Criminal Court or by way of universal jurisdiction.‘
92

 

 

May goes on to argue that the Security principle, while it lays a basis for, does not in itself fully 

justify international prosecutions. The proper justification rests on what he terms the international 

harm principle. Intervention in terms of international prosecution, according to May, is only justified 

when there is some sort of harm to the international community.
93

 This harm is caused by the type of 

crime committed; hence the ‗international harm‘ principle delineates the type of crime that can 

legitimately be prosecuted by international as opposed to domestic tribunals.
94

 In other words, not all 

acts are deserving of international punishment, unless the crime in question harms all of humanity, 

represented by the international community.
95

 According to May, crimes that cause international 

harm fall in two categories. The first category are those crimes which are committed against a person 

(or group of people) because of characteristics not within their control, principally on their 

membership of a group.
96

 Here, what is being attacked isn‘t so much the individual person, but rather 

the characteristic that is shared by all of the members of the group. It is this harm to humanity, 

discerned from the perpetrators intention, which justifies prosecution at the international level. 

Second, international harm is caused when the perpetrators of the crime are agents of a state or state-

like entity, trying to advance the policy of a state or such entity.
97

Any of these two scenarios would 

cause the international harm, thereby triggering international prosecutions. 

 

May‘s theory, especially his ‗international harm principle‘ has come under some criticism. The 

proposition that the international community is harmed because victims of a certain group are 

attacked has been received with doubt. Andrew Altman contends, for instance, that where a group is 

targeted, it is not humanity that is targeted but rather that particular group; in some instances, the 

targeting is actually hinged on the notion that the group is different from the rest of humanity.
98

 The 
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people who suffer harm therefore, are the members of the group which is directly attacked and not 

humanity as a whole.
99

 It has for instance been asked how plausible it is that torture committed in 

South Africa as a systematic attack against the civilian population harms individuals in Sweden or 

Japan; or a war crime committed in an isolated conflict in Colombia harms the international 

community.
100

 Massimo Renzo also faults May‘s group-based theory of harm, arguing that not all 

crimes against humanity are group based.
101

 Using David Luban‘s examples of crimes committed by 

the rebels in Sierra Leone as well as Congolese warlords against civilian populations in order to get 

to the diamond and coltan mines, Renzo observes that the civilians were attacked, not based on any 

form of membership to a group, but just on the simple ground that they were standing in the way.
102

  

 

The line between May‘s Security Principle and International harm principle is also a little difficult to 

draw. When discussing the international harm principle, one will invariably go back to the Security 

Principle, i.e, the state‘s failure to protect its citizens from egregious crimes. Van der Wilt has argued 

that there is no need for ‗international harm‘ as an additional and separate condition to warrant 

international prosecutions. The Security Principle, he notes, ‗suffices and captures it all: the death 

and deprivation, suffered by the population as a result of the state‘s defaulting on its primary 

obligations … violates ipso facto the interests of the international community and authorizes both 

other states and international tribunals to intervene.
103

 The international harm principle has also been 

faulted as focusing on the victims and the perpetrators without seeming to take great account of the 

nature of the crimes committed; what causes harm to the international community is not so much that 

a certain group of victims is attacked, but rather, that certain fundamental and basic human rights are 

attacked in a manner that violates the core humanity that all human beings share.
104

 It is therefore the 

crime, which strips a victim of his humanness that jolts the international community into action. 

Hence to justify international prosecutions, one has to go beyond the perpetrator and the victim and 

look at the nature of the crime committed. To illustrate, let‘s consider May‘s proposition for instance 

that ‗certain human rights abuses, namely the assaults on physical security and subsistence 

perpetrated by a state against its own citizens or allowed to occur by the state, can deprive a state of 

its right to prevent an international body from crossing its borders.‘
105

  While agreeing with this, I 

would add that it is not just human rights abuses such as assaults or physical security or subsistence, 
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but rather these abuses have to reach a certain threshold to warrant international intervention. This 

threshold has been outlined both in International Humanitarian Law and International Criminal Law 

and forms the contextual elements of international crimes. States, through their machinery and 

apparatus, assault the citizens several times without eliciting any international response. One only 

needs to observe a ‗normal‘ arrest procedure in many developing countries to know that being 

assaulted by the state, through the police, is an everyday occurrence. Further, extra-judicial killings 

and enforced disappearances, which affect the physical security and right to life of many citizens, 

abound in many countries. Yet, other states do not intervene or seek to prosecute the perpetrators of 

these human rights abuses. Unless the abuses reach a certain level; the level of international crimes, 

prosecution at the international level is difficult to justify. The question then is what is this level or 

threshold that catapults ordinary crimes to international crimes, deserving of prosecution by 

international tribunals. Some scholars have alluded to the ‗widespread‘ nature of crimes, arguing that 

international prosecutions are justified where offences committed are ‗widespread‘, i.e, where they 

take place in large scale.
106

 While this is one of the contextual elements of crimes against humanity, 

to say that the international community is affected only in the face of ‗large-scale‘ atrocities is, as 

David Luban‘s puts it, rather cynical.
107

 It is to imply, wrongly so, that where the victims are few, the 

state in question should be left to its sovereignty, even if the crimes committed are a deliberate policy 

of the concerned state.
108

 Even small-scale atrocities can attract international prosecutions, and that is 

why crimes against humanity have the second criteria of ‗systematic‘, which makes them a matter of 

international concern, despite the body count.
109

  

 

So what conduct can be qualified as international crimes thereby meriting prosecution at the 

international level? Cassese outlined certain elements, the cumulative of which would signal what he 

termed as  international crimes proper;  First, they consist of violations of rules of customary 

international law as well as treaty provisions  (where such provisions do not codify or spell out 

customary law, the application is limited only to conduct carried out in the territory or by the 

nationals of state parties to the treaty); Second, such rules are intended to protect values of the whole 

international community and as such bind all states and all individuals; Third, there exists a universal 

interest in repressing these crimes;  Fourth, where the perpetrator has acted in official capacity, the 
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state in whose capacity he acted cannot claim immunity accruing under customary law for state 

officials.
110

 Cassese‘s criteria, it has been pointed out, do not specify what the ‗values‘, said to be 

held by the international community as a whole are.
111

 He instead refers to international instruments 

as the source of these values, conceding however that those instruments do not necessarily spell out 

those values in detail.
112

 Baars has critiqued this approach, noting that the refusal to engage in the 

question of what these ‗values‘ are forecloses the ‗why‘ question, a question which still stands even 

though it is no longer posed as International Criminal Law continues to be constructed and believed 

in.
113

 Indeed it is very difficult to come across literature that engages substantively with the question 

of values important to the international community as a whole. With regard to crimes against 

humanity, Luban argues that the values attacked when these crimes are committed have to do with 

man‘s character as a political animal.
114

 He states that this political nature makes man pre-disposed 

to dwell in society, necessitating some form of political organization. This political organization 

however poses a perpetual threat to man‘s individuality and well-being, and, at the extreme, to man‘s 

very survival. Crimes against humanity represent the worst of those threats, attacking that which 

makes man human.
115

 Because this political nature is inherent in every human being, and because 

man cannot live without politics, there is an ever-present threat that this politics will destroy man, 

hence the interest in suppressing these crimes by all human kind. Luban‘s characterization of man as 

a political animal is not new. 
116

 He uses the classical characterization to explain the legal conception 

of crimes against humanity today; political groupings have no option but to live in territories, under 

the control of governments. When these governments attack populations (whose being in the group is 

inevitable), the value attacked is that which makes man a human being, so to speak. While this value 

is inherent in all of mankind, hence an interest to protect it and repress any conduct that could 

threaten it, this value alone does not make the international community intervene in a situation. 
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Rather conduct which affects the international community comprises of acts committed against this 

value with such viciousness, such cruelty, such severity that they cross the line of civilization and 

attract the moral revulsion of the entire international community.
117

  

 

Extending Luban‘s argument, this political organization which is in man‘s inherent nature to form, 

underpins and sustains nations and by extension, the international legal order. Conduct which 

threatens man‘s political organization threatens the entire international legal order. The value which 

is upset here is man‘s inherent need to live in a secure political set-up. Conduct which affects this 

value invariably upsets man‘s secure subsistence. Since this value is shared by all mankind, the 

international community‘s interest in proscribing conduct that affects this value stems from its desire 

for self-preservation. The conduct is proscribed because it threatens peace and security of mankind. 

The Appeal‘s Chamber of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon put it simply that: ―To turn to an 

international crime, a domestic offence needs to be regarded by the world community as an attack on 

universal values (such as peace or human rights) or on values held to be of paramount importance in 

that community…‖
118

 

 

Instances where  incursion into state sovereignty and prosecutions at the international level have 

occurred on account of conduct which threatens international peace and security include the 

Nuremberg trials, where  the  Tribunal was endowed  with  jurisdiction over crimes against peace.
119

 

In establishing the ICTY and ICTR tribunals, the UN Security Council also determined that the 

prevailing situations in those countries posed a threat to international peace and security.
120

  The 

Rome Statute also makes reference to ―the most serious crimes of concern to the international 

community as a whole‖ and recognizes that ―such grave crimes threaten the peace, security and well-

being of the world.‖
121

  The UN Security Council‘s referrals to the ICC under Article 13 (b) of the 

Rome Statute or a request for a deferral under Article 16 of the Statute are made pursuant to a 

determination that a threat to international peace and security exists.
122

 Triffterer aptly states that, 
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―The peace and security of mankind were for a long time the only expressions summarizing the 

basic, inherent values of the community of nations which had to be protected in the interest of all, 

individuals and States alike.‖
123

 

 

There is however conduct which may not threaten international peace and security but nevertheless 

attracts international sanctions. What makes this conduct of interest to the international community is 

not the spill-over effect which has the potential of destabilizing international peace but rather the 

nature of the crime committed. Even where international peace and security is threatened, 

prosecution at the international level is not automatic unless the threatening conduct meets a certain 

threshold, making some to question the ‗peace-threatening nature‘ of the ‗international crimes‘.
124

 

This second qualification is the nature of the crime committed. Often, the term ‗gravity‘ is used to 

denote this nature. However, just like the challenge with defining ‗values‘ which are of concern to 

the international community, the concept of ‗gravity‘ is rather abstract. Many authors make reference 

to gravity of the crime committed but at the conceptual level, it is difficult to come across any 

specific or concrete definition.
125

 Scholars normally refer to the crimes  as ‗egregious‘, ‗heinous‘, ‗a 

specific kind of evil‘, ‗unimaginable atrocities that  shock the collective conscience of mankind‘ but 

they do not delve deeply into what kind of conduct would meet these criteria. The Rome Statute also 

allows the Court to determine a case inadmissible where it is not of sufficient gravity to justify 

further action by the Court.
126

 But the Statute does not define what ‗gravity‘ means or what conduct 

would not meet the ‗gravity‘ threshold. 

 

The other question is whether the conduct needs to pose a threat to peace and at the same time meet 

the gravity threshold to merit prosecution at the international level. It would seem not. Article 53 of  
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the Rome Statute allows the Prosecutor the discretion to decide not to open an investigation, if he or 

she determines that there is no reasonable basis to proceed under the Statute. One of the 

considerations the Prosecutor makes in arriving at a decision is whether the case would be admissible 

under Article 17. As such, he/she has to make a gravity assessment under Article 17(d). Pursuant to 

Article 53(2), where the Prosecutor concludes that there is not a sufficient basis for a prosecution 

because the case is inadmissible under article 17, he/she shall inform the Pre-Trial Chamber and the 

State making a referral or the Security Council of this conclusion and the reasons behind it.
127

 

Further, the ICC in determining admissibility must look into ‗gravity‘ pursuant to Article 17 (d) and 

where it considers the case not to be of sufficient gravity, it must declare the case inadmissible, the 

other justifications for intervention notwithstanding. The import of these provisions is that even 

where the Security Council has made a determination that crimes committed are an affront to peace 

and security, a prosecution may not ensue unless the gravity threshold is met. This curious limit 

placed on the ‗threat to peace‘ criteria may put in question the importance of this criterion as a 

trigger for international prosecutions where international crimes have been committed.
128

 Gravity 

then, seems to provide a stronger impetus for international prosecutions than the ‗peace and security‘ 

rationale.  This is more so when one considers that there are other crimes which have the potential of 

disturbing the international legal order; cyber-crimes, or money laundering for instance transcend 

national boundaries and can destabilize the systems that states and the international community rest 

upon, yet they are not considered international crimes.  

 

Admittedly, the ‗gravity‘ threshold has its own challenges, key of which is lack of a definition or 

even guiding parameters. The fact that gravity is not defined in the Rome Statute, it has been pointed 

out, was a deliberate attempt to strike a balance between state sovereignty and human rights; on the 

one hand, states keen to hold onto their sovereignty are assured that the ICC would not intervene 

unless the crimes are ‗particularly grave‘ and on the other hand the lack of definition of gravity left 

room for growth, thereby pacifying human rights activists who had an expansionist vision of the 

court.
129

 Some scholars have expressed fear that lack of a definition could lead to broadening of the 

types of harms and perpetrators international criminal law encompasses, thereby diluting the gravity 

requirement.
130

 Looking at the practice of the OTP, the reverse however seems to be true; the First 

Prosecutor was excessively conscious, demonstrated in his handling of the Iraq situation, where, 

having received information on potential crimes committed by British troops in Iraq, he applied a 
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rather restrictive interpretation of gravity.  According to the Prosecutor, the crimes potentially falling 

within jurisdiction of the court would include ―4 to 12 victims of willful killing and a limited number 

of victims of inhuman treatment‖ which, according to the Prosecutor‘s office, were substantially less 

than other situation and as such did not appear to meet the gravity threshold of the Statute.
131

 The 

Prosecutor‘s explanation was that: ―It is worth bearing in mind that the [Office of the Prosecutor] is 

currently investigating three situations involving long-running conflicts in Northern Uganda, the 

Democratic Republic of Congo and Darfur. Each of the three situations under investigation involves 

thousands of willful killings as well as intentional and large-scale sexual violence and abductions. 

Collectively, they have resulted in the displacement of more than 5 million people. Other situations 

under analysis also feature hundreds or thousands of such crimes.‖
132

 

 

The OTP in this regard was relying on the quantity of casualties rather than the nature of crimes 

committed.  The OTP later defended this approach as the most obvious criterion in determining 

gravity, stating ―We are currently in the process of refining our methodologies for assessing gravity. 

In particular, there are several factors that must be considered. The most obvious of these is the 

number of persons killed – as this tends to be the most reliably reported. However, we will not 

necessarily limit our investigations to situations where killing has been the predominant crime. We 

also look at number of victims of other crimes, especially crimes against physical integrity. The 

impact of the crimes is another important factor.‖
133 The OTP‘s approach to gravity has been 

criticized, with Schabas for instance pointing out that a mechanical comparison of casualties in one 

situation to another completely misses the qualitative dimension of gravity. Schabas contends that 

the Prosecutor‘s decision on Iraq was arrived at by wrongly comparing ‗situations‘ to ‗cases‘ 

(thousands of deaths in Africa as opposed to 20 or so cases attributable to British troops in Iraq).
134

 

This approach, Schabas maintains, is like comparing apples with oranges
 
.
135

 The  OTPs approach  to 

gravity has further been faulted  since a situation can be considered grave based on the number of 

casualties but the case selected for prosecution doesn‘t mirror the gravity, as happened in the case of 
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Lubanga, where having determined that the situation was grave, nevertheless proceeded to bring 

charges of enlistment of child soldiers.
136

  

 

The ICC Pre-Trial Chamber however interpreted ‗gravity‘ to comprise of two features; the ‗social 

alarm‘ caused by the crime committed and the large-scale or systematic manner in which the crime 

committed.
137

 Additionally, for maximum deterrent effect, the Pre-Trial Chamber took the position 

that cases before the court should target the ‗most-responsible‘ persons.
138

 As such the position of the 

persons against whom cases are initiated; their role of persons within the state entities, organizations 

or armed groups committing the crimes as well as the role of such state entities, organizations and 

groups in the overall commission of crimes are relevant for purposes of considering gravity.
139

 The 

Pre-Trial Chamber‘s interpretation of gravity and its application of the same to Lubanga has also 

been criticized. It has for instance been pointed out that the Pre-Trial Chamber failed to consider that 

the DRC had brought charges of greater gravity (genocide and crimes against humanity) than the 

child enlistment charges which he faced at the ICC.
140

 The Court‘s jurisprudence on gravity remains 

rather thin, and the Appeals Chamber is yet to provide further guidance on what gravity entails. 

Some authors have suggested additional factors that the ICC should look into when considering 

gravity, such as the amount of premeditation or planning; the heinous means and methods used to 

commit the crimes; the role of the perpetrator in commission of the crimes; and the vulnerability of 

the targeted group.
141

 As yet, the contours of gravity remain unclear. 

 

The Pre-Trial Chamber‘s interpretation of gravity however raises an important element, to wit, the 

involvement of ‗states‘ or ‗organizations‘ in commission of international crimes. International crimes 

are basically system crimes, they require orchestration. Many scholars agree that what transforms an 

ordinary crime to a grave matter of international concern is some degree of involvement by the state 

or an organization.
142

 The rationale behind this is that the state is the foremost protector of its citizens 
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and as such, when it turns on the very persons it is supposed to protect, or fails to protect them from 

attack, other than affecting that which binds every human being as a political animal.
143

 Further, 

because of the involvement of the state in committing the crimes, it becomes impossible to pursue 

justice at the national level as the controller of the justice institutions is the state. As such, even 

where the other gravity elements are met, it is argued that international prosecutions will not ensue 

unless there is involvement of state or state-like body. Serial killers may for instance, perpetrate 

horrible crimes, with utmost cruelty and severity, but while this will inspire awe and ‗turn our 

stomachs‘, it is not expected that international prosecutions will ensue.
144

 No matter how grave a 

crime is, and/or the potential threat to international peace, what justifies prosecution at the 

international level is the involvement of states or organizations as perpetrators. Of course, like many 

concepts around international criminal justice, the requirement of state or organizational involvement 

in committing crimes has also elicited debate. Key amongst this is what constitutes an ‗organization‘ 

for purposes of committing international crimes. Further, there is no consensus on whether there 

needs to be a policy of the state or organization to commit international crimes.
145

  

 

For crimes against humanity, the requirement of state or organizational policy has varied overtime.
146

  

Case law from ICTY and ICTR suggest that the policy element is more evidential than legal 

requirement for crimes against humanity. In Kunarac, for instance, the ICTY Appeals Chamber held 

that ‗neither the attack nor the acts of the accused needs to be supported by any form of “policy” or 

“plan”. There was nothing in the Statute or in customary international law at the time of the alleged 

acts which required proof of the existence of a plan or policy to commit these crimes… Proof that the 

attack was directed against a civilian population and that it was widespread or systematic, are legal 

elements of the crime. But to prove these elements, it is not necessary to show that they were the 

result of the existence of a policy or plan. It may be useful in establishing that the attack was directed 

against a civilian population and that it was widespread or systematic (especially the latter) to show 

that there was in fact a policy or plan, but it may be possible to prove these things by reference to 
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other matters. Thus the existence of a plan or policy may be evidentially relevant, but it is not a legal 

element of the crime.‘
147

 

 

The Rome Statute however explicitly requires such state or organizational policy as a contextual 

element of crimes against humanity.
148

 The import is that without meeting this requirement, 

prosecution at the international level will not ensue. Judge Kaul comprehensively discussed the issue 

in his dissenting opinion in the Kenyan situation where, while agreeing that grave and serious crimes 

had been committed, held that without state or organizational policy, the crimes did not merit 

prosecution at the international level.
149

 Generally, in the Kenyan case, there was agreement that 

crimes against humanity must be committed by a state or ‗organization‘, the divergence was what 

kind of an ‗organization‘ can commit crimes against humanity. This aspect is discussed in detail in 

the context of the Kenya situation in Chapter Three of this thesis. 

 

With regard to genocide, neither the text of the Genocide convention nor the definition in the ICC 

statute contains the policy requirement. It has been pointed out that the requirement of a state policy 

was specifically rejected during the drafting of the genocide convention.
150

 The position of the ICTY 

has been that a state/ organizational policy is not required, stating that ‗the existence of a plan or 

policy is not a legal ingredient of the crime. However, in the context of proving specific intent, the 

existence of a plan or policy may become an important factor in most cases. The evidence may be 

consistent with the existence of a plan or policy, or may even show such existence and the existence 

of a plan or policy may facilitate proof of the crime.‘
151

  It has however been persuasively argued 

that the  organization required to commit acts of genocide is such that individuals are not able to 
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surmount and the support of a state or a state-like institution is necessary.
152

 This position was also 

taken by the ICTR in the case of Kayishema, where the Trial Chamber wrote: ―although a specific 

plan to destroy does not constitute an element of genocide, it would appear that it is not easy to carry 

out genocide without a plan or organization.‖
153

 The Element of Crimes to the Rome Statute outline 

one of the elements of the crime of genocide as: ‗The conduct took place in the context of a manifest 

pattern of similar conduct directed against that group or was conduct that could itself effect such 

destruction.‘
154

 The ‗manifest pattern of similar conduct‘, it has been argued, point to some plan or 

policy to commit genocide.
155

 In the very least, it excludes the interpretation that a single person, 

acting alone, could commit the crime of genocide, attracting international prosecutions without some 

support from a state/organization. However, even where a single person plans to commit genocide, 

the actions would be prosecutable under domestic law but would not attract international 

prosecution. An illustration is given of Abba Kovner, who in 1945, attempted to poison the Hamburg 

water supply, reportedly with the goal to kill six million Germans.
156

 While it would have been 

possible to qualify this conduct as  genocide had he succeeded, international prosecution would 

probably not have ensued as the German criminal law in force at the time would have been sufficient 

to deal with the individual, and would not have required other states to intervene.
157

 

 

2.3 Conclusion 

 

The analysis in this Chapter has focused on the justification and rationale behind international 

justice. The starting point is that international justice is justified when international crimes have been 

committed. Three elements have emerged as most agreed upon when defining international crimes: 

disturbance of universal values; gravity; and state/organizational involvement. Conceptually, each 

element still has its own definitional challenges. There is no clear-cut definition of what universal 

values are, or how gravity may be measured, or what constitutes an ‗organization‘ for purposes of 

committing international crimes. The blurred contours,  apart from  spurring debate among scholars, 

have also led to divergent opinions from the ICC, as demonstrated above on the interpretation of 

‗gravity‘ in Lubanga as well as the discussion of „organization‟ in the Kenyan situation.  
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The underlying conceptual difficulties of defining international crimes have meant that there are 

discrepancies on the list of crimes meriting prosecution at the international level. Cassese lists war 

crimes, genocide, crimes against humanity, torture, aggression and international terrorism as 

international crimes proper.
158

 Cryer and others list war crimes, genocide, crimes against humanity 

and aggression as the ‗core crimes‘, leaving out torture and terrorism.
159

 Other scholars argue that 

terrorism should be an international crime proper.
160

 The Rome statute includes crimes against 

humanity, genocide, war crimes and aggression as the most serious crimes of concern to the 

international community.
161

To address these challenges, Einarsen proposes a substitution of the term 

―international crimes‖ with ―universal crimes‖ to provide a broader definitional base.
162

 He  ventures 

a definition  as: ―The term ‗universal crimes‘ shall apply to any conduct that manifestly violates a 

fundamental universal value or interest, is universally regarded as punishable due to its gravity, and 

is usually committed, organized, or tolerated by powerful actors, and which therefore may require 

prosecution before international courts.‖
163

 This definition, although not yet adopted by any 

instrument, aptly summarizes the discussion in this Chapter and provides a good basis for delineating 

the scope of crimes for which international intervention is justified. The intervention then paves way 

for the envisaged division of labour between domestic courts and international tribunals. In the next 

Chapter, I discuss this division of labour within the concept of complementarity.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

COMPLEMENTARITY IN CONTEXT 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

The ICC is established as a court complementary to national criminal jurisdictions.
164

 This means the 

ICC simply backstops domestic criminal justice systems, which have the primary right and 

responsibility to investigate and prosecute the crimes within the Court‘s jurisdiction. In case of 

failure of the domestic courts to act as expected, ICC would exercise its jurisdiction. In this regard, if 

crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court have been committed, as long as the State which has 

jurisdiction possesses a credible and functioning legal system, and has the will to investigate or 

prosecute, it will be given the chance to demonstrate that it is undertaking its duty to investigate and 

prosecute the perpetrators. Failing to investigate and prosecute persons accused of committing 

international crimes however triggers the principle of complementarity and the ICC may intervene.  

 

Complementarity therefore defines the relationship between the ICC and national courts and 

determines where jurisdiction should lie when international crimes are committed.
165

 Under this 

principle, international proceedings co-exist with, rather than pre-empt, national mechanisms already 

in existence. The complementarity regime established under the Statute differs from the jurisdiction 

of the ad hoc tribunals which were established to work concurrently with the national courts, with 

the tribunals having primacy over the matters under their jurisdiction. The ad-hoc tribunals were 

specifically empowered to take over proceedings mid-way from the national courts.
166

 It is only upon 

drawing a completion strategy that the tribunals were given the discretion to transfer back cases to 

the national courts.
167

 The functioning of the ad hoc tribunals was therefore not dependent on what 
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happens at the national systems.
168

 The Rome Statute presents a marked departure from this as the 

ICC may only intervene when a state which has jurisdiction over a case shows itself ‗unwilling‘ or 

‗unable‘ to carry out genuine investigations or prosecutions for international crimes. The 

circumstances constituting ‗unwillingness‘ and ‗inability‘ are outlined in Article 17 of the Rome 

Statute. Unwillingness is construed in the manner in which a State behaves in the conduct of 

proceedings. If proceedings are undertaken for the purpose of shielding a person from criminal 

responsibility for crimes within the jurisdiction of the court, unwillingness will be construed.
169

  

Unjustified delay in the proceedings could also lead to a determination of unwillingness.
170

 Lack of 

independence or impartiality in the conduct of proceedings and where proceedings are conducted in a 

manner inconsistent with bringing the accused person to justice are also pointers to unwillingness.
171

 

As such, despite the existence of domestic proceedings, a case can still be admissible before the ICC 

if such proceedings do not meet certain standards. Inability on the other hand results from a total or 

substantial collapse or unavailability of a state‘s national judicial system, which prevents the State 

from obtaining the accused, evidence or testimony or generally makes it impossible for the State to 

carry out proceedings.
172

  

 

Complementarity under the Rome Statute is premised on the fact that it is the State in which crimes 

occur that bears the responsibility for investigation and prosecution and should do so within its 

national system. Complementarity as such allows such a state to exercise its sovereign right in 

prosecuting the offenders.
173

 It is only when this does not happen that the ICC, acting on behalf of 

the international community, intervenes. Complementarity in this regard can be defined as a 

functional principle aimed at granting jurisdiction to a subsidiary body when the main body fails to 

exercise its primacy jurisdiction.
174

 Of particular interest to this study is the division of labour 

                                                                                                                                                                    
(hereinafter referred to as the ―Referral Bench‖), which solely and exclusively shall determine whether the case should be 

referred to the authorities of a State :  

(i) in whose territory the crime was committed; or  

(ii) in which the accused was arrested; or  

(iii) having jurisdiction and being willing and adequately prepared to accept such a case, so that those authorities should 

forthwith refer the case to the appropriate court for trial within that State.‖  
168

 Although, as observed in Chapter 1 above, the state of domestic jurisdictions is what led to the establishment of the ad 

hoc tribunals; The ICTY was established because of the presumed unwillingness and the ICTR on the basis of presumed 

inability of national jurisdictions.  
169

 Article 17 (2)(a) of the Rome Statute 
170

 Article 17(2) (b) of the Rome Statute 
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 Article 17 (2)(c)  of the Rome Statute 
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 Article 17(3) of the Rome Statute 
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 Cryer R. et al, , supra, note 142 ;  El Zeidy M. supra, note 165 
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 Philippe X. ‗The Principles of Universal Jurisdiction and Complementarity‘, International Review of the Red Cross 

(2006), 88 : pp 375-398 at pg. 380 
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between the ICC and national jurisdictions, as a result of complementarity.
175

 This division of labour 

presupposes that the national jurisdictions have a duty to investigate and prosecute international 

crimes at the domestic level, and retain this duty even after the ICC intervenes pursuant to the 

principle of complementarity. 

 

3.2 The ‘Duty to Investigate and Prosecute’ at the Domestic Level 

 

The Rome Statute expressly recalls the duty of states to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of 

international crimes.
176

 There are questions on whether the Preamble to the Rome Statute creates an 

overall obligation to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes, with some 

commentators on the issue contending that in any case, the Statute cannot impose a duty upon non 

state parties.
177

 There is however no major contest that this duty does exist for the territorial state.  In 

their commentary to the Rome Statute, Cassese, Gaeta and Jones confirm that paragraph 6 of the 

Preamble to the Rome Statute addresses itself primarily to the State on whose territory international 

crimes have been committed and to the State of nationality of the alleged offender.
178

 This follows 

from the fact that the ICC‘s jurisdiction is primarily predicated on these states being party to the 

Rome Statute. The duty to investigate and prosecute international crimes as exists in the Rome 

Statute was reiterated by The Assembly of States Parties during the Rome Statute Review 

Conference in 2010.
179

 The Assembly of State Parties further reaffirmed that effective prosecution of 

international crimes must be ensured by taking measures at the national level and enhancing 

international cooperation.
180

  

 

The expression in the Rome Statute reflects a desire by states and the international community to 

ensure that perpetrators of international crimes are prosecuted, be it by the domestic courts or 
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 See for instance Stahn C ‗Libya, the International Criminal Court and Complementarity: A test for Shared 

Responsibility‘ Journal of International Criminal Justice  10 (2012) 325-345 ; Mauro Politi and Federica Gioia, The 

International Criminal Court and National Jurisdictions (Ashgate, 2008) 
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 Paragraph 6 , Preamble to the Rome Statute 
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See Wouters J. ‗The Obligation to Prosecute International Crimes‘ (2009), unpublished, available at  

https://www.law.kuleuven.be/iir/nl/onderzoek/opinies/obligationtoprosecute.pdf, last accessed on 15
th
 December 2014 

referencing C. Tomuschat, ―The Duty to Prosecute International Crimes Committed by Individuals‖, in H.-J. Cremer  and  

H. Steinberger (eds.), Tradition und Weltoffenheit des Rechts(Springer, 2002), 315-349 
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 Cassese A., Gaeta P. and J. R.W.D. Jones, ―The Rome Statute: A Tentative Assessment‖, in  Cassese A., Gaeta P.and 

J.R.W.D. Jones (eds.), The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court : A Commentary  (Oxford University Press, 

2002, Volume II), 1901, at 1906. They observe further that ―it is possible that the paragraph also provides an impetus for 

other States to prosecute an alleged offender on the basis of other jurisdictional principles, in particular the universality 

principle.‖  
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 The Assembly specifically recognized the primary responsibility of states to investigate and prosecute the most 

serious crimes of international concern. See RC/Res.1 Adopted at the 9th  plenary meeting, on 8 June 2010, by 

consensus, available at http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/asp_docs/Resolutions/RC-Res.1-ENG.pdf 
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international tribunals. Conventionally, various instruments establish this duty for different 

categories of crimes.
181

 The Geneva Conventions obligate states to search for persons alleged to have 

committed, or ordered to have committed, grave breaches
182

 and to prosecute them before their 

courts, regardless of their nationality, or extradite them to other state parties for prosecution, where 

such parties have made out a prima facie case.
183

  

 

State parties to the Genocide Convention also reiterate that genocide is a crime under international 

law which they undertake to prevent and to punish.
184

 States further undertake to ensure they have in 

place the necessary legislation which lay down effective penalties for persons guilty of genocide.
185

 

The Convention emphatically states that perpetrators of genocide shall be punished, regardless of 

their status and further provides that the forum for prosecution shall be a competent tribunal of the 

territorial state or an international penal tribunal whose jurisdiction has been accepted by the 

Contracting Parties.
186

 The Convention against Torture, Cruel, Inhuman and/or degrading treatment 

or punishment similarly obligates State Parties to ensure that all acts of torture are offences under 

their criminal law and to provide appropriate penalties which take into account the grave nature of 

the offences.
187

 Article 7 places upon the territorial state the duty to either prosecute or extradite, 
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 A comprehensive discussion of these instruments is given by  Orentlicher DF ‗Settling accounts: The Duty to 

Prosecute Human Rights Violations of a Prior Regime‘ (1991) 100 Yale Law Journal 2537-2615 
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Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War. Articles 11 and 85 of the Protocol  Additional to the Geneva Conventions 

of 12
th
 August 1949 and Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol 1)contain 

further provisions on grave breaches. 
183

 Article 49; Geneva Convention I; Article 50 Geneva Convention (II); Article 129 of Geneva Convention III and 

Article 146 of Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War.  
184

 Article I of  the 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 78 UNTS 277,entered 

into force on 12
th
 January 1951. Genocide is defined under Article II of the Convention as any of these acts committed 

with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:  

a) Killing members of the group;  

b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;  

c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole 

or in part;  

d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; and   

e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group 
185

 Article V of the Genocide Convention on provides that ‗The Contracting Parties undertake to enact, in accordance 

with their respective Constitutions, the necessary legislation to give effect to the provisions of the present Convention, 

and, in particular, to provide effective penalties for persons guilty of genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in 

Article III‘ 
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 Article IV and Article  VI of the Genocide Convention  
187

 Article  4 of the Convention Against Torture, Cruel, Inhuman and/or degrading treatment or punishment (CAT), 

adopted on 10
th
 December 1984 
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invoking the ‗aut dedere aut judicare‟ principle.
188

 For crimes against humanity, which have not 

benefitted from a specific statute, the obligation to prosecute or extradite is expressed in normative 

sources such as the International Law Commission‘s Draft Code of Crimes against Peace and 

Security of Mankind.
189

 The Rome Statute, which recalls the obligation for state parties to investigate 

and prosecute international crimes, also lists crimes against humanity as one of the international 

crimes for which this duty exists.  

 

The position of major human rights instruments such as the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights, and regional instruments like the European Convention for the Protection of Human 

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the American Convention on Human Rights and the African 

Charter on Human and People‘s Rights on the duty to prosecute is (however) contested. While these 

treaties do not expressly contain a duty to prosecute violations of the rights protected, some authors 

cite the various treaty body committees which have authoritatively interpreted the provisions in the 

treaties to mean that a State party fails in its duty to ensure the rights protected if they do not 

investigate violations and punish those who are responsible.
190

 Other authors however argue that 

such an approach is an overstretch, as treaty body committees are not judicial bodies authorized to 

render authoritative interpretations but rather administrative bodies established to monitor 

compliance.
191

 It is also pointed out that during the negotiations of the ICCPR for instance, the 

                                                 
188

 See also ICJ, Questions Relating To The Obligation To Prosecute Or Extradite  (Belgium V. Senegal), 20
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 July 2012, 

paras.112-117 where the ICJ affirmed the obligation of a state to prosecute perpetrators of torture 
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 Article 9, ILC Draft Code of Crimes against Peace and Security of Mankind (adopted by the ILC in 1996), Yearbook 

of the International Law Commission, 1996, vol. II (Part Two). The obligation here is to prosecute or extradite persons 

committing war crimes, crimes against humanity, genocide and the crime of aggression. 
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investigations and prosecutions as a remedy for gross violations of human rights. See Malawi African Association and 

Others v. Mauritania, African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights, (Comm. Nos. 54/91, 61/91, 98/93, 164/97 à 

196/97 and 210/98, (11
th
 May 2000), where the Commission recommended that perpetrators of gross human rights 

violations be brought to book; see also Mouvement Burkinabé des Droits de l'Homme et des Peuples v. Burkina Faso, 

(Comm. no. 204/97), 7 May 2001. 
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delegates specifically considered and rejected a proposal that would have required states to prosecute 

violators.
192

  Although states may have shied away from including the obligation to prosecute human 

rights violations in the mentioned instruments, progressively, this duty has been inferred not only by 

the treaty body committees but by judicial organs as well, especially the Inter-American Court on 

Human Rights
193

 and the European Court on Human Rights.
194

 The obligation to ‗ensure and respect‘ 

the rights under the conventions has been interpreted, initially by the Inter-American Court on 

Human Rights, and lately by the European Court on Human Rights,  to impose a duty on states to 

investigate and prosecute.
195

 The right to effective remedies contained in the major human rights 

instruments has also been interpreted as providing further basis for the inference the duty to 

investigate and prosecute.
196

  

 

                                                                                                                                                                    
Peace: Was There a Duty to Prosecute International Crimes in Haiti?‘ (1997) Case Western University School of Law, 

Faculty Publications. Paper 344;  R Boed ‗The Effect of a Domestic Amnesty‘ (2000) 33 Cornell International Law 

Journal 297 
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prosecute, see  Basch F. ‗The Doctrine of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights Regarding States‘ Duty to Punish 

Human Rights Violations and its Dangers‘ 23 (1)American University International Law Review(2013),195-229. See also 

Jeffery R. 2012 Amnesties, Accountability and Human Rights University of Pennsylvania Press. 
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 See X. and Y. v. The Netherlands, App. No. 8978/80 European Court of Human Rights, Judgment of 26
th
 March 1985, 

para. 27; Mahmut Kaya v. Turkey App. No. 22535/93, European Court of Human Rights, Judgment of 28 March 2000, 

para. 85; Öneryildiz v. Turkey, App. No. 48939/99, European Court of Human Rights, Judgment of 18 June 2002, para. 

109, Osman v. United Kingdom (87/1997/871/1083), European Court of Human Rights, Judgment  of 28 October 1998 

para. 115, all in which the EU Court of Human Rights held that recourse to criminal law was required to secure 

fundamental rights. For an elaborate discussion of the case law of the European Court of Human Rights on the duty to 

prosecute, see Seibert Fohr A. (2009). Prosecuting Serious Human Rights Violations , Oxford University Press.  
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 See for Instance Kaya v. Turkey, (Applic. No. 168/1996/777/978), European Court of Human Rights, Judgement of 10 
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This progressive inference of the duty could be as a result of the growth of international criminal law 

and with it, the cementing of this duty for international crimes. Human rights activists have latched 

onto this growth to advocate for a corollary duty where human rights infractions have been 

committed. The duty to investigate and prosecute continues to be advocated for and affirmed. The 

UN Principles to combat impunity for instance provides that ―states shall undertake prompt, 

thorough, independent and impartial investigations of violations of human rights and international 

humanitarian law and take appropriate measures in respect of the perpetrators, particularly in the area 

of criminal justice, by ensuring that those responsible for serious crimes under international law are 

prosecuted, tried and duly punished.‖
197

 The reality however is that the absence of an express 

provision in the major human rights conventions makes it difficult to hold states to account. States 

will not normally come out and question the existence of the duty to investigate and prosecute; 

instead, where human rights violations have occurred, they may adopt alternative means of handling 

the situation. In any case, many of the interpretations of this duty often use the ambiguous language 

of ‗punishing‘ those responsible for human rights violations but are not specific on whether such 

punishment should necessarily involve prosecution. Further, treaty body committees as well as 

judicial organs may continue to make recommendations, but when states do not abide, it is difficult 

to hold them to a duty that is not expressly stated in the conventions. The result is that the 

recommendations or pronouncements may be made over and over again, but the international 

community will not normally intervene to enforce a duty to prosecute human rights violations. 

Commentators on this issue agree that there is an emerging consensus that human rights violations 

must be investigated and prosecuted, and point out that the frequent reiteration of this duty may be 

evidence of an emerging customary norm.
198

 However, given the varying interpretations discussed in 

the preceding paragraph, the status of the duty to investigate and prosecute human rights infractions, 

both in conventional and customary law is still very much in contention. Where however the human 

rights violations reach the level of torture, crimes against humanity, genocide and war crimes the 

duty to investigate and prosecute is well established in conventional law.
199
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Whereas conventional law is quite specific on the obligation to prosecute perpetrators of 

international crimes, the position in customary international law is less clear. Some scholars maintain 

that customary law places this duty upon states.
200

 Others however argue that this duty has not yet 

crystallized into customary international law, citing for instance, amnesties which have been granted 

by states overtime as an expression of alternative means of dealing with situations of mass atrocities, 

as opposed to investigations and prosecution of crimes and infractions committed at the domestic 

level.
201

 The tension between the obligation to prosecute and amnesties cannot be ignored, the former 

is spelt out in major international instruments, but the latter has been practiced by states over time, 

making it difficult to draw a clear  position  in customary international law. States in whose 

territories mass atrocities occur sometimes resort to amnesties to wade through the complexities of 

stopping on-going conflict and pursuing peace. The Sierra Leone Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission explained its position on this as: ‗The Commission also recognizes the principle that it 

is generally desirable to prosecute perpetrators of serious human rights abuses, particularly when 

they rise to the level of gravity of crimes against humanity. However, amnesties should not be 

excluded entirely from the mechanisms available to those attempting to negotiate a cessation of 

hostilities after long periods of armed conflict. Disallowing amnesty in all cases is to deny the reality 

of violent conflict and the urgent need to bring such strife and suffering to an end.‘
202

 Article 6(5) of 

Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions expressly permits amnesties in Non-International Armed 

Conflicts, stating that ‗at the end of hostilities, the authorities in power shall endeavor to grant the 

broadest possible amnesty to persons who have participated in the armed conflict or those deprived 

of their liberty for reasons related to the armed conflict, whether they are interned or detained.‘ 

 

At the international level, over the years, as international criminal law and human rights law have 

continued to develop, resistance and sometimes outright rejection of amnesties has been witnessed. 

One of the early demonstrations of this was in the Lomé Peace Accord, where the Government of 

Sierra Leone granted absolute pardon and amnesty to the combatants in respect of anything done by 

them in pursuit of their objectives.
203

 The UN disassociated itself from the Amnesty, appending a 

disclaimer that in its understanding the amnesty did not apply to crimes against humanity, genocide, 
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war crimes and other serious violations of international humanitarian law.
204

 Mallinder L. has argued 

that this disclaimer may not have had a bearing on subsequent state practice with regard to amnesties 

for international crimes as states continued to adopt amnesties for international crimes at almost the 

same level as before the Lomé Peace Accord.
205

 Some scholars however point out that state practice 

has gradually demonstrated a preference for prosecutions where international crimes have been 

committed, citing instances where Amnesties have been revoked.
206

 

 

While state practice has been rather ambivalent, opinio juris has steadily risen against amnesties for 

international crimes. Several UN General Assembly Resolutions recognize the state‘s obligations to 

prosecute international crimes.
207

 The UN Secretary-General, the UN Security Council and human 

rights treaty bodies have also endorsed the requirement for prosecution and punishment for those 

responsible for international crimes.
208

 The UN Human Rights Committee in its General Comment 

No. 20 explicitly stated that amnesties granted for acts of torture are incompatible with the State‘s 

duty to investigate such acts.
209

 This view is also echoed by the Princeton Principles on universal 

jurisdiction which state that amnesties are generally inconsistent with the obligation of states to 

provide accountability for serious crimes under international law.
210

 The emergence of international 
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tribunals further signals a desire to prosecute perpetrators of international crimes rather than accord 

them amnesty. In fact, both the Special Court for Sierra Leone and the ICTY have declined to 

recognize amnesties for international crimes.
211

 The Special Court for Sierra Leone in rejecting the 

amnesty granted by the Government of Sierra Leone observed that customary law was in the process 

of ‗crystallizing‘ the norm that governments cannot grant amnesty for crimes under international law. 

It is as yet unclear whether this crystallization has happened. Some scholars have argued that while 

the developments in the international arena signal the emergence of a customary international law 

rule requiring prosecution of those responsible for international crimes, state practice is not yet 

sufficiently widespread and consistent for the establishment of such a rule.
212

  Others however point 

out that for core crimes, which have attained a jus cogens status, there is a duty to prosecute, which 

duty is owed to the entire international community.
213

 These core crimes are war crimes, crimes 

against humanity and genocide. 

 

The position in customary law remains contentious, as observed in the preceding section. 

Conventional law however establishes the duty to investigate and prosecute international crimes for 

state parties in various treaties. The major difficulty is in defining the scope of this duty. The Rome 

Statue for instance recalls the duty of state parties as the primary actors in prosecution of 

international crimes but does not outline the scope of this duty. Even without a clear scope of this 

duty spelt out in the Rome Statute, there are strong justifications why such duty must continue 

beyond the ICC‘s intervention in a state. Kleffner has persuasively argued that the duty to investigate 

and prosecute as recalled in the Rome Statute cannot be discharged by states leaving the entire 

burden to the ICC.
214

 Kleffner observes in this regard that the Rome Statute requires a state to 

exercise ―its jurisdiction‖ whenever international crimes are committed.
215

 Further, a state cannot 

guarantee that the ICC will exercise jurisdiction anyway; the Court may as well decide that the 
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situation before it does not merit intervention for lack of sufficient gravity or that intervening would 

not be in the interest of justice.
216

 Further, it has been pointed out by Van der Wilt that there are 

crimes such as terrorism which are beyond jurisdictional reach of the ICC, unless committed in the 

context of armed conflict.
217

 As such, it would be futile to place reliance on the ICC to address what 

it cannot, on the basis that states are unable to do so.  

 

I am in agreement with the position that the residual duty to investigate and prosecute as such rests 

with the state where international crimes have been committed and not the ICC. Granted, the ICC‘s 

intervention is normally premised on a state‘s inability or unwillingness to investigate and prosecute 

perpetrators of international crimes. However, this finding is not absolute, neither is it perennial. The 

status of ‗unwillingness‘ or ‗inability‘ can be addressed overtime, hence a finding on these two 

factors could very well change in due course. In fact, most states transiting from protracted conflict 

situations may not immediately be able to investigate and prosecute international crimes due to 

collapsed judicial systems. Others could lack the requisite legislative framework to undertake 

investigations and prosecutions. Resource constraints and lack of technical know-how could also 

affect the inability to investigate prosecute international crimes. Over time however, measures can be 

taken to address these issues and enable these states to investigate and prosecute international crimes. 

In DRC for instance, the Pre-Trial Chamber observed that the national judicial system had undergone 

changes since the institution of the case, and as such, the contention that the DRC judicial system 

continued to be unable to prosecute international crimes could no longer hold.
218

 Changes in the 

political system of a state could also transform it to a ‗willing‘ state for purposes of prosecution of 

international crimes. Further, a state could for instance be ‗unwilling‘ to prosecute one case but be 

very willing to prosecute other cases. In Côte d‘Ivoire  for instance, while the state has exhibited  

‗unwillingness‘  to prosecute Laurent Gbagbo, it has in the same breadth lodged an admissibility 

challenge at the ICC  in the case of his wife Simone Gbagbo, claiming it is able and willing to 

prosecute her at the domestic level. Whether this kind of sifting and choosing should be allowed is an 

entirely different debate, the point here being that ‗unwillingness‘  or ‗inability‘ are assessed on a 

case-by-case basis. As such, the ICC‘s intervention in a state on the basis of ‗inability‘ or 

‗unwillingness‘ is tied to particular cases and is not a pronouncement on the state‘s ability or 

willingness in all the other cases. A state should therefore not adopt a defeatist attitude once the ICC 
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intervenes but rather, address the basis of intervention with a view to changing the factors which 

could have led to the Court‘s intervention. 

 

It is also important to note that one of the tenets of state sovereignty is the exercise of criminal 

jurisdiction within its borders. Save for a total collapse of the state, this exercise of criminal 

jurisdiction does not stop with the ICC‘s intervention. Where a state‘s judicial system continues 

functioning, it would be hypocritical for that state to rely on the ICC‘s disqualification as ‗unwilling‘ 

or ‗unable‘ to evade conducting investigations and prosecutions of international crimes for the 

perpetrators who are not indicted by the ICC.  

 

Further, from a practical point, the ICC by itself cannot investigate or prosecute the hundreds of 

thousands of people who commit crimes in situations of mass atrocities. Its resources, capacity, 

procedures as well as the threshold required for prosecution at the ICC has meant that investigations 

will often focus on a handful of individuals and will not reach most perpetrators of atrocities.  In fact, 

the Court has tended to bring charges on between one to six individuals in every situation country.
219

 

The duty of the domestic system to seek accountability for the massive number of perpetrators does 

not therefore cease with the Court‘s intervention. As observed by some scholars, the potential of 

prosecutions at the international level seems to have been over-sold, with the resulting dissatisfaction 

leading to a situation where domestic courts have to play an increasing role in prosecution of 

international crimes.
220

 As such, even with the ICC‘s intervention, a burden-sharing formula is 

necessary where both the ICC and the States in which it has intervened work together to ensure that 

accountability is obtained where international crimes have been committed. Complementarity 

recognizes the competence of both national courts and the ICC, with the national courts bearing the 

primary responsibility and the ICC complementing the efforts. Essentially, it is not a competition but 

rather an envisaged partnership with each system recognizing its role as well as entry point in 

investigation and prosecution of international crimes. 

 

3.3 Why Complementarity? 

 

The notion of complementarity was introduced into the Rome Statute through the International Law 

Commission‘s 1994 draft.
221

 During negotiations of the Rome Statute, some delegations recalled the 

advantages of national judicial systems and argued for a strong presumption in favour of national 
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jurisdiction, but others argued in favour of endowing the ICC with primacy over national criminal 

jurisdictions.
222

 The report of the Ad-Hoc Committee on the establishment of the ICC confirms that: 

„A number of delegations stressed that the principle of complementarity should create a strong 

presumption in favour of national jurisdictions. Such a presumption, they said, was justified by the 

advantages of national judicial systems...Other delegations pointed out that the concept of 

complementarity should not create a presumption in favour of national courts. Indeed while such 

courts should retain concurrent jurisdiction with the court, the latter should always have primacy of 

jurisdiction...The view was also expressed that in dealing with the principle of complementarity a 

balanced approach was necessary. According to such a view, it was important not only to safeguard 

the primacy of national jurisdictions, but also to avoid the jurisdiction of the court becoming merely 

residual to national jurisdiction.‟
223

 

 

Complementarity was codified to settle disputes about overlapping competencies and competing 

claims of concurrent jurisdiction.
224

 It offered a convenient way to reconcile the priority of domestic 

jurisdiction with the necessity of international justice. States were ready to consent to the idea of a 

permanent international jurisdiction on the basis of the assumption that this institution would act as a 

Court of last resort, which intervenes on an exceptional basis.
225

 In this regard complementarity aims 

to recognize but at the same time set limits to state sovereignty. In recent years, sovereignty has been 

increasingly defined, not as a license to control those within one‘s borders, but rather as a set of 

obligations towards citizens. Sovereignty is in this regard seen as conferring responsibilities.
226

 

Among these is the responsibility to protect citizens from the most atrocious forms of abuse. 

Complementarity is hinged on the basis that when it comes to international crimes, the perpetrators 

must be held accountable. If all states act to investigate and prosecute the crimes occurring within 

their jurisdictions, then state sovereignty would be protected. However, experience has shown that 

this is not normally the case. The history of international criminal justice reveals that it is not always 

possible for states to prosecute those committing international crimes within their jurisdictions for 

several reasons. Sometimes, as was the case in Nazi Germany, these crimes are perpetrated by the 

State against its citizens. It is then not possible to expect that the same state would be willing to put 
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itself on trial. Collapsed judicial structures or insufficient legal structures or outright lack of political 

will, can all contribute to failure of the state to prosecute. When this happens, a state can no longer 

hold firmly to state sovereignty and let perpetrators of international crimes go unpunished. The ICTY 

Appeals Chamber has summed it as: „It would be a travesty of law and a betrayal of the universal 

need for justice, should the concept of State sovereignty be allowed to be raised successfully against 

human rights. Borders should not be considered as a shield against the reach of the law and as a 

protection for those who trample underfoot the most elementary rights of humanity.‟
227

 

 

The adoption of complementarity is regarded as a product of a compromise which emerged in the 

negotiations for the ICC and serves the delicate balance between the competing interests of state 

sovereignty and judicial independence.
228

 The international community respects a state‘s expression 

of sovereignty through allowing it primacy, in the first instance, over prosecution of international 

crimes. But when that State does not act, then sovereignty can no longer be the veil behind which it 

hides to protect perpetrators of international crimes. The Report of the Ad-Hoc Committee on the 

Establishment of the ICC confirms that: „The principle of complementarity reconciles two competing 

features and jurisdictions. The first is State sovereignty, which claims national jurisdiction over its 

citizens or those crimes committed on its territory, even though these crimes are of an international 

character and may fall under the international jurisdiction. The second feature only functions in 

exceptional circumstances and gives an international tribunal jurisdiction over these heinous 

crimes.‟ 
229

 

 

Complementarity therefore serves the role of encouraging states to seek accountability for 

international crimes. It serves both as an incentive and coercive mechanism. As long as states 

comply with their obligation to investigate and prosecute, their state sovereignty remains unfettered. 

In this regard, complementarily is comparable with other concepts such as the responsibility to 

protect and universal jurisdiction. 

 

3.4 Complementarity and the Responsibility to Protect 

 

One can draw parallels between complementarity under the Rome Statute and the principle of the 

Responsibility to Protect (R2P). The R2P is a security and human rights norm which seeks to address 

the international community‘s failure to prevent and stop genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and 
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crimes against humanity. During the 1990s, several situations called for the international 

community‘s response, but the same was often erratic, incomplete or counterproductive as was the 

case in Somalia (1993), Rwanda (1994) and Srebrenica (1995), leading to renewed interest in 

humanitarian intervention on the basis of Responsibility to Protect.
230

 State sovereignty would again 

present a stumbling block; while some States argued for the right (or even duty) to intervene on 

humanitarian grounds to protect populations from mass atrocities, claims were equally made about 

the primacy of state sovereignty. The then UN Secretary General, Kofi Annan summed the 

prevailing frustration as ‗If humanitarian intervention is indeed an unacceptable assault on 

sovereignty, how should we respond to a Rwanda, to a Srebrenica, to gross and systematic violations 

of human rights?‘
231

 

 

The International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS) subsequently invented 

a new way of talking about humanitarian intervention,  re- characterizing the ―right to intervene‖ as 

―responsibility‖ to protect people at grave risk: the perspective here was not of the prospective 

interveners but of those needing support.
232

 Responsibility to Protect was also explained to be about 

more than military intervention and to extend to a whole continuum of obligations: the responsibility 

to prevent the situations from arising; the responsibility to react when they do and the responsibility 

to rebuild after the situation has occurred. The thrust of R2P is that state sovereignty will be 

respected by all states; however, if a state is no longer able to guarantee protection of its citizens 

from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity, the international 

community can step in and take collective measures to protect such populations. The principle of 

R2P  in this sense acknowledges that state sovereignty implies responsibility, and the primary 

responsibility for the protection of its people lies with the state itself; it is only if the state is unable 

or unwilling to fulfill this responsibility, or is itself the perpetrator, that the principle of non-

intervention yields to the international responsibility to protect.
233

 

 

The principle of Responsibility to Protect was adopted by the UN General Assembly at the UN 2005 

World Summit.
234

 The resultant affirmation was that each individual state has the responsibility to 
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protect its populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity; the 

international community should assist states in exercising that responsibility and in building their 

protection capacities. The international community also has the responsibility to use appropriate 

diplomatic, humanitarian and other peaceful means, in accordance with the UN Charter, to help to 

protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity. 

Should peaceful means be inadequate where a state is ―manifestly failing‖ to protect its population 

from the four specified crimes and violations, the international community should be  prepared to 

take collective action in a ―timely and decisive manner‖ through the Security Council and in 

accordance with the Charter of the United Nations.
235

 Intervention need not be military; alternatives 

such as sanctions and criminal prosecutions may be used in pursuit of the Responsibility to 

Protect.
236

 The threat of criminal prosecutions may act as a prevention mechanism, but criminal 

prosecutions may also be actually pursued as reactive measures.
237

 Such criminal prosecutions, it is 

observed, would be conducted by states acting under universal jurisdiction or by International 

Criminal Tribunals.
238

 In the context of complementarity, the first incident where an ICC referral was 

expressly associated with the R2P was the decision of the UN Security Council to refer the situation 

in Libya to the ICC.
239

  

 

 The R2P and the complementarity principle both reinforce the duties of sovereign nations. As such, 

while state sovereignty is acknowledged, it is not absolute. R2P dictates that a state‘s sovereignty is 

upheld only when it is able to exercise its responsibility of protecting populations from atrocities. 

Similarly, the complementarity principle dictates that sovereignty will be upheld where a state 

exercises its obligations to hold perpetrators of international crimes to justice. Each of these 

principles has the potential of piercing into state sovereignty; with R2P seeking to protect 

populations from atrocities and complementarity ensuring that accountability is sought where 

atrocities have been committed. Discussions around R2P have been founded on the same basis of 

‗atrocities‘ or serious crimes; as such intervention will not ensue where ordinary crimes have been 

committed but rather, where fundamental human rights are at stake, particularly where populations 

are facing genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes. At the heart of these two principles is 

the protection of the humanness, or the human dignity of each individual. 
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It is important to note however that R2P is not yet universally accepted and has attracted some 

criticism and suspicion. The question has been posed whether the United Nations is the only 

international actor that can exercise the Responsibility to Protect. The concern here is what would 

happen if the United Nations fails to act; and whether unilateral or regional actions by member states 

would rightly fall under R2P. Some have also observed that the structure of the United Nations does 

not foster quick and decisive responses and vetoes by the permanent members of the Security 

Council-or even threats of vetoes-can undermine effective international action.
240

 Further 

bureaucratic hurdles and diplomatic negotiations can be time-consuming, making it difficult to 

respond to rapidly unfolding events.
241

 The legal and juridical status of R2P is also not yet 

determined.  During the adoption of the Outcome Report, the need for the UN General Assembly to 

keep considering the concept was stressed. However, there hasn‘t been much movement on the 

international front. Some have questioned its relevance
242

; others dismissed it as a neo-colonialist 

concept
243

; and others have queried its status in international law.
244

  

 

Despite the above misgivings, it is possible that R2P may in future present a very strong basis upon 

which States would accept international prosecution of certain crimes. The rationale that certain 

crimes, by their very nature, shock the conscience of mankind would still prevail, but additionally 

States would agree that sovereignty may be ceded to pave way for international prosecutions where 

they have been unable to protect their populations from mass atrocities. This argument is grounded 

on the human rights movement, which has found universal acceptance and fewer criticisms that the 

notion of a ‗collective conscience of mankind‘. While the development of human rights has also 

faced challenges posed by sovereignty, a transformation occurred between from around the 1970‘s, 

allowing the UN to discuss human rights violations in specific countries without any state waving the 

sovereignty card. Procedures such as the 1235 and 1503 authorized UN bodies to scrutinize the 

Human Rights situation in several countries.
245

 Currently, the UN Human Rights Council, through 
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the Universal Periodic Review mechanism, periodically examines the human rights situation in all 

UN member states, signaling a wide acceptance of respect for human rights norms. 

 

Further, looking at the recent developments in international criminal law, particularly the expansion 

of international crimes in certain regions, one begins to wonder whether the notion of crimes that 

disturb universal values or shock the ‗conscience of mankind‘ can be defined in a universal manner 

that would justify ceding of state sovereignty. African states are in particular holding tight to their 

sovereignty, and challenging the ICC to recognize it. They are going further to establish a regional 

framework that expands international crimes from the classical core crimes of genocide, crimes 

against humanity, war crimes and aggression to include a long list of other crimes.
246

 The list is 

further left open to additional crimes to reflect developments in international law.
247

 For these states, 

international criminal prosecution based on the responsibility to protect would be a more acceptable 

entry point than the universality of certain crimes. The Responsibility to Protect can in this regard 

serve as a general moral concept, sustaining intervention by the ICC. Although some point out that it 

is ―naïve idealism‖ to believe that civil society organizations have the capacity to persuade political 

leaders to take action in situations of mass atrocities
248

, the argument I am making is that the uptake 

of human rights principles has been wider and bolder than the acceptance of universality of 

international crimes.   

 

3.5 Complementarity and Universal Jurisdiction 

 

Universal jurisdiction is another principle which seeks to advance the duty to investigate and 

prosecute perpetrators of international crimes. Universal jurisdiction allows a state to bring 

proceedings in respect of certain serious crimes, irrespective of the traditional links which in 

international law a state is required to establish in order to assert jurisdiction.
249

 Any state in the 

world may under this principle prosecute core international crimes, without territorial, personal, or 
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national interest link to the crime in question.
250

 Universal jurisdiction is the result of the desire by 

the international community to ensure that a certain category of crimes do not go unpunished. The 

basis of this jurisdiction is the notion that certain crimes are so harmful to international interests that 

states are entitled -and even obliged- to bring proceedings against the perpetrator, regardless of the 

location of the crime and the nationality of the perpetrator or the victim.
251

 

 

Universal jurisdiction is often pursued where the offender is in the territory of the asserting state, 

although there have been attempts to exercise universal jurisdiction in absentia.
252

 Universal 

Jurisdiction has been relied upon by various states to seek accountability for international crimes in 

several cases.
253

 However, like the R2P, universal jurisdiction has had its fair share of controversies 

and implementation difficulties.
254

 First, there is no agreement on the crimes for which it is 

exercisable. Further, its position in customary international law is not uncontested. In the Arrest 

Warrant case for instance, Judge Guillaume expressed agreement with Lord Slynn‘s sentiments  in  

the Pinochet case that   ‗It does not seem . . . that it has been shown that there is any State practice 

or general consensus let alone a widely supported convention that al1 crimes against international 

law should be justiciable in national courts: on the basis of the universality of jurisdiction . . . That 

international law crimes should be tried before international tribunals or in the perpetrator's own 

State is one thing; that they should be impleaded without regard to a long established customary 

international law rule in the courts of other states is another . . . The fact even that an act is 

recognized as a crime under international law does not mean that the courts of all  States have 

jurisdiction to try it . . . There is no universality of jurisdiction for crimes against international 

law‟
255

 

 

With the establishment of the ICC, which shares the same goal of ensuring punishment for 

international crimes, the issue for consideration is whether universal jurisdiction still has a place in 
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the overall framework of international criminal justice. Some states feel that there should be no resort 

to universal jurisdiction by any state. The Attorney-General for Kenya in his address to the Seventh 

Session of the Assembly of State Parties to the ICC, maintained that that with the presence of the 

ICC, courts of other countries should not be permitted to exercise universal jurisdiction for crimes 

over which the ICC had jurisdiction. The continued exercise of universal jurisdiction, he observed, 

was highly questionable with the existence of the ICC and it was magistrates and judges from 

developed countries who always sought to exercise jurisdiction over state officials from developing 

countries.
256

 This view has the support of many African countries.
257

 It does not help that all the 

situation countries currently before the ICC are from African states, many of whom would view 

intervention by third states as double victimization.  

 

As observed in the introductory section of this thesis, the ICC cannot, by itself, shoulder the entire 

burden of international criminal justice. Where situation countries do not meet their obligation to 

investigate and prosecute the perpetrators of international crimes at the domestic level, there is room 

for third states to share in the burden of ending impunity through the exercise of universal 

jurisdiction. While the Rome Statute does not specifically refer to the universality principle, it has 

been observed that its provisions do not prohibit ‗bystander‘ states from prosecuting perpetrators of 

the crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court.
258

 Paragraph six of the Preamble of the Statute recalls 

that ―it is the duty of every state to exercise its criminal jurisdiction over those responsible for 

international crimes.‖ Benzig observes that the preamble of the Rome Statute refers to the duty of 

every state (not limited to state parties) to exercise criminal jurisdiction over those responsible for 

international crimes.
259

 Universal jurisdiction is in this sense implicitly acknowledged in the 

Statute.
260

  

 

Ryngaert also ropes in Article 17 of the Rome Statute as an implicit acknowledgement that bystander 

states can exercise universal jurisdiction.
261

 Article 17(1)(a) of the Rome Statute provides that the 
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Court shall determine that a case is inadmissible where the ―case is being investigated or prosecuted 

by a state which has jurisdiction over it, unless the state is unwilling or unable to genuinely carry out 

the investigation or prosecution.‖ Ryngaert observes that while there is no evidence of an express 

intention of drafters to have bystander states exercising universal jurisdiction covered by Article 17, 

there is no evidence either of an express intention to exclude bystander states from the scope of 

application of Article 17.
262

 He concludes that the text of Article 17 is clear: the ICC should defer to 

any state that has jurisdiction over a case, irrespective of the legal basis on which this jurisdiction 

rests.
263

 

 

The Informal Expert Paper developed by the Office of the Prosecutor of the ICC also acknowledges 

the universal jurisdiction principle and the role of third states, stating that: ‗under the 

complementarity principle, a genuine investigation by third states exercising universal jurisdiction 

would preclude the ICC from exercising jurisdiction, provided they are indeed able to secure the 

surrender of offenders and obtain access to evidence. The non-exercise of jurisdiction by a territorial 

state does not alter the primacy of other states vis-à-vis the ICC.‘
264

  

 

There is however no clear guidance regarding the instances when a third state can step into a 

situation which is within the ICC‘s jurisdiction. Article 18 of the Rome Statute obliges the 

Prosecutor, after opening an investigation, to notify all States Parties and those states which, taking 

into account the information available would normally exercise jurisdiction over the crimes in 

question. The states notified by the Prosecutor may, ‗within one month of receipt of that 

notification… inform the Court that it is investigating or has investigated its nationals or others 

within its jurisdiction with respect to criminal acts which may constitute crimes referred to…‘
265

 If a 

state which has jurisdiction informs the Prosecutor that it is conducting investigations, then the case 

shall be considered inadmissible before the ICC. The notification contemplated here is not to the 

State where the crime has occurred but to all states. The statute does not however specify the basis 

upon which these third states would exercise jurisdiction. Strong arguments have been made for the 

need of a genuine link between the third state and the crimes in question.
266

 In this regard, it has been 
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argued that states contemplated under Article 18 are states where the crime was committed, or whose 

nationals the alleged perpetrators or victims were or the custodial state.
267

 

 

A state which wishes to exercise jurisdiction on the basis of universal jurisdiction is not barred by 

Article 18 from exercising jurisdiction, particularly taking into account paragraph 6 of the Preamble 

of the Statute which recalls the duty of all states to prosecute international crimes. Such duty, for 

states, does not only stem from territoriality or active personality principle but also from universal 

jurisdiction. The fact that the ICC is not endowed with universal jurisdiction does not mean that such 

jurisdiction for stand-alone states also ceases. As such, I would agree with the view that there is 

nothing which stops any state wishing to exercise universal jurisdiction over cases which would 

ordinarily go before the ICC.
268

 The practical difficulty is in understanding the test that these third 

states are required to apply in exercising jurisdiction. Some authors have alluded to the subsidiarity 

test, differing from the complementarity test because it operates at a horizontal - inter-state -level, 

whilst complementarity operates at a vertical - international institution v. state level.
269

 Under the 

principle of subsidiarity, it is argued that bystander States, when asserting universal jurisdiction, 

would defer to the territorial state or the state of nationality of the presumed offender if the latter is 

able and willing to prosecute.
270

 In this regard, any State wishing to exercise universal jurisdiction 

would be required to first establish that the territorial state is not able or willing to investigate and 

prosecute.
271

 This position was highlighted by Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal in their 

joint separate opinions in the Arrest Warrant Case observed that ‗A State contemplating bringing 

criminal charges based on universal jurisdiction must first offer to the national State of the 

prospective accused person the opportunity itself to act upon the charges concerned.‘
272

 

 

Article 18 of the Rome Statute is yet to be tested, perhaps due to lack of clarity on the jurisdiction it 

confers upon bystander states. While several states still exercise universal jurisdiction (in Europe 

alone, over 50 indictments and arrest warrants were issued between 1994-2010)
273

, states rarely show 
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interest in exercising jurisdiction in situations where the ICC has intervened.
274

 In fact, it is only 

Germany which prosecuted some two Rwandan rebels for crimes committed in DRC after the ICC 

had already intervened in DRC.
275

 In all the other situations before the ICC, no third state has 

attempted to exercise universal jurisdiction or expressed interest to investigate and prosecute cases 

from situations which are already before the Court. This is not surprising, given the challenges that 

states have always encountered when trying to exercise universal jurisdiction. Belgium an ardent 

pursuer of universal jurisdiction ran into several problems in trying to prosecute suspected 

perpetrators of international crimes across the globe. In 1993 Belgium passed an ambitious piece of 

legislation which would allow it to exercise ―absolute universal jurisdiction.‖
276

 This law gave 

Belgium‘s national courts universal jurisdiction over international crimes (initially war crimes, later 

amended to countenance crimes against humanity and genocide). In fact, it did not even require the 

presence of the accused in Belgium but allowed the issuance of international arrest warrants instead. 

One of these arrest warrants was issued against the Minister of Foreign affairs for DRC, Yerodia. 

The DRC objected to this on the ground that Belgium had applied extraterritorial jurisdiction to 

events that had taken place in the DRC, and therefore had violated its territorial authority and the 

principle of sovereign equality among all members of the United Nations. Further, it contended that 

Belgium had violated customary law regarding the diplomatic immunity of Ministers of Foreign 

Affairs while still holding office. The ICJ ruled that Belgium had violated DRC‘s right to sovereign 

immunity.
277

 

 

Challenged at the ICJ and threatened by other states if it were to pursue prosecutions under this 

legislation, Belgium repeatedly weakened its legislation, limiting it to less contentious forms of 

universal jurisdiction.
278

 Similarly, Spain also amended its laws amidst diplomatic pressure to allow 
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for universal jurisdiction only where Spaniards are victims; there is a relevant link to Spain; or the 

alleged perpetrator is in Spain.
279

 

 

These difficulties may make third states refrain from exercising jurisdiction where the ICC has 

intervened, but the goal of international criminal justice will not be achieved through the few 

possible prosecutions at the ICC. In the classic understanding of complementarity, the primary 

responsibility for the prosecution of international crimes lies with the territorial state; if that state 

fails to assume its responsibility, complementary jurisdiction will lie with the ICC.
280

 However, 

Ryngaert observes, complementary jurisdiction will also lie with bystander states acting under the 

universality principle.
281

 Bystander states can therefore share in this division of labour.Universal 

jurisdiction, in this sense, reinforces the principle of complementarity by increasing the number of 

potential national states that are able to seek accountability for international crimes when 

committed.
282

 

 

Complementarity and universal jurisdiction, if functioning as envisaged, would ensure accountability 

is sought from several perpetrators of international crimes. To prevent the unease that often 

accompanies the exercise of universal jurisdiction, third states may very well apply a similar test 

envisioned in the complementarity principle, only stepping in when the territorial State in unable or 

unwilling to prosecute. While this would be a marked shift from previous interventions on the basis 

of universal jurisdiction, with more than ¾ of the world‘s states ratifying the Rome Statute and 

thereby accepting the principle of complementarity, states acting on the basis of universal 

jurisdiction would face less challenges if they first applied the complementrarity test only 

intervening in situations of ‗unwillingness‘ or ‗inability‘.
283

 In this regard, complementarity can 

provide a new justification for states wishing to exercise universal jurisdiction and the resultant 

three-pronged division of labour between the Court, the situation country and third states would go a 

long way not only in closing the impunity gap but also in creating a strong basis of deterrence. 

Suggestions for countries to intervene in ICC-situation countries have however not received much 

consideration.  
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3.6 Complementarity in Practice 

 

The complementarity principle serves to balance the demands of international justice and state 

sovereignty.
284

 Since the court intervenes only where investigations and prosecutions are not pursued 

at the national level, the expectation is that states would be quick to investigate and prosecute 

international crimes in order to avoid intrusion by the ICC into their sovereignty.
285

 In this regard, 

Kleffner has argued that ―the real or perceived threat of ICC action, encapsulated in the application 

of complementarity, serves a useful purpose in practice and produces a ―catalytic effect.‖
286

 Other 

scholars have added that the potential loss of ownership over proceedings and embarrassment 

resulting from ICC scrutiny may induce national governments to carry out domestic investigations 

and prosecutions.
287

  

 

The first situations before the ICC (The Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda and Central African 

Republic) however presented an interesting scenario when all the three states evoked Article 17(3) of 

the Statute and declared their inability genuinely to carry out investigations or prosecution of the 

atrocities committed on their respective state territories. The letter submitted by DRC to the Court 

declared that because of the situation prevailing in the country, the relevant authorities were not in a 

position to investigate or prosecute without participation of the ICC.
288

 Similarly, Uganda‘s self-

referral letter stated that it had been unable to arrest persons who bear the greatest  for the crimes 

committed in Northern  Uganda and did not intend to conduct national proceedings in relation to the 

persons most responsible.
289

 Central African Republic also followed suit, stating that its domestic 

system was not in a position to mount effective investigations and prosecutions for international 
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crimes.
290

 In essence, for one reason or another, these states were choosing the ICC as the first point 

of call.  

 

Several questions have been posed on the legal foundation and impact of these self-referrals. Self- 

referrals are not explicitly referred to in the Rome Statute. Scholars differ on whether Article 14 of 

the Rome Statute contemplated self-referrals or whether it was purely meant for inter-state 

complaints.
291

A question which also arises is whether a state can opt out of its obligation to 

prosecute or make its own complementarity assessment, determining when it is ‗unable‘ or 

‗unwilling‘ to meet its obligation of investigating and prosecuting perpetrators of international 

crimes. Within the Rome Statute framework, this assessment is supposed to be undertaken by the 

ICC. The Statute does not provide for a situation where a state would be the one determining its own 

unwillingness or inability, although it has been argued that ‗opting out‘ or even completely waiving 

the principle of complementarity is commendable as a matter of legal policy.
292

 Schabas, however 

outlines multifold problems arising from self-referrals. First, the ICC is chosen as the first, rather 

than a last resort, contradicting the reasons behind its establishment.
293

 Substantively, Schabas 

asserts that self-referrals allow states to ignore their primary duty of investigating and prosecuting 

international crimes and call in the international community, through the ICC, to bear this burden. 

While international crimes are the concern of the international community, this does not translate to 

the international community being able to intervene and carry out investigations and prosecutions in 

each instance where international crimes have been committed.
294

 Other scholars argue that a self-

referral does not necessarily mean apathy or lack of commitment from the referring state; it could be 

that the state is genuinely unable to investigate and prosecute but still wishes that such investigation 
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and prosecution occurs, even through the international criminal court.
295

 Most authors however agree 

that self-referrals can sometimes lead to problematic scenarios.
296

 From the point of division of 

labour discussed in this thesis, a self-referral which leaves the entire burden to the ICC advance the 

goal of international criminal justice and is as such undesirable. The ICC, as the single institution 

mandated by state parties to the Rome Statute to prosecute perpetrators of international crimes, 

cannot intervene in each situation; much less prosecute all perpetrators whenever it intervenes. 

Further, self-referrals are often politically motivated.
297

  

 

Despite the misgivings on self-referrals, the approach of the ICC has been to accept a self-referral as 

a genuine assessment of complementarity. In Katanga for instance, the Trial Chamber in determining 

admissibility, relied on the DRC‘s affirmations that it would not institute proceedings against 

Katanga. The DRC in this instance was relinquishing its jurisdiction in favour of the ICC. According 

to the Trial Chamber, this relinquishing of jurisdiction did not result in a breach of the 

complementarity principle as it merely demonstrated a state‘s unwillingness or inability to act. In the 

Trial Chamber‘s view, ―a State may refer a situation to the Court if it considers it opportune to do so, 

just as it may decide not to carry out an investigation or a prosecution in a particular case.‖
298

 The 

Appeals Chamber affirmed this, holding that ―there may be merit in the argument that the sovereign 

decision of a State to relinquish its jurisdiction in favour of the Court may well be seen as complying 

with the duty to exercise (its) criminal jurisdiction as envisaged in the sixth paragraph of the 

preamble.‖
299

 The Appeals Chamber qualified this by stating that ―the Court, acting under the 

relevant provisions of the Statute and depending on the circumstances of each case, may decide not 

to act upon a State's relinquishment of jurisdiction in favour of the Court.‖
300

  I find some difficulties 

with this position when employed to situations of both ‗inability‘ and ‗unwillingness‘. In some 

situations of inability, especially where the judicial system has collapsed, a state may well call for 

help in conducting investigations and prosecutions of international crimes, demonstrating that while 
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it acknowledges its primary duty to conduct investigations and prosecutions, it is at that point unable 

to do so. The position is however markedly different in situations of ‗unwillingness‘. How can a state 

which is unwilling to investigate and prosecute be said to be meeting its duty in this regard?  When 

one examines the parameters of unwillingness set out in Article 17(2) of the Rome Statute, it is 

difficult to reconcile them with a state keen to meet its duty to investigate and prosecute international 

crimes.
301

 The duty under the Rome Statute is to actually carry out investigations and prosecutions of 

perpetrators of international crimes. Where a state however acknowledges that it has a duty to 

investigate and prosecute but is unwilling to do so and opts for the ICC as the first point of call, that 

state, in my view, is shirking its responsibility and placing the burden on the international 

community, which does not bear the primary duty.  

 

The position of allowing states to opt-out of their obligations to investigate and prosecute leads to 

further practical problems. On the extreme end of course is a scenario where all states in which 

international crimes have been committed elect to ‗opt out‘ and leave investigations and prosecutions 

to the ICC. This may also mean that the state where the crimes have been committed is not going to 

do anything at the domestic level as it has decided to relinquish investigations and prosecutions in 

favour of the ICC, leading to a situation where only a handful of perpetrators are prosecuted, to the 

detriment of millions of victims of atrocities. A state should not be allowed to opt out of its 

obligation to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes and the ICC should 

always endeavor  to conduct the ‗unwillingness‘ and ‗inability‘ test even where a state makes express 

affirmations in this regard. This is the only way to safeguard the ICC as a court of last resort and 

avoid situations where states which are desirous of shelving their responsibilities outsource their 

problems to the Court. The emphasis should be on the primary responsibility of domestic systems 

and encouraging them to carry out investigations and prosecutions, as opposed to an enlarged 

interpretation of the complementarity principle which allows them to opt out of investigations and 

prosecutions in a manner that may very well defeat the purpose of the Rome Statute.
302
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Further, the ICC‘s own assessment of complementarity should introduce some objectivity by looking 

into the genuineness of the self-referral. Some states could cite ‗inability‘ to conceal the real motive 

behind the referral. In assessing self-referrals, the ICC should avoid taking on situations where states 

use the Court as a tool handle political adversaries, opposition groups or rebel factions. The Court 

should be alive to these scenarios and decline to act where a state makes a self-referral when it is in a 

position to prosecute international crimes. It is a difficult balancing act particularly because one 

cannot enforce the ‗willingness‘ component of complementarity and the ICC is designed to operate 

as a judicial organ oblivious of the political happenings in the states; still, the motive behind the 

referral should be inquired into by the Court to ensure it is not just a convenient way for the State 

concerned to handle its political problems.  

 

The complementarity assessment is often conducted when determining admissibility. The Rome 

Statute allows an accused person or a state to challenge admissibility only once, unless in exceptional 

circumstances when the court may grant leave for a challenge to be brought more than one time. 

Again, the admissibility challenge, for obvious reasons, is to be brought prior to or at the 

commencement of trial, unless the Court grants leave in exceptional cases.
303

 The rationale is to 

guard against a situation where the ICC is caught up in one admissibility challenge after another 

hence unable to conduct any trials. In determining admissibility, the ICC bases its assessment on the 

facts as they exist at the time of the proceedings concerning the admissibility challenge. This is in 

consideration of the fact that things may change over time. Thus, a case that was originally 

admissible may be rendered inadmissible by a change of circumstances in the concerned States and 

vice versa.
304

 Curiously however, there is no mechanism for the ICC to refer cases back to the 

national system when the conditions which made the case admissible have ceased to exist.  It is 

therefore not clear as to what would happen if as a result of change of circumstances, the Court 

declares a previously admissible case inadmissible. A procedural provision as the one in Rule 11 bis 

of ICTR and ICTY Statutes (even though included as part of the completion strategy for the 

tribunals)
305

, would have been helpful to enable the ICC transfer cases back to the national system or 

to another court which has jurisdiction. The prudent approach, although not outlined in the Rome 

Statute, is that if the Court declares a case inadmissible due to a change of circumstances, it should 

go further to refer the case to the national level where the change has occurred. However, even if it 

does so, practical problems still abound, particularly since the Statute does not give the Court or the 
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Prosecutor a monitoring role to ensure that any transferred cases are subsequently prosecuted. The 

Rules of the ad-hoc tribunals on referrals allowed the Prosecutor to send observers to monitor the 

proceedings in the national courts where referrals occurred.
306

 This sort of provision is helpful as it 

ensures states do not claim ‗change of circumstances‘ to mischievously recall the cases and thereafter 

take no action at the national level. Such a framework would have been useful in the Rome Statute, 

so that the ICC may be in a position to actually refer cases back to the domestic system and play a 

monitoring role over domestic proceedings.
307

  

 

The ICC Appeal‘s Chamber has outlined a two-tier test in conducting a complementarity test. The 

Court will first inquire into the existence of any proceedings at the national level, that is, whether the 

case is being investigated or prosecuted by a state which has jurisdiction. It is only upon answering 

this question in the affirmative should the Court then inquire into the question of inability and 

unwillingness.
308

 According to the Appeal Chamber ―To do otherwise would be to put the cart before 

the horse. It follows that in case of inaction, the question of unwillingness or inability does not 

arise.‖
309

 Inaction on the part of a state which has jurisdiction renders the case admissible before the 

ICC. For instance in the case against Ruto et al, the Government of Kenya lodged an admissibility 

challenge, asking the ICC to make an assessment taking cognizance of the constitutional and judicial 

reforms which had taken place after the summons were issued by the ICC.
310

 The essence of the 

argument was that the impediments which had existed at the time the international crimes were 

committed, such as insufficient legal and judicial structures to carry out the prosecutions, had since 

been addressed through constitutional and related reforms, and Kenya was now able to conduct 

national criminal proceedings with respect to the cases without having to establish a special tribunal. 

Applying the two-fold test, the Pre-trial Chamber found that despite the changes alluded to - in terms 

of actual investigations and prosecutions - there was generally a situation of inactivity in the country. 

That being so, the case was admissible under the first half of Article 17 (1) (a) and there was no need 

for the court to go into an examination of ‗unwillingness or inability.‘
311

  

 

Another significant interpretation adopted by the ICC in conducting a complementarity test is the 

meaning attached to a ‗case‘ for purposes of Article 17 of the Rome Statute. The Pre-Trial Chamber I 
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and Pre-Trial Chamber II have both held that a ‗case‘ for purposes of Article 17 means the ‗same 

person‘ is being investigated and prosecuted at the national level for the ‗same conduct‘ for which he 

has been indicted by the ICC. This test was first applied in Lubanga.
312

 It was reaffirmed in The 

Prosecutor v. Ahmad Muhamad Harun and Ali Muhamad Ali Abd-Al-Rahman where the court stated 

that ―The chamber is of the view that for a case to be admissible, it is a condition sine-qua-non that 

national proceedings do encompass both the person and the conduct which are the subject of the case 

before the court.‖
313

 Pre-Trial Chamber II reaffirmed this position in the admissibility challenge filed 

by Kenya, observing that the Government of Kenya had failed to provide the Chamber with 

information as to the conduct, crimes or the incidents for which the suspects before the court were 

being investigated or questioned.
314

 

 

While the ‗same person‘ test is rather straight forward, the ‗same conduct‘ test has raised some 

difficulties in interpretation. The question has been whether the ‗same conduct‘ necessarily means 

that one must be investigated and prosecuted at the national level for the same offence for which he 

is facing trial at the ICC has indicted him. At the ad hoc tribunals, the respective Statutes permitted 

the tribunals to prosecute a person for international crimes in case they had only been prosecuted for 

ordinary domestic crimes at the national level. Article 10 (2) of the ICTY Statute provides that ―A 

person who has been tried before a national court for acts constituting serious violations of 

international humanitarian law may be subsequently tried by the International Tribunal only if: a) the 

act for which he or she was tried was characterized as an ordinary crime…‖ The same provision is 

reiterated in Article 9 (2) of the ICTR Statute. 

 

The Rome Statute does not contain a similar provision. Some scholars maintain that complementarity 

cannot be satisfied if one is prosecuted for an ordinary offence at the national level.
315

 The ICC has 

also been leaning towards this direction, with its decisions indicating that where one is prosecuted for 

different crimes at the domestic level, the case would be admissible at the Court. In Lubanga, for 

instance the case was declared admissible because the national charges which Lubanga faced in DRC 
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were different from the charges for which the ICC Prosecutor sought his indictment.
316

 The criticism 

surrounding the ‗same-conduct‘ test is that there is no inherent virtue in prosecuting conduct as 

international crimes. It has been argued that characterization of an offence as an international crime 

is only required to justify the exercise of jurisdiction, a problem that does not generally arise when 

the offence is being dealt with by the courts of the territory where it was committed.
317

 Schabas goes 

on to emphasize that ‗where therefore an accused person is also being prosecuted by national 

authorities, it is improper to reduce the determination of admissibility to a mechanistic comparison of 

charges in the national and the international jurisdictions, in order to see whether a crime 

contemplated by the Rome Statute is being prosecuted directly or even indirectly.‘
318

 

 

This comparison of the charge sheet at the national level and international level for purposes of 

determining ‗same-conduct‘ principle raises many difficulties. Literally, it means that each state must 

ensure its domestic legislation conforms to the Rome Statute and that it recognizes the distinctive 

character of international crimes and incorporates them in domestic laws.
319

  It further means that the 

domestic systems must prosecute one for the same offences for which one indicted at the ICC; as 

such pursuing one for ordinary crimes such as murder, rape, robbery, etc which is easier for most 

states, will not suffice as a bar against prosecution by the Court as such prosecutions may be 

perceived as shielding an accused person from criminal liability. It is sometimes argued that 

characterizing international crimes as ordinary crimes strips the offences of their serious nature; 

hence at the domestic level one may be held culpable of the less serious offences.
320

 However, this 

assumption may not necessarily be accurate. In most cases, the underlying offences, even when not 

characterized as international crimes, are nevertheless very serious offences and may even attract 

heavier penalties. For instance, one may be tried for murder as opposed to crimes against humanity at 

the domestic level, but the consequences of such prosecution and resultant penalties may be stiffer 

than what is imposed at the international level. Heller has proposed an alternative theory to 

complementarity where any national prosecution of an ordinary crime should satisfy the principle of 

complementarity as long as it results in a sentence equal to, or longer than, the sentence the 

perpetrator would receive from the ICC.
321

 From the point of view of substantive justice, it would be 

prudent to allow trials at the domestic level, even for ordinary offences where these would lead to 
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stiffer penalties than insist on trials for international crimes even when these would take a 

considerable number of years and lead to less severe penalties. Of course, one could point out that in 

most cases, what is prescribed is the maximum penalty, giving Judges some discretion on the 

sentence to impose, taking into account mitigating circumstances.  As such, there is no way of 

knowing, before the conclusion of the trial, what penalty will be imposed. This can however be 

addressed, for instance by allowing prosecution for ordinary crimes on condition that where an 

intention to shield the perpetrator from criminal liability can be discerned from the sentence passed, 

the person may still be prosecuted at the ICC. Further provisions prohibiting pardon or mercy where 

the underlying conduct resulted in an international crime, even if prosecuted as an ordinary crime, 

can also operate as safeguards against sham prosecutions.   

 

In most instances, it has been observed, for victims, a conviction for murder or rape of their loved 

ones ought to be enough to quench their thirst for justice.
322

 This becomes more apparent when 

victims realize how slowly the wheels of international justice often turn. In the Kenyan situation for 

instance, the ICC‘s intervention enjoyed widespread public support at the onset but this support 

waned as the public realized it would take a long time for the ICC to conduct prosecutions. For many 

of these victims, had the perpetrators been tried at the domestic level and convicted, even for 

offenses such as murder and rape, it would have served their sense of justice than waiting for years to 

get prosecution or conviction for crimes against humanity. Seven years after the violence, several 

victims of the 2007 post-election violence, realizing that they had been waiting in vain for 

international justice, resorted to the national courts and commenced proceedings against the 

government for failing to prosecute perpetrators of the violence.
323

 For these victims, prosecution for 

the crimes committed against them, by whatever name called, would have been enough as long as the 

underlying conduct was punished.  

 

The ICC Trial Chamber and the Appeals Chamber initially expressly declined to rule on the 

correctness of the ‗same-conduct‘ test
324

 but the Appeals Chamber later confirmed its validity, only 

modifying it by stating that ‗the investigations must cover the same individual and substantially the 
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same conduct as alleged in the proceedings before the Court.
325

  But again, what is substantially the 

same conduct? According to the Appeal‘s Chamber, the case being investigated at the domestic level 

should ―sufficiently mirror‖ the case at the ICC.
326

 The interpretation from this could be that 

meaning ascribed to the ‗same conduct‘ is investigation or prosecution for the same factual or 

underlying conduct, and not necessarily the same legal offence. Increasingly, jurisprudence from the 

court is leaning towards the interpretation that at the domestic level, offences need not be 

characterized as international crimes to preclude admissibility.
327

 As such, as long as investigations 

cover the same underlying conduct, the emphasis will not be placed on the legal characterization of 

the offense at the national level.   

 

3.7 Problematic Dimensions of Complementarity  

 

While the complementarity standards seem clear, their implementation still lead to controversies.  

The self- referrals, as discussed in section 3.6 above, still elicit debate on the proper application of 

complementarity. Similar observations have been made regarding the Security Council trigger 

mechanism. Article 13 (b) of the Rome Statute does not oblige, or even indicate whether the Security 

Council is to inquire into complementarity before referring a situation to the Court. There are 

divergent views in this regard; one is that the Security Council is empowered to dispense with the 

complementarity requirement since implicit in its determination of a threat to peace and security is 

that a country‘s legal system is unable to handle the situation; the other view is that the rules of 

complementarity cannot be set aside, even in the case of Security Council referrals.
328

 In the first 

Security Council referral to the ICC, the Prosecutor took it upon himself to inquire into 

complementarity, in particular, whether Sudan was undertaking investigations and prosecutions at 
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the domestic level. The Prosecutor included the findings in his bi-annual reports to the Council.
329

 

Sudan, of course countered the Prosecutors findings, outlining to the Security Council a number of 

investigative and prosecutorial measures that had been taken to hold accountable several persons 

suspected of human rights violations. The Security Council is of course not expected to make a 

determination on these counter-arguments but the Prosecutor‘s decision to inquire into 

complementarity serves to develop good practice in the application of this principle in Security-

Council referrals. 

 

At the practical level once the ICC determines that a case is admissible, it will proceed with the 

trials. The complementarity assessment, for all intents and purposes, stops at the admissibility stage 

and does not require examination into what happens to the many perpetrators left in the domestic 

sphere. In other words, once the ICC declares a case admissible, there is no corresponding obligation 

to compel the territorial state to exercise national jurisdiction for the perpetrators at the domestic 

level. The ICC does not have an oversight role or even the means to enforce the territorial state‘s 

obligation to investigate and prosecute. As such, should the state fold its hands and watch the process 

at the ICC without taking any investigative and prosecutorial steps at the domestic level, there isn‘t 

any step the ICC can take to ensure the situation state institutes national proceedings.  This situation 

causes some discomfort due to the paltry number of prosecutions that the ICC is able to undertake. 

An effective system of complementarity, which is based on the premise that national courts bear the 

primary responsibility for the repression of international crimes, would require that the obligation to 

prosecute is enforced, perhaps through effective sanctions for non-compliance.
330

In this sense, 

complementarity would be enhanced as every state would hasten to investigate and prosecute 

international crimes occurring within its jurisdiction, so as not to face sanctions from the 

international community.
331

 Akhavan concludes that absent such sanctions, the complementarity 

framework remains inadequate and incomplete.
332

 On the flipside also, there is a less explored 

negative impact of complementarity; its effect on due process at the national level.
333

 Heller argues 

that complementarity is a double-edged sword which may have the effect of exposing defendants to 
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national systems that are less likely to provide them with due process, increasing the likelihood of 

wrongful convictions.
334

 He observes that while the ICC takes into account the principles of due 

process when determining unwillingness, Article 17 of the Rome Statute permits a determination of 

inability or unwillingness only if a state‘s legal proceedings are designed to make a defendant more 

difficult to convict; where the legal proceedings make a defendant easier to convict, the Court is 

required to defer to the State, no matter how unfair those proceedings may be.
335

 

 

A further problematic aspect of complementarity that it is not linked to other methods of 

accountability. The complementarity test is based strictly on criminal prosecutions. As such, the 

extent to which non prosecutorial and alternative methods of investigation and enforcement of 

international criminal law are contemplated within the structure of admissibility remains 

ambiguous.
336

Persuasive arguments have been put forward for considerations on non-judicial 

mechanisms that may very well provide some form of justice in certain contexts. In many African 

Countries for instance, restorative justice has played a bigger role in seeking accountability even for 

international crimes. It is often argued that these forms of justice are not inconsistent with victims‘ 

rights. Eberechi has analyzed the gacaca system in Rwanda, the mato oput of Uganda and the Truth 

and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa and has concluded that in the desire to comply with 

complementarity, these essentially restorative indigenous conflict resolution mechanisms are being 

turned into Western-type retributive institutions in an effort to fall within the complementarity 

principle.
337

 This, he concludes has taken a huge toll on the African conflict resolution mechanisms 

which are fundamentally non-prosecutorial. These sentiments are echoed by a transitional justice 

advocate in Uganda who has faulted what he calls the ICC‘s ―one-way street‖ or ―top-down 

approach‖ to complementarity.
338

 He illustrates that: ―if a family breadwinner is murdered in 

Uganda, in most cases the lives of those left behind will become more difficult not just because of 

the grief caused by the loss of a loved one, but also because the family‘s livelihood will have been 

negatively affected. The family is more likely to see justice as having been done if they are 

compensated for their lost income than if the perpetrator is sent to prison. Such socio-economic 

dimensions of justice have so far been ignored by so-called international criminal law.‖
339

 Another 
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illustration is given by an Acholi Paramount Chief,  who argued that: ―The best way to resolve the 

18-year-old war in our region is through poro lok ki mato oput (peace talks and reconciliation) as it‘s 

in the Acholi culture . . .we have reconciliation, does the ICC not value community values of people? 

Does the ICC override all other systems? Even if Kony is taken to the Hague, that will not be a 

punishment. The prisons there are air-conditioned! Rather, he should be in the community. He 

should see the suffering he has caused. Here people look in your eyes and say I forgive you. Then he 

will understand and recognize what he has done.‖
340

 

 

Robinson observes that even where mass atrocities have occurred, at a practical level, prosecution of 

thousands of perpetrators may be financially and logistically completely impossible, and dealing 

with a significant portion of the population through criminal trials may not be the best way to rebuild 

a traumatized society.
341

  It is beyond the scope of this study to get into the dichotomy between 

criminal justice and alternative forms of justice. The observation however is that strong proposals 

have been made for the ICC to consider, for instance, that sincere truth commissions could amount to 

investigations which do not suggest unwillingness of the part of a State to administer justice, thereby 

meeting the terms of Article 17(a) and (b).
342

 For purposes of complementarity therefore, any 

assessment of a state‘s unwillingness or inability should be reasonable and flexible, taking into 

account the particular context of a situation.  

 

3.8 Positive Complementarity? 

 

Division of labour between the ICC and national jurisdictions can only work if both the court and 

national jurisdictions carry out prosecutions whenever international crimes are committed. Positive 

complementarity is the process by which the ICC, particularly the Office of the Prosecutor, engages 

national jurisdictions to encourage and enable them to conduct national level prosecutions of 

international crimes whenever possible.
343

 Positive complementarity envisions a more cooperative 

relationship between national jurisdictions and the Court and regulates the allocation of authority 

between states and the ICC, recognizing the shared competence and common duty, of national and 
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international institutions to help bring about an end to impunity.
344

 The idea is that through positive 

complementarity, the ICC and domestic jurisdictions complement each other not only in a negative 

sense, i.e. through the determination of ‗inability‘ or ‗unwillingness‘, but also in a positive fashion, 

i.e. through mutual assistance and interaction leading to a partnership where there is understanding 

that both the ICC and the domestic systems are working together to achieve a mutual purpose.
345

 The 

positive approach to complementarity introduces an element of flexibility and a managerial division 

of labour into the relationship between the Court and domestic jurisdictions. In practice, it means the 

Court should in certain circumstances encourage genuine national proceedings rather than placing 

the onus on ICC proceedings. In the positive context therefore, complementarity refers to the 

potential for the ICC to contribute to the effective functioning of national judiciaries.
346

 

 

The Rome Statute does not expressly make reference to positive complementarity (sometimes also 

referred to as proactive complementarity) but proponents of this concept argue that it does not 

prohibit it either.
347

 Burke-White for instance points out that the positive complementarity can be 

implied from the preamble to the Rome Statute which affirms the Court‘s purpose as putting an end 

to impunity for the perpetrators of international crimes and likewise recognizes that it is the duty of 

every State to exercise its criminal jurisdiction over those responsible for these crimes.
348

 The ICC‘s 

first Prosecutor upon taking office remarked that ―As a consequence of complementarity, the number 

of cases that reach the Court should not be a measure of its efficiency. On the contrary, the absence 

of trials before this Court, as a consequence of the regular functioning of national institutions, would 

be a major success.‖
349

 This statement was interpreted to embody a policy of positive 

complementarity, according to which the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) would encourage national 

governments to undertake their own investigations and prosecutions of crimes within the Court‘s 

jurisdiction.  

 

In a policy paper prepared for the OTP by a group of experts in 2003, it was proposed that the Office 

of the Prosecutor would initiate prosecutions of the leaders who bear the most responsibility for 

international crimes; on the other hand it would encourage national prosecutions, where possible, for 
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the lower-ranking perpetrators, or work with the international community to ensure that the offenders 

are brought to justice by some other means.
350

 In 2006, this approach was officially formulated as 

prosecutorial strategy.
351

  The OTP reaffirmed this approach in 2009 by stating that the principle of 

complementarity has two dimensions:  (i) the admissibility test, to wit, how to assess the existence of 

national proceedings and their genuineness, which is a judicial issue; and (ii) the positive 

complementarity concept, to wit, a proactive policy of cooperation aimed at promoting national 

proceedings.
352

 

 

While the OTP may encourage national systems to conduct investigations and prosecutions, as has 

been discussed in section 3.7 above, the ICC has no means of compelling or ensuring that 

investigations and prosecutions actually take place at the domestic level. Proponents of positive 

complementarity propose that active encouragement of national prosecutions should be coupled with 

enhancement of the capacity of national judiciaries and investigative arms to prosecute international 

crimes.
353

 The Bureau of the Assembly of State Parties has defined positive complementarity as ‗all 

activities/actions whereby national jurisdictions are strengthened and enabled to conduct genuine 

national investigations and trials of crimes included in the Rome Statute, without involving the Court 

in capacity building, financial support and technical assistance, but instead leaving these actions and 

activities for States, to assist each other on a voluntary basis.‘
354

 

 

Due to the complex nature of international crimes, many countries face difficulties in effectively 

handling investigations and prosecutions of international crimes, calling for the ICC and other 

stakeholders to facilitate the young national institutions to cope with the expected standards. Three 
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key areas where support may be needed are legislative assistance, technical assistance and capacity 

building.
355

 States from developing countries may also require financial support.  

 

The ICC‘s role in positive complementarity is limited, principally due to its judicial mandate and 

constrained budget, which should remain directed at the Court‘s primary function in investigating 

and prosecuting the crimes under its jurisdiction.
356

 The OTP has identified ways in which it can 

contribute to positive complementarity as: sharing of information with the situation countries; calling 

upon officials, experts and lawyers from situation countries to participate in OTP investigative and 

prosecutorial activities; and acting as a catalyst with development organizations and donor‘s 

conferences to promote support for relevant accountability efforts.
357

  

 

Sharing of information is particularly important as evidence which may have been unearthed by the 

Court‘s investigators but escaped the domestic authorities could, if availed to the national authorities, 

assist them to launch prosecutions. Knowledge transfer and access to legal information, especially 

judicial decisions on international crimes, may also help domestic judiciaries to adjudicate on 

international crimes.
358

Another area where positive complementarity can be pursued concerns 

victims; the ICC and the domestic systems can work together to ensure all victims are assisted or 

admitted into a reparations framework. Victims often outnumber the perpetrators by hundreds of 

thousands or even millions. The Court, while it includes a formula for participation of victims, with 

the possibility of obtaining reparations, will admit only a few victims for each case or as victims of 

the situation. Even then, the reparation of victims admitted in particular cases is tied to conviction of 

the accused persons. At the domestic level, very little regard is often paid to the victims, yet this is an 

area where there are no competing interests, hence positive complementarity would, if pursued, lead 

to a situation where the victims‘ interests are comprehensively addressed both at the international 

and domestic level.  

 

Some have argued that in exercising positive complementarity, the Court should allow a State to 

recall a matter from the Court when the conditions which made the case admissible no longer exist, 

i.e, should a State be able and willing to exercise jurisdiction even when a matter has already been 

considered admissible, it should be allowed the right of recall, so to speak, outside the parameters of 
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an admissibility challenge.
359

 In my view however, this would be stretching positive 

complementarity a little far and may lead to complex, resource- wasting and time-consuming 

processes all of which would go against the spirit and purpose of the Rome Statute. The Court would 

be in no position to accurately evaluate whether a State‘s wish to recall a matter is for purposes of 

genuine prosecution or meant to actually shield a person from prosecution. Further, the Court having 

spent time and resources at the early stages and considered a matter admissible, it would not be 

prudent to stop the proceedings mid-way only for the national system to spend resources and time on 

the same matter.  It must be borne in mind that in cases of mass atrocities, there are always thousands 

of perpetrators, in my view, positive complementarity here is best served if the Court proceeds with 

the cases it has declared admissible and the domestic systems handle the thousands of middle-level 

and lower-level perpetrators. Any attempt to recall a case from the ICC must be evaluated for the 

motive behind it. Uganda tried to recall the LRA cases when the latter demanded that the ICC arrest 

warrants be lifted before they could participate in any peace negotiations. Having made a self-

referral, the emerging picture is that when it was convenient, Uganda used the ICC to handle the 

situation of the LRA, but when it was no longer serving its interests, it sought to have the arrest 

warrants dropped.
360

Such scenarios may not present a very good application of positive 

complementarity, particularly where the recall is based on other considerations different from 

prosecutions at the domestic level.   

 

Kenya also tried to recall the Kenyan cases before the ICC. In April 2012, the East African 

Legislative Assembly (‗EALA‘) endorsed a motion urging the ICC to transfer the trials of the then 

four Kenyans suspects from the Hague to the East African Court of Justice (‗EACJ‘). The East 

African Community (EAC) Summit subsequently resolved to extend the jurisdiction of the EACJ to 

cover crimes against humanity, in preparation of these ‗transfer‘. The EACJ does not have 

jurisdiction over criminal conduct, let alone international crimes.  Its primary jurisdiction is on the 

interpretation and application of the East African Community Treaty. The attempts to argue for the 

cases to be taken back to a regional judicial body demonstrate how an expansive interpretation of 

positive complementarity can defeat the purposes of the Rome Statute. The ICC in this regard was 

expected to cede jurisdiction to a body which did not have jurisdiction and which had never handled 

similar cases before and had no framework for so doing. Further, even if a framework for handling 

international criminal law cases was established, the question still remains; why would the Court be 

expected after it has spent time and resources, to refer cases back to a body that would begin looking 
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at the cases afresh? The efforts of these bodies, if indeed genuine, should have been geared toward 

assisting Kenya in investigating and prosecuting the thousands of middle and lower level 

perpetrators who had not been prosecuted at the domestic level. Complementary to this should be 

efforts to encourage and assist the State to put in place a reparation mechanism for the victims. 

Otherwise, for as long as the discussions focus on only the suspects, particularly the ones already 

facing trial at the ICC, one begins to get the feeling that these attempts are not genuine justice-

seeking efforts but rather efforts to shield certain individuals from prosecution; a case of 

‗unwillingness‘, amplified at the regional level. 

 

The notion of positive complementarity, it would seem, is as challenging for the ICC to pursue as it 

is for the domestic systems. A missed opportunity in advancing positive complementarity was 

particularly seen in the Court‘s handling of the Lubanga case. In March 2005, DRC issued an arrest 

warrant against Lubanga, charging him with the crime of genocide and crimes against humanity.  

The ICC subsequently issued an arrest warrant charging him with recruitment and enlistment of 

children as child soldiers. He was prosecuted at the ICC and subsequently found guilty of this 

charge. On the admissibility of the case, the Pre-Trial Chamber observed that the warrants of arrest 

issued in DRC against Lubanga made no reference to his alleged criminal responsibility for enlisting 

children under the age of 15 into the FPLC and using them to participate in hostilities. As such, 

according to the Pre-Trial Chamber, the DRC could not be considered as acting on the ‗case‘ before 

the Court.‘
361

 It has always been a matter of debate as to why the ICC insisted on proceeding with the 

lesser charge of recruitment and enlistment of child soldiers rather than let the DRC proceed with the 

more serious charges it had proffered against Lubanga. This is more so since the  Chamber in the 

same decision acknowledged that the DRC judicial system ‗had undergone significant changes hence 

the prosecutor‘s assertion that  the DRC national judicial system continued to be unable in the sense 

of article 17(1) (a) to (c) and (3) of the Statute did not wholly correspond to the reality any 

longer.‘
362

The Court could have gone ahead and declared the matter inadmissible or the Prosecutor 

could have, in the spirit of positive complementarity, encouraged the DRC to include the charge of 

conscripting child soldiers in the charges against Lubanga.  To take over a case just because the less 

serious charge of conscription of child soldiers was not included in the charges at the national system 

has been seen as an exacting attitude from the court, one that did not encourage positive 
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complementarity but instead allowed a person to get off on charges which were not as serious as the 

charges in the national system.
363

  

 

Despite its potential in improving the efficacy of the ICC, the implementation of positive 

complementarity has not gained momentum. Colombia, which has been cited as the test situation for 

positive complementarity, has only produced modest results.
364

 In Kenya The OTP tried to apply 

positive complementarity by encouraging prosecutions at the local level; when such prosecutions did 

not eventuate, the OTP assumed responsibility for prosecuting those individuals whom it believed to 

be most responsible for the violence, while at the same time continuing to encourage local 

prosecutions of all remaining suspects in order to ensure that there would be no ‗impunity gap.‘
365

 

This did not produce tangible results in terms of actual investigations and prosecutions at the 

domestic level, as discussed in Chapter Three of this thesis. In Uganda and Côte d‘Ivoire, positive 

complementarity was not pursued, perhaps as a result of the political idiosyncrasies in the two states 

as discussed in Chapters Four and Five of this thesis.  The value of positive complementarity cannot 

however be overlooked. A state may find it possible to investigate and prosecute international crimes 

occurring within its jurisdiction if it has the requisite capacity and receives the necessary assistance 

from the international community and the Court. Where the ICC prosecutes a few individuals and 

remains unconcerned about what happens in the national system, the results could compromise the 

objectives of the Rome Statute. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT’S INTERVENTION IN KENYA 

 

4.1 Background to the ICC’s Intervention  

 

Kenya lies in the East African Region. Before 2007, it was known to be a relatively peaceful country 

in the region. The country had never been involved in an international armed conflict, neither had it 

suffered a Non-International Armed Conflict. In fact, Kenya had been a fertile ground for peace 

negotiations and had brokered peace between many of its neighboring states.
366

 Internally, the 

relative peace was sometimes disturbed by inter-ethnic clashes which occurred between 

communities, especially during the electoral process.
367

 Despite several reports documenting the 

genesis of ethnic violence and naming persons responsible, accountability was rarely sought, leading 

to a culture of impunity whereby those who caused violence, maimed and killed for political ends 

were never brought to justice.
368

  

 

On 27
th

 December 2007, Kenya went to the polls to conduct its Presidential and Parliamentary 

elections. The elections were closely contested between Mwai Kibaki‘s Party of National Unity 

(PNU) and Raila Odinga‘s Orange Democratic Party (ODM). When the poll results were announced 

on 28
th

 December 2007, declaring Mwai Kibaki the winner, violence broke out in various parts of the 

country. Kibaki was rapidly sworn in as the President. ODM rejected the results but refused to 

submit the dispute to the Courts, citing the massive corruption and lack of independence of the 

Kenyan Courts. The violence kept escalating in various parts of the country as people attacked others 

along ethnic lines and political affiliation. By the time calm was restored, over 1,133 people had 

been killed, 3,561 had been injured and over 300,000 had been displaced from their homes.
369
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The African Union sent in a team into the country, under the auspices of the Panel of Eminent 

African Personalities, led by the former UN Secretary General, Kofi Annan, to conduct mediation. 

The mediation process, dubbed the Kenya National Dialogue and Reconciliation (KNDR) had four 

priority areas on its plate.
370

 The first Agenda was immediate action to stop the violence and 

restoration of civil and political liberties. Agenda Two concerned resolving the post-election 

humanitarian crisis and reconciliation and national healing. The Third Agenda concerned resolving 

the political crisis. This was addressed through a power-sharing formula and creation of a Coalition 

government of the two dominant parties (ODM and PNU). The Kenyan Constitution was amended 

and legislation passed to establish the Coalition government and create the position of a Prime 

Minister.
371

 

 

Agenda Four of the National Accord had two main components: the first was overcoming long term 

issues and providing solutions to mass poverty and unemployment, land reform, regional imbalances, 

and equity and the second was addressing national cohesion and reconciliation, transparency and 

accountability, constitutional  and institutional reforms. Under this agenda, the parties agreed to 

ensure impartial and effective investigations of gross human rights violations which had occurred in 

the context of the post-election violence. For the purpose of this investigation, a Commission of 

Inquiry into the Post-Election violence (CIPEV) would be formed. On 22
nd

 May 2008, this 

Commission was constituted and mandated to investigate the facts and surrounding circumstances 

related to the acts of violence that followed the 2007 Presidential elections, the actions or omissions 

of state security agencies during the course of the violence, and to make recommendations into these 

matters. On 15
th 

October 2008, CIPEV issued its report in which it made factual findings as 

follows:
372

  

 
(i) 1,133 Kenyans had been killed, of whom 1048 were male, 74 female, 11 children; 119 remained 

unidentified, and of these 405 died from gunshot wounds,  

(ii) 3,561 injured,  
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(iii) Approximately 350,000 persons were internally displaced,  

(iv) 117,216 private properties were destroyed or looted,  

(v) 491 Government-owned properties destroyed or looted  

 

While the magnitude of the loss was the worst that had ever been experienced in Kenya, it was 

significantly lower than what is often witnessed in many conflict situations. It would have been 

possible, with concerted efforts, to seek accountability for the crimes committed during this period at 

the domestic level. However, CIPEV established that what initially seemed like an internal 

disturbance was actually well-planned and orchestrated, leading to commission of international 

crimes that warranted international intervention. According to CIPEV‘s report, initially, the violence 

witnessed had been spontaneous and was a reaction to the perceived rigging of elections but 

“subsequently the patterns of violence showed planning and organization by politicians, 

businessmen and others who enlisted criminal gangs to execute the violence.”
373

 The report indicated 

further that the attackers had organized along ethnic lines, assembled considerable logistical means 

and travelled long distances to burn houses, maim, kill and sexually assault their occupants because 

they were of particular ethnic groups and political persuasion. The report revealed details of  

planning and organization of the attacks in Nakuru,
374

 involvement of political leaders in planning of 

the attacks in Naivasha,
375

 and systematic coordinated and fairly high level of organization of the  

attacks in Rift Valley.
376

 CIPEV concluded that crimes against humanity may have been committed 

and recommended the creation of a Special Tribunal with the mandate to seek accountability from 

the persons bearing the greatest responsibility for the crimes committed within the context of the 

post-election violence.
377

  

 

Recognizing that the state had the primary duty for investigating and prosecuting perpetrators of 

international crimes, CIPEV asked the government to sign an agreement for the establishment of the 

Special Tribunal within 60 days, and to enact into law a Statute for the Tribunal 45 days after signing 

the agreement. It also recommended that the Special Tribunal should commence its work within 30 

days of enactment into law of its Statute.
378

 In addition, the Commission recommended that if for 

whatever reason the Special Tribunal was not established then “a list containing names of and relevant 
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information on those suspected to bear the greatest responsibility for crimes falling within the 

jurisdiction of the proposed tribunal shall be forwarded to the Prosecutor of the International Criminal 

Court who will be requested to analyze the seriousness of the information received with a view to 

proceeding with an investigation and prosecuting such suspected persons.”379 

 

With these recommendations, Kenya‘s long road to the ICC began. Initially, concerns were raised 

whether the magnitude of the violence warranted intervention by the international criminal court. 

The worst massacre in the immediate past had been the genocide in Rwanda, where around 800,000 

people had lost their lives, leading to the establishment of the ICTR. In Kenya‘s 2007 post-election 

violence, the death of 1,333 did not seem, especially to the politicians, as alarming as the Rwandan 

situation. The gravity threshold was discussed with a large number of Parliamentarians adopting the 

position that the situation was not grave enough to warrant international intervention. The CIPEV 

report was however emphatic that regardless of the number and type of casualties, crimes against 

humanity had been committed and accountability had to be sought from the perpetrators. The CIPEV 

Report also acknowledged the complementarity principle, giving the country the first choice of 

investigating and conducting prosecutions; only in the event that Kenya was unable or unwilling to 

investigate and prosecute the suspects would the jurisdiction of the ICC be invoked. 

 

4.2 Crimes Committed in Kenya in the Context of the Post-Election violence 

 

Kenya‘s 2007 post-election violence did not rise to the level of a Non-International Armed Conflict. 

The violence was largely between the various ethnic groups and fell within the excluded categories 

in Additional Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions.
380

 For this reason, war crimes, which require a 

nexus with International or Non-International Conflict, were not inquired into. Instead, the crimes 

committed within the context of the 2007 post-election violence amounted to crimes against 

humanity. The underlying crimes were as follows: 

 

Murder 

 

Murder as a crime against humanity is established when the perpetrator kills or causes death of one 

or more persons. Further, the conduct must be committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack 
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directed against a civilian population and the perpetrator must know that the conduct is part of the 

widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population.
381

 

 

According to the CIPEV Report, a total of 1,133 recorded deaths could be attributed to the 2007 

post-election violence.
382

 405 of these deaths were caused through gun shots.
383

 Other documented 

causes of death were burns, arrow shots, mob-injustice, blunt objects, severe wounds, sharp pointed 

object, assault, drowning, hypothermia, suffocation injury, stoning, shock and hanging.
384

 Horrific 

details emerged of the cruelty with which some of the killings were carried out and that women and 

children were not spared the brunt of the violence. Before the Pre-Trial Chamber, a witness testified 

that ―he saw a group of three perpetrators armed with arrows and machetes running after a woman, 

who gave birth to her baby on the spot, due to the trauma. As soon as the perpetrators saw that the 

baby was a boy, they said that ―we don't want to have another Mungiki" and they cut the throat of the 

baby and killed the mother.‖
385

 A second witness narrated how two babies were executed in front of 

her and she also witnessed a woman being killed because she resisted rape.
386

 Several people who 

took refuge in a local church were locked inside and the church set on fire. Those who attempted to 

flee were hacked to death.
387

 

 

Forcible Transfer of Population 

The second category of crimes to have occurred in the context of the post-election violence was 

deportation or forcible transfer of population which is defined under the Rome Statute to mean 

‗forced displacement  of the persons concerned by expulsion or other coercive acts from the area in 

which they are lawfully present, without grounds permitted under international law.‘
388

 In Kenya‘s 

2007 post- election violence, over 350,000 people were displaced from their homes.
389

 The displaced 

persons fled to the nearest places which they considered safe. These were mainly located in 

churches, trading centers, chief‘s camps, administration police camps   and police stations. In many 
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areas, the camps in which the IDPs initially settled were the subject of attack or threats of attack by 

criminal gangs and marauding youth.
390

 

Sexual Offences 

 

Sexual offences were also committed during the post-election violence. Most of these were in the 

form of individual and gang rapes. The Rome Statute criminalizes rape, sexual slavery, enforced 

prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of 

comparable gravity as a crime against humanity.
391

 Rape is not defined in the Statute; however, the 

Elements of Crime defines the crime against humanity of rape as follows: 

(1) The perpetrator invaded the body of a person by conduct resulting in penetration, however, 

slight, of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual organ, or of the anal 

or genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body. 

(2) The invasion was committed by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by 

fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such person 

or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment, or the invasion was committed 

against a person incapable of giving genuine consent. 

(3) The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a 

civilian population 

(4) The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a 

widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population 

Most reports on Kenya‘s 2007 post-election violence conclude that rape was committed on a large 

scale.  The CIPEV report notes that between 30
th

 December 2007 and 2
nd

 February 2008, more than 

230 cases of rape and sexual assault were reported at the Nairobi Women‘s Hospital, and there were 

several reported gang rapes as well.
392

 The Report by the United Nations Office of the High 

Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) report noted that between 27
th

 December 2007 and 29
th
 

February 2008, 322 cases of sexual assault and rape of women and girls were reported to Nairobi 

Women‘s Hospital, while 26 were reported to the Moi teaching and Referral hospital and two cases 

to Nyanza Provincial hospital. However, the number could have been higher as there was a 

generalized reluctance to report rape and sexual assault due to the stigmatization attached to rape in 

the country. Further, many victims were displaced, making access to healthcare impossible.
393
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Victims of rape included men, women, and children.
394

 As such, many were exposed to HIV/AIDS 

and other sexually transmitted diseases, in addition to the psychological and physical trauma of the 

act itself. According to the OHCHR report, most of the cases of rape seem to have been 

―opportunistic‖, perpetrated by groups of youth taking advantage of the chaotic and violent 

situation.
395

 The report concluded that although there were instances of victims allegedly raped on 

the basis of belonging to a particular community, sexual violence did not appear to have been used as 

a systematic tool to target specific victims on the basis of their political allegiance or ethnic 

background.
396

 The Kenya National Commission on Human Rights (KNCHR) however noted that 

the majority of rapes appear to have been perpetrated by men from the Kalenjin tribe and the victims 

were predominately from the Kikuyu tribe.
397

   

 

Other forms of sexual violence included male forced circumcision and female genital mutilation. 

Men were forcibly circumcised using cut glass and women and children‘s sexual organs were cut 

using sharp objects and bottles stuffed into them.
398

 Children were also forced to watch their parents, 

brothers and sisters being sexually violated. Several reports contain allegations of forced 

circumcision and castration during the post-election violence. These violations were charged as 

‗other inhumane acts‘ sunder Article 7 (1) (k) of the Rome Statute.‘
399

 

 

Persecution 

Persecution is defined in the Rome Statute as „the intentional and severe deprivation of fundamental 

rights contrary to international law by reason of the identity of the group or collectivity.‘
400

 Article 

7(1) (h) of the Rome Statute criminalizes persecution ‗against any identifiable group or collectivity 

on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender or other grounds that are universally 

recognized as impermissible under international law…‘ The mens rea for persecution is that the 

perpetrator must have knowledge and intent for the underlying offence, as well as an additional 

discriminatory intent.  

Kenya‘s 2007-2008 post-election violence was fought along ethnic, tribal and political lines. People 

were killed, injured, raped and forced out of their homes because they belonged to a particular ethnic 
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community or because they were perceived to belong to a particular political group. Ethnic tensions 

were particularly high in the run-up to the elections and political players had mobilized ethnic 

resentments urging people in certain ethnic communities to ―remove all stains or spots‖ from their 

midst, in reference to other communities.
401

 As soon as the violence broke out, people were targeted 

based on their ethnicity or political affiliation. CIPEV report documented instances where people 

were asked to produce their identity cards and would be killed if the identity card showed they 

belonged to particular tribes.
402

 The KNCHR‘s report also indicated that forced circumcision was 

carried out on members of the Luo Community with the aim of punishing them for their support of 

ODM.
403

 Persecution was not charged as a separate stand-alone crime in this instance, although it 

could have been possible to do so.
404

 

 

4.3 Contextual Elements  

 

There is no contest that the underlying crimes described above were committed during the 2007-

2008 post-election violence. To trigger complementarity and hence the division of labour, the 

underlying crimes needed to have amounted to crimes against humanity. International response, in 

terms of prosecutions by the ICC if the state fails to, can only be justified where the crimes 

committed in a given situation amount to international crimes, bringing the matter within jurisdiction 

of the ICC. Without this threshold, complementarity and the envisioned division of labour do not 

arise as the crimes remain within the purview of the domestic system. In this section therefore, I 

discuss whether the underlying offences described above met the contextual elements of crimes 

against humanity. 

 

The Rome Statute requires that crimes against humanity be committed as part of a widespread or 

systematic attack against any civilian population and in pursuant to or in furtherance of a state or 

organizational policy.
405

 In the Kenyan context, the widespread nature of the attack was not a major 

point of contention, neither was its systematic element. Several reports concluded that the attacks 

happened in several parts of the country (denoting the widespread nature) and that some level of 
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planning had gone into carrying out the attacks (confirming the systematic nature).
406

 The main point 

of contention was whether the perpetrators acted pursuant to a policy, either state or organizational, 

in committing the crimes. Absent such a link, the crimes would not amount to crimes against 

humanity. This is the essence of Article 7 (2) of the Rome Statute, which lays down stringent criteria 

before an ordinary crime falling within the jurisdiction of the national courts can be elevated to a 

crime against humanity meriting prosecution at the international level. 

 

The Rome Statute does not however define ‗policy‘ or outline the elements of a state or 

‗organization‘ for purposes of committing international crimes. This has led to divergence in 

interpretation of the state/organization policy requirement. When authorizing the Prosecutor to 

proceed with investigations in Kenya, the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber II, by majority, determined that the 

state or organizational policy element was demonstrated in the Kenyan situation.
407

 In arriving at this 

determination, the Pre-Trial Chamber II relied on precedent of Katanga in which Pre-Trial Chamber 

1 had outlined three key elements: that ―a policy may be made either by groups of persons who 

govern a specific territory; or by any organization with the capability to commit a widespread or 

systematic attack against a civilian population; and the policy need not be explicitly defined by the 

organizational group‘‘ ; Pre-Trial Chamber 1 in Katanga concluded that ―an attack which is planned, 

directed or organized - as opposed to spontaneous or isolated acts of violence - would satisfy the 

state/organization policy  criterion.‖
408

 A similar holding which guided Pre-Trial Chamber 1 in the 

Kenyan situation was Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, where the state/organization policy requirement 

had been held to ―imply that the attack follows a regular pattern. Such a policy may be made by 

groups of person who govern a specific territory or by any organization with the capability to commit 

a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population. The policy need not be 

formalized.‖
409

 

 

The first point of departure between the majority decision and Judge Kaul‘s dissenting opinion was 

the formulation of the policy; the question being who can author a state or organizational policy? The 

majority decision referred to the ICTY Trial Chamber judgement in the case of Blaskic, where it was 
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held that in the case of a State policy to commit an attack, this policy „does not necessarily need to 

have been conceived at the highest level of the State machinery‟
410

 hence the majority concluded that 

‗a policy adopted by regional or even local organs of the State could satisfy the requirement of a 

State policy.‘
411

 Judge Kaul however dissented from this line of reasoning, maintaining instead that 

the establishment of a policy within the meaning of article 7(2) (a) of the Statute ‗implies policy 

making at the highest level; so that while acts of low-level State officials, such as governmental law 

enforcement agencies or members of the armed forces, are imputable to the State, it is not clear 

whether they are able to establish a policy of the State.‘
412

 

 

The second point of divergence was in the definition of an ‗organization‘ for purposes of committing 

international crimes. In an attempt to venture a definition, the Pre-Trial Chamber resorted to both 

international human rights law as well as international humanitarian law. Judge Kaul, borrowing 

from international humanitarian law
413

 applied a stringent standard, laying emphasis on ‗state-like‘ 

characterization of an organization. He maintained that such ‗state-like‘ characteristics are what 

would eventually turn the private organization into an entity which may act like a State or has quasi-

State abilities: ―…the juxtaposition of the notions ‗State‘ and ‗organization‘ in Article 7(2) (a) of the 

Statute are an indication that even though the constitutive elements of statehood need not be 

established, those 'organizations' should partake of some characteristics of a State.‖
414

 He outlined 

the characteristics of an organization to be : ‗(a) a collectivity of persons; (b) which was established 

and acts for a common purpose; (c) over a prolonged period of time; (d) which is under responsible 

command or adopted a certain degree of hierarchical structure, including, as a minimum, some kind 

of policy level; (e) with the capacity to impose the policy on its members and to sanction them; and 

(f) which has the capacity and means available to attack any civilian population on a large scale.‘
415

 

 
The Majority‘s decision adopted the position that the existence or otherwise of an organization could 

be determined on a case by case basis, the guiding pointers being: ‗(i) whether the group is under a 

responsible command, or has an established hierarchy; (ii) whether the group possesses, in fact, the 

means to carry out a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population; (iii) whether the 

group exercises control over part of the territory of a State; (iv) whether the group has criminal 
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activities against the civilian population as a primary purpose ; (v) whether the group articulates, 

explicitly or implicitly, an intention to attack a civilian population and (vi) whether the group is part 

of a  larger group which fulfils some or all of the abovementioned criteria.‘
416

 

 

The Majority decision laid some emphasis on the group‘s capability to perform acts which infringe 

on basic human values. Judge Kaul expressed particular difficulty with this characterization, 

cautioning that this approach would make the concept of crimes against humanity applicable to any 

infringement of human rights and blur the distinction between human rights violations and   

international crimes.
417

 Judge Kaul‘s difficulty in this regard is easy to understand. Possessing 

capability to perform acts which infringe upon human values is too broad, and most criminal gangs 

worldwide would meet this criterion. Without more, it is not convincing to suggest that they squarely 

fall within the ambit of organization envisaged in the Rome Statute. A persuasive argument has been 

put forward against the expansive interpretation of international criminal law which would allow it 

‗to be used as a back door for a progressive development of international human rights law.‘
418

 I am 

in agreement with this view. Definition of international crimes and prosecutions at the international 

level, cannot hinge on violations of human rights law alone.
419

 If this were the case, the ICC would 

not be able to handle the millions of incidents of human rights violations worldwide. States are in 

any case normally able to deal with most human rights violations. Further, there are many structures 

within the UN system and regional systems which address human rights violations using varied 

strategies. As such, I would agree that, ‗capability to infringe upon basis human values‘ would be too 

wide a criterion upon which to base the definition of an ‗organization‘ as envisaged under the Rome 

Statute. In my view, proving that an entity possessed the ‗capability to infringe upon basic human 

values‘ should not play a big role in the consideration of that entity as an ‗organization‘ capable of 

committing crimes against humanity. I would note that the criterion of ‗whether the group possesses, 

in fact, the means to carry out a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population‘ which 

was discussed by both the Majority‘s decision and Judge Kaul‘s opinion, in any event, encompasses 

‗capability to infringe upon basic human values.‘  

 

The criteria that an ‗organization‘ must exercise control over part of the territory, borrowed from 

International Humanitarian Law, was also relied upon by the Majority but excluded in Judge Kaul‘s 

categorization, pointing to some divergence on this standard. Further, both the dissenting opinion and 
                                                 
416
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the Majority decision outline elements that could prove that a particular entity is an ‗organization‘ 

envisaged under the Rome Statute, but none sets a particular threshold. This leads to speculation on 

whether an entity can be considered an organization under the Rome Statute if it met just one or two 

of the very broad criteria set out. This, as has been pointed out by Kress, reveals a measure of 

uncertainty as regards the criterion or the combination of criteria on which the decision (of what 

constitutes an organization) eventually rests.
420

 

 

In the Kenyan cases, the Prosecutor relied on three categories to establish organizational or state 

policy. The first was the attacks initiated by groups (later referred to by the Prosecutor as the 

(‗Network‘) associated with the Orange Democratic Movement. The second category was retaliatory 

attacks committed by „Mungiki‟, an outlawed religious sect that had from time to time engaged in 

criminal activities in the country. Several reports indicate that during the 2007 post-election violence, 

politicians funded the Mungiki and deployed them to various parts of the country to carry out 

retaliatory attacks.
421

 The existence of the Mungiki in Kenya is not disputed, neither is it disputed 

that they participated in the 2007 post-election violence. What is questionable is the categorization of 

the Mungiki as an ‗organization‘ under Article 7 (2) of the Rome Statute. The Majority characterized 

the Mungiki as an ‗organization‘ within the meaning and for the purpose of article 7(2) (a) of the 

Statute, principally on the ground that ―the group has the capability to perform acts which infringe on 

basic human values.‖
422

 As discussed above, this test is a little shaky and stretches human rights 

violations to the definition of crimes against humanity. Applying the other criteria set out in the 

Majority‘s decision and Judge Kaul‘s characterization (which to me is more convincing), one would 

come to the conclusion that the Mungiki could not have been an organization envisaged under the 

Rome Statute, as explained below. 

 

Factually, the Mungiki, which had existed in Kenya since 1987, exhibited different characteristics at 

different times.  Mungiki was founded by a group of young men ostensibly with the dubious agenda 

of mobilizing the Kenyan masses to fight against the yoke of mental slavery.
423

 The group which was 

highly secretive was composed largely of young people who were largely from the Kikuyu 
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community. Various academic writings on the Mungiki characterize the group as a religio-cultural 

movement
424

; a political movement
425

 or a criminal gang and vigilante.
426

 It is however difficult to 

pin-point the period of its political activities save for the occasional public dalliance that its leaders 

engaged in with politicians from time to time.  The more apparent ‗face‘ of the Mungiki was that of a 

criminal gang, whose activities were characterized by extortion and violence. They were not 

sophisticatedly armed but rather used crude weapons such as swords, knives and machetes to attack 

civilians as well as public transport drivers who resisted their extortionist tendencies. Their attacks 

were often sporadic and in 2002, the Kenyan government outlawed Mungiki and 16 other sects.  The 

infamous group went into a lull for a few years but re-emerged in 2006 when it started exerting 

control over the slum areas, staking a claim on provision of basic services such as water and 

security.
427

  Their influence did not however go beyond these areas and it is a bit of a stretch to claim 

that they controlled any part of territory.
428

 Other than the few politician reported to be its members, 

the bulk of the Mungiki were largely poor, uneducated youth.  They were hardly state-like; in fact, 

they did not possess any state-like characteristics. The police frequently cracked down on gang and 

small unit referred to as the kwekwe squad was formed within the police force to handle the Mungiki. 

A policy to shoot and kill was reportedly adopted and the kwekwe squad is reported to have executed 

many of Mungiki‟s members, prompting an outcry from human rights movements who called for 

respect of the rule of law in addressing the Mungiki menance.
429

 Human Rights groups, while 

condemning Mungiki‘s violence and criminal activities, nevertheless decried the manner in which 

the police dealt with the gang, especially extra-judicial executions and other acts of extreme cruelty 

perpetrated by the Police against Mungiki.
430

   

 

Some reports claim that the Mungiki was structured and had a National Coordinating Committee 

(NCT) as well as a heavily armed Mungiki Defence Council, responsible for retaliations against 
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defecting members.
431

 These claims are however largely unsupported. The Mungiki‘s known 

leadership was in the form of two individuals, Ndura Waruinge and Maina Njenga both of whom 

headed the sect at various intervals, but the organization as such was not structured, and had no clear 

chain of command which could have been able to formulate, execute or sustain any policies. Their 

attacks were largely spattered and they did not have any weapons or means of committing large-scale 

atrocities. Like other criminal gangs in Kenya
432

, they could have been hired by politicians to 

commit atrocities, but looking at their composition and weak structure, and the fact that they did not 

occupy or control any part of the territory, and could not, without any logistical or financial 

assistance be capable of planning and committing the atrocities; they were not the kind of 

organization anticipated under the Rome Statute.
433

 

 

 Again, applying the criteria outlined by the Majority and Judge Kaul to the "Network", one would 

find great difficulty terming this as an organization. The ICC Prosecutor alleged that the accused 

persons had coordinated a series of actors and institutions to establish a ―multi-faceted Network‖ 

using it to implement an "organizational policy to commit crimes".
434

 The Prosecutor maintained that 

‗The Network comprised "[t]housands of members (...) ('perpetrators') cultivated by three accused 

persons; William Ruto, Henry Kosgey and Joshua Sang. The "Network", headed by William Ruto, 

was understood to consist of five branches, namely: "(1) Political, (2) Media, (3) Financial, (4) 

Tribal, and (5) Military" and that each of the branches existed and had legitimate purposes prior to 

the post-election violence in 2007/2008.‘
435

  The Prosecutor‘s argument on the political criterion was 

that the "Network" had used the ODM political structure to plan the violence; but in Judge Kaul‘s 

view, the Prosecutor failed to show whether ODM was an integral part of the "Network" and whether 

its top leadership had sanctioned the activities of the "Network" or adopted a political program to 

commit crimes.
436
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I would agree with Judge Kaul‘s findings that the link between the Network and ODM party was not 

clearly established.
437

 In this instance, some of the ODM party leaders, politicians and businessmen 

may have planned the violence and quickly convinced a number of jobless youth to carry out the 

attacks. For the individual politicians, the motivation was personal political goals and for the jobless 

youth, quick monetary rewards. The ODM leadership was not shown to have sanctioned, much less 

being aware of such activities. If at all the Prosecutor had been able to prove that ODM leadership 

and the party was involved in planning the violence and committing the offences, then he would 

have been closer to establishing an organizational policy. Having not been able to do so, he made 

reference to a "Network", which is supposed to have used the larger organization (ODM) to further 

its political ideas. In fact, the existence of this "Network" is very much in doubt; such a "Network" 

had been unheard of in Kenya, until the ICC cases. None of the reports (KNCHR, CIPEV, UN and 

other non-governmental organization reports) mentioned the existence of such a "Network", neither 

did the Kenyan media. In my view, there was no "Network"  as portrayed by the Prosecutor, 

otherwise it would have, long before the 2007 Post-election violence, come to the attention of the 

national authorities in the same manner that the Mungiki and other criminal gangs had been 

identified. Even applying the criteria of an organization outlined in the Majority decision, the 

"Network" would not have met the characteristics laid out. The "Network" was  non-existent before 

2007; it was not a group under a responsible command nor did it  have any hierarchy; the means to 

carry out attacks against civilian population may have been availed to the groups a few days or so 

before the attack, but these means would not have enabled it to carry out widespread attacks against a 

civilian population; the alleged offences of the "Network"  were confined to the Rift Valley Region, 

and it is doubtful they could have sustained these attacks in other areas.
438

 The group did not exercise 

control over any part of the territory and neither did they articulate, as a "Network", explicitly or 

implicitly, an intention to attack a civilian population. While it was alleged that one of the accused 

persons, Joshua SANG, the Head of Operations at KASS FM, a radio station broadcasting in the 

Kalenjin language, was used to broadcast the intention of the Network to carry out attacks, again, the 

link between Joshua Sang, Kass FM and the Network was not made clear. Joshua SANG may have 

used his media station to encourage people to get out and fight, on his own capacity as a supporter of 

ODM, but not as a contracted media arm of the "Network". 
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The violent groups seemed to have been quickly put together to carry out attacks against the civilian 

population, but it certainly did not meet characteristics of an organization.This is a scenario where 

one would agree with Judge Kaul‘s analysis that ―Local politicians, civic candidates or aspirants, 

councilors and business people meeting and allegedly financing the violence do not form an 

'organization' with a certain degree of hierarchical structure acting over a prolonged period of time. 

Meetings during the time concerned point to ad- hoc preparations and planning of violent incidents 

during the period of post-election violence. Local politicians using criminal gangs for their own 

purpose is an indicator of a partnership of convenience for a passing occasion rather than an 

'organization' established for a common purpose over a prolonged period of time.‖
439

 

 

The third category of offences are alleged to have been committed by the police who were alleged to 

have been directed to attack ODM supporters in Kisumu and Kibera and also directed  not to 

intervene in attacks by the Mungiki gang by the against ODM supporters in Nakuru and Naivasha. 

One of the suspects, Mohammed Ali, was at the time of the 2007 post-election violence the 

Commissioner of the Kenyan Police while another, Francis Muthaura, was the Chairman of the 

National Security Advisory Committee. The two were alleged to have used their official capacities to 

issue the directions to the police; however, state policy was not alleged and instead the Prosecutor 

pursued the ‗organizational‘ policy of the Mungiki in committing the attacks. As such, state policy 

was not examined by the Pre-Trial Chamber.
440

 

 

Without the policy element, either of the state or of an organization, the ICC, in my view, lacked 

jurisdiction ratione materiae in the situation in the Republic of Kenya and the crimes fell squarely 

within the domestic realm.  In this regard, I would agree with  Judge Kaul‘s summation of the case 

that: “There are, in law and in the existing systems of criminal justice in this world, essentially two 

different categories of crimes which are crucial in the present case. There are, on the one side, 

international crimes of concern to the international community as a whole, in particular genocide, 

crimes against humanity, and war crimes pursuant to articles 6, 7 and 8 of the Statute. There are, on 

the other side, common crimes, albeit of a serious nature, prosecuted by national criminal justice 

systems, such as that of the Republic of Kenya…A demarcation line must be drawn between 

international crimes and human rights infractions; between international crimes and ordinary 
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crimes; between those crimes subject to international jurisdiction and those punishable under 

domestic penal legislation .”
441

 

 

The Majority decision however prevailed and the cases proceeded for confirmation of charges before 

the ICC. The court having determined that international crimes were committed in the country, the 

next question then becomes what aspect of complementarity was at play and whether the country 

carried its share burden in conducting investigations and prosecutions of the perpetrators of 

international crimes.  

 

4.4 Complementarity in the Kenyan Context: Inability or Unwillingness?   

 

Initially, the country, emerging from the horrors of the 2007 post- election violence, began to put in 

place mechanisms to implement the CIPEV Report. On 16
th

 December 2008, exactly 60 days after 

the report was released, President Mwai Kibaki and the Prime Minister, Raila Odinga signed an 

agreement for the establishment of a Special Tribunal to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of 

post-election violence.
442

 The Agreement provided that a Statute for the Special Tribunal would be 

enacted and the tribunal empowered to seek accountability against persons bearing the greatest 

responsibility for the crimes committed, particularly crimes against humanity. The two Principals 

further agreed to mobilize Parliament to support and enact the relevant laws which would pave way 

for investigation and prosecution of perpetrators of international crimes. 

It would seem that at this point in time, the country recognized and accepted that it had the primary 

duty of investigating and prosecuting those bearing responsibility for international crimes, and all 

indications were that the State had every intention of doing so. Unlike Uganda, Kenya did not turn to 

the ICC as the first point of call but rather, maintained that it was able and was indeed going to 

investigate and prosecute international crimes at the domestic level. The OTP and Kenya entered into 

discussions, culminating into an Agreement pursuant to which the state would be allowed to put in 

place mechanisms for investigation and prosecution of international crimes, failing which it would 

refer its situation to the ICC.
443

 Despite this undertaking, the state did not follow through its 

intentions with action, leading to the prosecutor using his proprio motu powers to initiate 
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investigations and prosecution of perpetrators of international crimes. In the subsequent sections, I 

trace Kenya‘s troubled efforts in discharging its fair share of the burden to investigate and prosecute 

perpetrators of international crimes. I discuss Kenya‘s domestic system in detail, especially its legal, 

judicial and constitutional framework at the time of the 2007 post-election violence, assessing 

whether the laws and structures in place could have supported domestic prosecution of international 

crimes. I also discuss the admissibility challenge lodged by Kenya at the ICC and the determination 

on inability and unwillingness. Finally, I analyze subsequent reforms as well as actual prosecutions 

at the domestic level. 

4.5 Kenya’s Judicial Structure as at 2007 

 

As at 2007, Kenya‘s Judiciary was structured around three main levels: The Court of Appeal the 

High Court and the Magistrates Courts.
444

 The Court of Appeal was the highest court in Kenya and 

had only appellate jurisdiction in civil and criminal matters. Its decisions were final and were binding 

on all other subordinate courts, including the High Court. It was presided over by Judges appointed 

by the President.  Below the Court of Appeal was the High Court, which had unlimited original 

jurisdiction in civil matters and criminal matters.
445

In the third layer were the Magistrates Courts, 

presided over by Magistrates and further structured into various classes which determined the level 

of jurisdiction for each court. 

The Attorney General‘s office was responsible for prosecution of all crimes in Kenya, other than the 

ones before a court martial.
446

 In practice, the Attorney-General‘s powers of prosecution were 

exercised through the department of public prosecutions. The Attorney General was constitutionally 

protected from the direction or control of any other person or authority in the exercise of his 

functions. The 1963 constitution also empowered the Attorney-general to terminate any criminal 

proceedings at any stage by entering a nolle prosequi, if the Attorney General did not wish to 

proceed with a case against the accused person; this would have meant that if international crimes 

were prosecuted in the prevailing system, the Attorney General would have been able to terminate 

the proceedings against an accused person at any stage. 

                                                 
444
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The Constitution also allowed Presidential prerogative of mercy for any crime for which a person 

might be accused or convicted
447

; as such, as at 2007, the prerogative of mercy would have been 

applicable even for international crimes. 

Reach of Substantive Law 

Kenya ratified the Rome Statute in March 2005.By this ratification, Kenya affirmed the importance 

of ―taking measures at a national level‖ to ensure that crimes against humanity ―must not go 

unpunished‖ and recalled its duty to ―exercise its jurisdiction over those responsible for such 

crimes‖.
448

 

Up until 2010, Kenya was a dualist state, meaning all treaties ratified by the country had to be first 

domesticated through national law before they could be implemented at the domestic level. This 

position would change with the 2010 constitution which introduced new provisions that transformed 

the country from a dualist to a monist state and made international law directly applicable in the 

domestic sphere. Article 2(5) of the 2010 constitution provides that ‗the general principles of 

international law shall form part of the law of Kenya.‘ Article 2(6) of the 2010 constitution further 

provides that ‗All treaties ratified by Kenya shall form part of the law of Kenya.‘ These provisions 

were included in the 2010 constitution to correct the lethargic attitude that the state had adopted 

towards implementing international treaties at the domestic level. Kenya had ratified a plethora of 

international instruments, most of which remained largely ineffective at the domestic level as they 

were not domesticated through national legislation. The Rome Statute suffered a similar fate as it had 

not been translated into domestic legislation by the time the 2007-2008 post- election violence 

occurred. Domestic legislation seeking to implement the Rome Statute would later be enacted in 

2009, four years after ratification of the Rome Statute. The result was that the country did not, at the 

time of the post-election violence, have any laws which would have enabled it to prosecute 

international crimes effectively. Practically, investigations and prosecution of international crimes 

were, before the ICC‘s intervention, alien to the domestic system. The grave breaches regime of the 

Geneva Conventions had been incorporated into Kenyan Law through the Geneva Conventions 

Act,
449

 however, this Act would not have been relevant in the context of the 2007 post-election 

violence because the offences in question were not committed in the context of an international 

armed conflict. 
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Substantive criminal law in Kenya as at 2008 was outlined in the Penal Code
450

 which lays down 

what constitutes an offence and provides punishment for each offence. The procedure for prosecution 

of criminal matters was contained in the Criminal Procedure Code.
451

 Neither the Penal Code nor the 

Criminal Procedure code contained any provisions on international crimes. War Crimes, crimes 

against humanity and genocide were not mentioned at all in these laws. Some underlying crimes such 

as murder, assault, and rape were criminalized under the Penal Code but the concept of international 

crimes and their contextualization is something Kenya had never had to deal with. The Armed Forces 

Act,
452

 which provided for the establishment, regulations and discipline of the Kenyan armed forces, 

did not also contain any provisions on international crimes. The International Crimes Act, which 

incorporated the crimes set forth in the Rome Statute into Kenyan domestic law, was only enacted in 

January 2009 and its usefulness in prosecution of international crimes committed in 2007 would have 

been curtailed by the principle of non-retroactivity.
453

 

Domestic prosecution of international crimes was further hampered by the country‘s 1963 

constitution which embodied strict legality provisions, prohibiting prosecutions for crimes that were not 

defined and penalties prescribed in a written law. Section 77 of the Constitution provided that:  

77 (4) No person shall be held to be guilty of a criminal offence on account of an act 

or omission that did not, at the time it took place, constitute such an offence … 

(8) No person shall be convicted of a criminal offence unless that offence is defined, 

and the penalty therefore is prescribed, in a written law… 

(15) In this section "criminal offence" means a criminal offence under the law of 

Kenya. 

The provisions in Section 77 were further strengthened by Section 3 of the Constitution which 

decreed the Constitution as the supreme law of the land and provided that any law inconsistent with 

the constitution would be void to the extent of the inconsistency. In so far as international crimes 

were not contained in any statute in Kenya, prosecution of any individual for those crimes would 
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have been considered unconstitutional. The position of international law in the Kenyan legal 

framework was peripheral, and Kenya‘s High Court had set a precedent of strict interpretation of the 

Constitution and its supremacy, holding that ―If we did have to decide a question involving a conflict 

between Kenya law on the one hand and principles or usages of international law on the other...and we 

found it impossible to reconcile the two, we, as a municipal court, would be bound to say that Kenya law 

prevailed.”454  This precedent had been followed religiously by the courts in Kenya, the outcome is that 

had an attempt been made to prosecute anyone for international crimes, Section 77 of the constitution 

would in all likelihood have been interpreted literally, and would have trumped any prosecution on 

the basis that a person could only be convicted of a crime that was named and defined in Kenya‘s 

Penal Code at the time of the acts in question. Since, there was no ―crime against humanity‖ listed in 

the Penal Code at the time of the post-election violence, no one could then be convicted of a ―crime 

against humanity‖ in the context of the 2007 post-election violence, although they could be 

prosecuted for domestic crimes such as murder, rape, arson, assault etc. which were criminalized 

under the Penal Code and other laws.
455

  

 

This is one scenario where the country would have found it easier to prosecute the offenses as 

ordinary crimes. The major issue which would have arisen was with regard to crimes which are not 

criminalized in the domestic sphere. The Kenyan laws did not at the time for instance criminalize 

deportation or forcible transfer of population; as such it would have been impossible to seek 

accountability for this crime at the domestic level. It is noteworthy that subsequently, laws were 

passed which criminalized forcible transfer of population, if committed in connection with an 

international crime.
456

 The law did not also criminalize persecution, either as a stand-alone crime or 

in relation to other crimes.  

 

Pursuing offenders for ordinary crimes would however have resulted to prosecution of thousands of 

the middle and lower-level perpetrators. It would also have been possible to seek accountability from 

the persons who bore the greatest responsibility for the crimes committed. The liability for this 

category of persons was not so much in the actual commission of the acts, but in the planning, 

organizing, financing and providing logistical support that enabled commission of the crimes. 
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Kenya‘s Penal Code recognizes several modes of liability under which the persons bearing the 

greatest responsibility could have been prosecuted. Other than the actual perpetrators of a crime, the 

Penal Code recognizes as principal offenders: every person who enables, aids or abets another person 

in committing the offence; and any person who counsels or procures another person to commit the 

offence.
457

 Anyone charged under these modes of liability may be prosecuted for the actual offence 

and suffer conviction for it.
458

 Where one counsels another to commit an offence, and an offence is 

actually committed after such counsel by the person to whom it is given, it is immaterial whether the 

offence actually committed is the same as that counseled.
459

 The Penal Code further provides as a 

mode of liability, joint offenders in prosecution of common purpose, which is a little similar to the 

concept of Joint Criminal Enterprise in international criminal law. The Penal Code provides ‗when 

two or more persons form a common intention to prosecute an unlawful purpose in conjunction with 

one another, and in the prosecution of such purpose an offence is committed of such a nature that its 

commission was a probable consequence of the prosecution of such purpose, each of them is deemed 

to have committed the offence.‘
460

 These provisions would have enabled Kenya to prosecute the 

persons bearing the greatest responsibility, even if they did not actually participate directly in 

committing these crimes. Such persons would only have escaped accountability had they been 

charged under a lower mode of liability, such as conspiracy to commit the crimes; adopting a lower 

mode of liability would have removed them from the ambit of the persons bearing the most 

responsibility to common conspirators to commit an offense, considerably reducing their culpability 

and in some cases, the accompanying sentences.
461

The middle and lower-level perpetrators would 

have in this scenario suffered heavier sanctions than the persons bearing the greatest responsibility, 

leading to an unfair outcome.  

 

In the aftermath of Kenya‘s 2007 post-election violence, prosecuting the perpetrators for ordinary 

crimes would have been easier than pursuing prosecutions for international crimes, which required 

creative interpretation of the law. In order to sustain charges for international crimes, one would have 

had to argue that Section 77 of the Constitution did not bar prosecution for international crimes. The 

Kenyan Courts had at one point actually observed that purpose of Section 77(4) is to prohibit 

―criminalisation of formerly lawful and innocent acts or omissions.‖
462

 An argument could also have 
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been made that The International Crimes Act, which was passed after commission of the crimes, was 

not criminalizing innocent acts or conduct that was legal at the time it was committed. There is no 

doubt that violent acts such as murder, rape, assault, committed during the 2007 post-election 

violence, were already prohibited by the Kenyan Laws.
463

 The only difference if the crimes were 

prosecuted as crimes against humanity, would have been the overall name given to the offences and 

the need to prove the contextual elements, namely that they were  committed in the context of a 

widespread or systematic attack on a civilian population, in furtherance of a state or organizational 

policy.
464

 Thus, the purpose of Article 77(4) - to prevent individuals from being convicted of a crime 

for committing an act that was legal at the time it was committed, would not have been violated by 

the application of the International Crime Act. Whether the courts would have accepted such 

interpretation however remains a matter of speculation, given the heavy leaning the Kenyan courts 

had placed on strict and literal interpretation of the constitution. 

 

Institutional Framework  

 

In order to investigate and prosecute international crimes, Kenya‘s initially made an effort to 

establish a Special Tribunal. Two pieces of legislation which had the purpose of amending the 

constitution and establishing the Special Tribunal for Kenya were drafted.
465

 The Constitutional 

Amendment Bill was quite simple and served the sole purpose of entrenching the Special Tribunal 

into the Kenyan court system. The Special Tribunal of Kenya Bill was more complex and 

demonstrated the difficulties that states trying to implement the Rome Statute may run into. One of 

these difficulties is often the desire to contextualize international criminal justice and make it 

resonate with the local realities. Trying to translate concepts developed at the international level over 

a long period of time into the domestic sphere can be a daunting task, particularly for countries 

whose legal systems have never had to deal with the concept of international crimes. Van der Wilt, 

analyzing the decisions and legal practice of some national courts, has observed that the diversity to 

interpret international criminal law norms to fit into the domestic context is inevitable, and even 

desirable.
466

 He notes that in some instances, domestic systems engage in over-inclusion, in a bid to 
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comply, even if overzealously, with international criminal law standards. There are also instances of 

‗under-inclusion‘, he notes, which are not motivated by bad faith or incapacity but rather sincere 

conviction on how to mete out criminal justice at the domestic level.
467

 He concludes that as long as 

the variation is not so dramatic or alarming, it should not trigger the jurisdiction of the Court.
468

 The 

Special Tribunal for Kenya Bill embodied many of these variations. For instance, in defining crimes 

against humanity, the Special Tribunal for Kenya Bill adopted a wide definition to include crimes 

which took place in the context of the 2007 post-election violence but which would not ordinarily be 

considered as crimes against humanity under international law. Harassment and destruction of 

property were in this category.
469

  

 

The  Bill further  defined crimes against humanity as ‗any of the following acts committed as part of 

a widespread or systematic attack against any civilian population on national, regional, political, 

ethnic, racial , cultural or religious grounds.‘ This definition, borrowed from the ICTR Statute,
470

 

expanded the grounds to include regional and cultural grounds. In the context of the 2007 post-

election violence, certain acts of atrocities were committed against people based on cultural beliefs. 

Communities which believed in circumcision as a cultural practice sought to forcibly circumcise 

people from communities which did not embrace the practice. Further, it was alleged that certain 

cultural practices accompanied the planning process of the violence. As such, it is understandable 

that the drafters of the Bill include cultural grounds expanded the protected categories to. The 

‗regional‘ ground was also probably included to mean the various provinces within the country, such 

as the Rift Valley Region, the Nyanza Region, the Central Region and so on. In providing for the 

additional ground, the country was trying to make the international criminal law norms resonate with 

the local context in which the crimes were committed. This demonstrates that in some scenarios, it 

beats logic to ‗cut and paste‘ international criminal law norms to domestic spheres. A little flexibility 

is necessary if these norms are to make sense at the domestic level.  

 

Other than stretching the definition of crimes against humanity, the Bill expanded the crimes within 

the jurisdiction of the Special Tribunal to include ‗gross violations of human rights‘.
471

 The rationale 

for the creation of a specific offence of ‗gross violations of human rights‘ was intended to capture 
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situations which were difficult to classify as crimes against humanity. International crimes by their 

very nature are gross violations of human rights, which have reached a certain contextual threshold. 

The separate classification seemed to suggest that one could have offences which rose to the 

threshold of gross violation of human rights
472

 but did not reach the threshold of international crimes. 

Perhaps the drafters were trying to avoid a situation where the offences which could not be 

characterized as crimes against humanity due to the difficulty in proving, or outright lack of the 

state/organizational policy element, would go unpunished. Creating a specific criminal offence 

known as ‗gross violations of human rights‘ would be an example of ‗over-inclusion‘ but one which 

would, in my view, despite the intended purpose, end up blurring the line between criminal law and 

human rights law. A human rights violation can invariably lead to a criminal offence, but such 

violation remains an ingredient of the offence itself rather than being a separate offence. Criminal 

law requires specificity and human rights violations are diverse and varied in nature; so much so that 

it would beat the purpose of specificity to refer to any or all human rights violations as a specific 

crime.  

Another attempt at localizing international criminal law norms was in the proposed structure of the 

Special Tribunal. The Special Tribunal for Kenya Bill proposed a structure which was largely similar 

to the ICC‘s structure, but adapted to the local context, with provision being made for a Trial 

Chamber and an Appeals Chamber but also for Special Magistrates.
473

 The Trial Chamber was 

expected to exercise jurisdiction over persons bearing the greatest responsibility while the Special 

Magistrates, a new creation under the Bill, would have jurisdiction over the middle and lower-level 

perpetrators as well as for crimes falling under Kenya‘s Penal Code. This creative division of duty 

would have ensured investigation and prosecution of 2007 post-election violence crimes were 

comprehensively carried out by the Special Tribunal.  
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To garner public confidence in the Tribunal, provisions were made to include an international 

dimension, with the proposed Prosecutor, two of the Trial Chamber Judges and three of the Appeal 

Chamber Judges being non-Kenyan citizens.
474

 The trial procedure provided in the Bill was also 

different from the local procedures and largely adopted the ICC‘s model.  The rights of the accused 

person were elaborately protected. For instance, instead of immediate arrest and arraignment in 

court, the Tribunal provided for a procedure of indictment, issuance of summons to appear and 

issuance of an arrest warrant only if the person summoned failed to appear.
475

 Pre-Trial procedures 

were also provided for with the aim of determining whether there was a case to warrant a trial.
476

 

Further, the Bill incorporated the idea that the views of the victims had to be taken into account, a 

concept which was hitherto absent in the domestic sphere. Like many common law countries, the 

victims of crime never featured in Kenya‘s criminal justice system, even where they were 

complainants. In this regard, the victims‘ role was limited to providing the police with information 

and assisting the prosecution obtain a conviction against an accused person. The ensuing judgements 

would be about the accused person‘s guilt or innocence and at no stage were the victim‘s views taken 

into account.  

 

The Bill establishing the Special Tribunal for Kenya sought to change this making the victims an 

integral part of the proceedings. The Bill in acknowledging victims‘ rights, provided for their views 

to be presented and considered  at any stage of the proceedings  in a manner that was not prejudicial 

to or inconsistent with the rights of the accused.
477

 Such views would be presented either by the 

victims in person or through their legal representatives. Before pronouncing sentence, the Special 

Magistrates, Trial Chamber and the Appeal Chamber would also have the opportunity to hear 

presentations from the victims.
478

 The victims would be protected throughout the proceedings. The 

Registrar of the Tribunal would be required to set up a victims and witnesses unit with the 

responsibility of ensuring the safety, physical and psychological well-being, dignity and privacy of 

the victims and witnesses.
479

 The victims would also be assisted to appear before the Tribunal and 

the trials were to be conducted with due regard for the protection of victims.
480

 A third limb of the 

victims‘ rights recognized under the Bill was compensation. The Tribunal would be empowered to 
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identify victims who had suffered as a result of the crimes, assess the compensation and determine 

the persons responsible for payment of such compensation.
481

 

The Bill would have made it possible for the country to have an institutional framework within 

which it could undertake its duty to investigate and prosecute international crimes committed in the 

context on the 2007 post- election violence.  The Bill could however not be introduced in Parliament 

before the Constitution was amended to anchor the Special Tribunal as a constitutionally recognized 

institution. A Constitutional Amendment Bill was therefore drafted with the simple objective of 

amending the constitution to allow for recognition of the Special Tribunal within the Kenyan judicial 

set-up
482

 The Bill sought to insert a new section to the Constitution providing that: 

„Parliament may, by a Statute of Parliament and notwithstanding any other provision of this 

Constitution, establish a special tribunal with exclusive jurisdiction in accordance with the Statute, 

to investigate, prosecute and determine cases against persons responsible for- 

(a) genocide, gross violations of human rights, crimes against humanity; 

(b) such other crimes as may be specified in the Statute, committed in Kenya in connection with the 

December, 2007 General Election.‘
483

 

 

To address the strict legality principle in the constitution, the Bill particularly stipulated that the 

provisions of the Statute establishing the Special Tribunal would not be deemed to be inconsistent 

with the Constitution
484

 and were any law to be in conflict with the Statute of the Special Tribunal, 

the provisions of the Statute would prevail.
485

 Simple as it was, and its objectives towards enabling 

the country investigate and prosecute for international crimes notwithstanding, this Bill was rejected 

by Parliament in February 2009. The result was that the Special Tribunal for Kenya Bill could not be 

introduced as its anchoring Bill had failed. The Special Tribunal for Kenya Bill was eventually 

reduced to just a drafter‘s thoughts. 

 

The amendment of the Constitution and the legislative enactment of the statute of the Special 

Tribunal into law would have resulted in a revolution in the implementation of international criminal 

law into Kenyan domestic law and effective prosecution of international crimes by the Kenyan courts 

especially since at no previous stage had international crimes been incorporated into the Kenyan 

legislation nor prosecuted by the Kenyan courts. Without the relevant laws to prosecute international 

crimes, Kenya was a State which suffered inability under Section 17 of the Rome Statute. Such 
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inability would have been cured but the political establishment at the time did not appreciate the 

import of complementarity and did not take seriously the duty to investigate and prosecute 

international crimes.  

 

4.6 The Chess game between Kenyan Government and the ICC  

 

The State‘s inability to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes, caused by the 

legal and institutional gaps was just the beginning of what would finally test the complementarity 

principle. It is my argument that the inability would have been cured, through creative interpretation 

of the law as discussed above or through amendment of the Constitution and enactment of a Special 

Tribunal Bill. However, the State started exhibiting unwillingness to carry out any investigations or 

prosecutions.  

 

The timeline set by the CIPEV report for establishment of the Special Tribunal for Kenya ran out on 

30
th

 January 2009. In February 2009, Parliament rejected the Constitutional Amendment Bill which 

sought to provide constitutional and legal anchorage of the Tribunal. The President and Prime 

Minister immediately indicated they would lobby parliamentarians to reconsider the Bill and the 

tribunal would be set up by August 2009. However, on 3
rd

 July 2009, a delegation of Kenyan 

government officials travelled to The Hague to meet with the ICC Prosecutor, who was already 

observing the situation in Kenya pursuant to communication received from several sources on the 

possible commission of crimes against humanity in the county. The discussions between the 

Prosecutor and the Kenyan delegation led to an understanding that should the Kenyan authorities 

carry out genuine proceedings against the persons most responsible, the Office of the Prosecutor 

would have no ground to intervene.
486

 To demonstrate their commitment, the Kenyan delegation 

agreed to provide the Prosecutor, by the end of September 2009 with: a) a report on the current status 

of investigations and prosecutions arising out of the post-election violence ; b) information on 

measures put in place to ensure the safety of victims and witnesses pending the initiation and 

completion of suitable judicial proceedings; and c) information on modalities for conducting national 

investigations and prosecutions of those responsible for the 2007 violence through a special tribunal 

or other judicial mechanism adopted by the Parliament, with clear benchmarks over the following 

twelve months. In the alternative, if there was no agreement in parliament, and in accordance with 

                                                 
486
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Kenya‘s commitment to end impunity of the most responsible for serious crimes, the Government of 

Kenya would refer the situation to the Prosecutor in accordance with Article 14 of the Rome 

Statute.
487

 

 

The Agreement between the Kenyan delegation and the Prosecutor served to appease both sides; it 

allowed the Kenyan government more time to initiate national proceedings while at the same time 

assuring the ICC Prosecutor that a referral would be made in case the attempts to establish the 

Special Tribunal failed. After signing the Agreement, the State did not make further attempts to 

institute national proceedings. On 5
th

 November 2009, the then Prosecutor of the ICC, Louis 

Moreno-Ocampo travelled to Kenya and met with President Kibaki and Prime Minister Odinga, 

supposedly to seek a referral of the case as had been agreed in July. The government declined to 

refer the case but indicated that they would co-operate with the ICC should an investigation be 

opened. At this stage, it was becoming clear that the State was unwilling to institute national 

proceedings. It had no intention of prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes at the domestic 

level. It also had no intention of making a self-referral to the ICC.  

 

The Prosecutor, perhaps disappointed by not getting a referral, immediately notified the President of 

the ICC of his intention to submit a request pursuant to Article 15(3) of the Rome Statute for the 

authorization of an investigation into the situation in Kenya, indicating the request would be made by 

1
st
 December 2009.

488
 Still, no efforts were made by Kenya to institute national proceedings for 

international crimes in the context of post-election violence, and the State remained silent, forcing 

the Prosecutor to use his proprio motu powers and request the Pre-Trial Chamber for an 

authorization to proceed with investigations in the Kenyan situation. The ensuing investigations led 

to summons being issued for six individuals to appear before the ICC on various charges of crimes 

against humanity. 
489

 Charges were subsequently confirmed against four of the six individuals. 
490
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Unwillingness Exhibited by the Kenyan Government 

 

Under Article 17 (2) of the Rome Statute, unwillingness is discerned in three scenarios. The first is 

where proceedings were or are being undertaken or a national decision not to prosecute was made for 

the purpose of shielding an accused person from criminal responsibility for crimes within the 

jurisdiction of the Court. Unjustified delay in the proceedings, which in the circumstances is 

inconsistent with intent to bring the person concerned to justice, is also a pointer to ‗unwillingness‘. 

Further, where proceedings were not or are not being conducted independently or impartially, and 

are being conducted in a manner which  is inconsistent with an intent to bring the person concerned 

to justice, ‗unwillingness‘ will be inferred. Where a state is unable to prosecute perpetrators of 

international crimes as a result of inability, it can always strive to cure its national system of such 

inability where possible if it intends to meet its duty to investigate and prosecute international 

crimes.  

 

As soon as the Prosecutor indicated that he would request authorization to open investigations in the 

Kenyan situation, the President and the Prime Minister issued a statement stating that they had been 

unable to open investigations in Kenya would instead cooperate with the ICC process.
491

 For the next 

three years, the State did not establish any mechanism at the local level specifically to prosecute 

perpetrators of the post-election violence. Thousands of middle and lower-level perpetrators, as well 

as some of those suspected of bearing the greatest responsibility, effectively escaped justice. Further, 

the state did not put in place a reparation framework for the victims of the post-election violence and 

was yet to address the plight of the thousands of victims who still lived in the Internally Displace 

Persons (IDP) camps.  

 

The government announced that it would handle the situation through the Truth, Justice and 

Reconciliation Commission (TJRC), established in 2009. The TJRC had a very broad mandate of 

‗establishing an accurate, complete and historical record of violations and abuses of human rights 

and economic rights inflicted on persons by the State, public institutions and holders of public office, 

both serving and retired, between 12th December 1963 and 28th February 2008.‘
492

 It was further 
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mandated to investigate gross human rights violations and abuses, find out those responsible for the 

commission of the violations and abuses; recommend the prosecution of the perpetrators and 

determine ways and means of redress for the victims.
493

 Although the TJRC‘s time- frame covered 

the period of the 2007-2008 post-election violence, it was not set up with the specific purpose of 

addressing the post-election violence offenses. Its mandate was principally unearthing and 

investigating human rights violations over a considerably long period of time; in the course of doing 

so, it could have addressed international crimes committed in the 2007 post-election violence, but 

this had already been done by CIPEV. Further, while the TJRC could provide a truth-telling platform 

for both victims and perpetrators of offences, it would not have been able to concentrate on 2007-

2008 post-election violence cases as its mandate covered violations committed from 1963. Moreover, 

the TJRC could not carry out prosecutions against the perpetrators but only make recommendations 

to the government on the suitable mechanisms. The duty that states ought to fulfill under the Rome 

Statute is investigations and prosecution of international crimes. In this aspect, the state‘s efforts at 

the domestic level were insufficient. When it came to actual investigations and prosecutions, the state 

shifted its focus to the ICC. In this regard, the state abdicated its duty of investigating and 

prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes as well as providing reparations for the victims. With 

the understanding that the ICC can prosecute only a handful of suspects and provide reparations for 

very few victims, should it be open to a State to wash off its hands once the ICC intervenes? In my 

view, this route, pursued by the Kenyan authorities between 2009-2012, undermines the essence of 

complementarity. The ICC becomes the lone-ranger in the fight against impunity, while at the local 

level perpetrators of heinous crimes continue to benefit from the impunity. By leaving the entire 

situation to the ICC, Kenya was demonstrating its unwillingness to pursue justice and seek 

accountability from those who had committed international crimes. This unwillingness would 

become glaring in the efforts that Kenya subsequently pursued to try and shield suspected 

perpetrators of international crimes, even from prosecution at the international level. 

 

Shuttle Diplomacy and the Campaign for a Deferral under Article 16 of the Rome Statute 

 

On 16th December 2010, Kenya‘s Parliament discussed the options available to the country 

following the issuance of summons by the ICC against six Kenyans on charges of crimes against 

humanity. Four options were tabled before Parliament:  The first was to establish a credible local 

process for the investigations and prosecution of the six persons identified for prosecution by the 

ICC, taking into consideration the complementarity provisions under Article 17 and 19(2) of the 
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Rome Statute.
494

 This would entail genuine willingness and ability to carry out credible 

investigations and prosecutions before a special tribunal or a reformed Kenyan Judiciary. It was 

observed that under this option, the ICC would have to review and be convinced that the local 

process was credible before ceding jurisdiction.
495

 The second option tabled was to pursue a UN 

Security-Council deferral for a period of 12 months, Article 16 of the Rome Statute. This option, it 

was noted, would only be available if the circumstances or situations contemplated under Chapter 7 

with regard to threats or breaches of peace and acts of aggression applied.
496

 The third option was to 

withdraw from the Rome Statute and the fourth option would be to let the (ICC) process take its own 

course, maintain calm and unity, exercise restraint and be judicious in commenting about the 

process.
497

 

 

The first option would have enabled the country to act in line with complementarity and fulfill its 

duty to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes. It was the most prudent option. 

Instead of establishing a local mechanism, a motion was brought before Kenya‘s Parliament seeking 

to have the government ‗repeal the International Crimes Act, so that Kenya would be released from 

any obligation to implement the Rome Statute.
498

 The motion further proposed that the Government 

suspends any links, cooperation and assistance to the ICC with immediate effect.
499

 While some 

members of Parliament appreciated the import of Article 127 of the Rome Statute, in particular that 

the withdrawal would not take effect immediately and would not affect the cases already instituted at 

the Court,
500

 most members of Parliament supported the motion.
501

 The Speaker of the National 

Assembly initially declared the motion inadmissible for the reason that it failed to appreciate the 

import of Article 127 of the Rome Statute as well as Kenya‘s 2010 constitution, which had made 

international treaties part of Kenya‘s law. The motion was subsequently amended to read: „aware 
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that Kenya promulgated a new Constitution on 27
th

 August, 2010 which has had fundamental 

changes in circumstances upon which several statutes had been enacted in the past including the 

International Crimes Act which domesticates the Rome Statute, this House resolves that the 

Government takes immediate action to have the International Crimes Act repealed and further that 

the Government takes appropriate action to withdraw from the Rome Statute pursuant to Articles 

127, 19, and 17 of the Rome Statute as read together with the principle of complementarity  

emphasized at Paragraph 10 of the Preamble to the Rome Statute and further that any criminal 

investigations or prosecutions arising out of the post-election violence of 2007/2008 be undertaken 

under the framework of the new Constitution.‟
502

 

 

Discussions around the motion revolved around the need to reclaim Kenya‘s sovereignty
503

 and resist 

interference with internal affairs of the state.
504

 The discussions stretched as far as terming the ICC a 

colonial court which was only interested in prosecuting Africans and would never prosecute any 

Briton, American or French.
505

 With only one Member of Parliament opposing the motion, it was 

passed and forwarded to the President for his assent.
506

 The discussions accompanying the passing of 

this motion would make one reflect upon the essence of complementarity and the concept of 

sovereignty. As discussed in the introductory Chapter, sovereignty is not absolute; in the face of 

commission of international crimes, a state which does not put in place investigative and 

prosecutorial mechanisms cannot seek to hold firmly to its sovereignty. The Kenyan Parliament in 

passing this motion, in the name of sovereignty, at a time when the state had not put in place any 

mechanisms to seek accountability for international crimes, was demonstrating its unwillingness to 

seek accountability for the crimes committed during the post-election violence. The motion however 

became inapplicable as the President declined to assent to it. 
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Undeterred the State pursued the option of requesting the UN Security Council to seek a deferral of 

the Kenyan cases under Article 16 of the Rome Statute.
507

 In an Aide Memoire presented to the 

United Nations Member States and to all the Permanent and Observer Missions to the United 

Nations, Kenya sought a deferral of the Kenyan cases at the ICC, basing the request on its 

willingness to initiate local trials through a national judicial mechanism.
508

 The then Vice-President 

of Kenya led a delegation to New York in March 2011 to persuade the UN Security Council to 

consider this request, arguing that the ICC intervention was untimely and would affect peace-

building and national reconciliation efforts in the country. Kenya also lobbied African States; with 

the Vice-President visiting several countries to persuade them to support Kenya‘s push for a deferral. 

Support from African countries came in swiftly. The Intergovernmental Authority on Development 

(IGAD)
509

 expressed concern that the ICC process in Kenya threatened the on-going national efforts 

in peace building, national reconciliation and political transition.
510

As such, IGAD resolved to 

support Kenya‘s request for the deferral of the ICC investigations and prosecutions in order ‗to 

enable the affirmation of the principle of complementarity.‘
511

 IGAD further called on the African 

Union and the international community to support Kenya‘s request for a deferral.
512

 The African 

Union subsequently indicated that it fully supported Kenya‘s request for a deferral of the ICC cases 

under Article 16 of the Rome Statute to allow for a national mechanism to investigate and prosecute 

the cases under a reformed judiciary provided for in the new constitutional dispensation, in line with 

the principle of complementarity.
513

 In this regard, it requested the UN Security Council to accede to 
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Kenya‘s request ‗in support of the ongoing peace building and national reconciliation processes, in 

order to prevent the resumption of conflict and violence.‘
514

   

Some members of the Kenyan Coalition government did not however support the request for a 

deferral. These members petitioned the UN Security Council not to agree to the request for a 

deferral, arguing that the prosecution of the Kenyan cases at the ICC did not pose any threat to 

international peace and security; on the contrary, failure to bring to justice the perpetrators of post-

election violence would pose grave danger to Kenya‘s internal peace and security.
515

 They also 

observed that the great majority of Kenyans supported the ICC process as the most credible method 

to fighting entrenched impunity and there were fears that local trials would be exposed to  political 

manipulation by leaders pleading the ethnic card; threats to witnesses, their families and friends; and 

undue delays engineered by frivolous and vexatious applications.
516

 There were also fears that local 

trials would be used to shield the suspects from justice. More importantly, attention of the Security 

Council was drawn to the lack of local mechanisms to handle the cases as a Special Tribunal had not 

been established.
517

  

In all these back and forth, the State failed to appreciate that local prosecutions if instituted, could 

have complemented the ICC process. It should not have been a choice of either the ICC or the local 

mechanisms; rather, the two processes could have been pursued simultaneously leading to a shared 

burden and a division of labour between the ICC and Kenya. This way, the State could have met its 

obligations to investigate and prosecute international crimes at the domestic level for the many 

perpetrators who were not subject to the ICC process. The State spent a lot of time trying to convince 

the international community that it was capable of conducting its own investigations and 

prosecutions, but at the local level, no action was taken to demonstrate the country‘s capability or 

willingness to seek accountability from the perpetrators of international crimes. The UN Security 

Council eventually rejected Kenya‘s request for a deferral.
518
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The Admissibility Challenge 

Still undeterred in its efforts to stop the ICC process, the Kenyan government, in March 2011, 

submitted an admissibility challenge under Article 19(2) (b) of the Rome Statute.
519

 In its 

submissions, the Kenyan government urged the Court to make its determination of admissibility 

―with a full understanding of the fundamental and far-reaching constitutional and judicial reforms as 

well as the investigative processes that were underway.‖
520

 The Kenyan government relied on the 

enactment of a new constitution, which had ushered in judicial reforms and also empowered Kenyan 

courts to deal with the cases before the ICC, without needing to pass legislation establishing a special 

tribunal. The essence of the argument was that the impediments which had existed at the time of 

commission of crimes, such as insufficient legal and judicial structures to carry out the prosecutions, 

had since been addressed through constitutional and related reforms, and Kenya was now able to 

conduct national criminal proceedings with respect to the cases. The government further submitted 

that the process investigating crimes arising out of the 2007-2008 post-election violence was on 

course and would be finalized by September 2011.
521

 The government indicated it would provide 

periodic progress reports to the Court, demonstrating that investigations had been undertaken both of 

the low level perpetrators and up to the highest levels.
522

 

The admissibility challenge was premised on the states willingness to undertake investigations and 

the fact that a new constitution would enable it to undertake such investigations. The Pre-Trial 

Chamber however reiterated the purpose and function of complementarity as well as the duty of the 

state in seeking accountability for international crimes. The Pre-Trial Chamber summed up the issues 

as : ‗The Chamber is well aware that the concept of complementarity and the manner in which it 

operates goes to the heart of States' sovereign rights. It is also conscious of the fact that States not 

only have the right to exercise their criminal jurisdiction over those allegedly responsible for the 

commission of crimes that fall within the jurisdiction of the Court, they are also under an existing 

duty to do so, as explicitly stated in the Statute's preamble paragraph 6. However, it should be borne 

in mind that a core rationale underlying the concept of complementarity aims at "striking a balance 
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between safeguarding the primacy of domestic proceedings vis-à-vis the [...] Court on the one hand, 

and the goal of the Rome Statute to 'put an end to impunity' on the other hand. If States do not [...] 

investigate [...], the Court must be able to step in.‟
523

 

The Pre-Trial Chamber went on to apply the  two-fold test outlined by the Appeal‘s Chamber in 

Katanga,
524

 noting that an assessment of  ‗unwillingness‘ or ‗inability‘ becomes relevant only where, 

there are ongoing or past investigations or prosecutions in s State. In the Kenyan situation, the Pre-

trial Chamber found there was no information substantiating the claim that there were ongoing 

investigations against the suspects before the Court; there was generally a situation of inactivity in 

Kenya. That being so, the case was admissible under the first half of Article 17 (1) (a) and there was 

no need for the court to go into an examination of ‗unwillingness or inability.‘
525

 

In arriving at its decision on admissibility, the Pre-Trial Chamber also applied to the Kenyan 

scenario the ‗same person/ same conduct‘ test to define a ‗case‘ for purposes of Article 17 of the 

Rome Statute.
526

 The Chamber reaffirmed that for purposes of determining the scope of a case, the 

national investigations must cover the same person and the same conduct. The Chamber observed 

that the Government of Kenya had failed to provide it with information as to the conduct, crimes or 

the incidents for which the three suspects before the Court were being investigated or questioned at 

the domestic level. As such, the Chamber concluded that on the basis of the factual information 

presented, there were no concrete steps showing on-going investigations against the three suspects in 

the present case.‘
527

 Kenya appealed against the Pre-Trial Chamber‘s decision on admissibility, 

particularly challenging the correctness of the ‗same person/same conduct‘ test applied to determine 

the scope of a ‗case‘.
528

 The Appeals Chamber, by Majority, dismissed the appeal and reiterated that 

for an admissibility challenge to succeed, the same suspects must be investigated at the national level 

for substantially the same conduct.
529
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Having failed in its admissibility challenge as well as the request for a deferral under Article 16 of 

The Rome Statute, and the bid to withdraw from the Rome Statute having borne no fruit, the State 

was left with two of the options it had laid out; either to establish a local mechanism for prosecution 

of the cases or to watch the proceedings unfold at the ICC. In the next section, I discuss how Kenya 

navigated these two options. 
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4.7 Efforts to address Complementarity in Kenya   

 

Constitutional, Legal and Institutional Reforms 

 

Kenya underwent a constitutional review process between 2009-2010, following the National Accord 

and Reconciliation Agreement entered into after the post-election violence.
530

 This agreement had 

identified constitutional reforms as one of the ways of addressing the underlying issues that had led 

to the 2007 post-election violence. The review process led to promulgation of a new constitution in 

2010, which ousted Kenya‘s 1963 Constitution. While discussions on complementarity and meeting 

the country‘s obligations under the Rome Statute did not feature in the review discourse, the 2010 

Constitution contained provisions which acknowledged, for the first time in the Country‘s history, 

the seriousness of international crimes. Recognition of international crimes in a country‘s 

constitution re-shapes the discourse on this category of crimes from a foreign concept to one that is 

applicable at the domestic level. In the Kenyan situation, this was achieved in several ways. First, the 

constitution limited the applicability of the nullum crimen sine lege principle with regard to 

international crimes. The 2010 Constitution specifically provides that: 

“Every person has a right not to be convicted of an act or omission which at the time it was 

committed or omitted was not- 

(i) An offense in Kenya; or  

(ii) A crime under international law.”
531

 

 

The above provision addresses the problem on non-recognition of international crimes in the 1963 

Constitution.
532

 Since the Constitution took effect in 2010, the provision offered no real solution for 

dealing with the perpetrators of the 2007 post-election violence. For future situations however, it 

provides a basis for domestic prosecution of international crimes in Kenya.  

 

Kenya‘s 2010 Constitution also limits immunity when international crimes have been committed. As 

such, the President or Deputy President can be impeached if there are serious reasons to believe that 

they have committed a crime under international law.
533

 Similarly, a Cabinet Secretary can be 
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removed from office on the basis that he has committed an international crime.
534

 Further, while 

according the President immunity from civil and criminal prosecution and proceedings at the 

national level, the 2010 constitution explicitly provides that such immunity does not protect the 

President from prosecution under any treaty to which Kenya is party and which prohibits such 

immunity.
535

 This is a remarkable provision that is a direct result of the ICC‘s intervention in the 

country. It gives domestic recognition to Article 27 of the Rome Statute and is a complete departure 

from the 1963 constitution which had given absolute immunity to the President.  

 

The 2010 Constitution also transformed Kenya from a dualist to a monist state by providing that all 

treaties ratified by Kenya would form part of the country‘s law.
536

 Kenya‘s 1963 Constitution 

embraced a dualist system where treaties ratified by the country could only become applicable in the 

domestic system once implementing legislation was enacted. This position was altered by the 2010 

Constitution, which gives treaties effect immediately upon ratification. The 2010 Constitution also 

makes principles of international law part of the law in Kenya.
537

 A further provision, aiming to 

strengthen compliance with international obligations, requires the President to report to the National 

Assembly every year on the progress made by the country in complying with its international 

obligations.
538

 The inclusion of these remarkable provisions in Kenya‘s 2010 Constitution created a 

strong foundation for framing the way international crimes were understood at the national level. The 

provisions also laid the foundation for putting in place a legislative framework that would allow the 

country to investigate and prosecute international crimes.  

 

The route pursued by Kenya in recognizing international crimes in its 2010 Constitution is 

commendable and should be adopted by many countries, especially in Africa where international 

crimes are yet to be recognized at the domestic level. Most constitutions of these countries were 

adopted in the early 1960s upon the states attaining independence, at a time which international 

criminal law was rather nascent and the concept of international crimes was alien to many states. The 

result was that very few of the Penal and Criminal Law Codes in African countries proscribed 
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genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes. As at December 2013, only about 13 of the 

African countries which are parties to the Rome Statute had put in place implementing legislation or 

amended their laws to address their complementarity obligations under the Rome Statute.
539

  

 

It is difficult to act in line with complementarity unless international crimes are well defined and 

codified at the domestic level. Unfortunately, many countries wait for intervention by the ICC or 

some sort of international pressure in order to put in place the necessary mechanisms for prosecution 

of international crimes. It is doubtful that Kenya could have recognized international crimes in its 

laws if the 2007-2008 post-election violence had not led to the intervention of the ICC. The point 

here is that countries should not wait until they are confronted with situations which leave them with 

no option than to reconsider their legislation on international crimes. Having ratified the Rome 

Statute, states should make the necessary modifications to their national laws to recognize 

international crimes and establish appropriate institutional mechanisms for their prosecution.  

 

Kenya’s International Crimes Act, 2008 

 

Kenya enacted the International Crimes Act in December 2008.
540

 This law domesticates the Rome 

Statute and seeks to enable the country investigate and prosecute the crimes of genocide, crimes 

against humanity and war crimes. War Crimes and genocide are accorded the same meaning as in the 

Rome Statute.
541

 For crimes against humanity, the Act adopts the definition in Article 7 of the Rome 

Statute but goes further to include acts defined as crimes against humanity in conventional 

international law or customary international law that are not otherwise dealt with in the Rome 

Statute.
542

 Other than the core crimes, the Act provides for offences against the administration of 

justice. These include bribery of judges and officials; obstructing justice; obstructing officials; 

perjury; witness giving contradictory evidence; fabricating evidence; offences relating to affidavits; 

intimidation; and retaliation against witnesses.
543

 Jurisdiction over these offences lies with any court 
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of competent jurisdiction and not necessarily the High Court.
544

 A large part of the Act is devoted to 

a framework for co-operation and dealing with requests for assistance from the ICC.
545

    

 

The Act makes several provisions of the Rome Statute directly applicable at the domestic level: 

Article 20 (relating to crimes for which a person has previously been acquitted or convicted); Article 

21 (which deals with the applicable sources of law); Article 22 (which relates to Nullum crimen sine 

lege principle); Article 25 (which relates to individual criminal responsibility); Article 26 (which 

relates to the exclusion of jurisdiction over persons under eighteen years); Article 28 (which relates 

to the responsibility of commanders and other superiors); Article 29 (which excludes any statute of 

limitations); Article 30 (which relates to the mental element of crimes); Article 31 (which specifies 

grounds for excluding criminal responsibility); Article 32 (which relates to mistakes of fact or law); 

Article 33 (which relates to superior orders).
546

  

 

Interestingly, the Act leaves out Article 27 of the Rome Statute on irrelevance of official capacity. 

One can immediately see the difficulty of balancing immunity accorded to the Head of State under 

national law and the desire to do away with such immunity when international crimes are committed. 

Kenya‘s constitution is clear that the immunity accorded to the President at the national level does 

not extend to protection from prosecution under a treaty which does not recognize such immunity.
547

 

The Constitution does not indicate the forum for such prosecution but the fact that it uses the terms 

‗under any treaty‘ could be a pointer to prosecution at an international tribunal such as the ICC. One 

may wonder whether such prosecution can happen at the domestic level, particularly where the treaty 

prohibiting immunity has been domesticated. When one considers the provisions of the International 

Crimes Act, it would seem that the prosecution of a President can only happen at the international 

level.  Kenya‘s International Crimes Act silently ousts application of Article 27 of the Rome Statute 

at the domestic level but in the same vein provides that immunity shall not act as a bar to a request 

from the ICC on surrender of a person.
548

 This means that at the national level, unless impeached, the 

immunity accorded to the President from criminal prosecution would still prevail, and he cannot be 

brought to trial at the domestic courts for an international crime; however, should the ICC make a  
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request for surrender or transfers such a request will not be refused on account of official capacity. 

Under such a framework, it becomes difficult for a country to act in line with complementarity where 

international crimes are committed by a Head of State. The fact that a trial is impossible at the 

national level immediately triggers the intervention of the ICC. Immunity provisions, particularly for 

Presidents have been strongly advocated for by many states who believe that they are an absolute 

necessity at the national level. This a position is understandable particularly since the President, as 

the Head of State, embodies the very essence and unity of the State and should be able to perform his 

functions without the threat of prosecution before the national courts.
549

 That said, the consequence 

is that for Heads of State accorded absolute immunity at the domestic level, the only viable option is 

prosecution at the ICC or any other international tribunal which has jurisdiction.
550

 They cannot be 

prosecuted before the national courts of foreign states during their tenure in office, since customary 

international law recognizes their immunity, even where they are accused of committing 

international crimes.
551

 The African Union has however adopted the position that an incumbent Head 

of State should never be subjected to prosecution before any court, including international courts and 

tribunals.
552

 This position has already put the DRC at odds with the ICC, for failing to arrest and 

surrender President Omar Al-Bashir to the Court.
553

 DRC argued that it found itself in a complex and 

ambiguous situation due to the fact that it is a State Party to the Rome Statute (under which 

immunities do not bar prosecution) and equally a member to the African Union, which had adopted 

the decision that incumbent Heads of States should not be tried before any International Court or 

tribunal during their term in office.
554

 The ICC found that DRC in acting pursuant to the AU decision 

to recognize the immunity of Al- Bashir,  had acted contrary to the provisions of the Rome Statute as 
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well as the Security Council Resolution 1593(2005) which removed such immunity for the purpose 

of the proceedings before the Court.
555

 

Despite the immunity provisions, Kenya‘s International Crimes Act is currently the substantive law 

for prosecution of international crimes. To a large extent, it provides the country with a sound legal 

framework for domestic prosecution of international crimes.  

 

The International Crimes Division  

 

The efforts to establish a Special Tribunal having failed, the country lacked an institutional 

mechanism for prosecuting the perpetrators of international crimes. To address this, Kenya‘s Judicial 

Service Commission (JSC) began exploring the possibility of establishing an International Crimes 

Division (ICD) in the High Court of Kenya. A Committee established for this purpose issued a report 

in August 2012, where it rightly observed that the Rome Statute obligates member states to punish 

international crimes and that the ICC could not deal with all the cases emanating from the 2007 post-

election violence.
556

 It recommended that an International Crimes Division be set up within the High 

Court of Kenya.
557

 This proposal was meant to anchor the ICD in the legal and constitutional 

framework, learning from the past failed attempts at amending the Constitution.   

 

Initially, the JSC Committee proposed that the ICD should have jurisdiction over the core crimes 

(genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity) in response to the 2007 post- election violence. 

However, after studying institutional models in Uganda, Rwanda, Cambodia and Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, the Committee proposed that Kenya adopts a broad approach; instead of focusing on 

the core crimes only, the division would also prosecute transnational crimes.
558

 As such the  ICD 

would be mandated to prosecute persons accused of drug trafficking, human trafficking, money 

laundering, cybercrime, terrorism, piracy, and any other international crimes as may be proscribed 

under any international instrument that Kenya is a party to.
559

 At the national level, concerns were 

raised over vesting the ICD with jurisdiction over transnational crimes; it was argued that this would 

undermine the prosecution of international crimes.
560

 Some stakeholders also felt that prosecuting 

transnational crimes would mean that the ICD handles offences under local laws, particularly Penal 
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Code
561

, Counter-Trafficking in Persons Act
562

, the Prevention of Terrorism Act.
563

 These offences 

are ordinarily prosecuted at the Magistrates Courts or the High Court; stakeholders argued that the 

ICD, in delving into this arena would lose the justification for its establishment and of being referred 

to as the International Crimes Division.
564

 Others however pointed out that transnational crimes are 

continually evolving and their increasing complexity calls for highly specialized investigations and 

prosecutions.
565

 Further, it was noted that transnational crimes can pose a grave threat to the survival 

of the nation; as such they deserved equal space and attention as international crimes.
566

 Eventually, 

a consensus was reached to maintain the dual jurisdiction of international and transnational crimes 

and to rename the division as The International and Organized Crimes Division.
567

  

 

Apart from prosecuting perpetrators of international and organized crimes, the ICD would be 

mandated to award reparations to victims bearing in mind the provisions of the Rome Statute.
568

 The 

JSC Committee was in this regard giving effect to an important part of complementarity; fulfilling 

victims‘ right to effective remedies. As observed in the introductory Chapter of this thesis, the 

burden of both prosecution of perpetrators of international crimes and reparation to victims must be 

discharged jointly by the state and the ICC, once it intervenes. Similar to the duty to prosecute, states 

bear the primary duty to provide effective remedies to the victims. As such, a framework which 

provides for investigations and prosecutions but does not make provisions for reparations to the 

victims misses an important component of complementarity.  

 

The ICD would be structures like the ICC and would adopt the latter court‘s rules, practice and 

procedures.
569

 Seven Judges would be appointed to sit in the ICD in panels comprised of three (3) 

Judges.
570

 The Judges, Prosecutors, Investigators, Defense Counsel, Legal Researchers and staff of 

the ICD would be taken through various capacity-building programs, focusing on International Law; 
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International Criminal Law with special focus of the elements of international crimes prosecuted 

before the ICD; Rules of procedure and evidence under the Rome statute and Kenyan criminal law; 

Undertaking legal research on international crimes as well as issues of reparations and compensation 

for victims.
571

 The staff would also be trained in the areas of witness protection, court management, 

and archiving and court room procedures.
572

 The proposed capacity building would be vital in 

enabling the staff of the ICD amass the necessary technical knowledge and skills for investigation, 

prosecution and adjudication of international crimes. Since the country had not dealt with 

international crimes before, capacity gaps were wide, especially for investigators and prosecutors  

who are largely drawn from the police force and do not have sufficient legal training. Given the 

complexity of international criminal law, and the fact that successful prosecution would depend on 

investigations, the kind of charges leveled and the conduct of trial, it would be difficult for ordinary 

investigators and prosecutors with little legal training to fully understand and execute the functions 

of leading investigations and prosecutions of international crimes. Perhaps foreseeing this challenge, 

the JSC Committee proposed the appointment of a Special Prosecutor for the sole purpose of 

investigating and prosecuting international crimes within the ICD.
573

 This proposal was however 

opposed by the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) who pointed out that the Constitution vests 

prosecutorial powers only in his office and appointing a Special Prosecutor would have no legal 

backing.
574

 Eventually, a compromise was reached that a Special Unit, focusing exclusively on 

prosecution of international crimes would be established within the DPP‘s office.
575

 Parliament 

would still retain the option of passing legislation to allow for appointment of a Special 

Prosecutor.
576

 Building the technical capacity of the Prosecutors deployed to the division, especially 

with regards to the contextual elements of international crimes, would be crucial before any 

investigations and prosecutions are undertaken. 

 

The ICD can provide the country with a strong institutional mechanism for investigation and 

prosecution of perpetrators of international crimes. In the context of the 2007 post-election violence, 

it can help the country seek accountability for the many perpetrators who are yet to be prosecuted. As 

it is, the ICC has proceeded with one case against two individuals, of the six who were originally 

summoned by the court.
577

 Given the scale of the 2007 post-election violence, there are several 
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perpetrators, cutting across the lower-level, middle level and high-level perpetrators who are yet to 

be prosecuted. The ICD has the potential of undertaking these prosecutions and thereby enabling the 

country to meet its primary duty of investigating and prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes. 

 

4.8 Prosecution of International Crimes at the Domestic Level 

 

Despite legal and institutional reforms, the real test of whether a country has carried its fair share of 

the burden in investigating and prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes, is in the actual 

prosecutions taking place at the national level. The kind and level of prosecutions at the domestic 

level is a pointer to a country‘s appreciation of complementarity. Further it is on the basis of 

proceedings at the domestic level that an admissibility assessment is undertaken. As such, a 

progressive legal and a sound institutional framework notwithstanding, an assessment of a country‘s 

complementarity journey can only be undertaken through analyzing the actual cases of international 

crimes that it investigates and prosecutes at the national level. 

 

Kenya lodged a second admissibility challenge at the ICC, placing reliance on the reforms outlined 

in this Chapter. It argued that these reforms would enable the country to carry out investigations and 

prosecutions into international crimes without having to set up a special court or tribunal.578
 The 

Government rightly noted that prior to the adoption of the new Constitution and the legislative and 

other reforms that had followed, it would not have been possible to request the ICC to cede 

jurisdiction to the Kenyan authorities.579
 The government further acknowledged that it was its 

primary responsibility to ensure investigation and prosecution of perpetrators of the most serious 

crimes under international law; and the ICC merely had a complementary role in cases where 

national proceedings were not effective.580 The admissibility challenge, apart from detailing the 

reforms undertaken in the State, did not mention any cases of international crimes that had been 

prosecuted at the domestic level. The Government submitted that it had been putting its house in 

order in the preceding two years, the reforms involved a process and no country should be expected 

to change its judiciary and police overnight.
581

 Having completed the reform process, it was now 

ready and would carry out investigations up to the highest levels.
582

 It submitted a road-map which it 
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would follow to ensure investigation and prosecution of perpetrators of international crimes.
583

 

Kenya‘s admissibility challenge was eventually dismissed as it failed the same-person-same-conduct 

test. The Pre-Trial Chamber also noted that there were no investigations and prosecutions at the 

domestic level and a general atmosphere of inactivity prevailed.
584

 

 

It would seem that once the admissibility challenge collapsed, the Government abandoned the road-

map to investigations and prosecutions, which had underpinned its admissibility challenge. The 

result was that the only cases prosecuted as a result of the 2007 post-election violence were a few 

scattered cases discussed below, which were  instituted immediately after the 2007 post-election 

violence and prosecuted as ordinary crimes. There was no effort made at the national level to 

prosecute anyone for international crimes and to date, no one has been prosecuted in the country for 

international crimes over the 2007-2008 post-election violence cases.  

 

With regard to prosecution for ordinary offences, reports issued by government agencies contain 

conflicting information on persons who had been prosecuted over the 2007 post-election violence. A 

government team put together to review post-election violence related cases forwarded a report to the 

Attorney General in 2009 (the 2009 Report), in which it indicated that 676 accused persons had been 

identified for prosecution
585

  Of these, cases were pending against 504 accused persons in Rift Valley 

Province; 51 in Western Province; 42 in Nyanza Province and 79 in the Coast Province.
586

 

Disturbingly, the report indicated that only 69 cases against some 170 accused persons would 

proceed to trial as some files had to be closed for lack of evidence or be referred back to the 

investigators for further investigations.
587

 Further, there were some 3627 cases which were still 

pending further investigations.
588

 The data in the 2009 report however conflicts with the data 

contained in a subsequent report (the 2011 Report) forwarded by another team constituted by the 

Attorney General to give an update on the 2007 post-election violence cases.
589

 The 2011 report 

indicated that some files had not been included in the 2009 report and that cases involving sexual and 
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gender based violence had been particularly left out.
590

According to the 2011 report, 45 convictions 

had resulted from sexual and gender-based crimes and 94 convictions from other crimes committed 

in 2007 post-election violence.
591

 The 2011 report was however self- contradictory; the tabulated 

cases of sexual and gender based crimes included crimes that had taken place before the 2007 post-

election violence.
592

 It also included irrelevant cases such as persons convicted of engaging in 

unnatural acts with animals, demonstrating the lack of accuracy ad seriousness in compiling the 

report.
593

The report did not give any update on the 3,627 cases which had been pending 

investigations since 2009 either.  

 

A third report issued by yet another task force ( the 2012 task-force) constituted  to  undertake a 

country-wide review of all cases emanating from the 2007 post-election violence painted yet a 

different picture.
594

 According to this task-force it reviewed some 6,081 files across the country. As 

at August 2012, only 24 suspects had been convicted of PEV-related charges.
595

 This contradicted 

the 2011 report which had indicated that 94 convictions had ensued. The data released by the 2012 

task-force also indicated that 889 people had been identified for having committed general offences 

while 2411 suspects were yet to be identified.
596

 For the offense of murder, only 15 people had been 

identified. For sexual and gender based crimes only 40 people had been identified. This data did not 

tally with the 2009 or 2011 reports; the 2009 report had for instance indicated that 3627 suspects 

were yet to be identified
597

 while the 2011 report indicated that 94 persons had been convicted and 

some 62 cases were pending before court.
598

  

 

The source of the contradictions is not difficult to discern. In most of the cases prosecuted as a result 

of the post-election violence, no link was made with the context in which the crimes were 

committed. Field visits to various courts around the country between May- August 2012 (Nakuru 

High Court, Eldoret High Court, Kisumu High Court and the High Court in Nairobi) confirmed that 

none of the court stations had any identifiable data or could, with precision, provide the number of 

persons prosecuted over the 2007 post-election violence cases. One seeking this information had to 

peruse all the criminal files opened from March 2008. Even then, unless a conviction ensued and the 
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Judgement indicated that the case emanated from the 2007 post-election violence, there was no 

manner of knowing which cases were linked to the violence. Instructively, Kenya‘s 2007 post-

election violence did not result in a substantial or complete break-down of structures, yet the data 

was hard to come by. Even the multi-agency task forces comprising of persons drawn from across 

various criminal justice agencies were hard-pressed to come up with accurate data on identified 

suspects, prosecutions, and convictions as demonstrated in the reports analyzed herein.   

 

 The second major concern is the kind of offences pursued against the suspects. While it had been 

difficult to prosecute for international crimes as explained earlier in this Chapter, there wasn‘t any 

effort to ensure prosecutions for serious crimes. Most of the suspects were prosecuted for minor 

offences such as taking part in a riot, burglary, publishing a false rumour, creating disturbance, stock 

theft, possession of offensive weapons, stealing, handling stolen goods, assault, house breaking and 

other misdemeanors.
599

 Very few persons were charged over serious offences such as murder, 

manslaughter, arson or sexual and gender-based crimes.
600

  

 

Even where the cases proceeded to court, there were many acquittals, primarily as a result of poor 

investigations. Two cases which had captured national attention due to their gravity ended up in 

acquittals. In the first case, four people charged with arson in relation to the burning down of a 

church in Kiambaa, in which between 25-35, mostly women and children were burned to death, were 

acquitted for lack of evidence because of poor police investigations.
601

  In the second case, a police 

officer prosecuted for the murder of two unarmed protesters was acquitted despite the fact that he 

had been captured on film shooting the two victims; the court noted that the investigations had been 

bungled up or deliberately tampered with as the gun produced in court as evidence was different 

from the gun the officer had at the time of the incident.
602

  

 

The marginal prosecutions led to a wide impunity gap and unmet demands for justice. The 2012 task 

force eventually concluded that many of the perpetrators of the PEV would not be prosecuted after 

all, due to lack of evidence as the investigations carried out in most cases had been wanting, leading 

to insufficient evidence.
603

 For the murder cases, the task force found that most files were incomplete 
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and did not contain crucial information such as statements of complainants and investigating officers. 

Further, the scenes of crime could not be identified with certainty.
604

 With regard to sexual and 

gender based crimes, most of the victims had failed to report the attacks immediately after they 

occurred due to shame and fear of being ostracized by their families and the society. Further, some 

were displaced and the general environment of the skirmishes made it difficult for them to report. 

Even when they eventually reported, they were unable to identify the perpetrators and most attacks 

had happened at night or perpetrated by persons unknown to the victims.
605

 For general offenses, 

again lack of identification was a major problem. Most people whose houses had been burnt had fled 

their homes and were unable to identify the perpetrators. Even where identification was attempted, 

most people described the general identification of the attackers by tribe, war songs, language or by 

nicknames or aliases. As such, it was very difficult for the police to apprehend any suspects.
606

   

The overall finding of the task-force was that it was no longer possible to prosecute anyone over the 

2007-2008 post-election violence cases.
607

  Convictions over serious crimes ensued in the following 

cases: 

 

Murder 

 

As at February 2014, only three people had been convicted for murder arising out of the 2007-2008 

post-election violence. The first conviction was in the case of Republic vs Robert Kipng‟etich 

Kemboi and Kirkland Kipng‟eno Lang‟at
608

  who were both convicted of murder. They were found 

to have been part of a mob that accosted a vehicle attacking the passengers and killing two police 

officers on 31
st
 December 2007. They were both sentenced to death but their sentences were later 

commuted to life imprisonment. The second conviction was that of Republic vs Peter Kipkemboi 

Ruto.
609

 The accused was given a life sentence for the murder of Kamau Kimani, his neighbor, on 

January 1
st
 , 2008.The third conviction for murder was in the case of Republic vs. John Kimita 

Mwaniki
610

 who was accused of killing 3 people. This case was interesting because the offence of 

murder was committed on 27
th

 November 2007, one month before the violence. However, the case 

was linked to the violence due to the ethnic animosity that began before the elections, with the Judge 

observing that it was a case of ethnic tensions which heightened just before the elections, targeting 

Kikuyu and Kalenjin homesteads. The accused was part of a group of 20 men who had attacked the 
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home of one Esther Bore, a Kalenjin. The accused was sentenced to 30 years imprisonment without 

an option for parole for the first 20 years. 

 
Robbery with Violence 

 

A conviction for robbery with violence ensued in the case of Republic vs James Mbugua Ndung‟u 

and Raymond Munene Kamau
611

 where the two were accused of having robbed a lady of Kshs. 7, 

500 (approximately 100 USD) on 5
th

 February 2008 and threatened her with violence at the time of 

robbery. It would seem from the facts of the case that the two accused persons took advantage of the 

general mayhem and breakdown of law and order to commit the crime. They were both sentenced to 

death for the robbery with violence and their conviction and sentence upheld on appeal.
612

 Other 

convictions for robbery with violence ensued in the cases of Republic vs Willy Kipng‟eno Rotich and 

seven others
613

  and in the case of Republic vs. Charles Kipkumi Chepkwony.
614

 

 

Sexual and Gender Based Crimes 

 

As at 2014, there had not been any conviction on the basis of sexual and gender based crimes. The 

explanations given by the state agencies were that many of the reported cases were withdrawn as a 

result of failure to trace the complainants, who, having been displaced by the conflict fled to other 

parts of the country or to IDP camps.
615

 Another challenge faced in pursuing this category of crimes 

was that most reports to the police were made more than one year after the violence making it 

difficult to preserve the necessary evidence.
616

 Further, most hospitals had not kept records which 

could be used for purposes of prosecution.
617

 Most victims could not identify their perpetrators either 

and it became difficult to mount any identification parade, years after the crimes were committed. 

Unsatisfied by these explanations, some victims, assisted by Non-Governmental Organizations, 

approached the civil courts in a class action against the state seeking remedies for injuries, personal 

loss and violation of their fundamental rights as a result of the sexual violence visited upon them 

during the 2007-2008 chaos. 
618

 While this case is yet to be heard, it is instructive however that the 

victims in these cases decry the lack of prosecutions of their attackers and lack of reparations.  
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From the above analysis, I draw the conclusion that the ICC intervention in Kenya only resulted in 

structural reforms at the judicial level and not at the investigative level. While the Judiciary had 

become more independent, financially resourced and was developing its technical capacity to handle 

international crimes, the investigative arm had been left behind. The result was a capable judiciary, 

able and willing to handle international crimes, and a technically weak investigation team, which was 

ill-equipped to investigate and prosecute international crimes. Investigations, even after the ICC‘s 

intervention, were carried out under strict Kenyan criminal code and not under international criminal 

law norms. Further, investigations were carried out by a police force which was yet to undergo 

reforms as was required in the new constitutional dispensation and whose capacity on international 

criminal law was yet to be built. Poor remuneration, poor state of police stations, lack of forensic 

facilities and poor storage of evidence all affected the capacity of the law enforcement agencies to 

thoroughly investigate the PEV cases.  By February 2014, the Director of Public Prosecutions clearly 

stated that there were no cases capable of prosecution from the 2007-2008 post-election violence.
619

 

 

4.10 Redress for Victims 

 

The premise of this thesis was that victims‘ rights remain tied to and cannot be divorced from 

complementarity analyses. Complementarity in the strict legal sense places the burden of prosecution 

on the state, failing which the ICC steps in. In the practical sense however, victims‘ rights are 

embedded in this search for justice, whether at the national or international level. As is the case with 

perpetrators, the ICC will normally only admit a handful of victims hence a state‘s complementarity 

obligations must extend to how it deals with the bulk of the victims in the situation country. 

Prosecution of perpetrators for purposes of complementarity meets the victims‘ right to justice, 

which is just one element of their entitlement; a state should fulfil all other entitlements to the 

victims in order to abide by its complementarity obligations.
620

  

 

In the Kenyan situation, some 93 victims have so far been admitted to participate in the ICC 

proceedings. Over 400,000 victims from the 2007-2008 post-election violence cases have had to rely 

on the state for effective remedies for the harm they suffered. Some of these victims lost their 

relatives from the 1,133 deaths that occurred as a result of the violence. 3,531 victims suffered 
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injuries.
621

 Over 600 people suffered sexual and gender-based violence.
622

 It is estimated that 

350,000 people were displaced
623

 with some reports placing the number at 600,000.
624

 Over 100,000 

people lost their property.
625

 

 

The state initially focused on resettlement of IDPs. Some of the IDPs were given 10,000 Kenya 

Shillings (approximately USD 150) as resettlement expenses and 25,000 Kenya Shillings 

(Approximately USD 375) for home construction.
626

 The state also purchased land to resettle some 

IDPs while others were asked to return to their homes in an operation dubbed ‗operation rudi 

nyumbani‟ (translating to ‗operation go back home‘).
627

 These efforts were fraught with difficulties; 

poor coordination; lack of accurate data on the IDPs and lack of consultations with the victims on 

safe return to their homes. The money given for resettlement was paltry and was not enough to feed a 

family even for one month, yet the IDPs were expected to construct their homes and meet all their 

financial needs with this amount until they were stable enough to fend for themselves.
628

  The entire 

resettlement process took close to four years, during which time most IDPs lived in camps under 

deplorable conditions. They were not compensated for this and they did not get any other assistance 

from the State. Four years after the violence, many of the resettled people were still trying to get 

access to the very basic needs, including food and proper shelter.
629

 Most of those resettled were 

unable to find employment and were struggling daily to get some form of livelihood. Some IDPs did 

not benefit from the cash allocation as they had sought safe havens immediately after the violence, 

instead of going to the IDP camps. These IDPs, referred to as ‗integrated‘ IDPs, are still waiting for 

any form of reparations, 7 years after the violence.
630

 

 

Other than the IDPs, no other victim of the 2007 post-election violence got any form of reparations 

from the state. The state completely overlooked its responsibilities towards these victims, forcing 

them to approach the national courts‘ for reparations.
631
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One major obstacle in addressing the victims‘ rights was the lack of a legal or policy framework.  

The initiatives pursued were as such haphazard and did not take into account the rights of the victims 

and the government‘s primary responsibility in respecting and fulfilling those rights. Actually, even 

the little amount of money given to the IDPs was viewed by the state as ‗assistance‘ rather than an 

entitlement. Various civil society organizations pushed for a legal and policy framework, resulting in 

the drafting of a Victims Protection Bill; an Internally Displaced Persons‘ Act and an Internally 

Displaced Persons‘ policy. The Victims Protection Bill aims to give effect to the rights of victims of 

crime, give them access to information and support services and provide them with reparations.
632

 

The enforcement of the victims‘ rights under the Bill is however pegged on the outcome of the 

criminal prosecutions as reparations may only be paid by an accused person upon conviction.
633

 

Where the convicted person is unable to pay reparations, there is no mechanism for the victim to 

obtain the same from the state. A Victims Protection Trust Fund is established under the Bill for 

purposes of assisting victims with rehabilitation services and psychosocial support; it does not extend 

to payment of compensation to victims. Despite these shortcomings, the Bill presents a good start for 

claiming of victims‘ rights in a system that had hitherto ignored all these rights.  

 

The Prevention, Protection and Assistance to Internally Displaced Persons Act (IDP Act) also 

provides for a rights-based approach in dealing with situations of mass displacement.
634

 It puts in 

place a framework for prevention, protection and providing assistance to IDPs, taking into account 

their rights under the Constitution.
635

 The Act criminalizes arbitrary displacement when committed 

in the context of international crimes.
636

 The Act also outlines procedures for resettlement of 

internally displaced persons in line with human rights standards, and places upon the state the 

responsibility of ensuring these services to the IDPs.
637

 A draft national policy was developed to 

provide durable solutions and establish an institutional framework for dealing with the IDP situation. 

The IDP law and policy, although coming rather post the events, provide the state with a 

comprehensive framework for assisting displaced victims in a manner that will protect their rights 

even as they face displacement. 
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4.11 Conclusion 

 

The above analysis demonstrates that there was no genuine attempt to systematically address 

international crimes in the context of 2007 post-election violence. The country failed to act in line 

with complementarity by not putting in place mechanisms to prosecute the middle and lower lever 

perpetrators immediately after the 2007-2008 post-election violence. The constitutional and legal 

reforms subsequently undertaken were commendable. So was the effort to establish an International 

Crimes Division. But these reforms were not helpful in dealing with previous atrocities, largely due 

to the ex post facto prohibition. In terms of actual prosecutions, in so far as no one was prosecuted 

for international crimes, the country did not meet its primary obligation under the Rome Statute to 

investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes, whenever they occur.  

 

I draw the conclusion that the state did not carry its fair share of the burden in the context of seeking 

accountability for the crimes committed during the 2007 post-election violence. In terms of 

prosecutions, it is fair to say that it did not carry any burden at all.   The country left the entire burden 

to the ICC. Even the few cases prosecuted as ordinary crimes were unsystematically pursued, and 

there was no conscious effort to link them to the post-election violence, hence the inaccurate data 

from criminal justice officers. Nearly seven years later, one can appreciate the position taken by the 

DPP that there may be no cases to prosecute due to lack of evidence resulting from poor 

investigations conducted at the time.  

 

The concern over this scenario is two-fold. First, it highlights one major challenge of 

complementarity;   the ICC can do its part, but where a state fails to do its part, which is supposed to 

be bigger ( since the state is left with most perpetrators and victims), the international community 

seems powerless to enforce the state‘s duty to investigate and prosecute. Such has been the case with 

Kenya, where several years later, there is no prosecution in sight. The NGOs which had pushed 

fervently for a special tribunal eventually, in the face of lack of political will,  accepted the idea of an 

International Crimes Division in the High Court, and as the years have gone by, are being forced to 

accept that prosecution for international crimes arising out of the 2007 post-election violence may 

never happen. 
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The second concern is the impunity gap that this scenario creates and the feeling of helplessness on 

the part of victims. This problem becomes grave in situations where victims still live in the same 

places they did in 2007, and can identify their attackers.  

 

Further, the victims did not get reparation for the losses they suffered during the 2007 post-election 

violence. Some victims were completely ignored while a number of IDPs were given token sums of 

money that could not enable them restart their lives. Most of the victims have had to move to the 

civil courts to seek compensation from the state. The conclusion I draw in this regard is that the state 

also failed to carry its fair share of the burden with regard to the victims of the 2007 post-election 

violence.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT’S INTERVENTION IN UGANDA 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

Uganda has been embroiled in a long-standing conflict with the Lord‘s Resistance Army (LRA) 

since 1988. The LRA, an insurgent group led by Joseph Kony, had waged against Uganda in what 

began as a Non-International Armed Conflict, but quickly spiraled to South Sudan, Central African 

Republic and the Democratic Republic of Congo, as the LRA spread out and launched attacks from 

neighboring countries. The LRA conflict can be traced back to 1986 when Museveni‘s National 

Resistance Movement (NRM) took over power from Titus Okello‘s government after five years of 

guerrilla war.
638

 Museveni‘s NRM faced opposition from several rebel groups after taking over the 

government, out of which two distinct groups emerged.
639

 One such group was the Uganda Peoples 

Democratic Army (UPDA), which was composed of former government soldiers and politicians.
640

 

The second major group was The Holy Spirit Movement (HSP), formed by Alice Auma Lakwena, a 

traditional healer/medium, who claimed to be able to purify her followers by anointing them in oil 

which would allegedly make them immune to bullets.
641

 It is reported that many of her followers 

were killed because of their belief in her claims that the oil would protect them from the bullets.
642

  

This movement however proved to be highly effective, and attracted several thousand followers 

before it was eventually subdued in 1987.
643

 In late 1988, the UPDA began peace negotiations with 

the government, leading to a cease-fire and later a Peace Accord being signed between the two 

sides.
644

  Some UPDA forces who were uncomfortable with the  Peace Accord  and the remnants of 

Lakwena‘s fighters joined a group led by Joseph Kony, first known as Uganda People's Democratic 

Christian Army, later changing the  name to Uganda Christian Democratic Army  and finally to the 

Lord's Resistance Army (LRA).
645
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Kony, like Lakwena, based his rebellion on some mystical powers, claiming to be cleansing the 

Acholi people of spiritual contamination. He declared himself a ‗spokesperson‘ of God, seeking to 

‗liberate‘ Uganda and govern it based on the 10 commandments.
646

 While claims to spiritual powers 

may seem rather unreal and of no interest to international criminal justice, surprisingly, international 

criminal tribunals are sometimes called upon to adjudge one‘s responsibility even in the context of 

such mystical powers. The Special Court for Sierra Leone was confronted with this issue in the Civil 

Defence Forces case when analyzing the responsibility of Alieu Kondewa.
647

 Within the CDF, 

Kondewa assumed the role of ‗High Priest‘. He presided over all the initiation ceremonies of new 

members and prepared concoctions which the fighters would rub on themselves to make them 

invincible to bullets.
648

 The fighters would line up before him for benediction before proceeding to 

battle and he claimed to be able to read their fortunes and advice if it was proper for each fighter to 

proceed to the battle field.
649

 Kondewa never went to the battle field or gave orders of a strategic or 

operational nature so his culpability on both aiding and abetting as well as on superior responsibility 

rested on the fact that the fighters believed he had mystical powers.
650

  The Trial Chamber analyzed 

this in depth and when finding Kondewa responsible for aiding and abetting attacks in certain areas, 

noted that no fighter would go to war without his blessings because they believed that he transferred 

his mystical powers to them and made them immune to bullets.
651

 On superior responsibility 

however, the SCSL Trial Chamber concluded that while Kondewa had command over fighters in 

most areas, based on their belief in his mystical powers, where he did not possess the ability to 

prevent or punish the fighters for their criminal acts, effective control could not be established.
652

  

 

It is as such not outlandish to think that the issue of Kony‘s control over his fighters, through claims 

to mystical powers, could come up should he be apprehended and put to trial. Kony‘s LRA remained 

one of the fiercest forces in Uganda, maintaining a guerilla campaign against the government and 

increasingly, against anyone who collaborated with it.
653

 Its insurgency became one of the most 

durable, defying both military action and political solutions. It eventually spiraled into the violent 
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conflict in Northern Uganda that would persist for over 25 years.
654

 Interestingly, the LRA 

insurgency lacked any clear political objective.
655

 It initially claimed that the causes of the war were 

ideological objections to NRM; lack of confidence in the NRM; the NRM‘s failure to hold elections; 

the NRM‘s management of the economy and lack of Northerners in the government, amongst other 

claims.
656

 They further claimed to be representing the grievances of the Acholi people but ironically, 

it was the Acholi who would later bear the brunt of LRA attacks, in the form of indiscriminate 

killings and the abduction of children to become fighters, auxiliaries, and sex slaves.
657

 This violence 

is thought to have been a result of the LRA‘s failure to mobilize the Acholi people against the 

government; the rebels interpreted this as a preference for the government side and intensified its 

attacks against the Acholi.
658

 As the conflict raged on, it became difficult to discern the LRA‘s 

motivation for fighting. They based their continued war on their firm belief that their struggle against 

the NRM is a divine cause that is being directed and guided by God, through his prophet Kony, a 

belief which is inculcated into fighters by intense and systematic indoctrination.
659

 

 

In the mid- 90s, the situation gained another dimension when LRA became an actor in the broader 

regional conflict between Uganda and Sudan. In retaliation of Museveni‘s support to the Sudan‘s 

People Liberation Army (SPLA), the Sudanese government began supporting Kony and his men 

financially and militarily, transforming the rebel movement into a well-equipped military 

enterprise.
660

 The Sudanese government also gave the LRA a safe haven, allowing them to launch 

operations from South Sudan, making it difficult for the Ugandan government troops to net and 

defeat the rebels.
661

 The LRA, invigorated by this support, escalated the abductions, looting and 

killings over the course of the next ten years.
662

 The LRA would strike in the North, loot, kill, abduct 
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children and quickly retreat in its jungle bases in Southern Sudan to evade capture, rearm and 

reorganize in readiness to strike again.
663

 

 

The first major attempt to negotiate peace with the LRA was led in 1993 by the then Minister for 

Pacification for Northern Uganda, Betty Bigombe. This process however collapsed, largely due to 

mistrust displayed by the LRA (who believed the government was out to arrest them) and the 

arrogance of the NRA (who belittled the LRA and expected them to negotiate their 

surrender).
664

From 1994 – 1996, after the failed peace process, the war entered its most violent 

phase. The government subsequently moved thousands of the Acholi people to IDP camps to protect 

the civilians and make it easier for the military to pursue the LRA.  

 

In 2002, under intense international pressure, the Sudan government cut off assistance to the LRA, 

signed an agreement with Uganda and allowed UPDF to launch a major offensive attack against the 

LRA in Southern Sudan.
665

 This plan however failed as the LRA crossed back to Uganda where they 

intensified their attacks against the civilian population, abducting and killing them, looting villages 

and attacking the internally displaced people‘s camps.
666

 The war between the LRA and Ugandan 

government raged on, but did not attract international attention as it seemed to be overshadowed by 

other regional conflicts in Darfur, DRC, Somalia and the genocide in Rwanda. By 2003, feeling 

helpless, and having just ratified the Rome Statute, Museveni saw a window of opportunity in the 

international system and decided to approach the ICC Prosecutor to investigate war crimes and 

crimes against humanity committed by the LRA. Uganda became the first country to invoke the 

state- referral mechanism under Article 14 of the Rome Statute.
667

 In 2005, the ICC issued arrest 

warrants against 5 LRA leaders.
668
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The arrest warrants were issued as another round of peace talks was scheduled to begin in Juba in 

2006.  While some argued that the issuance of arrest warrants could have played a role in pushing the 

LRA to the negotiating table, as the talks progressed, it became clear that the warrants were a very 

real obstacle to achieving an end to the conflict.
669

 In particular, the LRA refused to sign the Final 

Peace Agreement in 2008 unless the warrants were withdrawn, making the entire strategy of forcing 

them to the negotiation table by dangling the arrest warrants counterproductive.
670

 A mixture of 

military intervention, threats of ICC arrest warrants, peace negotiations, amnesties and traditional 

justice mechanisms were all pursued by Museveni‘s government but none seemed to solve the LRA 

problem. 

 

5.2 International Crimes Committed in Northern Uganda  

 

For over 27 years, the LRA has waged war in Northern Uganda, sometimes launching attacks from 

bordering countries, particularly Sudan, DRC, and Central African Republic. While Sudan offered 

extensive support to the LRA in terms of military and logistical support, such support did not extend 

to directing or controlling the activities of the LRA, or even helping in the planning of LRA activities 

against Uganda, which would have had the effect of attributing responsibility to Sudan or changing 

the nature of the conflict. In other words, Sudan‘s support to the LRA neither satisfies the effective 

control
671

 nor the overall control
672

 tests. The conflict between LRA and Uganda as such remained a 

Non-International Armed Conflict at all times. 

 

When the LRA moved to Eastern Congo, the DRC allowed Uganda to send in troops pursue them.  

The troops however stayed longer than allowed, prompting DRC to file a case against Uganda at the 
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ICJ.
673

 Uganda claimed self-defence, arguing that its presence in DRC had been to secure its borders 

and to neutralize dissident groups which had been receiving assistance from the Government of the 

DRC and the Sudan.
674

 The ICJ ruled against Uganda on the issue of self-defence, and further found 

that UPDF had been responsible for massive violations of human rights and humanitarian law in 

Eastern Congo.
675

 The nature of activities in DRC did not however affect the character of the conflict 

between the LRA and Uganda, which remained a NIAC in the absence of covert hostilities between 

Uganda and the countries thought to be providing support to LRA. The applicable law to the conflict 

is Common Article 3 to the 1949 Geneva Conventions of 1949, the Second Additional Protocol of 

1977 to the Geneva Conventions, and customary international humanitarian law. The war crimes that 

LRA is suspected to have committed are prohibited by Article 8 (2) (c) and (e) of the Rome Statute 

while the crimes against humanity are punishable under Article 7 of the Rome Statute. 

 

Forced enlisting of Children  

 

Recruitment and use of child soldiers in hostilities is perhaps the most glaring of the war crimes 

committed by the LRA.  The LRA began abducting children and young people to fill its ranks in the 

early 1980s.
676

 The LRA would often storm villages and schools to abduct the children. These 

children were force-marched to Sudan, with many dying of injuries, disease, exhaustion and 

starvation during the arduous journey.
677

 Survivors received rudimentary military training, were 

indoctrinated and subsequently deployed to fight for the LRA.
678

 Apart from receiving military 

training, these children were abused and often used as laborers, sex slaves, or human shields in 

combat.
679

 They were also forced to commit atrocities, often torturing, killing people (including their 

own parents) and burning villages. They were compelled to commit these crimes or would be 

maimed or killed if they didn‘t; as such, they were in themselves victims of the LRA.
680

 They served 

as weapons of terror against their own parents and community, creating in the process a sense of 

hopelessness, despair and hatred for the government for failing to protect them from being 
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abducted.
681

  The girls were often forced into marriage by the LRA rank and file, with Kony himself 

maintaining a number of them as his wives.
682

 It is estimated that children constituted up to eighty 

percent of the LRA‘s membership.
683

 In terms of numbers, estimates indicate that between 1986 and 

2006, the LRA abducted a total of 75000 people of whom approximately 38000 were children.
684

 

 

Additional Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions of 1977 prohibits all recruitment of children under 

the age of 15 or their use in hostilities.
685

 This standard is binding on both state and non-state actors 

and is now considered customary international law.
686

 Further, the Optional Protocol to the 

Convention on the Rights of the Child in Armed Conflict of 2000 prohibits recruitment of any person 

who is below the age of 18.
687

 Article 8(2) (e) (vii) of the Rome Statute recognizes as a war crime, 

conscripting or enlisting children under the age of fifteen years into armed forces or groups or using 

them to participate actively in hostilities. 

 

Sexual and Gender Based Crimes  

 

The LRA committed widespread sexual and gender-based crimes. Sexual abuse was committed 

largely in the form of rape and forced marriage, the victims of these being the women and girls 

abducted as well as the civilian population in places which the LRA attacked. Although some reports 

indicate that the LRA did not rape its victims indiscriminately as combatants were expected to 

abstain from sex unless given permission,
688

 other reports include testimonies by survivors that rape 

did occur in several instances.
689

 In many cases, the rape was performed in front of other people, 

including family members and many victims saw it as being used as a form of torture rather than 

sexual satisfaction of the perpetrators.
690

Most girls and women who were abducted were raped once 

they were taken to the camps. It has been observed that the few incidents of rape in the field and the 
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gang rape after returning to base suggests that these crimes are accepted amongst the LRA only if 

committed according to orders.
691

 

 

Within the LRA, forced marriage was used as a reward and incentive for soldiers.
692

 Kony is 

reported to have forcibly married more than 40 women and to have fathered dozens of children 

through rape and forced marriage.
693

 At any one time his commanders had on average five forced 

wives, while lower level fighters had one or two.
694

 These women and girls were also forced to do 

domestic chores and in some instances to take up arms and engage in combat activities. Due to the 

widespread nature of sexual offences, there has been some dissatisfaction from the fact that Joseph 

Kony is the only surviving LRA leader facing counts of sexual offences at the ICC, after the demise 

of Rasta Lukwiya the other commander similarly charged.
695

 The ICC Prosecutor proffered charges 

against Kony for sexual enslavement and rape as crimes against humanity under Article 7(1) (g); and 

inducing rape as a war crime under Article 8(2)(e)(vi). Forced marriage, to which the LRA subjected 

many women, is not codified as a separate crime under the Rome Statute. The place of forced 

marriage in international criminal law has elicited a lot of debate. The Special Court for Sierra Leone 

has had occasion to comprehensively analyze the concept of ―forced marriage‖. The Prosecutor of 

the SCSL brought charges of forced marriage as a crime against humanity, characterizing it under 

―other inhumane acts.‖
696

 The Trial Chamber held that force marriage was subsumed within sexual 

slavery, but the Appeals Chamber reversed this, accepting that forced marriage was a separate and 

distinct crime against humanity.
697

 This elicited discussions as to whether the SCSL was creating a 

new crime not recognized under the Statute of the Special Court and the specificity of forced 

marriage as a distinct crime. 
698

 Persuasive arguments have been put forward on the distinct nature of 

forced marriage from other forms of sexual offences. It has for instance been pointed out that while 
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all the constituent elements of forced marriage are sufficiently recognized and punished under 

international law, forced marriage goes beyond in so far as it constitutes inescapability of these 

elements (rape, sexual slavery, torture, forced pregnancy and enslavement).
699

 For some scholars, the 

multi-layered and distinctive nature of forced marriage should favour their categorization as an 

‗other inhumane acts‘ rather than as a sexual crime under the Rome Statute.
700

 Other scholars 

however argue that forced marriage should be a stand-alone crime in the Rome Statute.
701

 

 

The approach taken by the ICC Prosecutor in the charges against Kony and his team has been 

criticized for failing to recognize the forced status of the marriage and its magnitude and breadth 

within the LRA.
702

 As contrasted with Sierra Leone, the Prosecutor‘s approach has been criticized 

for lacking the potential for progressive jurisprudential development in this important area of 

international crimes.
703

 However, since the trials are yet to begin, it would perhaps be prudent to wait 

and see whether the indictments will change in the course of the trial or the approach that the Trial 

Chamber will adopt in analyzing the crime of forced marriage. 

 

Directing Attacks against the Civilian Population  

 

Other than the atrocities committed on those it abducted, the LRA notoriously terrorized civilians in 

Northern Uganda, particularly the Acholi population. The main aim of this extreme violence was to 

instill terror in the civilian population and dissuade them from collaborating with the government.
704

 

They also terrorized the civilians as a means to obtain supplies which would sustain them in the bush 

as they fought on.  

 

Many of the attacks were carefully planned and ambushes occurred mostly in places where 

government presence was thin. The attacks often resulted in murder, sexual abuse/assault, and 

various forms of physical and mental torture, maiming and mutilations. Maiming and mutilations 

were used as a common form of punishment particularly to those who were considered government 

collaborators. The LRA used machetes to cut off lips, noses and ears of the suspected collaborators. 

The gravity and scale in which the atrocities were committed transformed the acts to crimes against 
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humanity while their nexus with the armed conflict resulted in war crimes as defined under the Rome 

Statute. The Prosecutor resultantly indicted the LRA commanders for intentionally directing an 

attack against a civilian population - Article 8(2)(e)(i); cruel treatment of civilians - Article 8(2)(c)(i) 

and inhumane acts of inflicting serious bodily injury and suffering - Article 7(1)(k) of the Rome 

Statute. 

 

Murder  

 

Murder was also committed both in the villages attacked and on those abducted who failed to abide 

by the orders issued by the LRA, even if the person was physically incapable of carrying out the task. 

The LRA had callous disregard for human life and killed many at will, sometimes out of simple 

annoyance.
705

 Most abductees were also forced to kill their relatives, including parents while others 

looked on.
706

 They were also often forced to kill the combatants condemned to die by the LRA. As 

such, the leaders were charged with several counts of murder as a crime against humanity under 

Article 7(1) (a) and as a war crime under Article 8(2) (c) (i) of the Rome Statute. 

 

Forced Displacement 

 

The LRA atrocities were widespread and caused massive displacement of the civilian population. 

Many people were moved to the IDP camps by the state, ostensibly to protect them from the LRA 

attacks.
707

 At the height of displacement in 2005, roughly two million people, constituting 90% - 

95% of the population of the Acholi, and 33% of the population of Lango Sub-Region had internally 

been displaced due to the conflict.
708

At the camps, violence, impoverishment and humiliation 

continued as most of the camps were poorly protected and the LRA carried out some of its largest 

massacres in and around camps.
709

  

 

Pillaging, looting and destruction of property 

 

The LRA attacked villages and looted food and property to sustain their lives in the bush. As a result 

thousands of people lost their property during the conflict to looting and pillaging.
710

 While Northern 

Uganda was the most affected, they extended the looting to other parts of Uganda, often preying on 

unprepared and unsuspecting civilians.  
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When the ICC issued the arrest warrants, Joseph Kony faced twelve counts for crimes against 

humanity and twenty one counts for war crimes. The charges for crimes against humanity included: 

Rape- Article 7(1) (g); sexual enslavement -Articles 7(1) (g); murder- Article 7(1) (a) enslavement- 

Article 7(1) (c); inhumane acts of inflicting serious bodily injury and suffering - Article 7(1) (k). 

Charges under war crimes included: Inducing of Rape-Article 8(2)(e)(vi); murder - Article 8(2)(c)(i); 

cruel treatment of civilians-Article 8(2)(c)(i); intentionally directing an attack against a civilian 

population-Article 8(2)(e)(i); pillaging-Article 8(2)(e)(v); forced enlisting of children -8(2)(e)(vii).
711

 

 

5.3 Selective Justice? 

 

The Ugandan government forces are also reported to have committed serious crimes in the context of 

the LRA-Uganda conflict. First operating under the banner of NRA (National Resistance Army) and 

later renamed Uganda People‘s Defence Force (UPDF), they are reported to have committed outright 

atrocities during the conflict period; including murder, rape, the enlistment of children and torture.
712

  

Further crimes were committed when the NRA/UPDF was dispatched to Northern Uganda to contain 

the LRA. These forces are  alleged to have been involved in killing of civilians, some of whom were 

buried in latrines and mass graves or burnt alive in their houses; looting of property and destruction 

of homesteads and crops by burning ;cattle rustling; raping of girls and women and sexual assault on 

men; torturing many people, particularly through cutting their limbs and leaving them to die, 

launching indiscriminate attacks on the civilian population under the guise of  ‗clearing the areas of 

rebels.‘
713

   

 

The UPDF are further reported to have engaged in intense violence  in the Gulu district in 1996, 

when the government instituted its policy of forced displacement and drove hundreds of thousands of 

Acholi peasants out of their villages into camps through a campaign of murder, intimidation, and the 

bombing and burning of entire villages.
714

 After the formation of the camps, the UPDF announced 

that anyone found outside of the camps would be considered a rebel and killed; the UPDF actually 

proceeded to shoot several people they found outside the camps on the ground that they were rebels 
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or ―rebel collaborators‖.
715

 Inside the camps, torture and mistreatment, particularly severe beatings, 

continued. The UPDF also committed rape and other sexual violence in the camps.
716

 Although the 

worst crimes committed by the army date back to the late 1980s, it is reported that even after 2002, 

the UPDF regularly looted and committed rape in the IDP camps.
717

 They also tortured and 

unlawfully killed many civilians.
718

 It has also been argued that the government policy of mass 

displacement and forced internment of the Acholi population constitutes a war crime or crime against 

humanity. 
719

 Olara Otunnu, the former UN Under Secretary-General and Special Representative for 

Children and Armed Conflict has pointed out that the internment is an explicit government policy 

that targets the Acholi as a group and has led to hundreds of thousands of deaths and the slow 

destruction of an entire ethnic group; it in fact amounts to genocide.
720

 

 

That the ICC Prosecutor did not institute charges against any member of the UPDF has always 

remained a point of criticism. In the face of mounting evidence of the UPDFs atrocities against the 

civilians, there was expectation that the Prosecutor would have brought charges against some 

members of the UPDF. The first Prosecutor, Louis Moreno-Ocampo initially indicated that his office 

would ‗interpret the scope of the referral consistently with the principles of the Rome Statute, and 

would analyze crimes within the situation of Northern Uganda by whomever committed.
721

 However 

when the warrants were unsealed, there were no charges against members of UPDF and the OTP has 

over the years maintained that there is as yet insufficient evidence to proffer charges against any 

member of the UPDF. Failure to investigate the UPDF seems to stem from the manner in which the 

referral was made; it targeted only members of the LRA. While it was eventually amended to refer to 

the ‗situation in Uganda‘, still, the substance enumerated just the crimes committed by the LRA 

against both the civilian population and the UPDF. The UPDF on the other hand were portrayed in a 

positive light, particularly as being the protectors of the civilian population against the LRA and 

providing security in the protected villages.
722

 Reading through the referral, which was rife with 

atrocities committed by the LRA and included documentary evidence and reports from various 

sources, it would have found it difficult to use it as a basis to initiate investigations on the UPDF. In 

fact, soon after receiving the referral, the Prosecutor issued a statement saying ―The criterion for 

selection of the first case was gravity. We analyzed the gravity of all crimes in Northern Uganda 
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committed by the LRA and Ugandan forces. Crimes committed by the LRA were much more 

numerous and of much higher gravity than alleged crimes committed by the UPDF. We therefore 

started with an investigation of the LRA.‖
723

 This statement contradicts several reports, each giving 

details of atrocities of ‗murder, rape, the enlistment of children, arbitrary arrest and torture by the 

UPDF or government militias, or the mass internment of the peoples of  Northern Uganda, which 

seem to have met the threshold of war crimes and the crimes against humanity under the Rome 

Statute.
724

  

 

In a self-referral, the State cannot be expected to outline crimes committed by its forces against the 

civilians. It will normally take the approach of outlining the crimes of the adversary. But once a 

referral is made, the Prosecutor can use the powers vested upon him by Article 53 of the Rome 

Statute to investigate the entire situation and thereby cover the other side of the conflict. 

Alternatively, even if the Prosecutor limits the Article 53 powers to the referral received, where he 

has received other independent information on crimes committed by the referring State, there is 

nothing in the Statute that prevents the OTP from initiating a proprio motu investigation under 

Article 15 of the Statute. The only apprehension here is that the self-referring state may stop co-

operating once investigations are initiated against it but the overall outcome is a scenario that 

portrays a balanced sense of justice and fairness in the selection of cases before the ICC, principles 

that in my view should not be traded in for anticipated logistical challenges. In the instant case, it 

would seem the ICC allowed itself to be politically instrumentalized by the Ugandan government to 

the detriment of its own legitimacy.
725

 

 

5.4 Uganda’s Referral in Context: Inability or Unwillingness? 

 

At the height of the LRA attacks, Museveni‘s government began to realize that the military option 

was not yielding results. This was especially since the military was unable to capture the LRA 

leadership. During the course of the war, there were several attempts at peace negotiations and even 

Amnesty.
726

 In January 2000, the Amnesty Act was passed, providing Amnesty to all rebels who 

were willing to lay down their arms.
727

 Some LRA members applied for and got amnesty.
728

Military 
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actions were still however pursued, most notably ‗Operation Iron Fist‘ 
729

 as a result of which many 

of the LRA members grew suspicious of the Amnesty Act.  The LRA resorted to retaliatory attacks 

on the homes of those who had sought amnesty, killing many of them. 

 

Realizing it was no longer able to contain the LRA and desirous of enlisting international support, 

Uganda became the first country to use the ICC State-referral mechanism. The referral was made as 

a result of Uganda‘s failure to capture the LRA senior leadership. It explicitly stated that: ―Uganda 

has referred this situation to the ICC primarily because, without international cooperation and 

assistance, it cannot succeed in arresting those members of the LRA leadership and others most 

responsible for the crimes…‖
730

 In the press release that followed, the ICC Prosecutor restated that  a 

key issue identified would be ―locating and arresting the LRA leadership, which would require the 

active co-operation of states and international institutions in supporting the efforts of the Ugandan 

authorities.‖
731

 

 

The concern with Uganda‘s referral is that it targeted one side of the conflict, completely ignoring 

the crimes committed by the UPDF.  Further, Uganda was using the ICC to seek and defeat the LRA, 

leading scholars to conclude that the referral was more of a military strategy and international 

reputation campaign, rather than out of a concern with law and justice.
732

 Burke-White and Kaplan 

have aptly summed the self-referral as one that provided Uganda with ‗an opportunity to raise the 

international profile of the conflict; to pressure the LRA and its supporters; and to transfer the 

political and financial costs of apprehension and prosecution to international actors.‘
733

 Having failed 

to capture the LRA, Uganda hoped that an investigation by the ICC would probably lead to the arrest 

of the LRA leadership and end the almost 20-year old conflict.  

 

Uganda of course camouflaged its political motivation by citing inability of its judicial system as the 

basis of the referral. The referral stated ―with respect to Article 53, paragraph (b), any case arising 
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from LRA crimes would be manifestly admissible under Article 17 of the ICC Statute because of the 

―inability‖ of Uganda‘s judicial system to prosecute the crimes within the meaning of Article 17(3) 

of the Rome Statute. Inability in this instance does not in any way imply the total or substantial 

collapse of the national judicial system within the purview of Article 17(3), but merely the 

―unavailability‖ of the system because Uganda is ―unable to obtain the accused‖ since those most 

responsible are sheltered in Sudan, or in remote regions of Uganda for limited periods, making arrest 

and prosecution difficult without international assistance.‖
734

 The question is whether ‗inability to 

capture an accused person‘ can properly fit within the scope laid down at Article 17 (3) of the Rome 

Statute. 

 

Inability within Article 17(3) is determined in situations where ‗due to a total or substantial collapse 

or unavailability of its national judicial system, the State is unable to obtain the accused or the 

necessary evidence and testimony or otherwise unable to carry out its proceedings.‘
735

 A finding of 

inability of a state to prosecute therefore depends upon any of three distinct disabling circumstances: 

(1) a total collapse of the national judicial system; (2) a substantial collapse of the national judicial 

system; or (3) the unavailability of the national judicial system.
736

 One or more of these 

circumstances must lead to the judicial system of the state in question being unable to obtain the 

accused or the necessary evidence and testimony, or being otherwise unable to carry out its 

proceedings.
737

 In other words, as observed by Holmes, the state must be unable to obtain an accused 

or key evidence and testimony, and its inability to do so must relate to the partial or total collapse of 

its judicial system.
738

 Some circumstances  which the Court might consider in assessing total or 

substantial collapse or unavailability of national judicial system have been outlined as: Lack of 

necessary personnel, judges, investigators, and prosecutors; Lack of judicial infrastructure; Lack of 

substantive or procedural penal legislation rendering the system ―unavailable‖; Lack of access 

rendering the system ―unavailable‖; Obstruction by uncontrolled elements rendering the system 

―unavailable‖; and amnesties, immunities rendering the system ―unavailable.‖
739

  

 

In Uganda‘s situation, one does not get the sense that the judicial system collapsed or was 

―unavailable.‖ Even had the LRA had effective control over the Northern region of Uganda for a 
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brief period leading to the argument that there was a partial collapse of the judicial system, 

Goldstone points out that the standard is ―substantial and not ―partial‖ collapse.
740

 Uganda however 

did not claim that its inability to arrest the LRA was a result of a collapse of its judicial system. 

Rather, it ingenuously or deliberately, interpreted Article 17 (3) in a reverse manner, claiming failure 

to obtain the accused made its judicial system unavailable.  From a plain reading of Article 17(3), the 

‗inability to obtain the accused‘ has to be dependent on the collapse or unavailability of the judicial 

system, and not the other way round. Where the judicial system is functional and failure to obtain the 

accused results from other factors, such factors cannot be squeezed into Article 17(3) of the Rome 

Statute. Uganda‘s interpretation of inability, in my view, seemed to stretch beyond the scope of 

Article 17 (3) of the Rome Statute.  

 

Further, in Uganda‘s argument, unavailability of its judiciary succeeded rather than preceded 

inability to obtain the suspects, a scenario not provided for under the Rome Statute. Granted, it faced 

a factual impossibility in obtaining the accused but this impossibility alone was not a reason to refer 

the situation to the ICC. The problem with ‗inability to arrest‘ as the primary aim of a referral is that  

even the ICC as an institution would have run, and indeed did run into huge challenges in trying to 

secure the LRA leaders for trial. Ten years after the arrest warrants were unsealed, only one of the 

indicted LRA leaders has been captured.
741

 The rest are still at large, with one deceased.
742

 In this 

instance therefore, Uganda‘s judicial system was not ‗unavailable‘. In fact, in the same referral 

Uganda, declared its judicial system as functional and independent and would have been able to offer 

fair and impartial trial to the LRA, if captured. In appraising its judicial system, Uganda termed it as 

highly developed, one of the most independent, impartial and competent on the continent betraying 

that the referral had nothing to do with collapse or unavailability of the judicial system contemplated 

under Article 17 (3).
743

 

 

Apart from its  inability to arrest the persons LRA,  Uganda advanced other reasons for referring the 

matter to the ICC, insisting  that it considered  the Court as "the most appropriate and effective 

forum" for the investigation and prosecution of those bearing the greatest responsibility for the 

crimes based on (i) the scale and gravity of the relevant crimes; (ii) the fact that the exercise of 

jurisdiction by the Court would be of immense benefit for the victims of these crimes and contribute 
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favorably to national reconciliation and social rehabilitation.
744

 The desire to have the persons 

bearing the greatest responsibility prosecuted at the international criminal may be a genuine desire of 

most states, however, it should not be used to supplant the state‘s primary responsibility to prosecute 

perpetrators or international crimes, neither should it override the main criteria for assessing inability 

or unwillingness as spelt out in Article 17 (2) and (3) of the Rome Statute. In my view, none of the 

reasons advanced by Uganda satisfied the inability criteria contemplated under the Rome Statute. If 

Uganda had a functional judicial system, and was at the same time willing to prosecute the LRA 

leaders, the referral seems to be no more than an abdication of duty on Uganda‘s part, and relegating 

the police functions to an international institution devoid of any police powers.  

 

The motive of the referral aside, an analysis of the judicial system at the time of the referral reveals 

that the appraisal given in the referral was a high stretch of the true condition of Uganda‘s judiciary 

at the time. 

 

5.5 Uganda’s Legal and Judicial Structure as at 2003 

 

At the apex of Uganda‘s judicial system the Supreme Court, followed by the Court of Appeal then 

the High Court.
745

 Subordinate Courts include Magistrates Courts, Local Council Courts
746

 and 

Kadhis' courts.
747

 The Judges are appointed by the President on recommendation of the Judicial 

Service Commission and approval by Parliament. Uganda‘s Judiciary as at 2003 was confronted with 

deficiencies that limited due process rights and the right to a fair trial. The lack of financial resources 

and the limited number of judges resulted in delays in proceedings, a large backlog of cases and in 

lengthy pre-trial detention. 
748

Lower courts were understaffed, inefficient and reliant on under-

trained judges. In the Northern regions affected by the internal conflict, the administration of justice 

was affected as some judges, prosecutors and lawyers had fled and were yet to be replaced.
749
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The biggest impediment to the effective administration of justice was however the tense political 

climate in Uganda‘s Judiciary operated. Several reports show that while judicial independence is 

guaranteed by Uganda‘s Constitution, there has always been an attempt by the executive to interfere 

with the Judiciary. In 2004, immediately after hailing Uganda‘s judiciary as one of the most 

independent and impartial in Africa while referring the situation of the LRA to the ICC, President 

Museveni is reported to have derided the judiciary back in Uganda, after the courts declared the 

Referendum (Political Systems) Act of 2000 unconstitutional.
750

 The President, upset by this 

declaration, is reported to have said that ―the major work for the Judges is to settle chicken and goat 

theft cases but not determining the country‘s destiny.‖
751

 These public statements by the President 

led to countrywide demonstrations. Court business was paralyzed as most judicial officers lay low to 

avoid the public demonstrations. As expected, this drew sharp criticism from various sections of the 

civil society, who called upon the Executive to respect the independence of the Judiciary.
752

 

 

But roadside statements were not the only threat to judicial independence. There were often threats 

by the President to sack the judicial officers, as a result of which the Uganda Judicial Officers 

Association (UJOA) complained of continued threats against Judges, stating it undermined the 

principle of independence of the Judiciary as enshrined in the Constitution.
753

 Direct interference 

with the security and intimidation of judicial officers were rife. For instance in November 2005 

Uganda‘s High Court was scheduled to hear an application for bail for members of the People‘s 

Redemption Army (PRA, a rebel group alleged to be associated with Besigye, an opposition leader 

who has twice challenged President Museveni for the Presidency). Some 30 armed men from 

Ugandan army surrounded the Court premises insisting that they had orders to take the accused away 

as soon as they were released. Faced with this situation, the accused persons‘ sureties refused to sign 

the bail documents.
754

An army spokesman later explained that the armed men had been deployed 

with the intention of re-arresting the PRA-accused in the event that they were granted bail by the 

High Court so that they could be brought before the Court Martial for having violated military 

law.
755

This incident is particularly illustrative as it demonstrates how the Ugandan government 
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would have dealt with the LRA if captured before 2003. In all likelihood, the LRA leadership would 

have been subjected to trial by the military courts in Uganda and not the ordinary courts which the 

executive and the President in particular, held in very little regard. The LRA, considered ‗a force of 

deranged warlords and slave masters for whom cruelty and terrorization of civilians was an end in 

itself,
756

 would probably have been treated in a similar manner as the PRA, severely hampering their 

fair trial rights. 

 

One would wonder whether ‗impartial‘ trials which affect the rights of an accused person can render 

a case admissible before the ICC. Article 17 (2) (c) contemplates admissibility where proceedings 

are not conducted independently or impartially but qualifies this to proceedings conducted in a 

manner which is inconsistent with bringing an accused person to justice. The contemplation here is 

that the impartiality or lack of independence of such proceedings is geared towards aiding accused 

person escape accountability.
757

 Situations where the reverse is the case and an accused person 

cannot get impartial or independent trial at the national level are not captured. While it has been 

pointed out that this exposes defendants to unfair trials at the domestic system
758

, and the LRA 

would probably have faced this, I would argue that the Rome Statute in this sense contains a 

balanced framework. Intervening in situations where individuals are facing ‗unfair‘ trials at the 

domestic system would be untenable for various reasons. First, individuals have no ‗trigger‘ 

mechanism within the framework of the Rome Statute and cannot as such, trigger the intervention of 

the Court. Further, as the ICC does not have a monitoring role over the trials at the domestic level, 

the question becomes who would bring to the attention of the ICC the ‗unfair‘ proceedings and at 

what stage this would occur, noting the appeal mechanisms imbedded in many jurisdictions. If 

individuals were allowed to issue ‗communications‘ to the ICC, as happens with various UN human 

rights treaty mechanisms, the result would be a situation where the states are not able to conduct any 

trials at the national level as the suspects try to forum-shop at the ICC. States would as such not be 

able to meet their primary duty of prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes. Moreover, as 

explained in the Introductory Chapter of this thesis, intervention in a state‘s internal affairs requires 

solid justification. Intervention in the form of prosecutions at the international level is justified when 

international crimes are committed. Failing to accord an accused person ‗fair trial rights‘ does not 
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amount to an international crime, which would justify the ICC‘s intervention. Moreover, there are 

other international mechanisms through which one can explore the realization of fair trial rights.
759

    

 

Reach of Substantive Law 

 

Perhaps the sustainable argument in the case of Uganda on ‗inability‘ would have been lack of penal 

legislation to prosecute international crimes. Uganda ratified the Rome Statute in 2002, but being a 

dualist state, any treaty ratified has to be domesticated through an Act of Parliament in order to have 

the force of law in the country. In its report to the Human Rights Committee in 2003, Uganda 

emphasized that: ―The Uganda Constitution imposes a general duty on the state to bring domestic 

laws into conformity with obligations under international law; however rules and obligations 

imposed by international law will not be binding on Uganda except if ratified and translated into 

national law.‖
760

 As at 2003 when Uganda referred its situation to the ICC, it had not yet 

domesticated the Rome Statute. This would later change when Uganda passed the 2010 International 

Criminal Court Act.
761

  

 

In 2003, crimes against humanity, war crimes and other international crimes had not been defined in 

Uganda‘s criminal law. Uganda‘s Penal Code Act,
762

 does not contain any provisions on 

international crimes. It however criminalizes the underlying offenses such as murder,
763

 grievous 

harm,
764

 assault
765

 as well as Rape, Sexual Slavery and other gender violence crimes.
766

 In relation to 

other crimes committed by the LRA, Uganda‘s Penal Code Act also criminalizes kidnapping and 

abduction.
767
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Other Relevant offences are criminalized in the Anti-terrorism Act, which prescribes the death 

penalty for various acts of terrorism.
768

 The LRA was classified as a terrorist organization under this 

law.
769

 

 

In the national sphere therefore, there is an array of laws which could have been used to prosecute 

the LRA for serious domestic criminal offences, thereby enabling the state to meet its duty to 

prosecute.  William Burke-White has presented an analogy of how complementarity could have been 

achieved in this regard.
770

 Comparing the underlying crimes Kony was indicted for at the ICC 

(enslavement, sexual enslavement, rape, inducing rape, attack against civilians, cruel treatment, 

inhumane acts, pillaging, and murder) to their equivalent under Uganda‘s Penal Code, he notes that 

the ICC charges could be translated into: kidnapping or abducting in order to subject person to 

grievous harm or to slavery;
771

 detention with sexual intent;
772

 rape;
773

 doing grievous harm;
774

 theft; 

775
and murder.

776
 He suggests that if Kony had been charged with all these crimes at the domestic 
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level, Uganda would have met the ‗same-person‘ -‗substantially same-conduct‘ test outlined by the 

ICC.
777

  I am in agreement with this position. A liberal application of the Lubanga test, as modified 

by the Appeals Chamber in Katanga
778

 would lead to classification of the corresponding crimes in 

the Penal Code as ‗substantially the same conduct‘ for which the LRA leaders were indicted at  the 

ICC, thereby making the cases inadmissible under Article 17 of the Rome Statute. As argued in 

Chapter One of this thesis, such a liberal interpretation is beneficial as it allows many countries to 

meet their complementarity obligations without necessarily having to amend their laws to define 

international crimes. In the Ugandan situation, such an interpretation is especially attractive since the 

collectivity of the ensuing penalties under the domestic laws would be stiffer than those that would 

perhaps be eventually imposed by the ICC. Further, proceeding under the Penal Code would not pose 

any serious challenge to prosecution, since the Penal Code was in existence since 1963 and would 

not be faced with challenges of non-retroactivity. It would therefore cover crimes committed since 

1986, covering a large number of the crimes committed prior to the entry into force of the Rome 

Statute.   

 

If insistence were placed on prosecution of international crimes at the domestic level for purposes of 

complementarity, Uganda, like Kenya, would have faced major difficulties had it been able to 

apprehend the LRA. As at 2003, the Geneva Conventions Act was the only legal statute through 

which Uganda could have carried out prosecutions for war crimes, particularly grave breaches to the 

Conventions
779

 However, the conflict with the LRA was largely a NIAC, even the involvement of 

Sudan in 1994 did not transform it to an International Armed Conflict. At the domestic level 

therefore, Uganda would not have been able to prosecute the LRA based on the Geneva Conventions 

Act for the crimes they committed in Northern Uganda. Further, as at 2003, no prosecutions had 

been carried out in Uganda under this Act.
780

 The legal regime existing in 2003 therefore meant that 

it would not have been possible for Uganda to bring charges against the LRA for crimes against 

humanity and the war crimes for which they were eventually indicted by the ICC. Uganda‘s 

constitution could also have acted as an impediment since, like Kenya‘s 1963 constitution, it contains 

the legality principle.
781
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Article 28 of the Constitution provides that…. 

(7) „No person shall be charged with or convicted of a criminal offence which is founded on an act 

or omission that did not at the time it took place constitute a criminal offence. […] 

(12) „… Except for contempt of court, no person shall be convicted of a criminal offence unless the 

offence is defined and the penalty for it prescribed by law.‟ 

 

Under this constitutional dispensation, Uganda would have run into the same ‗non-retroactivity‘ 

challenges as Kenya in  trying  to prosecute perpetrators of international crimes at the domestic level. 

Without an enabling law, it meant had the LRA leaders been captured, it would only have been 

possible to prosecute them for ordinary crimes under the domestic law.  

 

The Amnesty Act and Prosecutions at the Domestic Level  

 

Uganda passed an Amnesty Act in 2000, with the aim of ending armed hostilities and rebuilding the 

communities.
782

Amnesty has always been used by successive regimes in Uganda to quell 

insurgencies.
783

 The first Amnesty statute was passed in 1987, with the aim of encouraging various 

groups to end their activities and return home without the fear of prosecution. It however excluded 

genocide, murder, kidnapping and rape from the offenses for which one could be granted amnesty.
784

 

The Amnesty Act of 2000 does not exclude any offences from the range of those which can be 

pardoned. The Act is couched in ‗blanket‘ terms and offers pardon to Ugandans who engaged in acts 

of rebellion against the government of Uganda since 26
th

 January 1986.
785

   

 

Article 2 of the Act defines ―Amnesty‖ as means a pardon, forgiveness, exemption or discharge from 

criminal prosecution or any other form of punishment by the State. Article 3 of the Act reinforces the 

discharge from criminal prosecution by providing that ‗A person referred to under subsection (1) 

shall not be prosecuted or subjected to any form of punishment for the participation in the war or 

rebellion for any crime committed in the cause of the war or armed rebellion.‘ Although the Act 

allows the Minister of Justice to exclude some individuals from Amnesty, no one has been excluded 

with the result that even the LRA leaders are eligible for amnesty should they apply.  
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The procedure for seeking amnesty is outlined in the Act and is fairly simple; all one has to do is to 

report to the listed administrative unit, renounce and abandon rebellion, surrender weapons and wait 

to be issued with an Amnesty certificate.
786

 Interestingly, one can even apply for Amnesty after 

being charged with an offense.
787

 This means that even captured LRA members are eligible for 

amnesty.  Where one is in detention or already facing trial, it is still possible to resort to the amnesty 

procedures by renouncing the rebellion to the Judge or a Magistrate, and making known the intention 

to apply for amnesty.
788

 

 

Since its enactment, over 24,066
789

 people have responded to the amnesty, abandoning armed 

rebellion and returning home through the oversight of an Amnesty Commission established under the 

Act with the mandate of demobilizing, reintegrating and resettlement of those granted amnesty. The 

Amnesty framework means that Uganda can only prosecute the LRA members who do not avail 

themselves the Amnesty procedures. As such, criminal prosecutions at the domestic level in light of 

the Amnesty Act are nearly impossible as demonstrated by first trial attempted before Uganda‘s 

International Crimes Division (ICD). 

 

The ICD was principally meant to prosecute the LRA but the first case presented before it, involving 

a former rebel, Thomas Kwoyelo was hampered by the Amnesty Act. Kwoyelo, an LRA 

commander, had been captured in DRC by the Ugandan Defence Forces (UPDF) in 2008. Two years 

later, while in detention, Kwoyelo decided to avail himself of the Amnesty procedure and made a 

declaration to a prison officer, renouncing rebellion and seeking amnesty.
790

 The Amnesty 

Commission forwarded Kwoyelo‘s application to the Director of the Public Prosecution (DPP), 

observing that Kwoyelo qualified to benefit from the amnesty process.
791

 The DPP never responded 

to the application. Instead, he proceeded to charge Kwoyelo with 12 counts of grave breaches under 

Article 147 of the Fourth Geneva Conventions (Implemented through Uganda‘s Geneva Conventions 

Act) and 53 counts of other offenses under Uganda‘s Penal Code, all of which were offenses related 

to the rebellion. He was committed for trial to the ICD.
792
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Kwoyelo challenged his prosecution on the ground that he was entitled to amnesty. Uganda‘s 

constitutional court ruled that Kwoyelo, having renounced rebellion, was entitled to amnesty, like 

everyone else who renounced the activities and were granted amnesty under the Act.
793

 The Court 

found that since he had not been accorded equal treatment under the Amnesty Act, the Amnesty 

Commission and DPP had acted in contravention of the Constitutional provisions on equal treatment. 

Accordingly, the Constitutional Court directed the ICD to stop the trial of Kwoyelo.
794

  

 

Uganda‘s Director of Public Prosecutions appealed to Uganda‘s Supreme Court, which is yet to hear 

and determine the appeal. The outcome of the Supreme Court will be important as it will settle the 

constitutionality of the Amnesty Act, and, if the argument is raised, its compatibility with 

international law to the extent that it accords  amnesty for international  crimes. It remains to be seen 

whether Uganda‘s Supreme Court will adopt the South African Constitutional Court approach of 

contextualizing the Amnesty Law
795

 or whether it will follow the growing direction in international 

law that amnesties should not be allowed where international crimes have been committed.
796

  

 

The Amnesty law, if upheld by Uganda‘s Supreme Court and not subsequently repealed by Uganda‘s 

Parliament, would make the Country ‗willing but unable‘ to prosecute perpetrators of international 

crimes. As this decision is awaited, prosecution or rebels before the ICD has suffered a major set- 

back. Investigations have also stalled, partly as the officials see no sense in investigating people who 

are assured of Amnesty once captured.
797

 

 

5.6 ‘Willingness’ in the Situation of Uganda  

 

Uganda in its referral letter to the ICC Prosecutor concentrated on ‗unavailability‘ of its judiciary on 

the basis that it was unable to arrest the LRA leaders. As discussed in the preceding section, the 

‗inability‘ relied upon by Uganda is not envisaged under Article 17(3) of the Rome Statute and 

Uganda in its referral was merely seeking a convenient forum to outsource the problem of the LRA 

to the international community. On the second limb of complementarity, Uganda was emphatic that 
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it was willing to prosecute the LRA. It did not however, in its referral, address the issue of the crimes 

committed by UPDF. In other forums, Uganda‘s President gave assurances that Uganda was willing 

to prosecute UPDF soldiers ‗if the offences were brought to its attention‘, leading some to conclude 

that Uganda‘s referral was the first made by a willing state.
798

 

 

Article 17 of the Rome Statute envisages three scenarios under which unwillingness can be 

discerned. In the first instance, a case can be declared admissible on the basis of unwillingness where 

proceedings are being undertaken or a national decision has been taken with the sole purpose of 

shielding the accused persons from criminal responsibility for crimes within jurisdiction of the court. 

The second case of unwillingness would be discerned where there is an unjustified delay in the 

proceedings, showing that there is no intention to bring the person concerned to justice. The third 

aspect is on the conduct of proceedings, their impartiality and independence and whether they are 

carried out with intent to bring the accused person to justice.
799

 These scenarios are to be applied 

where there are proceedings at the national level; where there are none, one need not examine any of 

these three scenarios.
800

 In Uganda‘s case, in so far as the five leaders indicted by the ICC were 

concerned, the ICC Prosecutor indicated to the Court that there were no proceedings at the national 

level.
801

 Uganda confirmed this position when its Attorney General informed the court that ―the 

Government of Uganda had not conducted and did not intend to conduct national proceedings in 

relation to the persons most responsible for these crimes, so that the cases may be dealt with by the 

ICC instead.‖
802

 The fact that there were no ongoing proceedings at the national level made the case 

admissible.  

 

The dynamics on Uganda‘s ‗willingness‘ appeared to change when it began, in 2006, to negotiate 

with the LRA in what looked like a promising peace settlement. The LRA was however categorical 

that there would be no fruitful peace process unless the arrest warrants issued by the ICC were 

withdrawn.
803

 Uganda, understandably, began to waver on its referral and on its earlier preference of 

the ICC as the best forum for trial of the cases. The negotiation process which followed, midwife by 
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Sudan, led to six different  agreements which covered cessation of hostilities; permanent ceasefire; 

comprehensive solutions; disarmament, demobilization and reintegration; accountability and 

reconciliation and monitoring and implementation mechanisms.
804

 Of interest to the discussion on 

complementarity are two Agreements, the one on Accountability and Reconciliation and the 

Agreement on Monitoring and Implementation Mechanisms.
805

 The Agreement on Accountability 

and Reconciliation restated Uganda‘s obligations under international law and the principle of 

complementarity. Uganda was desirous of achieving peace and sought to adopt both formal and 

traditional justice mechanisms as a framework of accountability and reconciliation. Mechanisms 

would be put at the national level, including a Special Division of the High Court to handle criminal 

prosecutions. The government also undertook to address the issue of the arrest warrants issued 

against the LRA by the ICC.
806

  

 

By these agreements, Uganda was making two important statements; it was no longer looking to the 

ICC as the desirable forum for dealing with the LRA and it also considered non-formal justice 

mechanisms useful for purposes of meeting its complementarity obligations. On the first point, it can 

be said that Uganda was finally acknowledging that complementarity meant the first responsibility 

for seeking accountability lay with the State and not with the ICC, a fact that it seemed to have 

skirted around when making the referral in the first place. On the second point, Uganda was dealing 

with an issue which confronts many post-conflict societies; the forum for seeking accountability. As 

pointed out earlier in this thesis, complementarity is about the strict application of criminal law 

sanctions. ‗Inability‘ or ‗Unwillingness‘ tests do not consider traditional or non-formal justice 

mechanisms which some communities emerging from conflict may find more beneficial. One of the 

major issues with these mechanisms is that they could be used to ‗shield‘ perpetrators of 

international crimes and could end up being forums where justice is traded for other goals such as 

peace and reconciliation. The question however remains, whether an assessment of such mechanisms 

should be carried out for purposes of gauging ‗unwillingness.‘ While it is beyond the scope of this 

thesis to delve into this, I acknowledge and subscribe to the view that pursuing local and alternative 

justice mechanisms does not mean that a country is ‗unwilling‘ to seek accountability. That said, 

these mechanisms may have been left out of the complementarity matrix not because of their 

ineffectiveness but rather because of the apprehension that the ICC, being a strictly criminal court, 
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may not be able to delve into the arena of alternative/ traditional justice mechanisms and assess them 

for their effectiveness for purposes of complementarity. The parameters of these mechanisms may be 

too vast for an international criminal tribunal to navigate.  

 

Within the framework of the Agreement on Accountability and Reconciliation, Uganda intended to 

prosecute the LRA in the formal criminal justice system for bearing the greatest responsibility for 

international crimes, while the other rebels would go through the traditional justice mechanisms.
807

  

The traditional justice mechanisms are thought to be especially important for Uganda, where drawing 

the line between the victims and perpetrators is fairly complex. Most of the rebels were abducted as 

children and turned into criminals by the LRA; some committed crimes both in their childhood and 

adulthood as LRA conscripts. Subjecting them to prosecution through the formal justice procedures 

is seen as social injustice particularly since the State failed in its obligations to protect the children 

from abduction and to rescue them from the rebels.
808

 This discussion is likely to feature in the case 

against Dominic Ongwen, who was also allegedly abducted by the LRA at ten years of age and 

trained as   a ‗child soldier‘, later rising through the LRA ranks.
809

 As such, he is said to be the first 

known person to be charged with the same war crimes of which he is also victim.
810

 Uganda faced a 

difficult challenge in addressing the issue of victim-perpetrators and one can understand why the 

national mechanisms could not have been a perfect ‗complementarity-fit‘ as expected, with the Court 

prosecuting the LRA leadership and Uganda prosecuting all the other rebels. 

 

In the difficult political negotiations which followed, while Uganda was eager to show that it was 

able and willing to prosecute the LRA leaders, and thereby have a basis for reclaiming the case, 

possibly through an admissibility challenge; it also wanted to assuage the fears of the LRA about 

criminal prosecutions. Neatly tucked in the Agreement for Accountability and Reconciliation is a 

clause on sentencing which provided that legislation would be passed to introduce alternative 

penalties, replacing the existing penalties for serious crimes and human rights violations committed 

by non-state actors.
811

 This alternative legislation, while taking into account the gravity of the crime, 

was supposed to promote reconciliation between individuals and communities, promote 
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rehabilitation of offenders and take into account their admissions and  cooperation with proceedings. 

It was also supposed to require the perpetrators to make reparations to the victims.
812

  Uganda was in 

this regard sending a message to the LRA that even if they were prosecuted, the sentencing would be 

based on the alternative/traditional justice mechanisms and as such, they should not be afraid. In my 

view, by such an outcome, the reasons notwithstanding, Uganda would have effectively shielded the 

perpetrators of international crimes from criminal liability. I venture to add that it is for such reasons 

that alternative/traditional justice mechanisms need thorough scrutiny if they are to have any bearing 

on complementarity. 

 

5.7 The Admissibility Determination 

 

In February 2008, the Pre-Trial Chamber requested the Government of Uganda to provide it with 

information on the Agreement on Reconciliation and Accountability.
813

 In particular, the PTC was 

interested in the steps Uganda was taking to implement the agreement; the exact competence 

attributed to the Special Division of the High Court; the category of offences and offenders to be 

addressed by the alternative justice mechanisms and the impact of the proposed mechanisms on the 

execution of arrest warrants and Uganda‘s cooperation with the ICC.
814

 In response, Uganda 

indicated that it was yet to begin implementing the Agreement and was yet to establish the Special 

Division of the High Court. Laying a  basis for  future admissibility challenge,
815

 Uganda‘s Solicitor-

General reminded the PTC that Uganda‘s referral was made as a result of the challenge it faced in  

obtaining custody over the LRA suspects and not on the basis of (in)competence of its courts.
816

 As 

such, should the LRA, including those indicted by the ICC submit themselves to Uganda‘s 

jurisdiction pursuant to the Peace Agreement, they would be tried before the Special Division of the 

High Court.
817

 Uganda, unsurprisingly, shifted goal posts again when the Pre-Trial Chamber decided, 

of its own motion, to determine the admissibility of the case against Kony and his fellow indictees.
818

 

Uganda argued that since Kony had refused to sign the Comprehensive Peace Agreement, all the 
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agreements were of no legal consequence and the case as such remained admissible before the 

ICC.
819

 

 

The Pre-Trial Chamber determined that there was still total inaction regarding the indicted persons as 

far as legal proceedings were concerned and as such the case remained admissible before the ICC. 

The PTC went further to state that once a matter has been referred to the ICC, it is for the Court, and 

not any other party, in this instance Uganda, to make a determination on admissibility.
820

 As such, 

even had Kony signed the Final Peace Agreement, it would be for the Court, taking in totality the 

outcome of the process and the proceedings at the national level, to decide whether the case could 

now be considered inadmissible.
821

 The effect of this is that Uganda‘s intention to reclaim the matter 

from the ICC could only have been decided upon by the ICC; any promise to the LRA in this regard 

would have had no legal bearing on the arrest warrants issued against them. 

 

Since one of the LRA leaders has been captured, it remains to be seen whether Uganda will lodge an 

admissibility challenge in his case. In light of the prevailing Amnesty Act which makes it impossible 

to institute any criminal prosecutions, such an admissibility challenge cannot succeed. However, as 

has been observed by Burke-White, if an admissibility challenge is lodged, it will present the ICC 

with a remarkable opportunity to define the contours of acceptable national prosecutions under 

Article 17 of the Rome Statute.
822

 The ICC will also be able to ‗develop a framework for balancing 

the legitimate desire of national governments to achieve peace and justice after a conflict with the 

international legal duty of states parties to the Rome Statute to undertake genuine investigations and 

prosecutions of international crimes.‘
823

  

 

5.8 Efforts to Address Complementarity in Uganda 

 

Being the first state to invite the Court to its situation, Uganda would have been expected to be 

enthusiastic about acting in line with complementarity. However, the reasons for its referral being 

largely political, the same politics have influenced the setting up of mechanisms to address 

complementarity at the national level. Uganda‘s self-referral had one main agenda; to get assistance 

of the international community in dealing with the LRA. Its mechanisms at the national level have 

remained consistent on that agenda hence in analyzing these mechanisms one has to navigate the 
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politics to discern if there are any mechanisms put in place in genuine pursuit of complementarity. 

Most of these mechanisms spring up from  the Juba Peace Agreements, negotiated between Uganda 

and the LRA between  2006 – 2008. During these negotiations, Uganda was prepared to approach the 

ICC with a request to lift the arrest warrants, so that it could deal  with the LRA at the national 

level.
824

The proposed  national level mechanisms included amnesty; establishment of a War Crimes 

Court and traditional justice mechanisms.
825

 Uganda‘s intended ‗recall‘ of the arrest warrants  did not 

however bear fruit as the ICC Prosecutor made it clear that the arrest warrants issued by the ICC 

against the LRA commanders would not be withdrawn.
826

 As such, the LRA, which had been lured 

to the negotiating table with the promise of non-prosecution at the ICC, no longer had reason to 

endorse the agreements and Kony refused to sign the  Final Peace Agreement that would have set all 

the other agreements  in motion.
827

   

 

Uganda nevertheless implemented some of the provisions of the Juba Peace Agreements. 

Importantly, the negotiations sought to achieve a balance between formal and non-formal justice 

initiatives. The traditional justice systems were to work in parallel to formal justice, rather than as an 

alternative to it.
828

 The end result was a mélange of mechanisms that some have termed as legal 

pluralism.
829

 Within the framework of the Juba Peace Agreements, International Criminal Law 

would be applied through the International Criminal Court Act (which domesticated the Rome 

Statute) and the Geneva Conventions Act (which domesticated the Geneva Conventions in 1964). 

Other  human rights treaties such as the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child would also be  

applicable, especially given the magnitude of child recruitment during the conflict. The national laws 

of Uganda (the Constitution, the Penal Code Act and Criminal Procedure Code and the Amnesty 

Act) would also apply. Further, traditional justice mechanisms,  like ―Ailuc‖ for the Iteso, ―Kayo 

Cuk‖ for the Langi, “Mato Oput‖ for the Acholi and ―Tonu ci Koka‖ for the Madi , were proposed in 

the Agreement for Accountability and Reconcilliation as means of dealing with the conflict, though 

are yet to be actualized. Most of these traditional mechanisms involve parties confessing their crimes 
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publicly and asking for forgiveness and have been hailed to resonate with the victims, who find 

closure of some sort even if the offender is not punished through criminal sanctions.  

 

In the framework proposed in Uganda, the process of seeking accountability against specific persons 

would depend on their role in the conflict. One of the terms of the Agreement on Accountability and 

Reconciliation  was that  the choice  of forum for  the  adjudication of any particular case  would 

depend  on  the  nature and gravity  of the offending conduct and the role  of the alleged perpetrator 

in that conduct.
830

 The Agreement was also specific that those bearing the greatest responsibility for 

the most serious offences, especially international crimes,would be adjudged through the formal 

courts.
831

 At the national level therefore, there would be some division of labour with the national 

judicial system prosecuting those bearing the greatest responsibility while the other suspect are 

handled through the alternative justice mechanisms.  

 

Uganda established a Transitional Justice Working Group (TJWG) to give effect to the provisions of 

the Agreements. The TJWG is comprised of five thematic sub-committees including: war crimes 

prosecutions; truth and reconciliation; traditional justice; sustainable funding; and integrated 

systems. So far, this working group has managed to spearhead the establishment of the International 

Crimes Division and is currently working on a framework for truth seeking and reconciliation.  

 

Uganda’s International Criminal Court Act 

 

Uganda‘s efforts to domesticate the Rome Statute commenced in 2004, just after making the self-

referral to the ICC. The first International Criminal Court Bill was developed in May 2004. It 

however lapsed before enactment and was re-tabled in Parliament in 2006.  It was finally enacted in 

March 2010, just as the country prepared to host the Rome Statute Review Conference.
832

 Uganda‘s 

International Crimes Act has three main purposes which sit well with the country‘s complementarity 

obligations: To implement Uganda‘s obligations under the Rome Statute of the ICC; To make further 

provision in Uganda‘s law for the punishment of the international crimes of Genocide, Crimes 

against Humanity and war crimes; and to enable Ugandan courts to try, convict and sentence persons 

who have committed international crimes.
833
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The Act also aims to enable Uganda to co-operate with the ICC in the performance of its functions; 

to provide for the arrest and surrender to the ICC of persons alleged to have committed crimes 

referred to in the Statute; to handle various forms of requests for assistance from the ICC and to 

enable the ICC to conduct proceedings in Uganda.
834

 

 

The offenses of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes are given the same definition as is 

in the Rome Statute.
835

 The punishment upon conviction for any of the offences is either life 

sentence or a lesser term.
836

 In this regard, the Act is at variance with Uganda‘s Penal Constitution 

and Code which allows for death sentence for a number of offences.
837

  The death penalty has been 

affirmed by Uganda‘s Supreme Court as being constitutional.
838

 As such, unless Uganda reviews its 

laws on the death penalty, it would be faced with a situation, similar to Kenya where those tried for 

international crimes under the International Criminal Court Act face less severe sentences than those 

tried for ordinary crimes under the national laws. The debate on the death penalty is beyond the 

scope of this thesis, but from a general point of view, I would observe that genocide, crimes against 

humanity and war crimes are the most odious crimes; where states are prepared not to prescribe the 

death penalty for such crimes, there seems to be no proper justification for retaining the death 

penalty for other ordinary crimes.  

 

Jurisdiction under Uganda‘s International Crimes Act can only be exercised where the perpetrator is 

a citizen or permanent resident of Uganda, or is employed by Uganda in a civilian or military 

capacity; or where the victim of the offense is a citizen or permanent resident of Uganda.
839

 The Act 

does not recognize universal jurisdiction in absentia, though a citizen of another country may be 

prosecuted in Uganda if after commission of the offense, he or she is present in Uganda.
840

  The Act 

is silent on the forum for Jurisdiction and does not indicate which court in Uganda should exercise 

jurisdiction for international crimes. 

 

                                                 
834
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The Act outlines offences against the administration of justice and, in a manner similar to Kenya‘s 

ICC Act, includes sanctions for witnesses who give false evidence at the ICC.
841

 The Act also 

attempts to play a monitoring role over the ICC Judges and proceedings before the ICC. Article 10 

provides that Judges (of the ICC)
842

 who attempt to or obtain a bribe are liable to imprisonment for 

14 years for acts done or omitted in their judicial capacity.
843

 One can understand the desire to have 

international crimes prosecuted in an impartial and fair environment. That said, precaution should be 

taken to ensure that potential witnesses are not intimidated by threats of prosecution at the domestic 

level and thereby dissuaded from giving evidence at the ICC. It is also difficult to fathom how ICC 

Judges, Registrar and Deputy Registrar would be subjected to criminal trials and sanctions at the 

national level of member‘s states. On one level, such action would interfere with the privileges and 

immunity that the ICC Judges and Officers enjoy in the performance of their duties, in particular in 

respect to protection from criminal proceedings.
844

 At the practical level, such trials would be 

impossible to conduct as the prosecuting authority may need access to confidential or redacted 

documents when examining a Judge‘s conduct in any particular case. Further, one of the hall-marks 

of a criminal trial is the presumption of innocence. It would be a grave situation for a Judge to be 

taken through a trial, which by its very nature impedes the discharge of his duties, only to be found 

innocent at the end of the trial. These provisions in Uganda‘s International Criminal Court Act and 

Kenya‘s International Crimes Act on offences against administration of justice are in my view far-

fetched and unnecessary, especially given the impossibility of implementing them. 

 

The Act imports, for direct application, several Articles of the Rome Statute. Article 20, Article 22 

(2), Article 24 (2), Article 25, Article 26, Article 28, Articles 29-33 are all directly applicable in 

domestic proceedings.
845

 The Act excludes from this list Article 27 of the Rome Statute relating to 

immunity and irrelevance of official capacity. Article 25 of the Act however provides that the 

existence of any immunity or special procedural rule attaching to official capacity of a person is not a 

ground for refusing or postponing a request for surrender. This means that immunity can be waived 

only in cases of surrender to the ICC but not for purposes of prosecution at the national level. One is 

again confronted with the desire to shield certain individuals from criminal prosecution at the 

national level where they commit international crimes. Article 98 (4) of Uganda‘s Constitution grants 

the President immunity from proceedings in any court, while still in office. While a literal reading of 
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this means that the President cannot be surrendered to another court to face criminal proceedings, I 

take the view that Article 25 of the ICC Act was meant to qualify the constitutional provision for 

purposes of surrender to the ICC, so that while the President cannot be prosecuted at the national 

level, he may nonetheless be surrendered to the ICC under Article 25 of the ICC Act. That seems to 

be the logical intention of Article 25 of the ICC Act, though when it comes to application, one might 

argue that an Act of Parliament cannot override a constitutional provision. What is certain however is 

that Uganda‘s President, similar to the Kenyan scenario, cannot be prosecuted at the domestic level.  

Complementarity as such, does not ab initio, work in the case of these Heads of States. 

 

Like Kenya‘s International Crimes Act, Uganda‘s International Criminal Court Act does not provide 

for retroactive application. This means that it is useful for future international crimes committed in 

Uganda but cannot be used to prosecute the LRA rebels over the war crimes and crimes against 

humanity committed in Uganda before the Act came into force. Most of the crimes in Northern 

Uganda took place between 1986-2002. As such, there is a big gap in seeking accountability for 

these crimes, one which Ugandan authorities have sought to fill using national laws in existence 

before 2002. The first prosecution of one of the rebels, Thomas Kwoyelo, was based on the Ugandan 

Penal Code and the Geneva Conventions Act. 

 

Institutional Framework for Prosecution of International Crimes  

 

The most notable step in Uganda on complementarity is the setting up of the International Crimes 

Division (ICD).  The ICD is one of the fruits of the Juba Peace talks and one of the formal structures 

proposed in the Annexure to the Agreement on Accountability and Reconciliation. Clause 7  of this 

Agreement  provided that  a Special Division of the High Court of Uganda would be established  for 

prosecution of those who committed serious crimes during the conflict. The circumstances 

surrounding the establishment of the ICD are worth noting, especially since the idea behind it was 

for Uganda to have in place a domestic forum for prosecution of international crimes with the 

objective of approaching the UN Security Council, acting under Chapter VII, to request the ICC to 

defer the cases commenced against the LRA.
846

 Whereas the Juba Peace Agreements did not take 

effect due to failure of endorsement by the LRA, the government nevertheless established the War 

Crimes Court as a way of fulfilling its commitment to the actualization of the Agreement on 

Accountability and Reconciliation.
847
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847
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The ICD was first established as a War Crimes Division in 2008 and then renamed as the ICD 

through a legal notice issued by Uganda‘s chief justice issued in May 2011.
848

 The ICD is mandated 

to prosecute perpetrators of war crimes, crimes against humanity, genocide, terrorism, human 

trafficking and piracy.
849

 The ICD may also prosecute perpetrators of any other international crime 

as may be provided for under Uganda‘s Penal Code Act, The Geneva Conventions Act, The 

International Criminal Court Act, or under any other penal enactment.
850

 It applies the International 

Criminal Court Act, The Geneva Conventions Act and the Penal Code Act. The ICD is set up as a 

special division of the High Court and has five permanent Judges appointed by Uganda‘s Principal 

Judge in consultation with the Chief Justice.
851

 For any proceedings, the Division may sit as a panel 

of at least three judges.
852

 These Judges do not solely deal with ICD matters but also hear other 

matters in Uganda‘s High Court; as such they are not idle whenever there are no proceedings in the 

ICD. Appeals from the ICD may be lodged in Uganda‘s Court of Appeal, then to Uganda‘s Supreme 

Court. 

 

The ICD is housed in a separate Court building from the other divisions of the High Court and has its 

own Registrar. The Prosecuting and Investigating Units are also housed in this building. The ICD‘s 

prosecution jurisdiction is handled by Uganda‘s Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP), who has put 

up a special unit for this purpose. Investigations of crimes that may be tried before the ICD are 

carried out by the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) of the Ugandan police force. A court 

user‘s committee has been established to advice the ICDA on its operations and includes the judges 

of the ICD, the Registrar, Prosecutors, Investigators, the law society and some members of the 

public. Most of the Judges appointed to the ICD have, since their appointment, been undertaken 

through specialized training in International Criminal Law and have gone for benchmarking visits to 

the Hague and Sierra Leone in order to enhance their competence in adjudicating international 

crimes.
853

 Further, a number of international criminal law experts have been engaged, with the 

support of donors, to help the ICD begin its operations.
854

 At the structural level therefore, the ICD is 

properly established and has the capacity to handle prosecutions for international crimes. So far 
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however, only one case has been instituted before the ICD, which did not proceed to trial due to the 

obstacle presented by the Amnesty Act. 
855

 

 

While the ICD and the International Criminal Court Act provide the country with a sound legal and 

institutional framework for prosecution of international crimes, they are only useful for future 

prosecutions. In terms of whether Uganda has carried its fair share of the burden in prosecuting 

perpetrators of international crimes, I would draw the conclusion that it has not. One attempted case 

at the domestic level whose legality has been challenged and a permissive amnesty law which 

effectively prevents prosecution of anyone at the domestic level all point to Uganda‘s dismal 

performance.  

 

5.9 Redress for Victims 

 

The ICC has so far recognized 21 victims from the situation in Uganda as participants in potential 

proceedings before the Court.
856

 41 other Applicants have been recognized in the case against the 

LRA leaders.
857

 The Trust Fund for Victims, using its assistance mandate,
858

 has so far been able to 

assist some 39,750 victims of crimes against humanity and war crimes, mainly in Acholi, Lango, 

Teso, and West Nile sub regions.
859

 Various assistance programs have been running in these regions, 

focusing on physical rehabilitation as well as psychological and material support. The Trust Fund for 

Victims, working with partners, has tried to include as many categories of survivors as possible. As 

such, former child soldiers, survivors of sexual violence & child mothers, Amputees and Disabled 

persons, disfigured and tortured persons, widows/widowers, and acutely impacted communities have 

been mapped out for assistance in these regions. While these programs are commendable, the Trust 

Fund for Victims can only reach few of the overwhelming number of victims, all in dire need for 

assistance. Further, compensation is not an aspect of the assistance programs as it can only be 

ordered by the ICC. As such, most victims have had to do with whatever assistance they get from the 

Trust Fund for Victims. Collectively, both the ICC and the Trust Fund for Victims, despite their 
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efforts, have not even scratched the surface of the victims‘ issues both in terms of the numbers and 

their rights.   

 

At the national level, Uganda‘s Constitution provides for the possibility of compensation where a 

right or fundamental guaranteed under the Constitution has been infringed or threatened.
860

 The 

compensation envisaged here is however in civil proceedings before the national courts or Uganda 

Human Rights Commission which is also mandated to order compensation and any other legal 

remedy where an infringement of a fundamental right or freedom has been proved. Reparations 

envisaged in criminal proceedings are very limited. The Trial on Indictments Act gives the High 

Court the discretion to order an accused person to pay compensation where one has suffered personal 

injury as a consequence of the offence.
861

 Surprisingly, the ICC Act does not contain a similar 

provision. Article 64 of the ICC Act only provides for implementation of orders on reparations 

emanating from the ICC; where the ICC issues an order on reparations, the said order will be 

enforced at the national level as if it were an order issued by a court in Uganda. There are no 

provisions for the ICD to order reparation of victims, neither is there a general framework for 

handling the situation of victims at the national level.  

 

The Agreement on Accountability and Reconciliation attempted to provide a framework within 

which victims would participate in formal proceedings and receive reparations.
862

 The participation 

envisaged mirrored the ICC process where victims would have a chance to participate where their 

interests were affected and while doing so, have their dignity, privacy and security respected and 

protected.
863

 Reparations to victims within the framework of the agreement would include 

rehabilitation; restitution; compensation; guarantees of non-recurrence and other symbolic measures 

would be implemented from resources set aside by the government for that purpose.
864

 The 

perpetrators of the crimes could also be required to make reparations to the victims.
865

 These 

provisions have however not been actualized at the national level. 

 

One of the main difficulties has been lack of a data bank containing the details of the victims of the 

LRA conflict. In this regard, Uganda, like Kenya, suffers the malaise of poor data management. 

Without this data base, it becomes difficult to know exactly how many victims there are, what kind 
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of harm they suffered and how many have received any form of assistance. Designing appropriate 

intervention mechanisms can only be achieved once the victims have been identified. 

 

Further, lack of a legal framework for handling the victims also hampers any meaningful 

intervention. So far, a few victims have received cash payouts, but this was done in an ad-hoc 

manner and without any guiding framework.
866

 In the absence of laws and a reparation policy that 

address issues of victims, many of the victims are left helpless, waiting upon the State to address 

their plight.  The wait has been long and agonizing. Many victims have resorted to civil suits against 

the state to demand compensation for property they lost during the war. The cases are however yet to 

be heard. 

 

Current discussions on victims‘ participation in proceedings and on reparations seem to be shifting 

from the framework provided under the Rome Statute to what victims really want. In a study 

undertaken by the Uganda Human Rights Commission and the UN High Commissioner for Human 

Rights, truth recovery; acknowledgement of harms; redress and reparations were listed as the top 

priorities for victims.
867

 These cannot be achieved without identifying the victims and putting in 

place a proper legal and policy framework. The Juba Peace Agreements provide a sound foundation 

for developing the necessary legal and policy framework that would translate victim‘s needs from 

hopeless aspirations to realities. Due to the large numbers of victims, the reality is that many of them 

will get no form of reparations at all. A data base as well as legal and policy framework will enable 

the state to approach the situation of victims in a coordinated and realistic manner and to manage 

their expectations.  

 

5.10 Conclusion 

 

The analysis of Uganda‘s situation does not reveal a state which has met its primary obligation to 

investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes, whenever they occur. A single 

prosecution, which has so far been halted, is all Uganda has to show for its efforts in bringing 

perpetrators of international crimes to justice. Other than those indicted by the ICC, there are 

currently no efforts to prosecute anyone at the domestic level over international crimes committed in 
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Uganda. This, when contrasted with the scale of atrocities committed in the country since 1986, is 

rather appalling. The Amnesty Law has made it virtually impossible to conduct prosecutions for 

international crimes at the national level and not much progress can be foreseen unless the Amnesty 

Act is repealed.  

 

The International Criminal Court Act and the International Crimes Division of the High Court in 

Uganda are legal and institutional frameworks that were a direct result of the Court‘s intervention in 

the country and which provide Uganda with a framework for seeking accountability for future 

international crimes, should it repeal the Amnesty Act. However, the conclusion I have drawn from 

the prosecution of a single case on international crimes at the domestic level, is that the country has 

not met its fair share of the burden in the context of seeking accountability for international crimes 

committed in the country. The attempt to recall the cases from the ICC was not so much in 

acknowledgement of Uganda‘s primary duty to prosecute the suspects of international crimes, but 

rather to pursue a possible political settlement as explained in this Chapter. When it comes to actual 

prosecutions, the current situation is that the country has left the entire burden to the ICC. 

 

Further, the state has not carried its share of the burden in fulfilling the victims‘ rights either. It has 

not pursued any concrete plan to secure victims‘ rights, which is appalling, given the millions of 

victims in the country. Identification, registration and creation of a database of all the victims of the 

LRA conflict are yet to be undertaken. It does not have in place a clear legal and policy framework to 

enable it effectively address the victims‘ situation.  It has left the entire burden to the ICC, which, as 

explained, has admitted only a handful of victims. Access to effective remedies has as such become 

no more than a far dream to many of the victims of the conflict. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT’S INTERVENTION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE 

 

6.1 Background to the 2010 Post-Election Violence 

 

Côte d‘Ivoire presented the ICC with a similar situation as Kenya in the sense that crimes within the 

Court‘s jurisdiction were committed in the context of post-election violence. Following a general 

election held in the West- African State in December 2010, the result of the Presidential election was 

disputed.  The Electoral Commission announced Allasane Ouattara as the winner after a second 

round of voting for the presidency. The incumbent, Laurent Gbagbo, rejected the results and refused 

to step down alleging the opposition had rigged the election and inflated votes for Ouattara. Gbagbo 

refused to cede power, even as the international community recognized Allasane Ouatarra and urged 

him to step down. Both politicians were ―sworn-in‖ as presidents and each appointed a cabinet, 

throwing the country into a political deadlock.
868

 The supporters on both sides took to the streets, 

leading to violence in Côte d‘Ivoire, which lasted from December 2010 to May 2011.By May 2011, 

more than 3,000 people had been killed, more than 150 women and girls raped and over one million 

people displaced.
869

 The country was on the brink of another civil war. While the magnitude of 

violence was unprecedented and largely seen as the result of disputed elections, the same was a 

manifestation of deep-seated cleavages revolving around ethnicity, nationality, identity and religion 

and fragmentation along geographical lines.
870

 

 

Côte d‘Ivoire has not always enjoyed political stability. The country has been embroiled in 

protracted power struggles since the early 1990s, following the death of its first President, Félix 

Houphouët-Boigny. One of the major causes of discontent was the fight for the scarce resources and 

the perceived inequality between the North and South. Most of the country‘s cocoa and coffee 

plantations, as well as other natural resources are located in the South, whose residents however feel 

exploited and unrepresented in the country‘s governance.
871

 Another problem was caused by steady 

rise of immigrants in the country. Houphouët-Boigny had initiated policies that encouraged 
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immigration from neighboring countries, such as Burkina Faso, Mali, Guinea and Ghana, to ensure a 

constant supply of cheap labour.
872

 By 1998, it is estimated that immigrants and their descendants 

numbered four million—about 25 percent of Côte d‘Ivoire‘s population.
873

 As a result, political 

discourse in the 1990s began to revolve around nationality and identification. Ivorian nationalism, 

coined as Ivoirité became the major topic of political elites who argued that the country‘s troubles 

lay in the pollution of true Ivorian identity and its future would be reliant upon liberating the 

country‘s autochthonous citizens who had suffered from decades of excessive immigration.
874

 The 

concept of Ivoirité was enthusiastically embraced by President Bédié who ruled from 1992 to 1999. 

Under Bédié, the Electoral Code was redrafted to restrict the right to vote to Ivorian nationals. It 

stated that all presidential candidates must be Ivorian at birth and his or her parents must be Ivorian 

of birth as well.
875

 The redesigned electoral code also stated that a presidential candidate could never 

hold another nationality and he/she must have resided in Cote d‘Ivoire for five years preceding the 

election.
876

 This law was designed to prevent Ouattara from vying for the Presidency since 

Ouattara‘s father was purportedly from Burkina Faso.
877

 The concept of Ivoirité, it has been argued, 

was nothing more than the systematization of mechanisms of political exclusion based on an 

imaginary line between ―true Ivorians‖, ―intermittent Ivorians‖, and ―Ivorians of convenience‖.
878

  

 

In 1999 President Bédié was overthrown in a military coup by General Gueï. Initially an impassioned 

critic of Ivoirité discourses, Gueï promised to serve as caretaker leader only until fresh elections 

could be held. However, he reneged on this, deciding to seek election in 2000. He also employed 

Ivoirité to ban Ouattara for running against him. Gueï was however defeated by Laurent Gbagbo in 

the 2000 elections.
879

  

 

Gbagbo also embraced the concept of Ivoirité and used it to his political advantage.  He considered 

Ouattara to be a Burkinabe and also made it difficult for Ivoirians from the North to register to vote 
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through stricter enforcement of identity cards.
880

 This led to intense animosity and violent clashes 

between Gbagbo supporters, mostly from the North West of the country and the Northerners – who 

perceived that they had been denied their citizenship and the right to political participation.
881

 In 

September 2002, an attempted coup was staged against Gbagbo by rebel soldiers, calling themselves 

Patriotic Movement of Côte d‘Ivoire (MPCI), with Guillaume Soro as their leader. President Gbagbo 

responded by translating this  into a civil war and the conflict expanded  and became closely 

connected to the crises in Guinea (Conakry), Liberia and Sierra Leone; with Burkina Faso being 

accused of supporting the MPCI.
882

 

 

By mid-September 2002, a full-fledged civil war broke out in Côte d‘Ivoire. The MPCI launched a 

coordinated, nation-wide attack on forces loyal to President Laurent Gbagbo. They gained control of 

some of the cities situated in the North and Central parts of the country and began advancing towards 

the capital city of Abidjan, which was controlled by the National Armed Forces of Côte d‘Ivoire 

(FANCI).
883

 Their key demands included the resignation of President Gbagbo, the holding of 

inclusive national elections, a review of the Constitution and an end to the domination of Southerners 

in the affairs of the country.
884

 In the course of the conflict, other insurgent groups would emerge; 

the Movement for Justice and Peace (MPJ) and the Ivorian Peoples‘ Movement of the Great West 

(MPIGO). Together with MPCI, these rebel forces formed Forces Neuvelles.
885

 

 

As the conflict escalated, The Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) appointed a 

contact group to begin a mediation process which culminated in the signing of a cease-fire agreement 

on 17
th

 October 2002.
886

 Intense negotiations followed to resolve the crisis, and various agreements 

were signed but a political settlement between the Government and rebels seemed far from being 

reached. Following negotiations in Lomé, the first agreement was signed on 31 October 2002 

wherein the parties reaffirmed their commitment to the ceasefire agreement, pledged to refrain from 

human rights abuses, and acknowledged the need to preserve the territorial integrity of Côte d'Ivoire 

and to respect the country's institutions.
887

 A further agreement was signed on 1
st
 November 2002, 

under which the Government agreed to submit to the National Assembly a draft amnesty law, which 
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would include freeing jailed members of the military and permitting the return of exiled soldiers, 

who would be reintegrated into the army. 
888

 The Lomé talks subsequently stalled, however, as MPCI 

insisted on the resignation of President Gbagbo, a review of the Constitution and the holding of fresh 

elections, while the Government demanded that the rebels disarm and honour their commitment to 

preserve the territorial integrity of the country.
889

 Further negotiations were held in Linas-Marcoussis 

in France and another agreement signed on 24
th

 January 2003.
890

 To guarantee implementation, the 

Linas-Marcoussis agreement recommended the setting up of a committee composed of 

representatives of various institutions.
891

 The UN Security Council, through resolution 1479 (2003) 

of 13 May 2003, also established the United Nations Mission in Côte d'Ivoire (MINUCI) with the  

mandate of facilitating  the implementation of the Linas-Marcoussis Agreement.  

 

Ahead of the 2005 elections however, the peace process stalled as the rebels refused to disarm, 

accusing the government of bad faith. A ‗no peace no war situation‘ prevailed, with the Government  

striving to keep power in the southern part of the territory and the rebels maintaining  a durable 

military, political, economic and financial organization of the northern half of the country.
892

 The 

two sides were divided by a ‗zone of confidence‘ monitored by the international forces. The situation 

posed a challenge with the registration and identification process, with the government claiming  that 

logistical arrangements with respect to the electoral process are hampered by the fact that the rebels 

are holding on to half of the country, preventing officials from gaining unimpeded access to those 

areas.
893

 Both sides exhibited marked reluctance to adhere fully to the provisions of the Linas-

Marcoussis Agreement.
894

 

 

A series of diplomatic and peace initiatives were adopted over a period of five years but failed to 

resolve the conflict. It was not until 2007 when a lasting peace accord was eventually signed in 
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Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.
895

 The Ouagadougou Accord stipulated the reform of the contentious 

nationality identification system, considered discriminatory against northerners who were deemed as 

immigrants and not Ivoirians. The Accord also called for the disarmament of militias and rebels, 

integration of rebels into the national army, fresh elections and power-sharing.
896

  

 

In the run-up to the 2010 elections, progress was made on the identification of nationals, voter 

registration and elections. However, little progress was achieved on creating a central army 

command, disarming militias and rebel forces. As well, hurdles existed on allowing the government 

to take over areas controlled by the rebels in the north of Côte d‘Ivoire.
897

 The Ouagadougou accord 

also did little to resolve the underlying issues that led to the eruption of war in the first place. The 

country remained essentially divided between the North and South. It is in this volatile context that 

the elections, anticipated since 2005, were held in 2010.The result of the first round was announced 

by the Constitutional Council - Gbago was in the lead with 38.04%, followed by Alassane Ouattara 

with 32.07% (3) and Bédié with 25.24% of the vote.
898

 Since no candidate received an absolute 

majority, a run-off between Gbagbo and Ouatarra was scheduled for 28 November 2010. Following 

the run-off, the Ivorian Electoral Commission declared Ouatarra the winner, with 54.10% to 

Gbagbo‘s 45.90%.
899

 However, the country‘s Constitutional Council, at the behest of Gbagbo, 

overruled the electoral commission, annulling results in nine northern precincts and giving Gbagbo a 

51 to 49 percent victory.
900

 As both Ouatarra and Gbagbo claimed victory, their supporters took to 

the streets, leading to a six month violence that would push the country to the brink of another civil 

war. Eventually, Ouatarra was installed as the President and Gbagbo was arrested and handed over to 

the International Criminal Court. Arrest warrants were also subsequently issued by the ICC against 

his wife Simone Gbagbo as well as Charles Blé Goudé for various counts of crimes against 

humanity. 
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6.2 Crimes Committed in Côte d’Ivoire during the 2010 Post Election violence 

 

At the time the 2010 post-election violence occurred, Côte d‘Ivoire was not a party to the Rome 

Statute. It would later ratify the Statute on 12
th

 February 2013.
901

 It had however issued a declaration 

on 18
th

 April 2003, accepting ad hoc jurisdiction of the ICC in accordance with Article 12 (3) of the 

statute.
902

 The declaration recognized the court‘s competence for the events occurring after 19
th

 

September 2002 and was to be in force for an indefinite period. In the context of the 2010 post-

election violence, the following crimes were committed: 

 

Crimes against Humanity 

As the 2010 post-election violence escalated, reports of extrajudicial killings, forced disappearances, 

torture, and rape started streaming in.
903

 The conflict at first took the form of violent repression of 

demonstrations where lethal force was often used to disperse demonstrators.
904

 The violence quickly 

took a grave turn, with deadly raids being conducted in civilian homes and residents killed, raped or 

abducted.
905

 Innocent civilians were beaten with bricks, clubs or shot by militias who had created 

unofficial checkpoints.
906

 

When the ICC Prosecutor presented a request for authorization to open investigations into Côte 

d‘Ivoire, the Prosecutor indicated that both crimes against humanity and war crimes had been 

committed in Côte d‘Ivoire. In the Côte d‘Ivoire situation, the underlying acts which formed the 

basis of the Prosecutor‘s investigations for crimes against humanity were murder (article 7(l)(a) of 

the Rome Statute);  rape and other sexual violence(article 7(l)(g) of the Rome Statute); Persecution 

(article 7(l)(h) of the Rome Statute); and  other inhumane acts (article 7(l)(k) of the Rome Statute).  

Murder 

 

In the wake of the Côte d‘Ivoire crisis, several people died as a result of the clashes. It is however 

difficult to get an accurate number of the persons who were killed. The Prosecutor submitted before 
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the Pre-Trial Chamber that between 700 to 1048 civilians were killed by pro-Gbagbo forces.
907

 

Human Rights Watch estimated the fatalities in the Ivorian 2010 post-election violence at around 

3000.
908

 The National Commission of Inquiry set up by President Ouatarra to inquire into human 

rights violations and violations of international humanitarian law estimated fatalities at 3248.
909

 

According to the National Commission of Inquiry, 2018 of the fatalities had been summary 

executions due to political or ethnic reasons.
910

  

 

The Pre-Trial Chamber found that pro-Gbagbo forces used excessive force in the form of live 

ammunition and heavy weaponry to disperse protesters, killing scores of people.
911

 In other 

instances, victims were targeted due to their identity and ethnicity, resulting in many foreigners being 

killed.
912

 Most of the killings took place in broad daylight. Victims were typically stopped at illicit 

militia checkpoints and ordered to show their identification cards. If the militiamen believed from the 

person's style of dress or surname that he was a Muslim or from an ethnic group that tended to 

support Ouattara, the militiamen would surround him, accuse him of being a "marcher" or "rebel," 

and beat the victim to death with iron bars, pieces of wood, and bricks.
913

 

 

Rape and Other Sexual Violence 

 

In the context of the 2010 post-election violence, the National Commission of Inquiry recorded 

around 196 cases of rape around 25 locations in Côte d‘Ivoire.
914

 Human Rights Watch recorded 150 

cases of rape.
915

  While the Prosecutor did not present an actual number of victims to the Pre-Trial 

Chamber, he relied on Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International Reports.
916

 The Pre-Trial 

Chamber indicated that it had also received representations from victims on instances of rape 

allegedly committed by pro- Gbagbo forces.
917

 The rapes were politically motivated, and targeted 

mainly women who, or whose husbands were active members of Ouatarra‘s political party, or who 

on the basis of their ethnicity, were perceived to be supporters of Ouatarra.
918
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Persecution 

 

Article 7 (h) of the Rome Statute criminalizes persecution against ―any identifiable group or 

collectivity on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender …, or other grounds that 

are universally recognized as impermissible under international law, in connection with … any crime 

within the jurisdiction of the Court.‖  Persecution is defined in the Statute to mean ―the intentional 

and severe deprivation of fundamental rights contrary to international law by reason of the identity of 

the group or collectivity.‖
919

 

 

The 2010 post-election violence in Côte d‘Ivoire followed a pattern of targeting groups due to their 

political affiliation as well as nationality and ethnicity. The narrative of the violence shows a country 

that was divided in the middle as a result of political affiliations that eventually reached a boiling 

point. Pro- Gbagbo forces are alleged to have carried out attacks against neighborhoods perceived as 

allied to Ouattara, while Ouatarra forces similarly attacked Gbagbo loyalists.
920

 Once the violence 

began however, the deep seated ethnic and national animosity came to the fore, and groups were 

targeted even if they did not have any strong political sentiments. Members of ethnic groups from 

northern Côte d'Ivoire, Muslims, and immigrants from neighboring West African countries were 

specifically targeted.
921

  For instance, Charles Blé Goudé, also indicted by the ICC, publicly called 

on the youth to defend the country against foreigners and foreign peacekeepers and that a number of 

attacks were committed following this speech.
922

 The persecution was often egregious and included 

instances of people being burnt to death or beaten in a cruel and savage manner until they succumbed 

to their injuries.
923

  

 

Other Inhumane Acts 

 

‗Other inhumane acts‘ are defined under Article 7 (2) (k) of the Statute as acts of a similar character 

to the other underlying acts that constitute crimes against humanity. The acts which qualify are those 

which intentionally cause great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health. In 

the context of the 2010 Post-Election violence, several people sustained serious injuries due to the 

violence inflicted upon them by militias and security forces.
924

 Considering the kind of weapons used 
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and the kind of injuries suffered by the victims, the Pre-Trial Chamber had substantial grounds to 

conclude that inhumane acts had been committed in the course of the violence.
925

 

 

Widespread and Systematic Nature of the Attack 

To prove the widespread nature of the attacks, the Prosecutor submitted before Pre-Trial Chamber III 

that violations occurred throughout the country, resulting into displacement of around one million 

people.
926

 There were also large scale arbitrary arrests, disappearances and incidents of rape.
927

 

The systematic nature of attacks was evidenced by the planning as well as the logistical and financial 

resources that were used in the attacks. Furthermore, the attacks were not spontaneous but pro-

Gbagbo forces carefully selected and targeted villages and ethnic communities that were perceived to 

be allied to Ouattara. The Pre-Trial Chamber eventually concluded that the extended time period in 

which the crimes were committed, the geographical range as well as the high number of victims all 

pointed to the widespread and systematic nature of the attacks.
928

 

State or Organizational Policy 

 

Crimes against humanity as discussed in Chapter Two and Three of this thesis can only be said to 

have occurred when underlying offences are committed pursuant to a state or ‗organizational‘ policy. 

Without this element the crimes remain ordinary offences, punishable at the domestic level and the 

ICC lacks jurisdiction over the offences.  

 

In The Côte d‘Ivoire situation, the ICC, before assuming jurisdiction, had to first determine whether 

the crimes were committed pursuant to a state or organizational policy. On the policy element, the 

Pre-Trial Chamber followed the interpretation outlined by  Pre-Trial Chambers in other situations; 

that the attack must be thoroughly organized and follow a regular pattern; it must be conducted in 

furtherance of a common policy involving public or private resources; it can be implemented either 

by groups who govern a specific territory or by an organization that has the capability to commit 

widespread or systematic attack against the civilian population; and it need not be explicitly defined 

or formalized.
929

 The Chamber also agreed with the interpretation that for a ‗State Policy‘ to commit 

an attack, the  policy does not necessarily need to have been conceived at the highest level of state 
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machinery and that a policy adopted by  regional  or even local organs of the state could satisfy the 

requirement of state policy.
930

   

 

Some difficulties are however discernible from the Pre-Trial Chamber‘s interpretation of 

‗organization‘ or rather, its reluctance to delve into the issue. In the Decision authorizing the 

Prosecutor to investigate the situation in Côte d‘Ivoire , the Pre-Trial Chamber outlined the criteria 

earlier set out
931

 on the factors which could be taken into account in determining whether a group 

qualifies as an organization: whether the group is under a responsible command or has an established 

hierarchy;  whether the group possesses means to carry out widespread or systematic attack against 

the civilian population; whether the group exercises control over part of the territory of the state; 

whether the group directed its criminal activities against the civilian population as a primary purpose; 

whether the group articulates, explicitly or otherwise, an intention to attack a civilian population; and 

whether the group is part of a larger group, which fulfills some or all of the outlined criteria.
932

 

Having outlined these parameters, the Pre-Trial Chamber stopped at that and did not subject the 

―Pro-Gbagbo forces‖ to these criteria to see if it would qualify as an organization under the Rome 

Statute. The Chamber did not also define these criteria further or give guidance to the question of 

how many of these criteria an organization ought to fulfill to qualify under Article 7(2) of the Rome 

Statute. 

 

At the confirmation of charges stage, the Pre-Trial Chamber III did not go deeper into the 

interpretation of an organization. When considering whether ―pro-Gbagbo forces‖ constituted an 

organization within the meaning of Article 7(2) (a) of the Rome Statute, the Chamber recalled the 

previous holding of the court that the policy may be linked to groups that govern a specific territory 

or to an organization that has the capability to commit a widespread or systematic attack against the 

civilian population.
933

 The Chamber also noted Judge Kaul‘s dissenting opinion in the Kenyan case 

to the effect that ―an organization within the meaning of Article 7(2) (a) of the Statute must partake 

of some characteristics of a State, which ―eventually turn the private ‗organization‘ into an entity 

which may act like a State or has quasi-State abilities‖.
934

  The Chamber then went on to hold that 

since pro-Gbagbo forces would meet the threshold under either interpretation, it saw no need to 
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dwell on the issue further.
935

 In resorting to both divergent interpretations of an organization, the Pre-

Trial Chamber here demonstrated that concurrence on the definition of an ―organization‖ for 

purposes of the Rome Statute is yet to be achieved and that Judge Kaul‘s dissenting opinion on the 

―state-like‖ nature of an organization holds some weight. 

 

In the Gbagbo case, state policy could have been more apparent; although already ousted Gbagbo 

still maintained control over the state machinery which pursued a policy of launching violent attacks 

against persons perceived to support the political opponents in order to retain power. The ―Pro-

Gbagbo forces‖ dichotomy and how this becomes an organization is however not as apparent. The 

Pre-Trial Chamber while confirming the charges, held that Gbagbo and his inner circle controlled an 

organization (the ―pro-Gbagbo forces‖), who were composed of several identifiable components, 

namely the national security and defence forces (FDS), militias, mercenaries and youth 

organizations.
936

 First, one would see immediate difficulties with the lack of a cohesive, single 

group. Rather, reference was made to separate groups with a common goal of supporting Gbagbo‘s 

political aspirations. Would this single common ground, without more, morph the separate 

individuals and entities into an organization under Article 7(2) (a) of the Rome Statute?  Even 

applying the Pre-Trial Chamber‘s guiding parameters on an ―organization‖; one would find 

difficulties with the several criteria. One may for instance point out that the ‗pro-Gbagbo forces‘ did 

not control part of the territory. Further, on the capability to commit widespread attacks against the 

civilian population, the FDS, being the national security forces, had the weaponry and hence 

capability to commit such attacks. But it cannot be said that this capability to attack civilians was 

spread across the pro-Gbagbo forces. The youth for instance, it was reported, used bricks, wood etc 

to attack the civilians.
937

 These are weapons that they could quickly access.  

 

Another compelling aspect is that  the mentioned components of Pro-Gbagbo supporters operated 

distinctly and separately; it was not shown that they held any meetings, jointly as ‗an organization‘ 

during which any policies were discussed.  It would seem that in this instance, the policy preceded 

the ―organization‖, that is Gbagbo and his ―Inner Circle‖ agreed on a policy to use violence if 

necessary, then used the ―pro-Gbagbo forces‖ to actualize that violence. Actually, the confirmation 

of charges decision is heavy on culpability of the ―Inner Circle‖ but does not demonstrate the manner 

in which the ―pro-Gbagbo forces‖, planning and acting as an ―organization‖, formulated and 

committed the crimes. The Pre-Trial Chamber conclusion is telling: ―The evidence shows that: (i) 
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Laurent Gbagbo made public statements which indicate an intention to hold on to power at any cost, 

including by use of force against civilians; (ii) Laurent Gbagbo and his inner circle aimed their 

campaign activities, which began well in advance of the violence at issue in the present case, towards 

mobilizing supporters for the possible use of violence: (iii) Laurent Gbagbo and his inner circle 

mobilized the youth for violent acts against known or perceived supporters of Laurent Gbagbo‘s 

political opponent Alassane Ouattara; (iv) Laurent Gbagbo and his inner circle engaged in 

preparatory activities in anticipation of the use of violence, such as acquisition of weapons and 

recruitment of FDS elements, militias and mercenaries;  (v) Laurent Gbagbo and his inner circle 

coordinated the implementation of the common plan through their interaction with the pro- Gbagbo 

forces, as illustrated by the meetings and instructions given to units on the ground during the crisis; 

and (vi) Laurent Gbagbo and his inner circle reacted to the evolution of the crisis by taking specific 

steps to ensure continued implementation of the common plan to retain power at any cost, including 

by use of violence against civilians.‖ From these findings, one gets the sense that the ―pro-Gbagbo 

forces‖ were merely used to carry out a plan/ policy formulated by Gbagbo and his Inner Circle. 

Judge Van den Wyngaert in her dissenting opinion asserted that, the evidence on the ‗group‘ 

dimension was rather thin.
938

 While Judge Wyngaert‘s dissent was primarily on the mode of liability, 

her opinion that there was no ‗group‘ with a common purpose to commit crimes against the civilians 

is instructive as to the disjointed nature of the ―organization‖ presented by the Prosecutor. She 

observed that since it could not be argued that all FDS members, all mercenaries, all militia 

members and all youth group members constituted one large ―group acting with a common purpose‖, 

it was necessary to know who did belong to the alleged group acting with a common purpose.
939

 In 

her opinion, only those individuals, who agreed to maintain Laurent Gbagbo in power at all costs and 

to commit crimes against civilians in order to achieve this goal, could be considered as belonging to 

the group acting with a common purpose.
940

 This is exactly the point, especially where one is dealing 

with an ―organization‖ which is not criminal in nature. In the instant case, the dots that joined the 

different entities and individuals were that they were supporters of Gbagbo and did not, as a whole, 

formulate or agree to a policy of committing any crimes against the civilian population. As such, to 

hold that they (together) formed an organization under the Rome Statute was, in my view, a stretch 

of the requirements of such an organization. 
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It was also alleged that the ―Inner Circle‖ was in itself an organization within the meaning of Article 

7 (2) (a) of the Statute.
941

  The ―Inner Circle‖ was described as close associates who shared Gbagbo‘s 

objective of staying in power and coordinated with him the means to achieve this goal.
942

 This inner 

circle included Simone Gbagbo, Laurent Gbagbo‘s wife, who was said to exert considerable 

influence over state institutions.
943

 Charles Blé Goudé was another member of the inner circle, with 

the main role of rallying the youth behind Gbagbo.
944

 The third component of the  ―Inner Circle‖  

was a  limited number of trusted political associates, including government ministers, certain leaders 

of pro-Gbagbo youth movements, high commanders of the FDS, and other trusted military 

commanders.
945

 The ―Inner Circle‖ in other words was Gbagbos trusted associates, in the political 

and governance landscape, as any President would have. To claim that they constituted an 

―organization‖ within the meaning of the Rome Statute was in my view, another further stretch of the 

parameters of an organization for purposes of the Rome Statute. Gbagbo and his ―Inner Circle‖ were 

held to have contemplated the possibility of recourse to violence before the 2010 elections and 

undertook preparatory activities.
946

 At this point, Gbagbo was the President; it would be plausible to 

say he and his inner circle (most of whom were state officers) formulated a state policy to resort to 

violence to hold onto power. A parallel interpretation that, at the same time he and this inner circle 

were formulating an ―organizational‖ policy blurs the lines between a state and an organization and 

seems to suggest that the same entity can be both a state and organization, without demarcating any 

parameters. One may ask whether the ―Inner Circle‖ stripped of the state machinery would have met 

the ingredients of an ―organization‖ properly so called. 

 

The Pre-Trial Chamber however determined that the crimes in question had been committed 

pursuant to organizational policy and as such, constituted crimes against humanity over which the 

court has jurisdiction if the national system does not investigate and prosecute. 
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6.3 Côte d’Ivoire’s Situation before the ICC, inability or unwillingness? 

As soon as Alassane Ouatarra secured the Presidency of Côte d‘Ivoire, he confirmed the validity of 

the declaration earlier made by Côte d‘Ivoire accepting the ICC‘s jurisdiction.
947

 In a letter addressed 

to the Prosecutor on 14
th 

December 2010, President Ouattara referred to the crisis that had engulfed 

the country after the 2010 elections and indicated that in his capacity as the new President, he was 

confirming the declaration made of 18
th

 April 2003.
948

 While the first declaration had been intended 

for the crimes committed during the 2002-2003 conflict, Ouatarra‘s confirmation letter invited the 

court to look into crimes committed after 2004 and seemed to specifically target the crimes 

committed in the 2010 post-election violence.
949

 In a further letter dated 4
th

 May 2011, Ouatarra 

requested the ICC Prosecutor to conduct investigations into the crimes falling under the jurisdiction 

of the ICC committed during the 2010 post-election violence and have the persons bearing the 

greatest responsibility tried before the ICC. The intention of Côte d‘Ivoire, it seems, was to make a 

self-referral under Article 14 of the Statute but as Côte d‘Ivoire was not a state party to the Rome 

Statute then, this option was not open to it.  

Côte d‘Ivoire, in seeking the ICC‘s intervention, relied on inability of its judicial system to 

investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes. Ouatarra noted in his letter of 4th  May 

2011 that the Ivorian Judiciary was not at that time in the best position to address the most serious 

crimes and any attempt to seek to prosecute  the  persons most responsible would face major 

obstacles.
950

 He was in this regard indicating the state was unable, due to the state of the judiciary, to 

seek accountability for international crimes. The second limb of complementarity, ―unwillingness‖ 

did not seem to be an issue at this point.  

6.4 Côte d’Ivoire’s Legal and Judicial Structure as at 2010 

 

Côte d‘Ivoire‘s judicial system is founded on the Constitution and several other laws.
951

 The system 

is structured into permanent jurisdictions, non-permanent jurisdictions and arbitral jurisdictions. The 
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non-permanent jurisdictions, endowed with specific mandates, include the High Justice Court, which 

has jurisdiction over members of the government for offences committed during their time in office 

and the Court of Assize, which has jurisdiction over the highest and most severe levels of crime.
952

 

The permanent jurisdictions are composed of courts of First Instance, Appeal Courts, and Supreme 

Court.
953

 There is further an Independent Constitutional Council, responsible for determining the 

eligibility of candidates running in presidential  and legislative elections, announcing final  election 

results, conducting referendums,  and ensuring the constitutionality of legislation.
954

 

While Côte d‘Ivoire‘s Judiciary is constitutionally established as an arm of government independent 

of the executive, some of the constitutional provisions severely hamper such independence. First, 

while the Constitution provides that the magistrates are only bound to the authority of the law in the 

exercise of their functions,
955

 it also provides that the President is the guarantor of the independence 

of the magistrature and he presides over the High Judicial Council.
956

 This High Judicial Council is 

composed of the Presidents of various court divisions, six magistrates and six other persons from 

outside of the judiciary. The functions of this Council include making proposals for the appointment 

of various judicial personnel, particularly the magistrates of the Supreme Jurisdictions, the Presidents 

of the Courts of Appeal and the Presidents of the tribunals of first instance.
957

 The Council also 

handles disciplinary cases of the magistrates of the Bench and of the Office of the Public 

Prosecutions.
958

 The fact that the President of the Republic is also the President of this body coupled 

with the fact that key judicial appointments rest with him, jeopardizes judicial independence. In 

practice, this has often resulted in instances of outright executive interference with the judiciary, 

particularly with the courts which are intricately involved in Ivorian Politics. In 2000 for instance, 

the Supreme Court, while determining eligibility of presidential candidates, invalidated 14 out of the 

19 candidatures, including Ouatarra‘s candidature due to his ―dubious nationality‖.
959

 The Court 

cleared Guei, Gbagbo and three other candidates to vie for the Presidency. The Supreme Court was 

at that time headed by Guei‘s former personal legal advisor, Tia Koné, who came under heavy 

criticism for having compromised the integrity of the judiciary by advancing Guei‘s presidential 
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ambitions through eliminating most of his serious challengers.
960

 Koné would later admit that the 

court was under intense political pressure to reject the candidates.
961

 

The most glaring interference of the courts by the executive was during the 2010 elections, when the 

Constitutional Council overturned the Independent Electoral Commission‘s results which had 

proclaimed Ouatarra the winner of the elections. The Constitutional Council, invoking irregularities, 

cancelled results from seven departments in the north of the country, all of which had voted 

overwhelmingly for Ouatarra, and went ahead to declare Gbagbo the winner, claiming he had 

received 51.45% of the vote as against Ouatarra‘s 48.55%.
962

 In proclaiming Gbagbo the winner, the 

Constitutional Council acted in outright contravention of the Electoral Code, which required that 

fresh elections be held within 45 days in case the Constitutional Council establishes that there are 

serious anomalies in the process.
963

 The President of the Constitutional Council is appointed by the 

President of the Republic in accordance with Article 90 of the Ivorian Constitution. In 2010, Paul 

Yao N‘Dré, a close ally of Gbagbo, was the President of the Constitutional Council, whose decision 

to declare Gbagbo the winner reinforced Gbagbo‘s refusal to step down, leading to the post-election 

violence. The Constitutional Council in this case became partial in the electoral system and 

demonstrated the extent to which its independence could be compromised by the executive. 

 

Lack of independence and partiality of the judicial system presented one of the biggest obstacles in 

seeking justice at the local level after the 2010 post-election violence. The trend of the judiciary 

playing dalliance with the executive continued  after the ICC intervention with only Gbagbo 

supporters being indicted at the local and military courts, an action which  that attracted criticisms of 

the judiciary for pursuing one-sided justice.
964

 The Special Investigative Cell established to 

investigate and prosecute crimes committed during the 2010 post-election violence has indicted 

thousands of Gbagbo supporters and only one of Ouatarra‘s supporters.
965

 Entrenched partiality 

continues to eat into the judicial fabric which has over the years been used as a tool to advance the 
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interests of the executive. In this kind of setting, seeking accountability for international crimes 

becomes extremely challenging as the judiciary is used to prosecute only perpetrators from the 

opposing side. For instance in the context of the 2010 post-election violence, the national system 

instituted investigations only against pro-Gbagbo forces. The Special Investigative Cell set up to 

seek accountability for crimes committed during the post-election violence concentrated its efforts on 

pro-Gbagbo forces, rather than investigating crimes committed  by both sides.
966

 The crimes 

committed by pro-Ouatarra forces were documented by the UN Commission of Inquiry, National 

Commission of Inquiry, Human Rights Watch, Amnesty International and other civil society 

organizations, with the National Commission of Inquiry reporting that Ouatara forces executed at 

least 545 people during the crisis.
967

 Despite the foregoing, the ICC Prosecutor eventually charged 

only Laurent Gbagbo, Simone Gbagbo and Charles Blé Goudé. 

 

Côte d'Ivoire in declining to pursue Pro-Ouatarra forces was probably mirroring the selection by the 

ICC, where despite the Pre-Trial Chamber making a finding that Pro-Ouatarra forces also committed 

crimes against humanity, no charges have been brought at the ICC against any one from this camp.
968

 

The Pre-Trial Chamber observed that Forces Républicaines de Côte d'Ivoire ("FRCI"), together with 

other forces loyal to Ouattara, summarily executed and raped those who were perceived to be 

supporters of Gbagbo in Abidjan and other towns.
969

 Further reports showed that pro-Ouattara forces 

allegedly killed many hundreds of civilians in the Carrefour neighborhood of Duékoué, and that 

individuals of Guère ethnicity were particularly targeted, with attackers proclaiming that they would 

attackers reportedly threatened ‗kill the Guère until the last one because of their support for 

Gbagbo.‘
970

 Pro-Ouatarra forces also pillaged and burned several villages, liquidating the civilian 

population in each of these localities.
971

 As a result, the Chamber concluded that like pro-Gbagbo 

forces, pro-Ouatarra forces also committed crimes against humanity of murder, rape, imprisonment 

and severe deprivation of liberty, in addition to the war crimes of murder, rape, pillage, torture and 

cruel treatment.
972

 The ICC Prosecutor indicated that once authorized he would investigate whether 

pro-Ouatarra forces also committed crimes against humanity.
973

As yet, no charges have been leveled 

at the ICC against any Ouatarra supporter. The domestic prosecutions followed a similar pattern, 
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focusing only on pro-Gbagbo supporters, thereby perpetuating ‗victors‘ justice‘ at the national level. 

By January 2014, only one of Ouatarra supporters had been indicted for trial.
974

 Observers decry 

what seems to be a free pass given to Outarra supporters, which has emboldened them in further 

commission of crimes. The attack on Nahibily Camp for IDPs in July 2012, allegedly committed by 

the Dozos (a state-backed militia) and Forces Républicaines de Côte d‟Ivoire (FRCI), is often cited 

as the grim result of victors‘ justice and a widening impunity gap.
975

 No one has been held 

accountable for these attacks, three years after the violence. The major problem is that in a situation 

between the victor and the vanquished, the State has been unwilling to prosecute, as is expected, 

those who helped Ouattara ascend to power. Further, there is no Witness Protection framework in 

place and the majority of witnesses coming forward to give statements are pro-Ouattara; others don‘t 

come forward because they are afraid of further victimization.
976

 

 

Côte d‘Ivoire‘s strategy of selective justice only serves to reinforce the fact that the state has used 

criminal prosecutions, both at the national and international level, to punish political adversaries. The 

outcome of this is disastrous on two levels: At the political level, it confirms that states can use the 

ICC as a tool to outsource their obligation to investigate and prosecute and once the Court 

intervenes, the accountability at the national level, if any, becomes a selective issue that is not 

pursued with the intention of fulfilling the obligation to prosecute perpetrators of international 

crimes. Secondly, at domestic level where most of the victims are situated, they continue living 

amongst those who perpetrated crimes against them, and are constantly in fear of repeat attacks. 

They also view victims for whom accountability has been sought as ‗special victims‘. This 

exacerbates the already existing animosity and sets the stage for future conflict. 

 

Reach of Substantive Law 

 

Côte d‘Ivoire signed the Rome Statute on 30 November 1998 but did not ratify it until 2012. The 

reason for the delay in ratifying the Statute stemmed from a Constitutional Council opinion that the 

Rome Statute was inconsistent with the Côte d‘Ivoire‘s Constitution.
977

 This opinion was given 

pursuant to a request by President Gbagbo on the conformity of the Rome Statute with the Ivorian 

Constitution. In reaching the conclusion that the Statute did not conform to the Constitution, the 
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Constitutional Council took issue with some provisions in the Statute which in its view could have 

undermined the sovereignty of Côte d‘Ivoire. The first point of displeasure was complementarity as 

defined under Article 17 (2) of the Rome Statute; the Constitutional Council was uncomfortable with 

the fact that the Court could seize itself of cases already pending before national jurisdictions if it 

was of the view that the States concerned were unwilling or unable to prosecute. The Constitutional 

Council considered that inability to prosecute could stem from legal impossibility occasioned by 

factors such as time-limits for initiating prosecutions and amnesty. Its argument was that in such 

circumstances, the ICC should not intervene at all but instead allow the country to exercise its 

sovereignty.
978

 The Council also expressed discomfort with Articles 54(2) and 99(4) of the Rome 

Statute, which, in its view, would allow the ICC Prosecutor, in certain circumstances, to conduct 

investigations on the territory of a State, entertain accusations and visit locations within this State 

without the knowledge of its authorities.
979

 A further discomfiting provision of the Statute was 

Article 27 which does not recognize immunities or official capacity and would thereby contravene 

Articles 68, 93, 109, 110 and 117 of the Ivorian Constitution which provides immunities and other 

legal privileges to certain positions.
980

As a result of this opinion, the county shied away from 

ratifying the Rome Statute for over a decade, although it made a declaration under Article 12 (3) 

accepting the exercise of the Court‘s jurisdiction.  

 

The non-ratification meant that the provisions of the Statute could not apply domestically. Unlike 

Kenya and Uganda however, Côte d‘Ivoire already had provisions defining and providing sanctions 

for some international crimes in its Code of Criminal Procedure. Specifically, the law already 

criminalized genocide, crimes against the civilian population and crimes against prisoners of war.
981

 

The Penal Code defines Genocide as follows: 

Article 137 „A person shall be sentenced to death who, with the intent to destroy, in whole or 

in part, a national, ethnic, religious or political  group, commits, organizes, or gives orders 

to commit any of the following acts in times of peace or war:  

-killing or inflicting serious bodily injuries or serious harm to the physical or mental health of 

members of a group, in any form whatsoever;  

-imposing measures intended to prevent reproduction or the survival of the offspring of members 

of a group; or  

-deportation or forcible transfer of a population‟  
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The Penal Code also criminalizes ‗crimes against civilian population‘, with its definition borrowing 

from war crimes. Crimes against the civilian population are defined as follows: 

Art. 138  „A person shall be sentenced to death who, in a time of war or occupation and in 

violation of ius gentium or international conventions, commits, organizes, or gives orders to 

commit any of the following acts against civilians:  

-murder, torture, inhumane treatment or causing serious bodily harm;  

-inflicting conditions of life calculated to bring about physical destruction;  

-deportation or forcible transfer of a population;  

-forced recruitment into the armed forces or other enemy services; or  

- terror, taking hostages or imposing collective punishments.‟  

 

War crimes are not separately defined or criminalized in the Ivorian Penal Code. Instead, the Code 

talks about crimes against prisoners of war: 

Article 139   

„A person shall be sentenced to death if, in the same conditions as above, organizes orders or 

practices the following on prisoners of war:  

 -homicide, torture, inhuman treatment or any act causing serious injuries  

-Enforced enrollment in the army or intelligence services or administration of the enemy 

-Denial to Prisoners of War any rights protected by the international conventions‟ 

 

The definition of these crimes in Ivorian law, although a little different from their definition in 

international law, nevertheless provided a good basis for the country to meet its obligation of 

investigating and prosecuting international crimes. In the aftermath of the 2010 post-election 

violence, these laws allowed Côte d‘Ivoire to commence domestic proceedings against certain 

individuals without having to refer to resort to statutory amendments. 

 

Institutional Framework for Prosecution of International Crimes 

 

During the 2010 post-election violence, some of the courts in Côte d‘Ivoire located in the conflict 

hot-spots were affected by the violence and ceased operations. In the country‘s south, seventeen of 

the twenty six courts were partially damaged or looted during the conflict and had effectively ceased 

to function.
982

 The Courts in the North were also affected from 2002 when Forces Nouvelles rebel 

group controlled that part of the country.
983

 The county did not however regard this as a substantial 
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collapse of the judiciary within the meaning of Article 17(3) of the Rome Statute, perhaps because in 

most parts of the country, including in its capital of Abidjan, the courts were intact and proceedings 

were ongoing.
984

 The Judiciary as a whole was still functional; in fact in President Ouatarra‘s letter 

to the Prosecutor of the ICC he stated the judiciary was not able to prosecute for the most serious 

crimes; this means the judiciary, in his view, was able to prosecute perpetrators of the less serious 

crimes.
985

 Any ‗inability‘ would thus stem from the gap that hindered the judiciary from prosecuting 

the most serious crimes. 

 

To boost judicial capacity, a Special Investigative Cell was quickly set up and given the mandate of 

investigating and prosecuting the crimes that occurred in the context of post-election violence.
986

 The 

national proceedings both at the civilian courts, the Special Investigative Cell and at the military 

courts were therefore at variance with the whole concept of ‗inability‘ of the country to prosecute for 

international crimes. Measures were subsequently taken to address the situation of affected courts in 

the violence hot spots and by 2012, the national courts and judicial institutions were reopened 

throughout Côte d‘Ivoire and the judges resumed their work.
987

 Any ‗inability‘ that could have 

existed was as such cured by 2012 and the country‘s judiciary was well able to carry out its duties.  

 

The reason the ICC‘s intervention in Côte d‘Ivoire was as such not due to ‗inability‘ within the 

meaning of Article 17 (3) of the Rome Statute but rather, the result of a prosecutorial strategy 

adopted by the country in 2011, where the key suspects of the most serious crimes committed during 

the post-electoral crisis were to be prosecuted at the ICC and the other perpetrators would be 

prosecuted by the Ivorian national courts.
988

 The ICC prosecutor confirmed that pursuant to this 

strategy, individuals with greatest responsibility for the most serious crimes would be prosecuted 

before the ICC.
989

 This strategy, at the juridical level, embodies the positive complementarity 

principle and enables the Court and the State to equally share the burden of investigating and 

prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes. It addresses the grey area in the Rome Statute on the 

status of perpetrators left at the domestic level once the court intervenes. The State in this sense 

recognizes that it is its primary responsibility to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of 

international crimes, and engages in a division of labour with the ICC in order to discharge this 
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responsibility. This was a laudable step by Côte d‘Ivoire, especially since there is a tendency by 

some states to adopt other measures which are at variance with the obligation to investigate and 

prosecute perpetrators of international crimes. The strategy provided Côte d‘Ivoire with a clear 

direction on how to discharge its obligations with regards to the thousands of the perpetrators of 

international crimes.  

 

However, despite the good intention, such an approach is problematic from a number of 

perspectives. First, when a situation country decides to invite the ICC to prosecute the key suspects 

on international crimes, it must be noted that the ICC may not be able to prosecute all the key 

suspects. There is as such no objective criteria of selecting which key suspects will be prosecuted at 

the international level and which ones will be prosecuted at the domestic level. As a result, the 

process may lend itself to abuse especially in politically-charged environments where international 

trials could be seen as a quick way of getting rid of political opponents. Secondly, in accepting to 

prosecute perpetrators of international crimes at the domestic level, a situation country is from the 

onset confirming that it is both able and willing to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of 

international crimes. This being so, the motive for involving the ICC becomes suspect. Surely, a state 

which is in a position to investigate and prosecute thousands of perpetrators should be able to find 

room for four or so other perpetrators (which is ordinarily the average number that the ICC would 

indict). Why then wouldn‘t such a state just prosecute everyone at the domestic level instead of 

outsourcing three or four trials to the ICC? This has been the question in the Côte d‘Ivoire situation 

where the State insisted that Laurent Gbagbo and Blé Goudé be prosecuted at the ICC even when it 

became evident that the national authorities were able to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of 

international crimes. The explanation offered by Civil Society organizations in this regard is that 

Gbagbo and Blé Goudé commanded a lot of opposition support, and their mere presence in the 

country would stir political upheaval, hence the State‘s preference that they be prosecuted at the ICC. 

Should such political (in)conveniences lead to the outsourcing of cases to the ICC? I would argue 

against this. From a legal perspective, such political considerations do not find a place in the 

assessment of complementarity, and for good reason; the ICC cannot, and should not wade into the 

murky political waters of states. This would take it from its core business of judicially seeking 

accountability from perpetrators of international crimes, to examining the intricate political situations 

in the countries in which it intervenes and making inherently political choices in states.   
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6.5 Simone Gbagbo’s Admissibility Challenge and the test to Complementarity 

 

Côte d‘Ivoire declined to transfer Simone Gbagbo to the ICC to face charges of crimes against 

humanity for which she had been indicted by the ICC, preferring instead to prosecute her at the 

domestic level. The State  lodged an admissibility challenge in her case in accordance with Article 

19(2)(b) of the Statute, arguing that it was able to and was indeed investigating, with a view to  

prosecuting  Simone Gbagbo  at the  domestic level within the meaning of article 17(1)(a) of the 

Statute.
990

 Côte d‘Ivoire indicated that it was investigating Simone Gbagbo for crimes against the 

state, economic crimes, and crimes against individuals.
991

 In the Pre-Trial Chamber‘s view, the 

material presented by the Court was insufficient to show that the case at the domestic level 

sufficiently mirrored the one at the ICC, and that investigations were being progressively pursued.
992

 

The Pre-Trial Chamber observed that of the three sets of charges, only the charge on crimes against 

individuals were of the same nature as those alleged in the case before the Court; however, for this 

particular charge, there were no concrete investigative steps demonstrated by Côte d‘Ivoire.
993

 The 

charges on economic crimes and crimes against the state were declared to be of an entirely different 

nature to the case before the court and as such irrelevant.
994

 The admissibility challenge was 

therefore dismissed on the ground that Côte d‘Ivoire could not demonstrate that concrete, tangible 

and progressive investigative steps were being undertaken by its domestic authorities in order to 

ascertain Simone Gbagbo‘s criminal responsibility for the same conduct as that alleged in the 

proceedings before the ICC.
995

 The Appeal Chamber subsequently confirmed the Pre-Trial 

Chamber‘s findings on admissibility of the case.
996

 

 

Meanwhile, at the domestic level, Côte d‘Ivoire began prosecuting Simone Gbagbo for the first set of 

charges undermining state security and organizing criminal gangs.  On 10
th

 March 2015, she and 82 

other allies were found guilty and she was sentenced to serve twenty years in prison.
997

 Côte d‘Ivoire 
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authorities confirmed that other charges, including crimes against individuals and serious human 

rights violations, were still under investigation and there was the possibility of a second trial being 

organized once the investigations over these charges were complete.
998

 The question of 

complementarity thus becomes a real issue. Simone is serving a sentence for crimes committed in the 

context of the 2010 post-election violence, although remarkably different from the crimes against 

humanity for which she has been indicted by the ICC. Legally, considering both the Pre-trial 

Chamber and Appeal Chamber‘s findings that crimes against the state are clearly different from the 

ones for which she has been indicted at the ICC, the case remains admissible at the ICC, unless Côte 

d‘Ivoire follows through with the investigations and prosecution for  crimes  against individuals. The 

question is what would happen if Côte d‘Ivoire decides not to prosecute her for crimes against 

individuals. In such a scenario, it should be possible, in my view, to take refuge under Article 17 (1) 

(b) of the Rome Statute which precludes admissibility where a state has investigated and decided not 

to prosecute (unless the decision resulted from unwillingness or inability of the state genuinely to 

prosecute). The twenty-year sentence would be a strong indication that the state was able and willing 

to prosecute and did not in fact intend to shield her from criminal responsibility.   

 

The overall issue is however, whether it would be prudent, considering the heavy penalty, to insist 

that Simone Gbagbo must also face trial at the ICC simply because she wasn‘t prosecuted for crimes 

against humanity at the domestic level. It has been pointed out that her harsh sentence is longer than 

Lubanga‘s (at 14 years) and Katanga‘s (at 12 years).
999

 Going by this trend, it would be very unlikely 

for her to receive a longer sentence at the ICC, even were she to be convicted of the crimes against 

humanity for which she was indicted. As such, there is no inherent value on insisting that she be 

prosecuted again at the ICC for a different set of crimes.
1000

 Of course the other side of the argument 

is that the victims of crimes against humanity would be left without justice if crimes committed 

against them are not pursued.
1001

 These arguments should be balanced against the prudence of 

expending further resources for another trial at the ICC instead of letting her serve the already heavy 

sentence. The ICC may as well request for the surrender of Simone Gbagbo, which request would be 

handled under Article 89 (4) of the Rome Statute which states: ‗If the person sought is being 
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proceeded against or is serving a sentence in the requested State for a crime different from that for 

which surrender to the Court is sought, the requested State, after making its decision to grant the 

request, shall consult with the Court.‘ It is highly unlikely that Côte d‘Ivoire would grant such a 

request, judging by the zeal in which it pursued the admissibility challenge. However, should it come 

to this, it has been argued that there is nothing preventing the ICC, in the required consultations, to 

decide to let Simone Gbagbo serve her domestic sentence instead of requiring the state to surrender 

her to the ICC.
1002

 

 

The second major complementarity issue raised in the Côte d‘Ivoire situation is the effect of Simone 

Gbagbo‘s prosecution at the domestic level on Laurent Gbagbo‘s trial at the ICC. Simone Gbagbo‘s 

case is closely linked with that of Laurent Gbagbo (The Pre-Trial Chamber stated she was Gbagbo‘s 

alter ego).
1003

 That Côte d‘Ivoire has in place the legal and institutional mechanisms to prosecute for 

international crimes is no longer a matter in contention. The question then is whether Gbago should 

still stand trial at the ICC or be prosecuted at the domestic system, which is apparently able to 

investigate and prosecute for international crimes. Put differently, on a strict application of 

admissibility under the Rome Statute, should Côte d‘Ivoire be allowed to choose which individuals it 

desires to have prosecuted at the international level while retaining prosecution of others at the 

domestic level? It is curious that Côte d‘Ivoire only lodged an admissibility challenge in Simone‘s 

case and not Laurent Gbagbo‘s case. When asked about the decision to challenge Simone Gbagbo‘s 

prosecution at the ICC and not Laurent Gbagbo and Blé Goudé, the Prosecutor in charge of the 

Special Investigative and Instruction Cell indicated that at the time of ICC‘s intervention in the 

country and indictment of Laurent Gbagbo, there were no institutions capable of investigating and 

prosecuting serious crimes. The Special Investigative and Instruction Cell was established six 

months later and by the time the ICC unsealed the warrant of arrest against Simone Gbagbo, Côte 

d‘Ivoire already had the Unit in place for her investigation and trial.
1004

 While this explanation seems 

plausible in Simone‘s case, it does not explain why an admissibility challenge cannot be lodged in 

Laurent Gbagbo‘s case now that the domestic system is able to prosecute. It also does not explain 

why Blé Goudé was transferred to the ICC even in the face of an able domestic system. In fact, 

observers indicate that even at the time of Gbagbo‘s indictment, an extradition procedure was 

followed, meaning the national judicial system was intact and capable of prosecuting him if the state 
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so wished.
1005

 In my view, what this demonstrates is a clear unwillingness of the domestic system to 

prosecute certain individuals due to political rather than legal considerations. 

 

The outcome of a genuine complementarity assessment should be that if the country is able and 

willing, the two interlinked cases should both be tried by the national system. Positive 

complementarity should then be applied by strengthening the domestic system and encouraging trials 

for international crimes at the domestic level. Otherwise, states will always feel they can use the ICC 

as a tool to silence their political opponents by dangling the threat of international prosecutions; this 

is not the legitimate role of the ICC and greatly undermines the concept of complementarity. 

 

6.6 Prosecutions at the Domestic Level 

 

Like both Kenya and Uganda, Côte d‘Ivoire adopted a multiplicity of initiatives to deal with its 

situation. As from January 2011, both the civilian and military courts began to handle cases relating 

to the post-election crisis. President Ouattara established a National Commission of Inquiry, a 

Dialogue, Truth, and Reconciliation Commission and a Special Investigative Cell all of which were 

meant to address different aspects of the crisis. The National Commission of Inquiry was mandated 

to investigate alleged violations of human rights and international humanitarian law during the post-

election crisis.
1006

 This Commission was the first of the many other initiatives to complete its work 

and released a report August 2012. One of the key recommendations in this report was the need to 

open investigations against persons suspected of committing the violations outlined in the report, 

regardless of political affiliation.
1007

 As a non-judicial Commission, its work stopped at the point of 

submitting its recommendations. It then fell upon the State to establish mechanisms for 

implementation of these recommendations.  

 

In a bid to bolster the investigative capacity and given the magnitude of cases that were expected to 

be handled from the 2010 post-election violence, a Special Investigative and Instruction Unit was 
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established through administrative action in June 2011.
1008

 This unit was tasked with carrying out 

investigations and judicial proceedings relating to the crimes committed during the 2010 post-

election violence. It was initially set up with a time-frame of 18 months but its term extended 

indefinitely through a Presidential decree passed in December 2013.
1009

 This means that the Cell has 

to work until all the offences from the 2010 post-election violence have been dealt with. The main 

role of the Cell is to investigate and initiate judicial proceedings out of the crimes committed during 

the 2010 post-election violence. It is not set up as a separate unit but rather, within the Tribunal of 

First Instance in Abidjan; once investigations are complete, the cases are prosecuted at the Tribunal 

of First Instance in Abidjan. The Special Investigative and Instruction Cell relies on the Ivorian Penal 

Code in its investigations and prosecutions. While this is sufficient as it fairly defines some 

international crimes, the law may have to be amended to align it to the Rome Statute which is now 

part of the law of Côte d‘Ivoire.  

 

Since the law mandates the Special Investigative and Instruction Cell to cover both crimes (serious 

offences) and délits( misdemeanors), the Unit embarked on handling every offence connected to the 

2010 post-election crisis, from genocide, murders, arson, rape, assault, theft, etc.
1010

 One problem 

posed by such an approach is that the Unit is flooded with all sorts of offences that can effectively be 

investigated and prosecuted through the normal judicial system, creating a backlog that may 

eventually appear to be unmanageable. As at June 2014, thousands of people were still waiting for 

their cases to be processed through the Special Investigative and Instruction Cell, with some having 

been in detention for the past three years.
1011

 This raises concerns about arbitrary detention, 

especially for those held on misdemeanors whose sentences could be lower than the period they have 

been held in detention.  

 

In terms of actual prosecutions, the first case investigated by the Unit and prosecuted successfully 

has been that of Simone Gbagbo and 82 allies mentioned above.
1012

According to the Prosecutor of 

the Unit, there are around 1000 active files awaiting finalization.
1013

 The offences range from 
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murders, arson, rape, assault, theft, with three files active for crimes against individuals.
1014

 The 

decision to investigate people for ordinary offences, as explained by the Prosecutor, was made taking 

into account several issues. First, those in custody are the gendarmeries and civilians who are 

suspected of having carried out the actual crimes; as such, the state saw it prudent to charge them 

with the actual ordinary crimes and pursue the high level perpetrators (planners and financiers) for 

international crimes.
1015

 Secondly, investigations for international crimes are complex in nature and 

would have needed specialized personnel to investigate thousands of people for this category of 

crimes. The Prosecutor observed that due to the complexity of investigations, even the ICC, with all 

the specialized skills, is only able to undertake a handful of investigations.
1016

 Third, the Rome 

Statute had just been ratified by the state and provisions in the Penal Code relating to international 

crimes would have to be aligned to the Rome Statute.
1017

  Côte d‘Ivoire in this sense chose the 

seemingly easier route of investigating people for ordinary crimes rather than engaging with the 

difficult investigations and prosecutions of international crimes. This situation demonstrates the 

dilemma many countries find themselves in when faced with thousands of perpetrators. In Côte 

d‘Ivoire‘s situation it is rather telling because the country‘s domestic laws already defined 

international crimes but when it came to investigations for these crimes, the country was saying it 

would be too complex for them. This demonstrates that even with a sound legal system, there are still 

practical challenges with investigations and prosecutions of international crimes, especially when 

dealing with a mass of perpetrators. Still, Côte d‘Ivoire‘s decision to only investigate 3 cases on 

international crimes is not impressive. The state should have strived to undertake investigations for 

international crimes in the majority of the 1,000 active files, instead of immediately opting for 

ordinary crimes in view of the anticipated challenges. 

 

Other than the Simone Gbagbo case, the Special Investigative and Instruction Cell is yet to process 

other cases for trial. The slow pace of investigations and movement of cases within the Special 

Investigative and Instruction Cell could be inherent in the structural limitations of the Cell. The 

Prosecutor of the Republic, who is attached to the Tribunal of the First Instance in Abidjan, is also 

the Prosecutor in charge of the Special Investigative Cell. He has to balance and juggle both roles 
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without adequate technical and resource support.
1018

 The Cell has three other deputy prosecutors and 

three investigative judges, none of whom is relieved of their other routine duties. 
1019

 In my view, the 

Special Investigative Cell would have been more effective if staffed with Prosecutors and 

Investigative Judges with the sole role of processing the cases in the Cell and not juggling this with 

other duties.  

 

It would also have been better to have Prosecutors and Investigative Judges focusing on investigating 

and prosecuting serious offences and another set of Prosecutors and Investigative Judges 

concentrating on the misdemeanors. This would have ensured that international crimes are handled 

with the technical expertise they require. Such a break-down of roles would also have led to a more 

efficient and faster processing of the cases.  

 

Apart the structural and technical difficulty, the work of the Special Investigative Cell has been 

frustrated by the politics of the Country. The unit was established as a demonstration of commitment 

to seek accountability for serious crimes occurring during the 2010 post-election violence. However, 

as the Country prepares for the next General Election in 2015, the State‘s strategy seems to change 

from a judicial approach to a politically pragmatic settlement.  The State stopped laying emphasis on 

the Special Investigative Cell and began to reduce its staff. Further, the State began releasing some of 

those in detention in an effort to appease the opposition. In August 2013, the state released 14 high-

profile detainees including Pascal Affi N‘Guessan, a former prime minister and interim head of 

Gbagbo‘s Ivorian Popular Front (FPI), and Michel Gbagbo, the ex-president‘s son. Between January 

27
th

 and February 5
th

 2014, another 130 prisoners were released.
1020

 In June 2014, President Ouattara 

promised that another 150 persons would be released.
1021

 While cases against these individuals were 

not dismissed, their release sent mixed signals on the State‘s stand on judicial prosecutions. The 

Prosecutor at the Special Investigative Cell indicated that such releases have become frustrating for 

the Unit and de-motivating due to the time they spend in investigating the cases only for the persons 

to be released.
1022

 Interestingly, Côte d‘Ivoire‘s Amnesty Law excludes perpetrators of gross 

violations of human rights and humanitarian law from receiving Amnesty.
1023

 However, since the 
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state has decided to pursue the perpetrators for ordinary crimes, they are able to benefit from 

amnesty in large numbers. 

 

Soon after the storm cleared and the adversaries no longer posed a real threat to galvanization of 

power, Côte d‘Ivoire began to have a change of mind as seen in its ambivalent relationship with the 

ICC and the steps it took at the domestic level.  The dilemma for Côte d‘Ivoire is that it no longer 

sees judicial prosecutions as the way to address its situation.
1024

 At the national level, political 

developments in Côte d‘Ivoire from 2012, paint a picture of a State that was no longer looking at the 

Special Investigative Cell as instrumental to acting in line with complementarity. In fact, the State no 

longer felt that it needed to act in line with complementarity at all through investigating and 

prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes. It started cutting a series of political deals, freeing 

key Gbagbo allies who were in custody and luring others back from exile.
1025

 Several people 

returned from exile. Marcel Gossio, a key Gbagbo supporter  for whom an arrest warrant was 

pending for allegedly organizing the 2010 post-election violence, returned in January 2014 after a 

two-year exile in Morocco.
1026

 Côte d‘Ivoire did not level any charges against him. Over 4000 

soldiers who served in the previous regime returned from exile as the state encouraged more to return 

home without fear for their security or judicial processes.
1027

 The driving force behind these was the 

up-coming general elections and the fact that the opposition had refused to participate both in the 

National Assembly and local government elections, locking out nearly half of the population and 

denying Ouatarra‘s government the legitimacy it desired. The opposition‘s reason for non- 

participation in these elections was the incarceration of their leader, Gbagbo, at the ICC and the 

detention of many of their members.
1028

 Already tiring of its judicial approach, Côte d‘Ivoire was no 

longer motivated in seeking justice over the 2010 post-election crimes but rather building bridges 

and concentrating on non-judicial measures. 

 

It seems that Côte d‘Ivoire, having leaned on the ICC to stem out a threat, no longer saw the 

usefulness of its engagement with the ICC when that threat no longer existed. Like Uganda, it had 

viewed the Court as a tool to solve a political migraine. When the situation changed, like Uganda, it 
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started looking inwards to rebuild the society using other means instead of judicial prosecutions. This 

position does not sit well with the concept of complementarity, because it means that some states 

will only co-operate with the court for as long as it serves their political interests and helps them get 

rid of political threats. At the national level however, even where they are able to investigate and 

prosecute international crimes, the willingness to do so changes over time and the Court has no 

means or power to ensure the country carries out prosecutions at the national level.  

 

 

6.7 Redress for Victims 

 

At the time of the 2010 post-election violence, Côte d‘Ivoire did not have in place any legal or policy 

framework for victims‘ redress. Within the criminal justice system, the victims‘ role is limited to 

recording statements with the Prosecutor and later giving their testimonies in Court, especially where 

such victims are also witnesses. There is a possibility within the system to request for reparations, 

where victims have been directly harmed by the offence. However, even if awarded, responsibility 

for paying such reparations rest with the convicted person, whose obligation to pay only commences 

after they serve their sentence. Since most sentences for serious offenses run to over 30 years, it 

becomes impractical to seek reparations in this manner.  

 

A number of institutions were created and mandated to address the victims‘ rights. A Directorate of 

Victims of War, established within the Ministry of Solidarity, Women and Children, was one of 

these institutions. The Director was in charge of identifying and registering victims. The Directorate, 

as at June 2014, had a database of around 70,000 victims, categorized according to the harm they 

suffered.
1029

 This database was however difficult to sift through as it was not electronic. Resources to 

automate the identification and registration system had not been forthcoming to the Directorate 

whose work was also hampered by lack of clarity in its mandate as well as lack of a legal framework 

on victims‘ reparations. The Director however hoped that once a legal framework is in place, the 

Ministry would be given funds to provide reparations for these victims. 
1030

  

 

The second institution handling the situation of victims is the Dialogue, Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission (Commission Dialogue, Vérité et Réconciliation (CDVR). The CDVR was set up in 

July 2011 with the objective of seeking reconciliation amongst Ivoirians and reinforcing social 
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cohesion amongst the communities in Côte d‘Ivoire.
1031

 The CDVR had several functions. It was 

charged with seeking the truth and determining where responsibilities lay regarding past and recent 

national socio-political events; identifying victims of both the past and the 2010 post-election crisis: 

identifying perpetrators and obtaining from them repentance; proposing a reparation policy for 

victims; writing a final report with recommendations for the future.
1032

 The CDVR faced many 

obstacles in the course of its work. The first was clarifying its wide mandate; the law only referred to 

‗past‘ and ‗present‘ crisis without giving an actual time-frame that it should have considered. The 

CDVR thus spent the first year on national consultation to clarify the time-frame it should cover.
1033

 

Its mandate was renewed in 2014 for one year, with specific instructions to engage with victims and 

propose reparations.
1034

 The CDVR however found this task problematic as there was no legal 

framework on victims‘ definition, identification and reparations.
1035

 To remedy this, the Commission 

relied on the Rome Statute for definition of victims.
1036

  

 

The CDVR conducted a very intensive exercise to audition and register victims. Audition officers 

were sent out to the field to identify victims and conduct preliminary assessments on the truth or 

otherwise of victims‘ stories. A verification process then followed to corroborate victims‘ stories. 

Once verified, the identified victims were given unique codes and their details, including 

photographs and thumbprints, entered into a unique security system created for CDVR. This 

database was maintained in Abidjan. The CDVR also set up an on-line registration system for 

victims who were resident in other countries, in order to capture all victims of the past and 2010 

post-election crisis.
1037

 The CDVR‘s mandate came to an end in October 2014 and it issued a report 

in December 2014, having listened to testimonies from over 72,000 victims. This report was not 

made public although during the handing over ceremony, the CDVR Chairperson indicated that the 

recommendations in the report included reparations for victims, setting aside national days of 

memory and forgiveness, and days dedicated to dialogue.
1038

 Subsequent to the report, another 

commission was set up in June 2015 to implement the recommendations.
1039
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In May 2013, the State created another outfit, Programme National de Cohésion Sociale (PNCS) 

with the mandate of assisting vulnerable people affected by the conflict and ensuring socio-economic 

integration. According to many civil society organizations, this outfit was created at the height of 

ineptitude of the CDRV and was supposed to replace the CDRV. This did not however happen and 

the CDVR concluded its work, handing over to yet another Commission.
1040

 It is now expected that 

the new Commission will work with the PNCS in implementing the CDVR recommendations. 

 

The multiplicity of mandates on victims‘ redress posed major problems in realization of victims‘ 

rights, with many institutions maintaining their own databases. While most stakeholders 

acknowledged the need for co-ordination and a common database, each insisted on holding onto their 

database. This caused confusion amongst victims and led to multiple registrations as they did not 

know which list would be used to determine reparations. Some victims, mistrusting the state 

institutions, opted to register with NGOs. Several NGOs maintained databases on victims but were 

categorical that they would not release these to state institutions unless a witness protection law was 

put in place as they did not want to expose the victims to further victimization, especially where the 

victims came from areas that were perceived to be pro-Gbagbo.
1041

 

 

Another controversy was the prioritization of ex-combatants at the expense of victims. From June 

2003, resources were availed for reintegration and resettlement of ex-combatants. The victims felt 

slighted by this, especially because some of the ex-combatants were actual perpetrators of the abuses 

suffered by the victims. Further, priority was also initially placed on criminal prosecutions; as such, 

many victims felt they were being used to pursue criminal prosecutions and while they desired 

justice in terms of criminal sanctions, their greater desire was reparations for the harm and loss they 

suffered, which was not forthcoming, some four years after the violence. 

 

The effectiveness of the institutions looking into redress for victims was hampered by insufficient 

resources. By June 2014, the PNCS had for instance not been able to roll out any programs due to 

lack of resources.
1042

 The Director for victims of war had on several occasions to use his personal 
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resources to reach the many victims who could get to Abidjan.
1043

 The CDVR‘s operations were also 

affected by lack of resources.
1044

 

 

The major obstacle however has been the lack of a legal and policy framework for victims‘ redress 

and reparations. As a result, most institutions working in this area did not have any guiding laws or 

principles. A number of civil society organizations began drafting a Bill on Victims Reparations and 

many stakeholders agreed that unless this law was passed, any reparations made to victims would be 

haphazard and would not have an anchoring legal framework. 

 

6.8 Conclusion  

 

At the legal and structural level, Côte d‘Ivoire was better placed than both Kenya and Uganda to 

undertake prosecutions of serious crimes. This is due to the law it already had in place which 

criminalized genocide, crimes against civilian population and crimes against prisoners of war. This 

should have provided an impetus for investigations and prosecutions of international crimes. The 

state however did not robustly pursue investigations and prosecutions for international crimes, opting 

instead to prosecute perpetrators for ordinary crimes. 

 

In terms of actual prosecutions arising out of the 2010 post-election Côte d‘Ivoire managed conclude 

one case involving 83 individuals arising from the post-election violence. This case was not about 

international crimes but rather for ordinary offences of undermining state security and organizing 

criminal gangs. Of the 1000 active files, only two files were under investigations for international 

crimes as at August 2014. Even in these two files, the investigatory steps did not present real hope 

for prosecution of perpetrators for international crimes. 

 

In the context of the 2010 post-election violence therefore, despite the domestic proceedings against 

Simone Gbagbo, Côte d‘Ivoire did not carry its fair share of the obligation to investigate and 

prosecute perpetrators of international crimes. This is an unfortunate outcome especially since it had 

in place a legal and institutional framework to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international 

crimes. The establishment of the Special Investigative and Instruction Cell was expected to bolster 

investigations and prosecutions; however the unit suffered setbacks largely due to lack of political 

support and the shift by the country in strategy from prosecutions to other non-judicial mechanisms. 
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The release of several suspects from custody demonstrates this shift in strategy about dealing with 

the 2010 post-election violence crisis.  

 

Côte d‘Ivoire is likely to be a case of a missed opportunity to enhance application of international 

criminal law norms at the national level. This is because the country was in a position to investigate 

and prosecute international crimes and all that it required was a strong political will as well as 

technical, financial and logistical support in order to cement international criminal justice at the 

domestic level. The challenge was however posed by unwillingness of the state to sustain judicial 

proceedings and to genuinely address complementarity. 

 

In relation to victims, Côte d‘Ivoire has made better progress than Kenya and Uganda in so far as it 

put in place measures to identify and register the victims. Côte d‘Ivoire is however yet to put in place 

a comprehensive legal and policy framework for victims‘ reparations. Domestic laws are largely 

silent on reparations, making it difficult for victims to lodge any legal claim. If the Commission put 

in place by the state to implement CDRV report actualizes victims‘ reparations, the state will have 

carried some burden on realization of victims‘ rights. The extent of this burden can however only 

being assessed once it is possible to ascertain the number of victims compensated and nature of 

reparations given.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

LESSONS LEARNT, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 

Complementarity, as discussed in the previous chapters, rests on the premise that the first point of 

call when international crimes have occurred is the national system. A number of challenges faced by 

the ICC have cemented the argument that the national systems are best-placed to investigate and 

prosecute criminal offenses, both national and international. One of the criticisms leveled against the 

ICC is the period it takes to conclude cases. 13 years later, it has concluded only three cases.
1045

 This 

has put the Court‘s effectiveness, efficiency and impact in sharp focus. In the Ugandan case, it is not 

until 2015 when one of the suspects was arrested, some 9 years after the issuance of arrest 

warrants.
1046

 Omar Al-Bashir is still running a country and has managed to evade arrest, 7 years after 

the ICC unsealed an arrest warrant against him. While the inability to apprehend suspects remains a 

concern, it is not in the design of the Court to apprehend suspects but rather to rely on co-operation 

of state parties for surrender of suspects within the framework of Article 98 of the Statute. Still, the 

lesson here is that on a comparative scale, the national system would face fewer obstacles in 

apprehending and prosecuting suspects in fulfillment of their obligation to investigate and prosecute 

perpetrators of international crimes. 

 

Each of the countries analyzed exhibited varying extents of unwillingness and inability with the 

result that efforts pursued in all the three countries to act in line with complementarity did not 

translate to actual prosecutions for international crimes at the domestic level. From this finding, I 

draw some key lessons, observations and recommendations, focusing on how the gaps that prevented 

the three countries to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes could be 

addressed. 

 

7.2 The Inability caused by an Inadequate Legal and Institutional Framework for 

Prosecution of International Crimes 

 

From the analysis of the three countries, it emerged that lack of a legal framework for prosecution of 

international crimes is one of the biggest obstacles to seeking accountability for these crimes in the 
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domestic sphere. In both Kenya and Uganda, the existing laws at the time of commission of 

international crimes impeded prosecution of international crimes. Both countries being dualist at the 

time, domestication of the Rome Statute had not taken place by the time the crimes were committed. 

In Côte d‘Ivoire, while the country neither ratified nor domesticated the Rome Statute, it was able to 

begin investigations at the national level soon after the violence since its legal system already 

defined and sanctioned some of the international crimes; its decision not to prosecute any 

perpetrators for international crimes was not influenced by legislative challenges. This underscores 

the point that for any country where international crimes have been committed to meet its obligation 

to prosecute, an enabling legal framework is crucial. This legal framework should already be in place 

by the time international crimes are committed, to avoid the law being inapplicable due to 

retroactivity, as was the case with Kenya‘s International Crimes Act and Uganda‘s International 

Criminal Court Act.  

 

Apart from the obvious role of enabling the country to meet its obligation to investigate and 

prosecute perpetrators of international crimes, such a legal framework, especially where aligned to 

the Rome Statute, ensures uniformity in application of international criminal law across states. In 

terms of complementarity, such a legal framework also protects the primacy of the national 

jurisdiction over international crimes. So far, 65 countries have implemented the Rome Statute in 

their domestic spheres.
1047

 Every state party to the Rome Statute should however ensure that it has 

modified its domestic law to define international crimes; provide appropriate penalties; put in place 

an institutional mechanism for their investigation and prosecution and provide a framework for 

reparations to the victims. 

 

The other crucial element is the capacity of the judicial system to investigate and prosecute 

international crimes. Investigators, Prosecutors and Judges must possess the necessary technical 

knowledge to handle international crimes. Where this capacity does not exist, the result is a tendency 

to resort to prosecution for ordinary crimes, which, depending on how they are framed at the national 

level, may still fail the ―substantially same conduct‖ test, leading the ICC‘s intervention. 
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The Rome Statute does not explicitly recognize an inadequate legal framework or technical 

incapacity of judicial officers as factors that could lead ‗inability‘ under Article 17 (3) of the Rome .  

The drafters of the Statute  probably expected that upon ratifying the Statute, state parties would 

implement  it in their national systems and build capacities of their national courts to be able to 

prosecute for international crimes, therefore ‗inability‘ would only be construed where such a 

judicial system was then affected or rendered unavailable in ensuing conflicts. Thirteen years after 

the coming into force of the Rome Statute, it is clear that there are other kinds of situations, more 

common that the one envisaged under Article 17(3) of the Rome Statute  that renders a judicial 

system ‗unable‘ to prosecute for international crimes. The twin challenges of lack of a proper legal 

framework and incapacity of the judiciary to prosecute for international crimes can no longer be 

ignored.  

 

In order to ensure that states meet their obligation to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of 

international crimes, the international community, civil society organizations and scholars should 

shift their focus from the ICC to enhancing the domestic capacity of states to investigate and 

prosecute international crimes, especially through addressing the legal and technical capacity 

challenges. Indeed, the Review Conference in 2010 adopted a  resolution encouraging ―…the Court, 

States Parties and other stakeholders, including international organizations and civil society, to 

further explore ways in which to enhance the capacity of national jurisdictions to investigate and 

prosecute serious crimes of international concern.‖
1048

 This should be the focus of stakeholders.
1049

 

The three situations countries studied in this thesis could benefit from capacity building in the 

following areas: 

 

Training of police, investigators and prosecutors in investigating and prosecuting international 

crimes. 

 

The effective prosecution of international crimes at the domestic level requires, in the first instance, 

the expertise to conduct thorough investigations. Without this expertise, most domestic systems are 

unable to proceed and seek accountability from the perpetrators of international crimes. In Kenya for 

instance, most of the middle and lower-level perpetrators of the 2007 post-election violence have 

escaped prosecution largely due to investigative difficulties. In Côte d‘Ivoire, the Special 

Investigative Cell found it difficult to investigate international crimes due to their complexity. There 

is a huge capacity gap that needs to be filled by providing the criminal justice practitioners with the 
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technical and practical knowledge to investigate and prosecute complex crimes. The criminal justice 

practitioners should also have their capacity enhanced on the protection of victims and witnesses 

since they will rely on the testimonies of these victims and witnesses during the trials. In all the three 

countries, witness protection was not prioritized, with the effect that most witnesses shied away from 

giving their testimonies (in Côte D‘Ivoire)
1050

 with some recanted their testimonies and others 

eventually suffered harm (in Kenya).
1051

 Witness protection is as such a crucial area that criminal 

justice practitioners need to be trained on so that they do not expose the victims and witnesses to 

danger and vulnerability. 

 

Training of judges on adjudication of international crimes 

The complexity surrounding various concepts of international criminal law require advanced 

knowledge on the part of judicial officers, who are also charged with ensuring that trials meet 

international standards of fairness and due process. Familiarity with international criminal law 

norms, substantive international criminal law as well as international criminal procedure are crucial 

areas where the capacity of judges in the domestic systems ought to be enhanced, especially for those 

who will adjudicate international crimes cases. Judges also need to have access to legal tools and 

necessary resources for adjudication of international crimes. 

 

Training of Lawyers 

Defense lawyers seeking to ensure a fair trial for their clients need to be equipped with the legal tools 

and knowledge to effectively represent the person‘s accused of international crimes. Similarly, 

lawyers seeking to secure victims‘ rights within the national processes should be trained on the 

procedures of securing such rights and on how to enable victims participate in the domestic 

processes. 

 

Training of other court staff 

Other court staff should have their capacities enhanced on court management systems to ensure a 

cadre of staff capable of organizing, safeguarding and making accessible as appropriate large 

quantities of sensitive information.
1052
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Reparations framework 

Most countries need assistance in structuring appropriate reparations framework, taking into account 

the sometimes limited resources.
1053

 In the three countries studied, none had in place a legal or policy 

framework on victims‘ reparations. The result was that any effort to provide reparations for victims 

was hampered by lack of clear guidelines, leading to ad hock, uncoordinated and haphazard efforts 

which left the majority of the victims with no form of reparations. Putting in place adequate laws and 

policies on victims‘ reparations is as important as having laws in place for investigation and 

prosecution of international crime, the two aspects, to wit, prosecutions and reparations, should both 

be pursued whenever international crimes have been committed, as explained in Chapter One of this 

thesis. 

 

7.3 Fostering willingness to investigate and prosecute international crimes at the domestic 

level  

 

All the three countries under study exhibited unwillingness at various stages, although Uganda and 

Côte d‘Ivoire‘s approach and attitude to the ICC was markedly different from the Kenyan case. 

Uganda, having resorted to a self- referral to the Court, offered full collaboration and support for the 

ICC process and only wavered when it sought to turn back to its domestic mechanisms for purposes 

of negotiating peace with the LRA. Had the LRA signed the peace agreements, it is doubtful Uganda 

would have kept co-operating with the Court.
1054

 Côte d‘Ivoire was similarly unwilling to prosecute 

Laurent Gbagbo at the national level, preferring instead to use the ICC to address a political problem 

as Uganda had done. When it came to Simone Gbagbo, charged with similar crimes as her husband, 

Côte d‘Ivoire lodged an admissibility challenge, claiming it was able and willing to prosecute her at 

the national level. It has not contested admissibility in Laurent Gbagbo‘s case, pointing to intricate 

politics at play rather than a genuine consideration of complementarity at the national level. 

 

In the Kenyan situation, the government was not at all enthusiastic or welcoming of the ICC process. 

The different approaches pursued by the three countries were largely influenced by the political 

situations in each of these countries and their perceived reasons for the ICC‘s intervention. Uganda 

and Côte d‘Ivoire saw the court as an avenue for drawing international attention to their situations 

and finding a solution for dealing with the rebels and opposition respectively.  Kenya on the other 

hand, regarded the intervention as an affront to its sovereignty, particularly since some of the 

individuals indicted by the ICC were government officials. Kenya made several attempts to stop the 
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ICC process, from shuttle diplomacy, a request to the UN Security Council for a deferral under 

Article 16 to attempts to withdraw from the Rome Statute.
1055

 It also sought support from its 

neighboring countries and the African Union for its deferral bid and finally filed an admissibility 

challenge under Article 19 of the Rome Statute. These attempts demonstrated the countries 

unwillingness not only to initiate prosecutions at the domestic level, but also to have the suspects 

prosecuted at the international level.  

 

The lack of ‗willingness‘ to prosecute perpetrators of international crimes in part stems from the 

nature of these crimes. International crimes, as discussed in Chapter Two of this thesis, are often 

orchestrated by people in positions of power within states or organizations. As such, even where the 

state is able to investigate and prosecute, unwillingness to do so presents a major obstacle. It is 

difficult to navigate the political waters in a state and demand that an ‗unwilling‘ state changes its 

position. The civil society organizations and the international community can keep playing an 

important role in firmly and continuously reminding the state of its obligation to investigate and 

prosecute international crimes at the domestic level and keeping the public informed of this 

obligation to enable them to demand action from their governments. Furthermore, civil society 

groups may assist victims to seek reparations from the national system through class action, even 

where the perpetrators of international crimes have not been prosecuted. This enables the judiciary to 

start dealing with the concept of international crimes, enhances application of international criminal 

law norms at the domestic level, and more importantly, calls the state to action on at least part of its 

obligations where international crimes have been committed.  In all the three countries, civil society 

organizations played a crucial role to demand accountability at the domestic level for the 

international crimes that had been committed.
1056

 

 

7.4 Necessity for Swift Prosecution both at the domestic and International Level 

 

In order to discharge the obligation to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes, 

the domestic systems and the ICC, where it intervenes, must act swiftly. When justice is not swift 

and prompt both the domestic and international systems will face major difficulties in trying to 

pursue the suspects years after the conflict.  The analysis of the three countries reveals a trend where 

the tendency is to resort to other non-judicial means of addressing international crimes, if the 

obligation to investigate and prosecute is not immediately implemented. The more time passes, the 
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less the states favor prosecutions. Uganda, as discussed in Chapter Four of this thesis, tried 

unsuccessfully, to recall the situation from the ICC in order to pursue a political agreement with the 

LRA. It also passed an Amnesty Law which effectively prevented any prosecutions of the LRA at 

the domestic level.
1057

 Côte d‘Ivoire also, despite having  appropriate  legislation in place,  faltered in 

its prosecutions, pursuing ordinary prosecutions  half-heartedly and eventually shifting its focus to 

re-integration of former combatants and release of several suspects who were under 

investigations.
1058

 Kenya suffered a similar fate, eventually admitting that due to the passage of time, 

it was no longer possible to carry out investigations for perpetrators of international crimes.
1059

 

Instead, to benefit the victims, a fund for restorative justice was set up.
1060

 Discharging the obligation 

to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes can also be affected by changes in 

the political landscape in the situation countries. For instance in Kenya, when the political landscape 

had changed, putting Uhuru Kenyatta and William Ruto at the country‘s top leadership as President 

and Deputy President respectively, the Kenyan Constitution effectively protected them from 

prosecution at the domestic level.
1061

 The situation would have been different had the suspects been 

investigated and prosecuted immediately following the 2007 post-election violence as their trials 

would not have been impeded by the Constitution. 

 

The challenges faced by the domestic system in discharging the obligation to investigate and 

prosecute perpetrators of international crimes where substantial time has elapsed, are also faced by 

the ICC. In the Kenyan cases for instance, the passage of time presented the court with 

unprecedented challenges. The Prosecutor first dropped the charges against Francis Muthaura due to 

lack of witnesses (after some died and others refused to testify) and lack of cooperation from the 

Kenyan Government.
1062

 Similar problems hampered Ruto‘s trial as several witnesses recanted their 

testimonies and others directly refused to testify, leading the Trial Chamber to compel the attendance 

of some 8 witnesses.
1063

 The case against Kenyatta was also withdrawn as it could not meet the 
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evidentiary threshold.
1064

 The Prosecutor‘s attempts to look for additional evidence to sustain the 

case were frustrated by an uncooperative state.
1065

 Further, the practicality of collecting evidence 

several years after the events occurred were rendered futile. The 2013 election fever had swept 

through the country with a message of reconciliation and public support for The Hague trials had 

considerably diminished.
1066

 It was therefore difficult to locate any victims who would be prepared 

to give evidence in a hostile political climate. Several witnesses recanted their testimonies and/or 

refused to testify, leaving the Prosecutor with limited options. 

 

The global political landscape had also shifted dramatically by the time the ICC began trials in the 

Kenyan cases. The AU maintained that ICC was politicizing and misusing indictments against 

African leaders and reiterated that no proceedings should be held against any sitting President.
1067

  

The AU set up a committee to engage the UN Security Council on deferral of the Kenyan cases and 

resolved that President Kenyatta would not appear before the ICC until  the moment that  the 

concerns raised by the AU had  been  adequately addressed by the UN Security Council and the 

ICC.
1068

 It also resolved to seek amendments to the Rome Statute to address the question of 

indictment of serving Heads of State.
1069

 At the continental level, the AU resolved that Heads of 

State and other officials would not be subjected to prosecution before the African Court of Justice 

and Human Rights.
1070

 Various arguments have been put forward on the AU‘s position, and Dire 

Tladi has comprehensively discussed the varying viewpoints.
1071

 Tladi observes that the immunity 
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proposed by the AU does not in any way affect the jurisdiction of other courts, including the ICC, 

and individuals who may be immune from prosecution before the African Court can still be 

prosecuted by the ICC.
1072

 He further observes that supporters of the AU stand on immunity ignore 

the fact that international law rules on immunity apply to the exercise of jurisdiction by domestic 

courts over officials of a foreign state. The rationale behind such immunity-sovereign equality of 

states-does not apply to exercise of jurisdiction before the ICC.
1073

 I subscribe to the position that the 

AU declarations and decisions in this regard attack the very fundamental principles upon which the 

Rome Statute rests. When a declaration is made that no serving Head of State should be subjected to 

a trial before any tribunal, this completely negates the concept of irrelevance of official capacity in 

Article 27 of the Rome Statute. AU member states which have also ratified the Rome Statute find it 

very difficult to reconcile these two provisions. 
1074

  

 

Following concerted efforts by AU and Kenya, the UN Security Council discussed a draft 

resolution
1075

 seeking a deferral of the Kenyan situation that was discussed on 13
th

 November 2013 

but narrowly failed to make it through the voting stage, with seven members supporting the 

resolution and eight abstaining.
1076

 One week later, the Assembly of State Parties to the Rome 

Statute, after intense lobbying by Kenya and other African countries, adopted amendments to the 

RPE and inserted the new Rule 134 bis, ter and quarter. Rule 132 bis allows an accused person to 

submit a request to the Trial Chamber to be allowed to be present through video technology during 

parts of the trial. Rule 134 ter allows excusal from presence at trial. 

 

 Rule 134 quarter is the ‗very important persons‘ rule and allows for excusal from trial on account of 

extraordinary public duties at the highest national level. The insertion of this rule was the biggest 

score for Kenya and the AU which supported the view that competing national duties should 

override presence at trial. An accused person whose request is made under Rule 134 quarter has to 

face less stringent conditions than one whose request is made under Rule 134 ter. First, the 134 

quarter applications are to be considered expeditiously, unlike the other applications. Second, the 

Trial Chamber has to only consider alternative measures and where inadequate, grant the application 
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if it is in the interest of justice and while ensuring the rights of the accused.
1077

 Considering these 

kinds of request are to be made by persons holding very high offices at the national level, alternative 

measures such as shifting the venue of the trial, would be highly unlikely as such a decision will 

depend on the cooperation of national authorities of which they are an integral part. The result is that 

the alternative measures will always be rendered inadequate. The other consideration- ‗ in the 

interest of justice- is too wide and lends itself to any interpretation and when coupled with ‗while 

ensuring the rights of the accused‘ means that an ‗important‘ accused person making an application 

under Rule 134 quarter will very easily get an excusal. This rule, in my view, is a bad political 

compromise and an affront to Article 27 of the Rome Statute on irrelevance of official capacity. 

There is no sound justification why ‗important persons‘ seeking excusal should not do so under Rule 

134 ter but instead under their own ‗special rule.‘ Rule 134 ter in any case allows the grant of a 

request for excusal where exceptional circumstances exist to justify such an absence; this in my view 

covers the ‗extraordinary duties‘ contemplated in Rule 134 quarter and the latter Rule was 

unnecessary. 

 

One could argue that these amendments, in so far as they seemingly contradict Articles 27 of the 

Rome statute on irrelevance of official capacity and Article 63 (1) of the Statute on mandatory 

presence at trial, should not have much effect since the Court is supposed to first rely on the Statute 

and only resort to the RPE to complement its provisions.
1078

 The reality however, is that the Rules 

having been adopted in response to the Kenyan situation, the court is likely to be more flexible when 

faced with an excusal request in the Kenyan cases than the stringent test laid down by the Appeals 

Chamber. The Trial Chamber already exhibited a lot more flexibility in the subsequent excusal 

requests made by Ruto on the basis that through incorporation of Rule 134 quarter, the ASP clarified 

the position of State Parties in relation to the scope and application of Article 63(1) of the Statute.
1079

 

 

In my view, the bigger tragedy resulting from these amendments is the whittling down of the ICC as 

an independent judicial institution and forcing it to take into account political developments. To put 

it another way, the amendments could not have been made on account of Joshua Sang‘, the third 
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accused person before the Court in the Kenyan cases. Nor would any amendments have been made 

on account of Lubanga, Ntaganda or any of the LRA suspects. The fact the ASP made these 

amendments only for the simple reason that two accused persons had now ascended to positions of 

power, in my view had the result of inappropriately allowing politics to influence the administration 

of justice. Further, in carrying through amendments designed to address a particular situation, it has 

paved the way for further similar amendments that may eventually have the overall effect of 

watering down the very foundation upon which the Rome Statute was established. These kinds of 

decisions have the effect of chipping away at the Rome Statute and eventually watering down the 

very essence of the Statute. If the Statute or the accompanying Rules of Procedure and Evidence are 

amended to conform to the needs of accused person‘s before the court, the credibility of the court as 

an independent judicial institution will wane and the ICC will be viewed as a court that at worst 

protects and at best bends to the political waves of state parties. 

 

The situation may have been different had the ICC began prosecuting the cases closer to the period 

of the events rather than years later when a lot of changes had taken place in the situation country. 

One could argue that the changes that took place particularly in Kenya were unforeseen but it must 

always be remembered that international crimes are for the most part perpetrated by people in 

positions of or close to the instruments of power, as such, delayed prosecution could give them more 

time and the chance to use the power they wield to their advantage. Given the many technical and 

procedural steps required to commence an international criminal trial, it may not be fair to criticize 

the Court harshly. But it is important to urge for progress in narrowing the period between issuance 

of summons or arrest warrants and commencement of trial, especially where the suspects have 

appeared before the Court, either voluntarily or after having been apprehended. 

 

7.5 The Importance of Proper Storage of Evidence and Data  

 

In the three countries under study, another major factor that hampered investigation and prosecution 

of international crimes was lack of collection; handling and storage of evidence that could have 

supported prosecutions and enabled the states appreciate the scale of destruction and the number of 

victims. By their very nature, international crimes pose a challenge to the process of evidence 

gathering and preservation. Over the course of time, crucial evidence may be lost; some witnesses 

could pass away, while others could have difficulties remembering events as they occurred, leading 

to distortion of evidence.  
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In the heat of the conflict, evidence gathering and preservation is often overlooked. Yet, 

investigations and prosecution of international crimes both at the domestic and international level 

will depend on the evidence preserved. Collection and storage of evidence is thus of paramount 

importance, especially where prosecution may not immediately ensue. Prosecuting large-scale crimes 

requires sophisticated and specialized knowledge and equipment.
1080

 None of the three countries had 

in place forensic laboratories for testing, handling and preservation of complex evidence. In Kenya 

especially, inadequate evidence-storage facilities affected prosecution for sexual and gender-based 

crimes.
1081

 

 

Documentation and storage of essential data is also crucial, especially when identifying and profiling 

victims and witnesses. In the three countries one cannot tell with certainty the number of victims 

affected by the conflicts. This is because data concerning victims is not centrally located. 

Furthermore, registration of victims was manually undertaken in all the three situations. These 

manual documents, other than being cumbersome to pore through, wear and tear over the years, 

leaving very little in terms of evidence confirming one‘s victim status. Côte d‘Ivoire has embarked 

on a process to automate the identification and registration of victims, which should be embraced by 

the other two countries in order to ensure timeless database on the status of victims to the conflict.  

 

Civil society organizations, the international community and donors can work with the situation 

countries to put in place appropriate forensic facilities as well as electronic data collection and 

storage facilities. These will enable the countries to secure the necessary facilities which would make 

them better prepared to investigate and prosecute international crimes as well as meet their 

obligations towards victims of atrocities. 

 

7.6 Conclusion 

 

This thesis has analyzed the performance of three ICC situation countries to determine whether they 

carried their fair share of the burden in prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes at the 

domestic level as well as fulfilling victims‘ right to effective remedy. The thesis began from the 

premise that in accordance with complementarity, the primary duty to investigate and prosecute 

perpetrators of international crimes, and to fulfill victims‘ rights, rests with the state where the 

crimes have been committed. Even where the court intervenes, the situation state retains a residual 
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duty to prosecute the perpetrators who are not indicted by the ICC and the obligation to provide 

effective remedy to the victims. This is in fulfillment of the duty to investigate and prosecute, placed 

upon the states by international law and reaffirmed for state parties to the Rome Statute. Further, it is 

in realization of the fact that the ICC by itself cannot prosecute a large number of perpetrators; 

neither can it award reparations to all victims of international crimes in any given country. The duty 

here lies squarely on the state, with the ICC playing a complementary role. 

 

From the analysis of Kenya, Uganda and Côte d‘Ivoire, the conclusion I have drawn is that none of 

the three countries carried its fair share of the burden in investigating and prosecuting perpetrators of 

international crimes occurring in their jurisdictions. Uganda attempted one trial but was claw backed 

by its Amnesty Law. Kenya did not prosecute any person for international crimes, but resorted to 

prosecutions for ordinary crimes, which were not consciously pursued to fulfill the obligation to 

investigate and prosecute international crimes. The result was a few unimpressive prosecutions that 

did not draw any link with the seriousness of the crimes which had been committed during the 2007-

2008 post-election violence.  The same script was repeated in Côte d‘Ivoire where only a single case 

involving some 83 individuals, including Simone Gbagbo, was concluded. The result in all the three 

countries was that thousands of perpetrators of international crimes escaped accountability. The 

scenario reveals the impotence of the international community in enforcing the duty to investigate 

and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes; when states decide not to undertake this duty, the 

international community is unable to compel the states to act. This leaves the ICC as the only 

institution struggling to seek accountability where international crimes have been committed. This 

does not advance the cause of international justice. 

 

Further, none of the three countries fulfilled its obligations towards victims of international crimes. 

The victims‘ right to effective remedy was not prioritized in any of the three countries, neither was it 

actualized. Kenya focused its efforts on resettlement of IDPs, without documenting the losses they 

had suffered during the post-election violence. Other victims who were not displaced did not get any 

form of redress from the state. Uganda and Côte d‘Ivoire focused on reconciliation and reintegration 

of former combatants. Some victims in each of the three countries, having waited in vain for redress 

from the state, have had to approach the civil courts to seek reparation for the harm they suffered. 

 

The challenges confounding the three countries in meeting their duty to investigate and prosecute, as 

well as their obligations towards the victims have been discussed in detail in the focus Chapters. 

Most of these difficulties can be addressed, especially the inadequate legal, institutional and 
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technical capacity for investigation and prosecution of international crimes. Indeed, this is the less 

challenging part and each of the three countries, although after the conflicts, subsequently put in 

place legal and institutional framework for prosecution of international crimes. Uganda enacted the 

International Crimes Act and established the War Crimes Division (Now the International Crimes 

Division) to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes. Côte d‘Ivoire established 

the Special Investigative Cell for the sole purpose of prosecuting perpetrators of the crimes 

emanating from the 2010 post-election violence and ratified the Rome Statute to boost its legal 

framework. Kenya enacted the International Crimes Act and is at an advanced stage of establishing 

the International and Organized Crimes Division to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of 

international crimes. The real grind however is in actual prosecutions. It is well in order to ratify and 

domesticate the Rome Statute and establish institutions for prosecution of perpetrators of 

international crimes but countries must go beyond this to actual prosecutions of international crimes 

at the domestic level. Where actual prosecutions do not happen, as is the case with the three 

countries, they cannot be said to have fulfilled their obligations. Standing in the way of the obligation 

to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes is lack of political will to do so. 

While other difficulties can be remedied, lack of political will remains a big impediment to 

investigation and prosecution of international crimes. Fulfilling the obligation to investigate and 

prosecute international crimes at the domestic level is really at the call of the government of the day 

and as such the states must continuously be reminded on this obligation and the various publics be 

informed of this obligation to enable them demanding action from their governments.  
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SMALLEST SHARE OF THE PIE? 

 ACCOUNTABILITY FOR INTERNATIONAL CRIMES AT THE DOMESTIC LEVEL:  

CASE STUDIES OF KENYA, UGANDA AND CÔTE D’IVOIRE   
 

SUMMARY 

 
This thesis analyzes the performance of national courts in light of the expected division of labour 

between international and domestic jurisdictions in seeking accountability whenever international 

crimes are committed. The thesis proceeds from the normative position that states have a residual 

obligation to continue investigating and prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes, even after 

the International Criminal Court has intervened. The thesis acknowledges that the ICC can only 

proceed with a handful of investigations and prosecutions in each situation country leaving the bulk 

of the perpetrators to be prosecuted at the domestic level. Similarly, the ICC can only offer redress to 

a few victims, leaving the rest of the victims to look up to the national system for reparations. Based 

on this, the thesis examines the domestic systems of three ICC- situation countries in order to assess 

the response on national actors in terms of seeking accountability from the perpetrators of 

international crimes at the domestic level and securing redress to victims of international crimes. 

 

The question the research seeks to answer is whether the selected countries, being Kenya, Uganda 

and Côte D‘Ivoire carried their share of the burden in investigating and prosecuting perpetrators of 

international crimes in their domestic jurisdictions before and after the ICC‘s intervention. The thesis 

also inquiries into whether the three countries met their obligations towards victims of international 

crimes.  

 

The research finds that in Kenya, no one was prosecuted at the domestic level for international 

crimes committed in the context of the 2007 post-election violence Instead, the country carried out a 

few prosecutions for ordinary crimes and eventually decided that it was no longer possible to 

prosecute anyone over the 2007-2008 post-election violence cases. The country did not carry out 

investigations and prosecutions of perpetrators of international crimes mainly due to a lack of 

appropriate legislation; lack of investigative capacity; and lack of political will. The country also 

pursued a number of initiatives to halt prosecution of the cases arising from the Kenyan situation at 

the ICC. These initiatives included requesting the UN Security Council to defer the cases under 

Article 16 of the Rome Statute; lodging an admissibility challenge; and passing a motion at the 

domestic level to withdraw from the Rome Statute. 
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In Uganda, an Amnesty Law passed in 2000 posed a major obstacle to prosecution of international 

crimes arising from the conflict with the Lord‘s Resistance Army (LRA) which has been on-going 

since 1988. Over 24,000 people benefitted from this Amnesty Law, abandoning armed rebellion and 

returning home through the oversight of an Amnesty Commission established under the Act with the 

mandate of demobilizing, reintegrating and resettlement of those granted amnesty. The single 

prosecution of Thomas Kwoyelo in Uganda‘s International Crimes Division was halted by Uganda‘s 

Constitutional Court on the ground that he was entitled to Amnesty like everyone else. Although this 

decision has recently been reversed by Uganda‘s Supreme Court, his trial is yet to commence. In any 

case, a single prosecution out of the thousands of perpetrators of international crimes arising out of 

the LRA conflict is not impressive, and does not demonstrate any effort to act in line with 

complementarity. Uganda, having been the first country to submit a self-referral to the ICC, seemed 

to waver on its commitment to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of international crimes when it 

later began, to negotiate a peace settlement with the LRA. The thesis discusses the agreements from 

these negotiations (The Juba Peace Agreements) and their bearing on complementarity. 

 

In Côte D‘Ivoire, no one was prosecuted at the domestic level for international crimes arising out of 

the 2010 post-election violence. The research finds that this was largely due to lack of political will 

and a change in political strategy. The country already had in place laws criminalizing international 

crimes. The country was also able to boost its institutional capacity through the creation of a Special 

Investigative and Instruction Unit. However, when it came to actual prosecutions, the country 

preferred to conduct prosecutions for ordinary crimes instead of international crimes. Simone 

Gbagbo, indicted at the ICC for crimes against humanity, was prosecuted at the domestic level for 

undermining state security and organizing criminal gangs, and given a 20 year sentence,  igniting a 

discussion on the architecture of complementarity and whether there is need to take into account the 

sentencing structure of a country when conducting a complementarity assessment. Apart from the 

trial of Simone Gbagbo‘s and her allies, the progress of investigation of other cases in Côte D‘Ivoire 

has been very slow. The research finds that like Uganda, Côte D‘Ivoire adopted a change of strategy 

in 2012 from a judicial approach to a politically pragmatic settlement. The State stopped laying 

emphasis on the Special Investigative Unit and started cutting a series of political deals, freeing key 

opposition allies who were in custody and luring others back from exile. The research finds that by 

2014, Côte D‘Ivoire no longer felt that it needed to act in line with complementarity through 

investigating and prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes at the domestic level.  
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The research further finds that the three countries under study all faced numerous obstacles in 

providing redress for victims of international crimes. Key of these was the lack of appropriate 

legislative and policy framework for handling victims of atrocities. As a result any efforts to assist 

victims were pursued in an ad-hoc and haphazard manner that did not take into account the rights of 

the victims and the government‘s primary responsibility in respecting and fulfilling those rights. 

Further, lack of identification, verification and documentation of victims hampered efforts to provide 

redress. In this regard of the three countries studied, it was only Côte D‘Ivoire which made efforts to 

create a database of the victims of the 2010 post-election violence, although this too was fraught with 

challenges. The research finds that the victims of international crimes in the three situation countries 

did not receive any meaningful reparations from the governments at the domestic level, forcing some 

of them to approach the national courts for redress. 

 

The thesis discusses constitutional, legal and institutional reforms that took place in the three 

countries and their bearing on complementarity. The thesis however concludes that despite these 

reforms, the real test of whether a country has carried its fair share of the burden in investigating and 

prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes, is in the actual prosecutions taking place at the 

national level. The kind and level of prosecutions at the domestic level is a pointer to a country‘s 

appreciation of complementarity. As such, a progressive legal and a sound institutional framework 

notwithstanding, an assessment of a country‘s complementarity journey can only be undertaken 

through analyzing the actual cases of international crimes that it investigates and prosecutes at the 

national level. On this basis, the research finds that none of the three countries carried its fair share of 

the burden in investigating and prosecuting perpetrators of international crimes. Further, the three 

countries did not meet their obligations toward victims of international crimes. 

 

In the concluding Chapter, the thesis outlines some key lessons, observations and recommendations, 

focusing on how the gaps that prevented the three countries to investigate and prosecute perpetrators 

of international crimes could be addressed. The thesis observes that while not explicitly recognized 

in the Rome Statute, inadequate legal framework and technical incapacity pose major obstacles to 

investigation and prosecution of international crimes at the domestic level. Obviously, for any 

country where international crimes have been committed to meet its obligation to prosecute, an 

enabling legal framework is crucial. Further, a legal and policy framework is essential to enable a 

state provide meaningful redress for victims. As such, the thesis calls for addressing the legal and 

technical capacity challenges at the domestic level as a means of enhancing investigations and 

prosecutions for international crimes and fulfilling victims‘ rights.  
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The thesis also discusses the challenges posed by delayed investigations and prosecutions both at the 

domestic and international level and emphasizes the need to ensure that investigations and 

prosecutions are carried out promptly to avoid the obstacles presented by passage of time. The 

analysis of the three countries reveals a trend where the tendency is to resort to other non-judicial 

means of addressing international crimes, if the obligation to investigate and prosecute is not 

immediately implemented.  

 

Finally, the thesis discusses the importance of fostering political will at the domestic level, 

acknowledging that discharging the obligation to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of 

international crimes is heavily dependent on the political landscape in the situation countries. 

Ultimately, investigation and prosecution of international crimes at the domestic level depends on 

whether there is political will to act in line with complementarity.  
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HET KLEINSTE STUK VAN DE TAART? 

VERANTWOORDELIJKHEID VOOR INTERNATIONALE MISDRIJVEN OP HET 

NATIONALE LEVEL: CASE STUDIES VAN KENIA, OEGANDA EN IVOORKUST  

 

SAMENVATTING 

 
Deze scriptie analyseert de prestaties van nationale rechterlijke instanties in het licht van de 

verwachte taakverdeling tussen internationale en nationale jurisdicties in de zoektocht naar 

verantwoordelijkheid wanneer internationale misdrijven zijn gepleegd. De scriptie gaat uit van de 

normatieve positie dat staten een residuaire verplichting hebben om door te gaan met het 

onderzoeken en vervolgen van daders van internationale misdrijven, zelf nadat het Internationale 

Strafhof  (International Criminal Court, verder afgekort als ICC) is tussengekomen. De scriptie 

erkent dat de ICC enkel kan doorgaan met een handvol onderzoeken en vervolgingen in elk van de 

situatie-landen, waardoor de vervolging van de meerderheid van de daders wordt overgelaten aan het 

nationale niveau. Evenzo kan de ICC enkel verhaal bieden aan enkele slachtoffers, waarbij de 

overige slachtoffers moeten vertrouwen op het nationale systeem voor schadevergoedingen. 

Gebaseerd op deze veronderstellingen, onderzoekt deze scriptie het nationale systeem van drie ICC 

situatie-landen om de reactie van de nationale actoren te beoordelen inzake het zoeken van 

verantwoordelijkheid van de daders van internationale misdrijven op het nationale level en het 

waarborgen van schadeloosstelling van slachtoffers van internationale misdrijven. 

 

De vraag die het onderzoek beoogt te beantwoorden is of de geselecteerde landen, namelijk Kenia, 

Oeganda en Ivoorkust, hun aandeel hebben gedragen in de lasten inzake het onderzoeken en 

vervolgen van daders van internationale misdrijven in hun nationale jurisdictie voor en na de 

interventie door de ICC. De scriptie onderzoekt ook of deze drie landen hun verplichtingen ten 

aanzien van slachtoffers van internationale misdrijven zijn nagekomen.  

 

Uit het onderzoek blijkt dat in Kenia niemand werd vervolgd op het nationale level voor 

internationale misdrijven gepleegd in de context van het postelectorale geweld in 2007. In plaats 

daarvan voerde het land enkele vervolgingen voor gewone misdrijven en besloot het uiteindelijk dat 

het niet langer mogelijk was om iemand te vervolgen omtrent de 2007-2008 postelectorale geweld-

zaken. Het land voerde geen onderzoeken of vervolgingen uit naar daders van internationale 

misdrijven, grotendeels door het gebrek aan passend wetgeving; het gebrek aan 

onderzoekscapaciteit, en het gebrek aan politieke wil. Het land streefde ook enkele initiatieven na om 

de vervolging van zaken die voortvloeiden uit de situatie van Kenia bij de ICC tegen te houden. Deze 
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initiatieven omvatten onder meer een verzoek aan de VN Veiligheidsraad om de zaak uit te stellen op 

basis van artikel 16 van het Statuut van Rome; het indienen van een betwisting inzake de 

ontvankelijkheid; en het goedkeuren van een motie op het nationale level om zich terug te trekken 

van het Statuut van Rome. 

 

In Oeganda werd in 2000 een Amnestie Wet aangenomen die een groot obstakel vormde voor de 

vervolging van internationale misdrijven die voortvloeiden uit het conflict met het Lord‘s Resistance 

Army (LRA) dat werd gevoerd sinds 1988. Meer dan 24,000 mensen profiteerden van deze Amnestie 

Wet, waarbij ze de gewapende opstand verlieten en terugkeerden naar huis onder het toezicht van 

een Amnestie Commissie opgericht onder de Wet met het mandaat om te demobiliseren, te re-

integreren en het terug naar huis brengen van diegenen aan wie amnestie was verleend. De enkele 

vervolging van Thomas Kwoyelo in de Oegandese Internationale Misdrijven Afdeling werd een halt 

toegeroepen door het Oegandese Grondwettelijke Hof op grond van het feit dat hij net zoals alle 

anderen recht had op Amnestie. Hoewel deze beslissing recent werd teruggedraaid door het 

Oegandese Grondwettelijke Hof, moet zijn proces nog steeds van start gaan. In elk geval is één 

enkele vervolging uit duizenden daders van internationale misdrijven die voortvloeien uit het LRA-

conflict niet indrukwekkend, en het demonstreert geen enkele inspanning om te handelen in 

overeenstemming met de complementariteit. Oeganda, het eerste land dat een zelfverwijzing 

indiende bij de ICC, leek te aarzelen over zijn inzet om daders van internationale misdrijven te 

onderzoeken en vervolgen toen het in een later stadium begon met onderhandelingen voor een 

vredesakkoord met de LRA. De scriptie bediscussieert de akkoorden uit deze onderhandelingen (de 

Juba Vredesakkoorden) en hun impact op de complementariteit. 

 

In Ivoorkust werd niemand op het nationale level vervolgd voor internationale misdrijven 

voortvloeiend uit het postelectorale geweld van 2010. Uit het onderzoek blijkt dat dit grotendeels te 

wijten was aan het gebrek van politieke wil en een verandering in politieke strategie. Het land had al 

wetten in werking die internationale misdrijven criminaliseerden. Het land was bovendien in staat 

om zijn institutionele capaciteit te boosten door de creatie een Speciale Onderzoeks- en Instructie 

Eenheid. Toen het echter aankwam op echte vervolgingen, prefereerde het land om vervolgingen 

voor normale misdrijven uit te voeren in de plaats van internationale misdrijven. Simone Gbagbo, 

aangeklaagd bij de ICC voor misdaden tegen de mensen, werd vervolgd op het nationale level voor 

het ondermijnen van de staatsveiligheid en het organiseren van criminele bendes, en werd een straf 

van 20 jaar opgelegd, waardoor een discussie ontstond over de architectuur van de complementariteit 

en of er een nood is om de structuur van de veroordelingen van een land in aanmerking te nemen bij 
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het uitvoeren van een assessment inzake de complementariteit. Los van het proces van Simone 

Gbagbo en haar bondgenoten, is de vooruitgang van de onderzoeken van andere zaken in Ivoorkust 

erg traag geweest. Uit het onderzoek blijkt dat Ivoorkust, zoals Oeganda, een verandering van 

strategie aannam in 2012 van een judiciële aanpak naar een politiek pragmatische akkoord. De Staat 

hield ermee op de nadruk te leggen op de Speciale Onderzoekseenheid en begon een reeks van 

politieke deals te sluiten waarbij de belangrijkste oppositie-bondgenoten die in hechtenis zaten 

vrijkwamen en anderen die in ballingschap leefden werden teruggelokt. Het onderzoek wijst uit dat 

teneinde 2014, Ivoorkust niet langer de nood voelde om zich in lijn met de complementariteit te 

gedragen door het onderzoeken en vervolgen van daders van internationale misdrijven op het 

nationale level. 

 

Uit het onderzoek blijkt verder dat de drie landen die werden onderzocht allen met verschillende 

obstakels werden geconfronteerd inzake het voorzien van verhaal voor de slachtoffers van 

internationale misdrijven. Cruciaal hierbij was het gebrek aan een gepast wettelijke en politieke 

kader voor de omgang met slachtoffers van wreedheden. Als een resultaat hiervan werden alle 

inspanningen om slachtoffers bij te staan nagestreefd op een ad-hoc en lukrake manier die geen 

rekening hield met de rechten van de slachtoffers en de primaire verantwoordelijkheid van de 

overheid in het respecteren en vervullen van deze rechten. Voorts hinderden het gebrek aan 

identificatie, verificatie en documentatie de inspanningen om verhaal te bieden. In relatie tot de drie 

bestudeerde landen, was het enkel Ivoorkust dat inspanningen deed om een database aan te leggen 

van slachtoffers van het postelectorale geweld van 2010, hoewel ook dit vol uitdagingen was. Het 

onderzoek wijst uit de slachtoffers van internationale misdrijven in de drie situatie-landen geen 

enkele zinvolle schadeloosstellingen ontvingen van de overheid op nationaal niveau, waardoor 

sommigen onder hen gedwongen werden de nationale rechtbanken te benaderen voor verhaal. 

 

De scriptie bespreekt constitutionele, juridische en institutionele hervormingen die plaats vonden in 

de drie landen en wat hun invloed was op de complementariteit. De scriptie concludeert echter dat 

desondanks deze hervormingen, de echte test of een land zijn eerlijk deel van de lasten heeft 

gedragen in het onderzoeken en vervolgen van daders van internationale misdrijven, zich bevindt in 

de daadwerkelijke vervolgingen die plaatsvinden op het nationale level. Het soort en level van 

vervolgingen op het nationale level zijn een indicatie voor de appreciatie van een land voor de 

complementariteit. Op zich kan een assessment van de complementariteitsreis van een land,  

niettegenstaande een progressief juridisch en degelijk institutioneel kader, enkel worden ondernomen 

door het analyseren van de daadwerkelijke zaken omtrent internationale misdrijven die het land 
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onderzoekt en vervolgt op het nationale level. Gebaseerd hierop, wijst het onderzoek uit dat geen van 

de drie landen zijn eerlijke deel van de lasten heeft gedragen in het onderzoeken en vervolgen van 

daders van internationale misdrijven. Voorts voldeden de drie landen niet aan hun verplichtingen ten 

aanzien van de slachtoffers van internationale misdrijven. 

 

In het slothoofdstuk beschrijft de scriptie enkele belangrijke lessen, observaties en aanbevelingen, 

die focussen op hoe deze leemten, die de drie landen verhinderden om daders van internationale 

misdrijven te onderzoeken en vervolgen, zouden kunnen worden aangepakt. De scriptie observeert 

dat hoewel het niet expliciet is erkend in het Statuut van Rome, een inadequaat juridisch kader en 

technische onbekwaamheid belangrijke obstakels vormen voor het onderzoeken en vervolgen van 

internationale misdrijven op het nationale level. Het is overduidelijk dat voor eender welk land waar 

internationale misdrijven werden gepleegd, om zijn verplichting na te komen om te vervolgen, een 

wettelijk kader dat dit mogelijk maakt cruciaal is. Voorts zijn een juridisch- en beleidskader 

essentieel om een staat in staat te stellen om zinvol verhaal te voorzien voor de slachtoffers. De 

scriptie vraagt daarom de uitdagingen inzake juridische en technische capaciteiten op het nationale 

level aan te pakken, als een middel om de onderzoeken en vervolgingen voor internationale 

misdrijven en de vervulling van de rechten van slachtoffers te verbeteren. De scriptie bespreekt ook 

de uitdagingen die worden gesteld door vertraagde onderzoeken en vervolgingen zowel op het 

nationale als internationale level en benadrukt de nood om te verzekeren dat onderzoeken en 

vervolgingen prompt worden uitgevoerd om zo de obstakels die ontstaan door het verloop van tijd te 

vermijden. De analyse van de drie landen onthult een trend waarbij het de neiging is om toevlucht te 

nemen tot andere niet-judiciële middelen voor het aanpakken van internationale misdrijven, indien 

de verplichting om te onderzoeken en vervolgen niet onmiddellijk is geïmplementeerd. 

 

Tot slot bespreekt deze scriptie het belang van het bevorderen van politieke wil op het nationale 

level, waarbij wordt erkend dat het voldoen van een verplichting om daders van internationale 

misdrijven te onderzoeken en vervolgen zeer sterk afhankelijk is van het politieke landschap in de 

situatie-landen. Uiteindelijk is het onderzoeken en vervolgen van internationale misdrijven op het 

nationale level afhankelijk van het bestaan van de politieke wil om te handelen in overeenstemming 

met de complementariteit. 




